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ISAIAH 1

This course as I believe you all have the assignment. Did everybody get this

assignment? You did. I nia meant to say on it. I believe I did say on it that

I would appreciate it if-you i-f- it could be turned in to me not later c than Monday

noon, and if possible, sooner. It would have been very helpful if it could be

turned in previous to Friday night. Now I got one assignment--that is all I have

today. How many have it done. Two have it done. That makes three then that we

have altogether. That's 50% k that have done it. Well, we are getting off to a
ed

start, let's say, but I also eou-l-mentio/that this course would probably be taken

by most of you as an undergraduate course, can be taken by any of you for graduate

credit, if desired. You want to take it for graduate e-e4et credit? Oh, fine.

Aftyeey Anybody who wants to take it for graduate credit , it is necessary -for- to

let me know so I can make special assignments, because for undergraduate credit

h4s- this course should take two hours study for each hour in class, that is , two

credit hours--that will be six hours a week, two hours of class and four hours of

study, but for graduate credit I will give extra assignments to take two extra hours

in class, but because graduate credit study requires fou -ex-e-- hours of study-arid

instead of three. So Mr. Wales is the only one who desires to take it for graduate

credit and we will give him something k before long. I think at present he will find

enough on the assignment . In this assignment I asked that these questions be written

out and turned in and then to keep track of the time and if there was -as-s- additional

time to start of the Hebrew. How many got started on the Hebrew? Well, we are

getting started . I like to get going early, because many courses are slow. (, We

can get a little ahead of them and then we can slow down at the end , if possibe.

Now, the course, as you know, is i-ftte4.--n-tedtc-- intended to be a course of very

intensive study . I don't think I have every. given a course exactly like this one.
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This is a new course . It does not conflict with any course previously taken.

How many of you have had my survey course inIe-- Isaiah 40-55? Two, Three?

This is a separate course altogether. But if anybody did have notes on that,

it could be hd pful because I have pointed out many times that the book

of Isiah is made k up of certain de-ii-r-- definite units, and these units, while

they are related, they are well studied as se separate units. Thus, if you look

in the.eoi ef- book of 1&i-&h Isaiah, you look at the end of chapter 6- 35 rather

and you find that the wilderness and the solitary place shall be glad for them; and

the desert k shall rejoice and blossom as the rose. Verse 10, "And the ransomed of

the Lord shall return, and come to Zion " --it is a beautiful of x some wonderful

things to come, and then 8-3-7.,-- nd-i-t-eame36, "Now it came

to pass in the fourteenth year of king Hezekiah, that Sennacherib king of Assyria

came up against all the defenced cities of Juday, and took them." It is a different

style. It doesn't mean a different man, but Isaiah was giving this prophecy in

the sense that it's presentation of God's declarations in chapter 35 and in 36 he

switches to tell us of an account of certain events. So when we w 1-1-ok look at the

book of Isaiah, we find that chapters 36 to 39 are a definite unit, separate from

everything else in the book. Between -&&-a 35 and 36 you are in two different world

from Isaiah, just as you would be if you heard me lecture in -Is-&hI-sah- Isaiah one

hour and in Church History another hour. They would be similar but entirely different

subjects. Well, you have just just that feeling when you go from 39 to 40 , you have

a feeling of a marked difference so" the book of Isaiah ea- naturally divides into

three sections. Within the middle, this section , chapters 36 to 39 is history cent1-ne

containing prophecy. It tells you what Isaiah ±a- said , certain situations, but it

describes the situations at considerable 1-et4i-- length. Now, back in chapter 7 we have
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a situation described very briefly, but all of 4sa.h. Isaiah, except chapter 30

is mostly prophecy in the sense that it is God speaking through the prophets.

The prophets are God's spokesmen. He gives messages and *xwe have thc

here the messages he gives, and very little is told us of how the people px

received the messages or what the situation was in which he spoke. W We have

to infer that from what he eai- said, except in chapters 36 to 39. Now, that

is very different from the book of Jeremiah, because in the book of Jeremiah,

you have quite a bit about what happened, certain things happened, and then

Jeremiah said them. Jeremiah 9-pa- speaks a couple of chapters, and then you

are told how something happened. You are told what the king did to Jeremiah, arti

you are told how Jeremiah was treated, then how Nebuchadnezzar released Jeremiah.

You have a great deal personally about Jeremiah --in the boed book of Jeremiah

scattered through the book. In the book of Isaiah, you have very little of that

outside of 36-39. But Chapter 36-39 of Isaiah are a section that is like Jeremiah

in that regard , only much more so, because they are alK most like chapters in

Kings and G1esChronicles, except they have a good deal more prophecy than those

chapters have . They have quite a bit of what Jeremiah sie said* in certain

situations, but the situations are described at length. So this naturally divides

the book of Isaiah into two main sections, one-thirthcy-five, and then a historical

passage, arti then another section after that. Anti the Higher Critics said that 1-35

often mentions Isaiah , 40 on never mentions Isiah, so they advance t.- the theory

that chapter 40 on was just added on to the same scroll, because they I-t'e-ree-the

the- saw they were somewhat similar and really were about a different author.

Well, now in the course of prophets you probably were given the evidence on that

quite a bit, we want study that here. Um merely state that I believe that 40 on
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deals with a later period of Isaiah's minitry and consequently, there is quite

a difference of approach, but not a difference that is 4neenseque inconsistent

with the same man having written-&s- it as the one having wrote-Is4a- Isaiah

1-35. It is a different period of his ministry. I can see how the critics can easily

get the idea that it is another man 100 k years later, but I don't think it was I think

it was * he himself later than wIe n he wrote t earlier section. Well, now , we

want take time to look at how chapters 1-35 naturally divide itself into -eerteem

certain sections. I would say so , yes. I would say that ekp- chapter 40 on is

mostly quite different in subject man- matter from 1-35. I would say that in 1-35

he is dealing mostly with the immediate situation of his own ti He, and something

happened and in that situation he goes and talks to the people, and in the course

that I gave a year ago from the Book of Immanuel 7-12:28-35, I brouht out that

point after point it deals with things like things-. but my personal

opinion is that after he had written 35 that then , later on, he saw the exile as

absolutely sure to come, Hezekiah died, and his wicked son Mannasseh took the

throne and in that situation with Manasseh , the wicked king ruling , and the country

going on and on into wickedness, the people of God who received Isaiah's prophecy

and- in 1-35 and knew that the terrible predictions that Isaiah made about the -ee-t

catainty of the exile which was coming, these people seeing the wickedness around

them, ardthe people growing worse would feel that all that Isaiah said an4--eed

concerning the certainty of the exile, God is going to send this terriUe judgment on

the nation and ex they would tend to give way to despair, and therefore, God led

Isaiah in chapters 40 on to give something which is meant not for the nation as a whole,

but for the godly in the nation . To those in the nation who felt a tta t eve-rth- everything

is hopeless, the nation is going into exile and after all, we are trying to stand for
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what is right, but the king has gone bad, the nation as a w-hoe- whole was going

into exile. After all, we -a-4e-- are trying to stand for what is right, the king has

gone bad , the nation as a whole is going on ix in wickedness, we are going on

into terrible exile. What will be the end. The Notthern Kingdom had already

been taken into exile inlsaiah's lifetime, and these people had doubtless talked

with refugees from the Northern Kingdom, and heard how terrible the exile was and

the desolation of the Northern Kingdom just a e few miles away, and now they

knew that the Southern Kingdom was-a-I-es- also going into sin, and there was no

question that exile was coming to the K-s&u- Southern Kingdom, a as Isaiah predicted

and so God led Isaiah in chapters 40 on to give the message to these godly that

this is not the end, God is not through with Israel--God has great messages of

blessing for Israel after the exile. And so from chapter 40 on the critics are right

when they say, we have all kinds of evidence in these succeeding chapters

that this is written, that the man writing it has in mind Jerusalem is destroyed, the

land depopulated , the people in exile, and he is saying "Comfort ye, comfort ye,

my people" He is e± going to bring you back from exile, he is going to deliver

you from exile. He is going to bring you back to your own land, and so that is a

great part of the thought in chapters 40 and for a long distance, that x he is talking

to the godly in his time, and even more than that, he is-w-t-ii writing something

that 150 years later can be read and -one- they can say, this is what Isaiah wrote

and it just fits our situation today, and -tea tells us that God is not through with

Israel, but He is going to bring them back from exile, and ±k so that is the background

of chapter 40 on for a long distance. And that I go into in the Survey course.

And that is a very brief introduction to that section of 4O-,-- 40-56. Now, in ie

this section from 40-56, the Jew looks at this and he finds wonderful prophecy of
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return from exile, and the average Christian pays little attention to this prophecy

of return from exile--he looks through this passage and finds wonderful pr-o-pe-e4es

promises that Jesus Christ is coming, and Jesus Christ is going to bear our sin,

wonderful promises of the coming redeemer, the servant of the Lcrd, the great

future 9C Saviour. He finds these things, and the he pays ktx little attention to
from exile

the 4aet--that- promises of deliverance , but the Jew looks at the wonderful pro

mises of deliverance from exile and says , "Isn't that wonderful how God fulfilled

these promises and pays no attention to the promises of the eemn- coming Messiah,

so in-the- this survey course that I gave a year ago, -when-- I tried to show the

movement of thought fxx from chapter 40 on and how it deals with return from

exile, and gradually bringing out the need of dealing with the sin problem, ard

they went into exile because of sin, even though God is going to bring them back

if the sin question isn't dealt with, there will be another exile. If the sin question

x isn't dealt with there will be another exile. Though He is going to deliver them

from exile there is a far greater deliverance ahead, deliverance from sin, which

will come through Christ and His death on the cross.

Isa * 2

There are some -e*i4eftee3e-f- evidences 01 idolatry in Israel later -that--the- then the

exIle, but there are not many. Through the centuries since the exile , with a k very
for

few exceptions, and those very early , Israel had been known Its, its standing to

the one true God and its refusal to bow down to idols . The idolatry which had a

great lure for Israel before the exile and during the exile seems to have been g-o±n

gone out of their system by the exile, but now the captivity which i took place

under Nebuchadnezzar was not the exile because there was a far worse exile when

the Romans conquered Jerusalem in 70 AD and sold thousands of people into slavery

and the others were th-r-- driven away from Jerusalem and scattered throughout the
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known world. And at the present day, the bulk of the Jews are scattered through

out the world, se--ee- though a good many have come back in recent years.

So there was another exile much longer and worse thati that one that came later

on so that it is true that man inevitably falls into sin and

sin is terrible in this world and God never promises tht that through human effort

the- we will get a world purified from sin, but He does promise that ax individuals

can be saved through Christ and delivered out of this wicked world and become k

His representatives a1id win other individuals, and so the great message of chapter

40-56 is-t-at that though God is going to carry out His promises to Israel and He is

going to bring Israel back from exile, nevertheless, Israel is sinful , and something

must be done about the sin question, or just bringing them back from exile is not

going to do them any good. They will be going off into another exile. And , con

sequently, that is a great emphasis of this chapter, to show the need of something

positive with sin, and how God will deal with it. In Chapter 53 He gives a marvelous

picture of the Atonement of Christ, the great picture that can't possibly mean anything

except the death of Christ and His o bearing of our sins. And that is in brief a sum

mary of the Chapter 40-56, but in this clase we are -te4 intending to take just four

chapters, 4 52-55, and go into them k in great detail. And in going into them in detail

there wel- will be many points in which we will need to note points of relationship

to other chapters , points of relationship , and I will take time to discuss , whenever

necessary, such points, but I want you to study this passage , -not and we want to

study-RI hope to study in class every word of the four chapters--every single word

--the Hebrew and the English and see acc what we can get out k of it. Now the first

part of chapter 52 will not be nearly as interesting to us as chapter 53. In chapter

we get into the heart of ex the matter, but I think we can get some very important

principles of interpretation by careful study of 52, but we want have quite the
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our Christian religion
same emotional interest in it that which is in the very heart of/t-a&h. Therefore

I want to spend a fair amount of time on 52, more for principles than for matter,

because then we get into 53 and we will be interested inthe matter tremenduously,

a- and we want to apply the principles, so we look at eha-t chapter 52

--I asked you to look at 3c 52 for today, and to notice h at divisions what

you would make in chapter 52 , and don't worry if you didn't get the right answers

on these questions; that is to say, if there are particular things that you weren't

away of , this is a working class, rather than a class in which I expect it necessary

to come up with the correct conclusion--I want to teach you how to go fee4ew

forward and get a better and better understanding of how t4o- to interpret these passages.

But as we look at chapter 52, the answer which as Ix been turned in divides this

into s 5 sections--how many did you did- divide it in Mr. W-a/Wales? Miss Chung?

That is to say, you divided it into 12 verses in one and three in the other--so then

you have three ± divisions, and what is your first division. So you would put the

first six together, and Mr. Wales , how many did you put together again. Miss .P.±kce

Piek.e-tt there-i.s-fteth-i-n That would make a big argument for asking the question

--Is it possible that 13 to 15 is a unit by itself, separate from what precedes, you

could ask that question very Fead readily. You find nothing that is specifically

about Him before, so you may think you have a relaticnship. Now, before that,

you have a number of imperatives, don't you. You read , "Awake, awake," verse

one; "Shake th'self from the dust;" verse two; in verse nine, "Break forth into joy,"

in eleven, "Depart ye, depart ye," Youhave a -e- lot of imperatives. It is the

same general tone. We are calling k people to do certain things. That is quite a

bit true, up to verse 12 ; before verse 12 you have nothing that you can specifically

say this is talking about that one spoken of in verse 13-15. Now if you are looking

for relationship with what precedes and what follows, do you notice any relationship
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between this chapter and the next chapter. The next chapter has, "Behold my

servant, in verse 13. We keep on reading about what somebody does, and it

seee-- seems to be describing the same person that precedes and then we we

when we get to verse eleven it says, "By His knowledge ± shall my righteous

servant justify many. They have been called God's servants in verse eleuen

there, called His servants in verse 13 of the previous chapter, and you find that

it is all talking in 9+et- third person about what somebody does inverse 13 on

and it seems to me the evidence is such that the Archbishop must have been pretty

tired that day as he made the chapter division, or he wuld have k made the division
12 of next chapter

at verse 13 instead of where it is . From verse 13 on to4bxis clearly a unit, it

goes straight along, telling g about somebody--what this person does and what

its Dclx results are , from 15 on thto verse 12 of the next chapter, so that is clearly

a unit, now , on the other hand, you look at chapter 52 and you ask, idx is it related

to what precedes. What can you see that show a relation-so-w. to what precedes,

Mr. Wates? The similarity of subject. As a matter of fact, when you x look at the

previous chapter, you find that it starts in verse one, "Hearken UK to me, " and con

tinues to tell in verse the three how the Lord is going to comfort A Zion, comfort her

waste places, and then in verse four, "Hearken unto me," and then goes on, , --God

is going to give wonderful blessing, verse 7 , "Hearken unto me," God is going

to give blessing to them. Three different sections starting Hearken , and then

after you have those, then you have three sections starting "Awake, Awake, put on

thy 0 arm of the Lord, " Verse nine; verse 17, "Awake,

awake, stand up, 0 .3eii±a- Jerusalem, and 52:1, "Awake, awake;put on thy strength,

0 Zion." There is such a close connection that you w-c1-- wonder why yousk should

have a chapter division at the beginning of 52 at all. Actually , you have three stanzas
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of a poem. Verse nine,'*Awake, Awake, verse 17, Awake , awake, verse 52:1, (Awake,

awake, the Xxk poem begins with these same words. Now, that doesn't necessarcily

prove that they are stanzas of a poem, and when you suggest that the eoi content

--you find that you are dealing with similar facts. He is dealing with a deliverance

from Zion which is in a difficult situation. Then this difficult situation --and he
of 51

says in verse three/that the Lord is going to comfort all the waste places and

make the wilderness like Eden and the desert like the garden of the Lord. That

certainly suggests that Israel is definitely like a desert, it is definitelyk awaste

place, and God is going to deliver them, and then you find these Awake , Awake

sections, verse nine,"Awake, awake, put on thy, strength, 0 arm of the Lord"

Awake as in the ancient days. Aren't you the one which cut Rahak, which stands

for Egypt. Aren't you the one which interefered with Egypt. Aren't yai the one

wh4h- which dried the sea, the waters of the great deep, that hath made the depths

of the sea a way for the xmransomed to -ps-s- pass over? What does that refer?

Iec The Red Sea--when He brought them through the Red Sea, so here they were

under Egyptian control and God delivered them. Now He said, You delivered us

from Egypt , you -beeug-h-- brought us through the Red Sea, Can't you pt-ed- protect

us now. Each of these sections starts, Calling on God to do it, and then goes

on and says, God is going to do it I, even I am he that cometh. God is going to

deliver from exile just as he delivered from Egyptian bondage, He is going to

deliver from exile in Mesopotamia. So that is the thought in chapter 51, and

continuing in 52. The-backbr- background of it is deliverance from exile. -Je-s.al-n

Jerusalem , He says , you are not going to be in the state that you are in now

when the uncircumcised and the unclean comes in and causes confusion, God is

going to deliver you. Thus, he says in verse four, previously you went to Egyp'
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to sojourn there. Whet happened when they went to Egypt to sojourn there.

They were made jrisem p49ern prisoners and captives. God delivered them.

Now, he says, the Assyrian oppressed them without cause Ag&n- Again they

were eppFe-sw oppressed under the people of Mesopotamia. The people are in

exile God is going to deliver them. And you get to verse nine, Break fortle

into singing, God is going to deliver and rebuild eats-a-l-me Jerusalem. The Lord

has -me4 laid bare His holy arm in the eyes of all the nations, verse 10 says.

Back there in the previous chapter, b He said, Awake, Awake, 0 Jerusalem.

Now the Lord has laid bare His holy e- arm. X

It doesn't mean He actually has. -The4id- All the ends f the earth shall see the

salvation of our God. And then what does verse 11 sayk. "Depart ye, depart ye, go

ye out with haste, -nef touch no unclean thing ." What is that talking aiD ut?

Go out from where. They came out of Egypt . God brought them Ix through the Red

Sea. Now, He says I am going to deliver you from your exile in MesopotamiKa.
Babylon

Depart , Go out from hence, leave/e.s.epotana7 Leave then places k where you

in exile. G-edGo out from hence. You that bear the vessels of the Lad. What

does that mean? You that bear the-v&s-ale.svesels of the Lord. You read the

book of Ezra. It tells c us th t King Cyrus said, These cups and figures that were

taken from Jerusalem and carried off into exile by Nebuchadnezzar, he gave them

to the people to take back to Jerusalem. And so you that bear the vessels of the

Lord , you earf4e4-the.--t&h-t- that carried the things that belong to the temple and

were taken into exile, you that are carrying them back. He said, Depart , Go&,

God is making it possible for you to take them, ard you will go out, not with haste

or flight, for the Lord will go before you, and the God of Israel will be your guard

in back, in other words, God is going to make it posible for you to do this without
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Isaiafi43
w What he was asking

was that I may be recognized as your prophet, that I may have a double porition

of your _______, that I may be recognized as the one 'itho is like the elder who

.s- more than anybody else is able to carry forth the wonderful work of Jesus Christ.

That is what he means to say here. In this case, I have no doubt that the word

"doubit" here means, what it means here is that when you think of the city

Jerusalem has been sent (1.00) and God has done for her

for a certain length of time, and now that tine has been corp oeted. She has

received the city. And now that time has been completed. She has received the

city, has received the Lord's which the Lord's prophet

in view of the sin of the e-iy city. When you apply that to individi als, you

think of the individual people, and you say these people have received a double ±xoec

portion, equivalent to rdceiving the payment for what they owe for their sin.

He says how can any individual receive the punishment that would be equivaltn to

and yetGod says, you haw (2.00) Wehave togoon

to ch. 53 to find how it is that God -that the whole payment for their sins

has been paid for every individual. This suggests the idea, and there...

this certain, y does not mean that he gives the double over and over

but very (2.10) Yes, Mis s Chung? (Q) Well, I don't

know whether this is true of he is talking about a man
not tell him apart

who is so much like him that people would teec-_about apt-.- Double is

11 equivalent in our language. (Q) Yes, it is not used in greal deal in our day,

but means equivnt. Yes (Q) VAs far as the city is concerned,
V-14

N

God has certain punishments for the city, and when that punish-

ment is fulfilled, God will alow that city to be rebk-uilt.
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most of you that. But this is a part for Jerusalem. But when it come/to

an individual, AA the primary thing is not the particular sin, but it is the sin,

the sin of rebellion, Here it says, that (3.40)
w find out

Every thing that 4s-defte- is done fijin the heart ow wickedness itself. We find it

Therefore the attitude is so eear-that-am careful that a man
was

to pay the penalty for sin. That of course Y?'not fully understood by any means

At that time that is not clear to them, but it is clear to us now. The word

is the idea(4. 00) The progressive revelation I would say is that God gives us

many things which we don't fully understand when first get them. We understand

the main tenor of the revelation, we see the primary aspect of the message, but as

times goes on , we see more fully what he meant, and we find that the word

adopted to fit the whole situation, not merely the merely part of the

that is the case with anything, for instance you take the case of teaching.
suppose you take an elective in

For instance/ehe Church History. e Of course, you know nothing about it =until

you Q . But if a person e'i has a lot of knowledge of Roman

history, and the early Christian history, then he would catch a lot of incidental
I make and references and statements and they would bring him understankling

remarks/qri-AN-e (4.55) and they will bring them to
But

understanding, without just going over head because they forget(?)/ A person

has to know a great deal more t-t-maot-ef- than he is able to
acrbss to

gethebulk of the class (5.00) Yes is certainty

a problem today that we have a ,!/ marvelously accurate trriaslation of the Bible
ago

into the language of 300 years! and the particular of spot slike this

all between, for instance, we--4m4- in the New Testament we are told that

we e beware of .. and we are told to beware of philosophy and vain deceit.

If you take the English of 300 years ago when they said science meant e exactly

the i same thing as we mean by philosophy. And philosophy meant the same thing
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as we mean today by science. The two words have exactly changed sides in that

length of time. -We-]- We have words in the Old English that have completely changed

their meaning, like we say I . . . of-O-A- the morning w4h with my prayer. He doesn't

mean that he will perform a miracle and make it stay 4&Fd dark. He m ns that He

comes before the dark. The words prevent In Old English it means to b come

before. But we mean today to come before in the sense of stoppirg . They used it

in Old English also a great deal to come in ahead of something. And som it means

Before it gets light I am already at my prayer, and it does not mean that I perform

a miracle by my early morning prayer. Well, today, that just makes no sense.

And so it is easy to see that there is a place where a word has become obsolete.

Where it is most confusing to have a translation in Old English is where a word

will change a little bit. And where today k we understand a word but we are not

particularly familiar with the sense that it means in that particular passage, and

that is where we get into ee real difficulty with the translation. That is where it

misleads most is where a word will change a little bit, and where today we under

stand the word but we are not particularly with the sense of it in that particular

passage. And that is where we get into real difficulty with our translation. The

RSV make a lDt of the fact, where it says, Sfr the little children, that that has

led people to child labor and other mistreatment of k children. I think that.........

has more sense than t-h&Ik-- that. But that is used k in the a,et.ie-m4n advertisement

of the RSV constantly that we have to get away from Suffer the little children eease

because it F s done so much harm. But suffer in the sense of permit has just dropped

out, and some of these things drop oil. Well, there are things that have dropped out

within the last ten years. Therefore , if you are going to have a Bible that is going

to have an exact understanding, you have.. Me have a very, very & ei*ra accurate

presentation of the Bible into the language of 300 years ago, which, in addition to
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that is a very beautiful presentation and all the great facts of salvation are in

it , arid anybody that has any intelligence can get. . . but if you are going to k get

the . fine point, you have your choice of two things. One is that you can study

]dEljzabethean literaire. Read Shakespeare and all the great dramatists and learn

hw- how they use words. It's perfectly amazing to read Shakespeare, written short'

before the King James Version, and seea how many words there are that you just

don't uef1 understand at all. &eme-of-i4 Hamlet said , To be or not to be...

there are word fcc after word that we do not understand . Some of them occur

a in the Bible and some of them don't. But if you study all thewords and learn

what it means , then you can come nearer to figuring out at the King James

translators meant. But I would say to study ' the Hebrew and the Greek and find

out what the word translation rans and instead of trying to worry whetle r the word

.at that time had this exact meaning, you can find out what the .. . suggested

and then you can figure how you can make that thac statement, it's one ei-

thing to find out what the original is, but is a much harder task to put into the

language of the people. And that's what made the King James Version so wonderful,

not that those men were gm great genius that madethe King James Version but that

during the preirious 80p years there had been a dozen versions ci the Bible who

struggled to get a way to put ±- it in the-lu language of their day. And these

men would hear them expression but there is nc corresponding English way to say

it. How do we get the idea, ard one would say this and one would say this, and

when the x King James was written, they had all these translations laid out before

them, translated comparatively recently into the language of their day. They even

took the Douay Version, the RC Version, which is , on the whole , is not a

very accurate translation, but there were a few placet where it has hit on the

exact way to express it. And I personally have great he.a-l-p- help in the Moffatt
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Version. You know that James Moffatt has a translation of the O.T. and N.T.

It is a thoroughly modernistic version. There are statements after statements that

I think are terrible, but the amazing thing is that Moffatt has a marvelous facility

in e3c ewskn- expressing ideas. And I have taken a verse in Isaiah and I have

struggled out. Here the meaning is perfectly clear but hac how are you going to

put that into language of today so that people will understand it. And I have etu

struggled with that , trying to put iax it into English, and then I pick up Moffatt's

Version and I find that at this particular verse he exactly had it. He had a way

that I couldn't have thought of, but vh en I saw it , it just fit the original. It

was o wonderful. But the trouble is that in the very next word, he may throw

a side the original away altogether and put Ax in what he thought it s&d- should be.

So you can't trust Moffatt's Version . He says in Matthew 1 ac that.Joseph was

the father of Jesus. He translates it that way. And then he has a footnote that

some of the mss. say it. There is one mss. , a Syriac mss. that with the exh

exchange of le- one letter, doubtless an error in copying, m&des-makes it say

.And o in another place he doesn't have that much evidence, you can't trust

him. --&ft4e-h&v-ek But he has a most marvelous facility . Eveyt4i Every now

and then , a ... And these men took a few things from the ]Douay Version where

... though most of it they &1d-t- didn'.t. I don't-t44 think there has ever been a

better translation of the Bible anywhere in history than the King James Version,

and it's because they had . ]x years to develop it. And when somebody says to

me today , why don't a group of us get together and make a translation. You can't

expect one as good as the king James, not to find the original, but to find xc how

to say it.
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Dr. Scoffield in 1909 got out a Bible . . It was a one man ey-e job and, he had

advisers but he didn't pay a lot of attention to them. In 1917 he \X revised and

he called it.. and he had a lot of improvements, because a-i any one man...

Well, if he had lived until 1930 he would probably have gotten out another one.

But he didn't, so the edition of 1917 is the- still the best. It still 4-aAf-e-fti- has

many very valuable notes, but in the course of the years people noticed here where

he didn't make ... right, I re were a few notes of contradiction, here etc. So

the Oxford press got nine scholars from different parts of the country to meet

together for seven years to examine it to make out a new revision. Well, if

Scoffield ha himself gotten another one in 37 and aiother one in 45 he would

have a much better version c by this time than what we are going to have, because

we have to do the whole job at one- once. But we-hav3- have done the best we can.

And the ... (notes on experience with the Scoffield Revision Committee--not clear).

(Indistinguishable notes on chapter 40; that is, a review from the standpoint of

history looking back).

45 (completely obscure)

k 4 6 (starting at 9 1/2)

Talking about the f-i-1-net- fulfillment of the -ow- work that Israel is to do, but

the principle I'm discussing in both these cases.. The reason in the first case that

I felt quite sure that the Lordwasr'it going to let me. . . ou t there was that I had years

of training for a specific work that I felt was very important and had not done .

But in-the-c- this case we have thework definitely lea- laid out, we know what it

is. What is the work that must be done. What is the work on ae& account of which

Israel is called God's servant. Israel has a responsibility that this work be done.

It cannot be done if-I-eal- Israel does not survive. Israel is God's servant.



God can raise up another group, yes, but in God's providence, that was God's

plan, so athe work is to be done through Israel. Now, what is the work . Now

we have a picture, Behold , my church. And we read the picture and you ask

yourself right away. Who is the servant.? Well, he-ae- has already said,

'e-e--Israelis the servant. Israel is to do the work, and we have no grounds in the

context to say, No, he is not talking about Israel. He is talking about Israel.

in tc ea-l- relation to the whole background. But, what does it mean that he is

talking about Israel. -H&-i-s- Is he talking about the entire nation of Israel. Is

he talking about Ahaz? Is he talking about the wicked members of Israel, wie n

he says all these thing s are to be done by Israel. Well, God can convert the

whole nation. e4s-4he-God Every man , woman , and child that descendedic

from Jacob of course would be ... actively engaged in fulfilling the work of God.

He could do that but that would not seem the natural thing or way to fulfill it.

It would seem much more natural to think that when he says that Israel is going

to do this... Israel the nation is tox provide the doing of this job. You might

say America beat He- Hitler in the way war. That's an oversimplication, but

s -e- certainly America figured a great part for the Ic the defeat of Hitler. Well, you

say America beat Hitler. Did I beat Hitler, did somebody beat Hitler in k a theological

seminary. Did-dome sone body beat Hitler who was occupied in doing something

that was not at all a part of the war. -Aeta- Actually , we were a part of the nation

the provided the army. But it wasthe army that.. . But did everybody in the army

beat Hitler. How about the men who were busy picking up scrapt of paper around

the camp? Were they beating Hitler? Well, they were all contributing to it. It

was a contribution that waw- was tremenduously i-por -merta4ii important.. The

primary thing that was done was to provide a group of soldiers , to equip them, and

to send them...
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To how great an extent the nation as a whole.. In this case God is raising up Israel

to be His servant to do a work. Well, that doesn't mean everybody is going to do

the work. It may be that the work will be done by half of a million/ it may be 3/4s

it may be 1/4. It is x not impossible that Israel ma might perf-0m -pe*'om- perform

the work by providing one man who is provided by Israel , who xx represerlslsrael.

Who does the work for which Israel was brought into existance. And on account of

which Israel has been upheld by God all through the ages. You cannot say ± at -the

this place. You may wonder if it is not ac the whole nation. Some of the nation is

so that the part of Israel which will perform this work may be a very great part and

it may be a very small part , and also, you say, America provided the -c-- army.

- The army represented them, and America provided the means ... Now, Israel provides

the one or ones who are actually to fulfill this task for which Israel is called to serve.

Does Israel provide this individual or group of individuals representative in carrying

on the ta4-ta-k task in that they are fulfilling their responsibility that Israel has

in the task. Does it also provide the means to do it. Well, it all depends upon

/
what kind of means to do it, gives the equipment. Well, it all depends upon what

kind of means or equipment. Because, after all, at this rate, God has raised

. up Israel that the t--- task may b performed. God is certifying that the task will

be performed. Whether the means and the equipment has been provided by Israel

or by the Lord-d-& does not affect the question that if the task is done and done

by an individual or a group who comes from Israel that will p represent Israel, then

the responsibility has been fulfilled, and the purpose for which God brought Israel

into existance has been fulfilled. And so we have for the first time a clear picture

provided here at the beginning of 41 of what the work of- is to do, and it is constantly

in individual terms; well, it is rfectly possible to think of K Israel as he or she.

You can personify z a portion of a nation, but as you read, it is not the .. . of the
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individual ; if it said they, and talked about the plural you know it couldn't

refer to an individual. But when it uses the individual t-ecs terms , you don't

know that it doesn't refers to the nation as a whole. aut the possibility of it

perhaps-r-eeee- ... which one represents Israel in-petfei- performing. -{Q

And so you read it and you see that ... and you see whether ... 1 don't think

the ter-mi termonology proves, but I think the termonology suggests rather strongly

that it is not ... and even that may be a single individual who fulfills the work

of the wc servant, the work for which Israel has called and . . . By the way, I gave

you an assignment two or three weeks ago to study Isa. 41:2 in ixDc the Hebrew.

I asks you to take that verse and study the words of it , particulard. ye the first

" . and do you very best, knowing exactly what these words are, and more particularly

studying thoie of the words ino oidto see the possible way to translate them,

for after all, if you say the mouse, (?) Israel is a mouse, . . has no neuter, is

the man. You can interpret it as the Man killed the mouse or the mouse ki- 4.

killed the man. Order is not the .. If in Hebrew you have the word And, it sep artes

what after the and and what is before. If we say , He did it in order that they might

go, you can't translate it that they may go in order that he might do it. Order does

h ave . . . but order doesn't enter into Hebrew a fraction ac of as much... so that on

many possibili1Gdes of interpreting, the order in different ways. In most cases

these possibilities can be ruled out, . . Epeae Especially the first half of verse

two I asked you to arrange ". . see 'hat did- different orders you can reasonably

take the word as being, as reasonable possibilities of interpretation. And, if you

want, I do not object you looking at other translations of the verse. They might

give you suggestions and if you--do they do, use your judgment as far as ot- order

of words are concerned, decide tc whether the order of words-e-appto'i-mtey-
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*(contd.)

is a possible interpretation. The second part of that assignmert was to look

specifically at the way the RSV translates the verse and to note that there are

elements in it which are entirely possible, equally possible ways of interpreting

the way ... but to see 4t- if there is any particular word in it that you feel is

definitely not a possible interpretation and if so, what is that. That is the

D- way of te translating one of the words in a w1 way which you see no warrant

for, and ±k that you feel is wrong. You see. ..You might find reason to think that

the translation in the RSV is equally possible, but I am sure that you will find

one . . .in the RSV which will immediately impress you as a marked change from

this. Well, now. . it relates only to one word. When you notice this, ask your

self the question, just what evidence is tie re for the RSV te±ir- interpretation on

that. Now, it j-&s--j.±&t- isn't just out of the air. There are cases where the RSV

just throws c away the Hebrew and puts something else. Like Psalm 2 where it

says , Kiss the Son, lest He be angry. The RSV says Kiss His feet... but I do N know

the RSV just throw the Hebrew aside arti puts something else, and you find evidence

of the fact that the footnote doesn't say... They just say Hebrew uncertain. What

they have has absolutely no warrant at all . ... They say the end of Psalm 2 is

purely ... wh- well, there is no evd4- evidence for it. It is so wild that they don't

even alledge that there is, but in this case there is a ground on which to base it.

And looking in Brown, Driver, and Briggs, you can find that noun, but I don't think

it is arranged. . If you find somewhere that a word means .... and then you find five

cases where it means .... that's pretty good proof. But we don't care what Brown,

Driver, or Briggs think the word means, but we care tremenduously what evidence

they base it on. If they say a word means . ..If they say a word no ans large and

they give you .. . so you can feel tla t a number c cases probably proves, but this
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WORd which eFdi-ng ordinarily means large, they in five cases that in these 5

cases the word means sympathetic. Well, you say, large can mean large-hearted.

Well, that's a presumption, but it is not an impossibility. I think it ought to take

more than 5 cases to prove it. Look up the particiles (?) and see if you feel that

the meaning . . large would absolutely not fit , but if you think that large in thcs e

cases might be just as sensible as .. . see what I mae- mean. It is not a big

job--itshouldn't take you ma more than an hour at the most. But if I didn't make that

clear before, I am not surprised because I touched on it very lightly, but I would

like to make it definite now. And if one of you would mention to Mi. Gregory and

Mr. Mackey the assignment, I would appreciate it, so they wa will be sure to have

this and also to Mr. if you can. Well, we will continue there next time.

7a
As we have noticed,
/Here we have a very definite problem. we have taken up our studV of

Isaiah 40 to 55, and I don't expect you to have the answers to these problems

altogether, but until the is finished, but we qdthxxxxxxxxxxxkbocx

Rxw,ax gradually get of the answers and certain points clarified.

These chapters are the best chapters known in the Christian world. But wefind that

Jews interpret them as the return from the exile, the Christians interpret them
the prediction of
as/the coming of Christ. Now the return from the exile is very clear enough.

I dont know of any verse that the Jews say that is the return from the exile,

and the Christians say that it is the coming of Christ. They are different

sets of verse. How are these verses related? We jump from one thingx to another.

We jump from this one to the other. There is an organic relationship between

the m. In addition to that, we must not assume that the first in4 Isaiah say

going to the book, and o go xx now I want to learn about Christ.
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What are we going to read about him? That is not a the opposed to the person who

the2c-day6-- says. We are opposed to . (1. 50) Here is the exile

condition. What is ts-el.&te4e the message in relation to it? The question 1 5
ing

how does the message deal/with the exile7 come to mean to q wonderful prediction

of Christ? So, here we have a very vital probem, the problem of the interpretaetion

of the beinning of ch. 42. As I pointed out toy you, I feel that we are entirely

justified in saying that from the viewpoint of Isaiah's day that here is an explanation

otwhat is given in chapter 41. Here is too. (2.20

(2.O What is the task that must be performed?

All must perform the task. The Israel must perform the task. Israel must perform the

tas, task. How the Israel came to be involved is something that is not immediately
the interesting thing

apparent. That needs a further light on it as we move on. Now in this
sometime.

/
te4s task is.... I might ask this question/ Whet do you kic find stated

in ch 42 here that the servant is going to do for Israel? What do you find cleail. y

stated that the servant is going to do for Israel? The answer is that we do not

find anything that is clearly stated/ that the servant is going to do for Israel.
St

Because this is the fifth of the worsØ' four verses which Israel has been involved.

Now, you may say that the thing is clear that he is going to do for the Gentiles

that Israels is going to do. The thing that he is go&g to do for the world is,

(3.10) but - it is not the exception which was made in the past.

So that a person is entirely / justified w coming to the passage for the first

time in claiming that this is the picture of the wcrk f- which is to be done for the

Gentile world, for the world as a whole, in order to accomplish which Israel

was set apart, and for the accorrp lish wh ment of which God has done these
the

wonderful things/ tkslc through lgff Israel throughout the centUries up to the

time of the
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Of course, we would say that he will continue,/too., in order that the work j/4'*ç1 may

be accomplished. çt It is God's God does not say this is what you

must do. This is what he wants me to do. Israel is God's servant. But the work

is a work which God does, but God has laid on Israel the responsibility, and it

must be done through Israel, because that is what God has said. Now, do you

have anything more about the truth in this chapter? Mr. Grafton, do you have

anything more about the truth? Now, the verse 17 sheds a little further light on

the picture we have in the first four verses. This gives a further light. This

does not say in verse nineteen, who is talking, doesn't say whom he is talking
Is he Is he

about?/speaking about the servant? talking about the servatit? This is no

valid ground. Now he $'/ is talking about one and now he talking about t4e-eher-

another. It might be people who put the original He in the King James Version.

This- 4s-ivek4 Whatever rebuke you find, there is certainly plenty rebukes
in the

rebuke for Israel's sin. Israel is condemned for his sin. In whatever/prophets

you find blessing, you say, God's blessing upon his servant. God's blessing

upon his servant. All the verses, all the rebukes are given to the Israel, and

all the blessings are given to the serantV. Well, we cannot just argue

instead of (5.20) Everything that is good )5.40)
some day

I remember ee-d there was an athte , Look at that athlete (5.50)

What strong fellow he is! See how able he is to win all the games he has

entered into contest. My such an able athlete! This athlete is given to

drunkenness.

Now would you say that I was talking about one athlete in the first place,

and another athelete for the second time? I could that, but there should be a

tt'&t transitional statement. There must something. I 'could say to you,

"I tell you about two athletes, and now look at this ath'lete,
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I just describe him, and then I say, this athlete is given to drunkenness, and then

I am pointing to another one. That could be that he would not , because

you don't see the hat. You just hear the word, but there is, you cannot necessarily

anything like that(Q) Mr. Mackey? That is an entirely possible interpretation.

But in addition to that, what Mr. Mackey has just '( said, point out the very vital
h
ting that is definitely in it. That is to say that the beginning is the idea, it is the

path, it is that forward Israel has been calling to Israel. it has been deserved. It is

that this task should be performed. So that there is not necessarily a contradiction
there is,

between the first and the last;/however, at least in appearance, there is task described.

He not merely says, my you have got this list of tremendous storm. You have to lift it up

to do. He not only say- says that,

but he says, Look, what you are going to do, you are going to step out to the

storm without any tremendous effort, without any kdngc heavy breathing, any

great tears, and just lift your hands on it, and just lift it up and put it over there.

That is the picture, that is the picture of the Servant that is accomplishing the

task without undue exhaustion, difficulty, disturbance, and Nothing

like that enters into his . With perfect confidence he fulfills it. This

is God's assurance that the task will be done. The servant has to perform that

is to be done. And it is not only going to be done, but also it is oing to be

done w*thr*thi*ic in complete assurance and confidence. But then he says,

"Who is blind,but my servant? .. ." He says, how can you immediately

(7.90 How can this servant who ia in this

condition do that? What is his answer? How does lie answer? Well, the

one answer to the immediate se4,oft- question is that: is this one

who is in this condition is going to do the coming (8.00

if this is the right answer. we look for righteousness, but at least this
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is true that the third part is a true picture, a true description of that which i s

going to happen. Here is Israel/to whom God has given a task, not given to a every

individual. No, that is ridiculous. Not every individual of Israel is going to do the task

But the purpose of Israel's existence is to get this task done. And so the Israel

as a whole the Servant/ in the sense of the responsibility laid upon all to get this

task done. But what part of the Israel is aetHy involved in the actually performing
of the is

the taskt eevatt2 servant? the one that performs the task which,,ftc Israel's

responsibility. Is it composed of the two thirds of the nation? Is it composed of

half? Is it one tenth of the nation? Or is it one individual out of it? WE must know.

You have noticed the tone of it, and (9 00) It doesn't prove, but

it does suggest it. But then we come along to the end of the chapter, and here

we have one of the basic problems of the book. I don't mean a student's book, but

the book presents to us a/ a problem for an answer, calling for an answer.

Israel has this responsibility. Now, not only has Israel been given thus responsibl.ty

but God has certified thati it is to be performed. But you look at the Israel, and

you say, how can this Israel do? You don't ask that from this viewpoint, but the

it is presented' does not adequately state the viewpoint. Look at Israel.

Somebody may suggest that it is the interpretation. But as you look t it, it is given

in the opposite order. The order given is, here is a task which is oig to be done.

Look at Israel. How can Israel perform the tasK? And so, the probbem in the previous

chapteisof Isaiah we constantly have rebukes of Isarael for his sin. Turn away from
or

your sin, and why should you perish? turr6way from your sin, God will

let you go on exile. Rep-So, repent, and turn back to God. Then he turns to the

godly, and he says, no, you go on, God still has purposes of blessing. That is a

recurring/ expression in Jeremiah. And only in the early parts of Isaiah.
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But we don't have that here. Here is Here is people who are already

in suffering and in affliction. God does not come to that point of yet, He

comes to it, when he comes to . And He says, "I will do wonderful thir s

for you. I have called you to a great task that is to be done. This great task is

going to be done. Here is what the Servant is going to do in power. Then how

can this thing be done by the servant,'? How can this get to be done? Look at

the condition. Look at how you are. And then we get the question,irwwe

why have you done it. And, therefore, instead of ... approaching these sinners

and saying , Oh, you wicked people, turn from your sin. The approach is ,

you poor people , you suffering people,

you people that k have fallen into terrible situation, God is going to deliver you.
of sin

But, why did you get into this situation. And so, the problem/Is introduced as

a questionaire , a thing which proceeds to become vital, rather than being the pri

mary thing with which to make things hopeless (?) And, of course, there is a wont

derful lesson in that about ta-4-s-- tack in dahn-w±th-peep1e dealing with people.

Find out where they are and deal with them from the place they are. Like the Holy

Spirit goes to rebuke in Matt., and says You , poor , oppressed people, you need

a king to deliver you from the Romans. God is going to give you the king who

will free you from the Romans, and set up a reign of righteousness and peace. He

goes to the 4o&- Retasii Romans . He doesn't say, You people that are ruling

the world are going to be dispcssessedz. He goes to them, and he says You are

having you tremenduous problems about getting -then things done as it should be

done. Here is the Church, the one who can do the things right, the ix one who

accomplish as net--o- no other could and then , . . . you will prophesy that the Servant

and that you must hand your throne over to him, but the approach is to approach

you in the point of you and e- me and then lead you on. Rather than a approach
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t-jet that will drive you away. It's like the pope , instead of calling us all

heretics, wicked people, -we he is now calling us the separated brethren. We

are the poor people who are confused in our minds and don't realize it

the great doctrines that. . proclaimed.

rt

is an ej>~a- approach that is much more likely to succeed. X There is the

c




ontrast between the beginning x and ending of 42 and you notice how this contrast

is carried on here in 46. He says Who is blind as my servant or as deaf as my

meesenger, arri then he talks about that, and then he says in verse 6-21 , the Lord

is going to do the work. The Lord is well pleased for His righteousness' sake.

He will magnify the Law, a-rid- but then we read that this is the people lost and

they are all ens naired in holes. You say ... ik God is going to carry out his

wonderful purpose ci righteousness. Yes, but how can he . We are in holes.

We are entraped. We are encaged. We are in captivity. How can we do it.

What is God's answer. Verse 24,25: Who gave Jacob for a spoil, and Israel

to the robbers? did not the Lord, he against whom we have sinned? for they would

not walk in his, neither were they obedient unto his law. Therefore he hath

poured upon him the fury of his angeer, and the strengthec of bal. battle: and it hath

set him on fire round about, yet he knew not; and it burned him, yet he laid

it not to heart. " In other wk&-w-ok- words , the problem of sin is whaj4ead

up to , rather than what you start from in his sin You are in need, dire need, well,

God promises comfort, promises blessing, but then he says, You are in this need,

how did you get there. So he brings the problem and as the chapters go on, we are

increasingly brought to realization that even though God will deliver promises,

yet, if tht- that is all he does, nothing is accomplished, because people are still

sinners and f there will have to be another exile. The answer to ic it is , while
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it is a vital problem , yet there is a greater need to get rid of the cause ocfx which

produced the exile. So he-he He is gradually , tactfully wee± wonderfully

adeptly bringing this in in chapter fc after chapter until it looms larger and larger

in the minds , and comes to be the big problem

*8

In the first five or six k-e chapters this same problem are stressed in view, because

he is not coming to them, saying this is the problem , I am going to explain it

to you: A, B, C, D. He is coming to people in dire need, in terribly emotional overwrought,

and he is coming to these emotionally overwrought people and he is bring them the

answer to their problems. The answer is First, be confident, I am going to help you,
you

but then in giving that confidence, then he says , How can7e help yet*-- us... shows

the folly of idol worship, and he goes from one to the other, back and forth, -hie

)e- d-he--e-an-1e es-4h±e- ab1-ity-t-o- pre4kit-t4e- ±ttwe7 -sew-s- he feHir

ef4de1--a3 He stresses this emotional need, until you might say that need reminds

him of another, and he goes one f- to another among these four, but as he does

it , he gradually read it the reali.tion of the importancefc ii of other problesm

and gfadua1- graduMly brings you to an emotional feeling of the importance of the

so that the whole x first question, from chapter 41 , after the..., t.h.er-e- through

47. is a dealing with these emotional problems. repeating in various things four

great wonderful truths, and he brings in these ot1er elements, until you reach your

great clirnxL4eliverance in 46 and 47, that is, the great climatic deliverance

from Babylon , with all of 47 given over to a description of the peace of the Babylonian

gods and their utter anihilation , the end of the power of Babylon. By the time c

you finish 47 , this problem has been added. You don't need to spend any more

time talking about this s.u-jeeg- subject after 47. Of course this is the big problem

in education, indealing with the Ia et-l-a*' world at large, you have to arouse the
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The Servant passage of 42:19 ...I don't think it has any relation to this. They

shall be turned back , they shall be greatly ashamed that trust in graven images,

-hey that say to molten images, Ye are aour God, Hear, ye deaf, And look , ye blind

that ye may see. There 11 he is talking to the heathen who worship the graven images,

and he is saying to the heathen, Ye are blind and deaf to worship these graven images.

How foolish of you. But the1nilj_ys, Here is my servant who should be able

to show you the folly of idol worship and to lead you into the light . He is going

to bring yak- light to the earth. The isles wait for His law. He is my servant,

he is blind too, so that He is just talking about the blindness of the heaE- heathen

and then suggests that Israel is blind too. Verse 18 is the heathen, verse 19 is

Israel. And shea- now when you take i 43 that we just spoke about. He tells in 43

11ut
God's wonderful mercy to Israel, in verses 1-10. but then in verses 8 and 9

returns to the heathen gods to show how useless they are, that they cannot do

anything. Ye are my witnesses , you are my servant whom I ahv have chosen. He is

contrasting again what Israel should be w with what the heathen are. Back in the

previous verse, He recognizeis the fact that Israel should be entirely different

from the heathen actually is blind too, but ordinarily and the deaf are used of

the heathen , or of the heathen gods. There are so many interrelations, so many

thoughts that you learned ...there is just no bottom to it. There is so much to
thoughts

get out of it, but you have to get you main 1..if E you are going to get ys- the

details. (Q) Well, if you start with 18, but if you start with l7...you mean this
be

would/n the Israelites had fallen into heathen I worship. They shall be turned back,

they shall be z greatly ashamed that trust in graven images. You have to interpret

them. You have to see what would ñ be the idea in the minds, of the person, not merely

in the verse, but in thecontext. Verse 16 is in a different area. Verse 16 is the
can

promise of a blessing. I don't think you tid relate the blind of 16 with the blind
(Q)

of 19.! Well, the people in 16 are Israel. (Q)No, this great passage here that ends

in 16 is God's wonderful mercy offered. Now, He doesn't state epee specifically that

He is talking to Israel. It may ....It is a marvelous Word of Comfort and His comfort
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includes bringing the blind by a way that they knew not. You have it way ;back

in chapter 40, the general thought of God's mercy upon the people who are suffering

and are in misery, but t between the section here and the-se verse 17 you have the

1ceeep concept of what God can do and what the heathen do. God says I am able to

deliver you, but these graven images, they can't do anything. Whoever trusts in

graven fix images, they are going to find that they can do nothing. It's the theme

of idolatry and wheeve-thaving proceeded from the theme of comfort to the theme

of idolatry, which is 17 and 18, then you have something that doesn't fit in t with

zone of our four standard themes, you have the failure to fulfill the ...and

it may be just a verbl connection. Here you have , Who is blind but my servant.

It doesn't seem that my servant is the blind one I am eefe comforting and leading

and I don't think it means my servant is the blind one that is worshipping idols.

Is I think that He means my servant is the one who should be standing up bravely
that,

against these things and witnessing , and instead of/the heathen suffering and in

misery and just can't see the way out , just hopeless in exile and need God's

deliverance. Instead of being a servant who is leading others out, he is one who

needs.leading himself. (Q) No, you cannot dogmaticaally say it isxftax Israel isn't
is

mentioned in the pass passage. The theme/es comfort , and since up to here we have

had no comfort for anybody but Israel, except in the E98 promises in the beginning

of 42 of being- bringing light g to the Gentiles, and the isles shall wait for His

law,-expe except for that, we have had no promise for anyone but Israel, therefore,

since this is comfort it would be reasonable to assume that He is continually giving

comfort to Israel. But in the souse course of the comfort to Israel there , the expression

bringing the blind in a way that they krnw not is not a specific reference to some

particular people but is the general idea of those who are in need and helpfless, God

delivers them. (Q) It 'S not a convertive (?) flit's a reproach. I don't think..

I think it is parallel with , in 41 where , verses 23,24 : "Declare the things that

are to cinme he hereafter, That we may know that ye are gods; Yea, do good or do
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evil, That we may be dismayed, and behold it together. Behold , ye are nothing.

And your work x a think of nought; An aboninatin ishe that choonseth you." The

futility of idols lead him naturally to the sha*e and failute of the øidol worshippers.

I don't think that isthe them e of this chapter. I don't think that He is saying
the true God.

here to Israel, turn away from idols and follow!. I don't think that is the thing

that is being stressed. That is the by product of the chapter, that any Israelite

that- who had ...is wk shown that he should not do that, but the theme of the chapter

here is Israel has been suffering in kDd bondage because the Babylonians had been

able to overcome thetm and they have destroyed the temple of God, therefore it is

looks as if their gods as are stronger than the God of Israel. So he is trying to

(
tell theim No, God is the one who has created them, the idols would never have been

able to ....iE Jehovah is had not permitted it. Jehovah is the one. The canxto

do nothing . The people that follow helm them can only do as far as Jehovah lets

them. There is another thing that comes in there. How foolish you would be to go

off and worship those idols, but that is sort of a side issue here, &i& it's not

a thing that He comes directly on. He assumes that Israel is following the iazx law,

but perhaps following hesitantly, perhaps tending to think now After all, wouldn't

we better off if we were 0 following these idols. The theme of these chapters is

not an aDostate t nation that has ret,udiated .. but it is a caDtive nation that seems

to be an in a hopeless situation. It I don't think there is ever an inference in these

chapters that the people to whom this comfort is brought are people who a have aetal

actually blasphemed the name of God but are likely people who are saying, Well, now,

what's the point of going a*llike this . God hasn't been able to protect,us...He-ay

He says No, Be comforted, God is going to bless . He would n't say that to ....(Q)

I would say that ....I would say that 18 is ...Look how foolish it is to worship your

God. It 's a continuance of the great call at the beginning of 41. Come ye heathen,

lets examine the matter and see who is the real God. It's a 1 plea to the idol worshippers

--not so much a plea as a demonstration. (Q) Yes, but I think you would have to see

what is the the; me of the text, where there is a break, but you have the theme of tkx
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the theme of comfort actually from verse one, continuing right up to verse 16.

But * under the theme of comfort you have this marvelous message that the SEVER

Servant is going to do a work, that God assures them , God will accomplishasx...

b.t there is the new theme i of the servant being brought in , but then He tells

us how God is going to do marvelous things, Let the inhabitants of the sing,

let them shout, let them glory in theLord. The Lord is going to work and accomplish
Ii




these wonderful things. I have been qiEe- quiet a long time, now I am going to

cry out. I am going to be sorry , I am going to do tremendous things, I am goint

to bring the blind by axw a way that they know Ic not. It is highly- highly figurative

language which can be taken by the person in that situation to seem simply further

assurance that he is going to be delivered from exile, that God is going to accom
when

push these marvelous things, and yet/one goes back and reads this the second time

he finds that exile is not specifically mentioned and therefore it is an assurance

of God's great deeds, including the exile but also including much more. And then

after telling of the tremendous things He is going to do, then in verse 17 He goes

back to a little touch on the theme that He has so often touched upon, that

whenever He dies- deals with Hs greatness, there is abt to be a little touch of
blind

this theme, the futility of is idols. And-shea the word/ouxx4t) is dealt with
blind

a number of times but I don't think/øaa is the key t here, I-dQa-kik-tha-URd

(
a-are- think that blind enters a in-here- in various connections . That is one

think you have to consider in ax studying any E chapter, wkat find what the keys are

and very often ; you will find something a that is used in various connections that

isn't the key , they ka key may not be x obvious at all of course, but when you

get to the key that gives you the lines to it. And here I don't think the key is

blind, (Q) I feel that tIc in the passage, in the whole structure of the book you

bring comfort to Israel, but yes, that this is spe¬iae- specifically talking toxiaa

Israel, I don't think you eal4- could say that. I think that the comfort to Israel
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may be included a great many more. (Q) Yes, verse 18 could be just an exaggeration.

These people who are not doing this , ...(Q)

ISAIAH # 10

It's like somebody says I am going to destroy Hitler's armies and release

the nations that are in captivity. It's two sides... It's God coming forth to

deliver His people and Hisxx coming forth with force against Eha His enemies

and then this ...I feel that h you a have a continuous passage in these verses

from 13-1, a continuous passage o eeae comfort. It's not a passge passage of

rebuke but it is comfort because He is going to see to it that like chapter * 47

is a chapter of comfort, though ta it is a chapter of destruction, because it is

the destruction of idols.x God and Babylon, but it is all about the idols of

Babylon but the themof chapter 47 is the destruction of idols, it the theme of

chapterxai 47 is the deliverance of Israel, and it is giving to us the ....ho

they ...into captivity. Well, we just have a minute orx it two more. Next

week I have to be away...Two weeks from next week we will have the test. Now--

the-best-way-e-e-tha ... I wonder if we should have a test in the next Tuesday/

or if we could ... I do not want to ... If we I could give you an hour

test then, we .... No, any time during the week will be convenient for me. I

would notwe worry about that . ... We could make it on Monday or Tuesday.

Or we could give it next-week about ten days later or two weeks later ....

Would you rather... All right, then let's have it next Tuesday. And consequently

we plan% on working it out at an hour at different time, since we do not have

a regular class, and so we won't meet at all at the next class period. Probably

next Tuesday we probably .... Now the U best way to do that is to ... Then get

that information two weeks from now, then. Now, y I must not forget to give

you a work to-do for you to do while I am away. I have not been doing much in the

way of specific assignment, instead of ... There is only one really specific assignment

given, and I do not remember just what that was. That was one verse in chapter

41, in which I asked you to make a careful study of the Hebrew words in
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in the first half of the verse in order to see what possible different translations

could be made of that could be a translation, Is. 41:2. And I did not ask you to

write it out, but I expect you to have in mind, and I am going to ask you for it

next time. The different possible translations for it. If you say, the dog

the man he did, hit. The man hit the dog. The man hit the dog. Or the dog

hit the man. if-it- If you say, the man he killed the horse--Heki11ed-'- that

he saw. That could be the man whom he saw the horse. The man whom he killed the

horse saw the horse. Or it could be the man killed the horse he wa saw. Three

Ld.ifferent possibilities. There are certain things that= could not be any other

thing, but there are certain things that might be other things. What are the

possibilities are, and look into a few different tranilations that show you how

differnent pee people take it. But I want everybody to look into the RSV, and see

how RSV takes the first half of this verse, and reach to a judgment as JA to how
perfectly

much of this translation is geing-to be-valid, and how much of it is not at all

valid. If it j'i is not at all valid, why? For instance, if there is a word

that is translated "killed," and they translated, "slaughter," then I will say,

it is perfectly possible. But if one translated it "killed," and they translate

it "punish' you will ask if the word ever means to "punish". And then you look

into the Brown and Driver, and Briggs, and see if there it ever means punishment.
mean

If they give 50 words killed, and 50 words/punished, and then you say that is a

sufficient evidence. Surely it can mean either one. If they mean50 words mean

to kill, and three or five mean punishment1 then you will say, maybe these all

mean kill. Let us look them up and see what the evidences are. What are the grounds

whereupon they can every mean . Well, let us come back to this verse later.

Let s be-sure-that But I want to be sure that everybody get- has got the point

clear. Mr. . _? recommended the Standard Version, but unfortunately,

they have got a lot of they do not have any warrant. And they have,

and there are many cases where rednerings are excellent, but then there are

other cases where there is no notice at all, and there are thousand places where
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without footnote saying CN which means correction. They have em made changes,

they have abandoned, thousand -- in the Old Testament, so that it is not

a dependable verb, though sometimes it makes some excellent renderings, and so

I can reoommend it sometimes, but because of its excellent renderings, but I

do think that the advanced students of the Old Testament should be able to ave

have an opinion on it. I think that is necessary. You-ean-have-yeu-r-owr*--- Either

Here you can have your own rendering .... Here is a Moffatt's translation.

How about the so called the American Version? This is an American translation

made by the University of Chicago. It is the translation of the Old Testament.

This was made about 1925. And the Jewish version was there, but that probably

is old like the King James version. I doubt if there is much.... If you look into

some commemtnaries, a lot of the commentaries have their own translations. A lot

of them do. If you look into particularly a redent translation, you-do there
in

are more rendering. (11.00) The English translation? Well,/1881

just the New Testament. Then I think that later the Old Testament was translated.

In the United States the New Testtament was tcaaãaed- translated published in

1901, though the New Testament was published earlier. But the original committee

had members from England and from the United States, and then the American members

did not agree with some of the decisions the English members made, so they

issued their own, what we call, the ASV. the American Standard Verson. But I

think that RV would be that Englihh committee work, and we do not often come across

that. It would be about like the ASV, and there are some places where I might

prefer, and in another I would .... But it would not be like Greek- the Greek.
fotlow the same interpretation with

It would be... it does in general the-taaslaea-Of the King James Version.

There might be an occasion ... Well, you can get hold of one of these, and I am

sure.tha I do think it necessary to be able to speak intelligently on the RSV.

Of course, you cannot say Eha-Pc-MaeRae-- to read Dr. MacRae's little track

enit. on it. I think I have given some good evidence there .... shw showing
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some substantial evidence there still when
that it is not a dependable version. But/it is coming to be quite-q= wisd

sold
widely used, why-peaoa and they say-that a million copies were sold last

year, I believe, why, a person wants to be able to feel personally about

it, and examine it, so I would think that an-advanee-pesen-should if a

person is going to do advanced work, it would be wide to have a copy and to be able

to compare it, and see what the has to say. xl would not recommendto
of a church

an average person / that he should. But a person who is to be a Christian leader

I think, he should be informed of it, and be able to tell here it follows definitely

the Hebrew, and here it does not, etc . ... that particular assignment.

And I would like to have you get thee chapters, let us say, ch. through ei. through chapter

48. get an idea, and I do not hink that it will take a long time to p run hastily

through the chapters, noting every we verb, or a part of verb which falls in one
eight

of the four categories... I think I did that through the/whole chapters in an
A good way to do it would be to

hour or so. Please take a sheet of paper, and write out on the top of the paper,
write next to it, you might say,

write, comfort, and then/deliverance, and Ohen they are really same theses,
theme

what is more specific then? comfort or deliverance? Then for the second../ the

existence of God the greatness of God. And then the third theme is the idolatry,

the folly of idolatry. Then the fourth theme is the prediction as the evidence

ie eh- the Divine existence and the power. I find that sometimes people are- get

confused on that that- and they do not relize what is meant by that. When
that- but

they say that the idols cannot predict, when he says t)'i I have predicted and

-it is.cemging it is coming to pass, and I am getting not it is not as
theme.

an extensive as the other three, but it is a very importantl But whatever

does not go in one of these themes, you can put under a separate g1g column.

If you find several themes there, and they go together, then why, make a new

subdivision, so that a good way is to do is, except one or two,... because it

may run together, write down in columns, and wrtie down the headings macross way

the page, and then put the verses under it, but do not put under one heading,

verse 1, 7, 10, 11, 12, 15, 17, and then under the next verses, in between
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them

PUT THEM DOWN IN COLUMNS, so that you can see at a glance, where you put it down

the column, where the other comes in, so that you can go down the column, and see

how the thought goes from one to the other. You-Gaa-go-dewa he-6elumR-aad see-- Or

hew--the- you can pick one column and see and pick out .... inaudible.

ISAIAH #11

If you say that The the United States is going to defeat Germany, you do not mean

individually, you are saying that something that is done as a nation OR as a whole,

but that is actually by done by a certain part of the nation. When you say that

the Nnited States has declared that it will,not attack Cuba, you will ask right

away who is the United States ing? is not going to take over Cuba?

Do they ever give any thought on that? Does it mean just one man? or does it mean that

a few men are watching? What does it mean? When you say that people

are too easy to believe that the Servant must be Israel, the Sefvant must be the

Christ, that does not mean that every individual, it does not even mean nine-tenth

of the Israel. It does not even mean one man. It means that U some way Israel

is responsible for it. In some way God is Israel using Israel for this purpose.
the

But/actual carrying out of thee it has to be only part of the nation. AR-in

One individual, or part of the Israel. The whole nation of course is involved

in God's purpose of bringing Israel into the world, and in protecting them,
to prepare

and caring for them, and ws/peparin-the way for the coming of His son, born of

Israel, according to flesh, he was an Israelite, He is doing the work for which

Israel was brought into the-weld- existence, There is no question to that.

Now, that is not obvious, but is thoroughly logical. And perfectly reasonable.

It is the whole purpose of-it, in bringing Israel into the world. We-is- Israel

is to prepare the wa1 for the coming of Christ, He was to br brought into the world.

And how much the work of the servanL of God relates to the whole nation of Israel

or one up to this point, awl-hew much the work of-the it is repeatedly referred to,
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--what is the work of the servant. So in 42 He tells us what the objective is

--what is the ideal. What is the accomplishment? This must be done, and on

account of this, Israel is going to be delivered from exile. That is, the accomplish

ment is that judgment is to be brought to the nations and that God's servant must

bring judgment to the nations and in bringing it to the nations , He will bring it

in a certain way, and we have the description of the way in which it is to be brought.

And so, we have the goal, the ideal, the e-be- objective for which -s&1-- Israel is
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There is a relation. (Q) I wouldn't say it exactly that way. Israel is to be God's

/ instrument to do a work. The ee-Therefore, the responsibility is laid upon Israel

to do this work . It is a description of that which the nation Israel has the respon

sibility .. . It raises the problem. The-problem-4-s- You present the truth and then

you say, We need another application (?) in k order to understand the truth more

clearly. It's -a-le- all±k true thus far. Well, I say we go further on in the we-r-k

book to see if we find further thi-u---th truth that justifies that. But we are first..

Israel is to be saved because it is a servant, then we have a picture cf the w-ofk

word , which Israel is to perform , and we read in the eitp scriptures. We say

My, e--e that's wonderful, no wonder God is delivering Israel , because
W..cj work

Israel has its/co do. Then, you say, Oh my, how can Israel do this work. It

Looks beyond thay way--you ... ei only the power of God. The power of God

promises that this work will be done. Then you read it and you say, Well, my

Israel has to do this, that's why God is saving him, how is he going to succeed

in it. You might say, You tell me, Here's the work that g has to get done. You

have to do these things. Well, I work and toil all my life and I don't get it

complete and as a result , Maybe if the Lord wills, my sn shall complete this,

maybe my grandson --my responsiblity is going to pass on m to my descendants.

But, it is for that that I ... and this is what the work is, . . . God says this is

going to be accomplished, and He gives you ... which leads you to begin to wonder

just how we are able to do that, and you don't know just he-3- how you can but you

read on in the book to see whether it gives you further light on it. You get a pro=

blem and then you go on and see if you can get more light. (Q) He says it is going

LO get done, He doesn/t say how long it takes but it is going to be done not by a

sudden, bit[ spurge of tempestuous effort but by a constant, steady moving forward
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with certainty toward the goal. Now, you read that and you say, might , that

doesn't sound like Israel. But that's the goal, that's ,thwhat Israel has been

called upon to bring, to a-oeo-mp-l-s4h accomplish. X (Q) The vv, two figures that

are k referred to there are figures used of God's enemies. They are used of God's

enemies in order to show that they don't amount to anything. These are the

different ... and these . . . They are the enemies of God, shown to be week

but here I don't think he is talking about enemies. Here I think he is dx talkirg

about those who are tr-u- trying to do something good. And he is saying tla t

these that seem to be so weak and ineffectual , the servant isn't going to

He is going to move ahead constantly ac in such certainty of accomplishment

that he doesn't re44 need to ... Its the picture of a e-r-s-e+-e-b- personality that

has . . . (Q) The two figures of speech there used as the same figure for some=

thing else. Here they are used to show weakness. Well, before .... (Q) But

on the other hand , I don't think the Bible is just a -leo-lot of scriptures thrown

together with ... until later onec you have to 1k look back and see how they Made

out (?) I think that the Bible is a book in .h ich people are taught what God wants

them to know and as he teaches them, they soc should be able to get the great

bulk of ... but in the course of it He will introduce suggesstions, new ideas.

He will give little indications which later on He will explain and announce about,

so it shouldn't be . . nonsense. Let- It should be something that is meaningful and

understandable but later becomes still more meaningful as you have more light

to .. gc on. I think that is true of most teaching. When I'm discussing a subjett

in Church History. I will very often make remarks about the individuals or the

movements or things which don't fully .. ., but t-h-3- they are anticipating things

that will be developed l-a-te later; I e-xpa-l- explain the thing in a way which will the
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most .. . but I make an-e-xp--- emphasis on this aspect, and an emphasis on

this aspect, and you listen, and you say, Well, why are you discussing this.

I Why does he speak of this7-why- It k laisthe foundation. I don't think

the Lord lays the-geuia foundation for things, but in general xx it should give

a clear meaning to the people who read it. But they findmore . ..when they have

more facts to bring in connection with it, and they may find that in some places

they have previously understood, but -the when they find that they previously

mis-understood, they should be able to say, Well, we didn't see that now

look at it close , it's perfectly plain, like the Lord sa- said to people on the

Emmaus road, He said, Fools and slee. slow of heart to believe that all that the

prophets have spoken. Ought not Christ to have suffered these things and to

enter into IHis gc glory. He didn't say to them, Now, look , here's something

that is brand new, nobody ever thought of it before. He said, No, this was there,

you should have been able to see it. You didn't see it, because it isn't easy to see,

but yet, it should be possible to see. And P-m-s- I've tried to figure te out, what

should they be able to see in Isaiah's day, and then as o we go on we get new

ideas and new points presented as we go on which I explain some of the things

that would seem to them to be probleocms when they come to this, and thus they

get the picture made clearero and more eefl- concrete and more definite as tie y

go gc on. But if we take the ultimate thing t- that we know from the New Tstament

and we put it back into the O.T. at this point, then we miss the value of the

succeeding things that come, that develop that idea, -s-o-as-&i arti show us how it

is really there. (Q) Of course, God can completely change a person. He can

change a personality. He took those weak disciples and he made them great , strong

apostles. God can make so many changes, It g just seems like such a tremenduous

change, you wonder how it is going to be done. And then while you are WD ndering
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how it is going to be done, then in the 4& end of 42 he says , Who is blind

but my servant. He himself points out your weakness and your inability to

r-y- carry it out, and then you wonder all the more, well, he says because

we are His servants, he says because there is a work to be done, we have

a responsibility to get it done, how is He going to cause it to be done. When

I went over these passages originally, I was quite icu-3-g- disgusted because

it seemed to me that He would be k talking about this, and then He would jump

to this and he would jump to that. And if he were going to use that kind of methiod

--why , anything can mean anything. A person could interpret it this way, or that

w ay. But, well, D.. he says the Servant of the Lord is like a pyramid. The

base of it is the nation of Israel, the middle part is the godly remnant, and the

top of it is Christ, Sometimes you look at the -beet bottom , somethimes at the

mdd- middle , sometimes at the top. Well, you say they are thd different things,

you put them together , somethimes this, sometimes that--well, why should it

be. Why se-wh.ou-l- should look at sometimes one and sometiries the e-t-e other,

and if you do, vh y don't you say so. It seems to me there might be a logical context

that all fits together logically, but theree-e is a reason why you deal with different
on

aspect of the concept, and thus clarify the idea as you go adxxiç and xxct it
forward

a-eI-ea becomes clearer as you go/ and you get certain aspects brought to your

attention, different aspects brought out (11.50)

(Q) Well, I would say it is Christ, too. I agree thoroughly with that. (Q)
I would say that

Is that, is tthat ....,4cb±ix what goes to (12.00) Isaiah

not that how the New Testament writers were justified in taking this and that, and

the other, but to see how the readers of Isaiah would find it justified azx1cØ/j/ in

getting the meaning of it. And htw the New Tettament writer then would not
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DEPART from this is the cross, this is the cross, but to explain it in

the context and draw anything out of (Q) Yes, t am trying
what

to see i-we can see from the instead of what we find in explaining the

Now, next, we must go rapidly here. We have not gone near what

I have asked you to do survey. So, go on and survey more, and get the general

idea what the general trends of it as far,4.as it has gone, and a little

further, but then also please take ch. 41:2. Look at verse 1 of 42 in the Hebrew,

and make an absolutely literal translation of 41 verse 2 in the Hebrew. From the
if

Hebrew, the very literal translation. Now, in... you know when-you say, Abraham,
can

Isaac you/translate Abraham through Isaac, or Iac/ through Abrhham.

Either one. You can say, Abraham and Isaac (13.80) In other words,
deal of

there is a good / possibility Wc/c/ of interpretation, because the order in

English carries the meaning in Hebrew. So, I want you to try to get V exactly

what the Hebrew words mean, and then I want you to see in what different you can

logically take that, and then try to make cw two or three different possible
can

translations of the text. And then tomorrow we w41 look at different versions to

see how cvax they have got, because there is quite a variety in some words.

Look at RSV for instance. They are very different from KJV. And to how great an

extent it is justified to have such translation, and try to see- spend some time on

that and then
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The United States is going to pree--pfese prosper, you don't mean every

individual. If you say the United States is going to defeat Germany, well,

you don't mean every individualk in the United States. You are referring to

something that the nations themselves as a whole but it is actually done by

a certain part of the nation. When you say the United States has declared that

it will not attack Cuba. You ask right away, Who is the United States. -Hew

Has Mr. Downs declared he isn't going to attack Cuba? Has Mr. Gregory declared

it? Have they even given any thought to the matter ? Does -4t--meai-tt-eef1

efte-Ia- Have they even given any thought to the matter? Does it mean one

man as such? Does it mean a few men are watching? What does it ne an, so

when you say the Servant, the servant must be Israel or it must be Christ?

The servant is Israel ix--you can't get away from it. It iea- repeatedly says

The servant is -s'&- Israel , that doesn't mean that it is every individual. It

doesn't even mean that it is 940s-ever9/lOs of the nation. It doesn't even

mean that it is even 1/10th. It means that in some way isi'-e Israel is responsible

for this. In some way God is using Israel for this purpose but the e4a actual

ear1-eay- carrying out of c it has been only a part of the nation and whether it

is ix one individual or a group o or what it is , that doesn't matter, we see what

--up to the present at this point we can only say that the whole nation of course
/




is involved . According to tie flesh He was an Israelite, He is en doing the

w ork for which Israel is-190- brought into existence. Now, that would not be

obvious but it is tw- thoroughly -1er logical, ard it is the whole purpose of

bringing --is to prepare the way for the coming of Christ. And how much the wetd

work of the Servant relates to the whole nation is the point up 91- this point

repeatedly referred to in .. . but we have in this ... you have a suggestion but

it is certainly not proven. As far as anything we have had thus far the E Servant
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people
that does the work could prove to be 10, 000 A'. . as far as anything that we have

had thus far. But as we read the beginning of the chapter 42 tc it doesn't sound

likely that it would prove to be 10, 000, but it's not impossible. It should not

be difficult to pick out the places wherever the servant is mentioned--and, also

of course in doing this you who- should have over at the right hand side a

problem column--what pFo43.1es problems do you-&t4 strick. What verse do you

strick that you are not sure what they mean. What verses do you strick that

seem to you to be real problems deserving of very careful investigation. Through

these chapters --chapters 41-56- 41-56- 41-46; in fact, including ... you will

fec find as mentioned last time a constant movement from one of these things

to another. e-is- You see new ideas that are developed until that great idea

of deth- deliverance reaches that great climas in 47/ and 47 is definitely deliverance

even though there be very4- little mentiin of Israel, in fact , I am not sure the

that Israel is mentioned in the chapter at all. It calls God the w Holy One of si?e-

Israel. But it is only a mention of Israel in reference to God. The chapter is entirely
Babylon

due to the overthrow of/dar-k-ne.ss- but the overthow of is R-iftteFe&t4H of interest

to x us simply as a sign of God's deliverance of Israel. The whole x chapter

comes under deliverance and it is the climatic chapter in this theme of deliverance.

After this you have very 4it-1- little specific name of deliverance in the sense of

being brought out from the power of the Babylonia ns. So you do have after this

the mention of deliverance in the sense of b4reulwotth brought home f-efn- to

Palestine from Babylon. But I think that 1-47 makes a definite unit, and I would

like x you to study 1-48, but our emphasis will be here on the first part , but

in 48 you have repetition and you have a beginning of a further development, and

e- I am-e.i anxious for you to see how it developecs. Well, now , at our last
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meeting we kic had some very stimulating questions raised. I thought It was

very helpful, very intersting and very valuable. These questions were raised

and I felt that sane-.e- an excellent point was made that in chapter 42 verse

15 , is quite difficult to be sure whether ix He is speaking to the people that

worship the images or whether He is speaking to the people of Israel who are

apt to be -t4s.1ea misled by the people who xhc worship. It is pretty difficult

to be sure. I would-14f- like to get definite ... Certainly we know definitely

what is meant by t e verse before . We know definitely k what is meant by

the verse after. Which of the two does this go with. x Of course you have

sometii s son thing that will cover both. ±t-M-s It is not a major question but

it is an interesting question. I would very much like further light on it. Now

we notice then how 43 parallels 42. In 44-as- 42 a-ic1--±i't- as in 43 we soc start

with God's wonderful blessing upon His people that He is going to deliver and

then in 43 we have details given beyond what we have had before. 42 begins

with the Servant that is going to do the were- work. The great wee work is to

be done. Soon He is going to open blind eyes, bring uo out prisoners , and

you are not quite sure in that whether you are ... There is a problem in the

verses 5-8--it's difficult to be quite sure. But n in 43 kx kx it is very definitely

deliverance--you n4- find an interesting verse there in verse three. First

verse one we are-sa-in-H-e would say He is definitely talking to Israel wouldn't

we? He that created thee, 0 Jacob and formed thee 0 kx Israel. Fear not, for

IL k have redeemed thee, I have called thee by thy name. Thou art mine. Israel

is going to be delivered. And when you get to verse two you have something that

seems so general you are inclined to think My, this is a wonderful promise. Any

one of us could claim it. This is a promise -&f- to God's own, that He will take
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care of them. When thou walkest throughc the fire that wilt not be burned -

3 neither will the flames kindle upon thee. Well, we don't take that literally

but we do take it as meaning that no one can hurt us unless it is God's will

that it hurt us, for His own specific purpose. We have a promise here that

when we are doing His work that we feel justified in moving forwardly fearlessly

knowing that anything that comes either we will be wonderfully delivered or

that He has a purpose in it. But in the eefttes- context He is talking specifically

about Israel. (?) I'm glad you make a reference to the Red Sea, this wuld

be a wonderful promise for the Red Sea but it seems to me that here He is echoing

the REd Sea. They know how t4'iee-&ie3-s- their ancestors were brought the Red

Sea , now they say when they pass throughtec the waters they shall not overflow

thee. He is promising that His grace i which He gave tx to His ancesters gx

is going to continue to the end, that they are going to be delivered . There

are cases where you can date a thing quite exactly and ha there are otha

cases where you can't. We don't object to the peseil possibilit of dating things

by historical methods. We fully admit the -pe&s4 possibility of that but we say

in case after case , the critics go way beyond the evidence alledging tha they

do a such a thing. If you were, for instance to secon across a statement

where a man quotes about the hero.Now emet-mes someone today /1.

here in America writes about a hero. Somebody here today refers to

But if you found something,some body says, " this is what was written back

1896 when McKinley was running for President He said , Let's not follow the
the e X Furor

the Furor They called McKinley thq/the.eiy- Because you could say that is
a
a term applied to Hitler in Germany. During the-we!4-d- war it was widely , widely

used as a reference to Hitler. Now, I don't see how .. . but it could be possible

that it might have con from Germany o some other x kind of early appearance



but quite unlikely. Now if you find a specific reference to Hitler, you could

be quite sure that wasn't before 1930s,--These- at least not before 1920. WhoR

ever heard of Hitler before . . . and whoever heard much about him before 1930.

If somebody says that this was written in the time of George Washington Some

body says we have to free America from the George Burns and the Napoleons and

the Kruschevs, you say nobody wrote that before 1955. Now we when we find

here that he says Cyrus is going to do so and so. Well, you say right away that

couldn't be written before Cyrus came,-a unless you have reason to -th.rg- think

that as a special and marvelous -mi-e- miracleE, God chose to reveal the name

Cyrus in advance It is only as you den a consider it to be a special , miraculous

prediction ht- that you can pe&s-i-ble possibly consider that that could be written

in the time of Isaiah, but I say if you have a lot of references here I think you

would have a f big argument against the 1s-a Isaiah authorship. When you have

e one outstanding figure named twice, it is a divine miracle to authenticate what

God was speak ing to X Isaiah. And, therefore, if you believe in predictive prophecy

you can believ e in that one thing. If you had a lot of them , I would want a very

specific statement ... You &-t don't find DctaDavid mentioned in Genesis or Solomon

either. God could predict by name. He does predict David in Numbers but not

by name. Now, he could do that. I just think that the critics go much to far

in their placing . . . back in 1450 -_. took the so-called creed of one of the

early popes and the donation of Constantine , which Constantine was suppose to

have given to the Poe and . ---Shows by internal efereces-t-hat evidences

that there were references to all sorts of things tha t happened long after these

people and therefore were forgerys. And he proved it so thoroughly that it was

admitted by everybody, and nobody has questioned it since. The C Church



admits that those were forgeries of a later century. They were not originals.

Well, we- when ... And of course the XX RC Church gave up the claim that this

donation of Constantine was valid, but they kept the elt-m-*-th&t-- the-i things

that they claimed that Constantine had given them. So that was a valid a

argument--so there is such a thing. It's very important. The critics go way beyond

what is possible in that

ISAIAH 4 12

This verse then is quite a general verse, but in context it is a wonderful promise

of deliverance to Israel. Now, you look at the third verse and what do you think

that third verse means. Mr. Abbott, what would you suggest that verse three means.

It clearly shws the greatness of God. I am the Lord thy God, the Holy OJe of

Israel. And then He says I am thy Saviour, Goand you notice deliverance there

God is going to deliver them, but what about the last half, what does he mean there.

This is a -¬Ie-s-critp- description of ddiiverance k from Egypt. What do you think it

does count. That is what we have been having, deliverance from captivity but

it doesn't seem to fit with that. What are Egypt and Ethiopia and Sheba have to

do with deliverance to-- f-rm- from captivity. How many of you have an idea on it?

Mr. Gregoy has an idea that I don't think he got out of his head? In other words

we have evidence here that Mr. Gregoy has consulted commentaries, is that right?

What is the idea then on the ... Yes, w}e well, now , just a word on that, you can't

tell a great deal from the Hebrew text. The Hebrew tenses, as you know are not

ordinaty time. k The Hebrew imperfect shows action referring or beginning and is

quite usually used as a subject in the future but very often refers to something

habitually done in the present. We say that I do- go is the English present --it

isn't at all. The English present is I am going. I go is the Englith
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I meet Mr. Brooks here walking down -tows-- town. I say where do you go.

He wont know what I am talking about. I say , Where do you go to school.

He'll say, I go to Faith Seminary, even though he may be walking in the opposite

± direction. If it were the present sense it would be a lie, but it isn't a present

sense, it is a frequentitive. Yu say, where are you going. You mean what

are k you d.ei-FA-a- g doing at this moment. And then he might saj, I am going

to the shoe store. That would be a specific statement of present fact. Now,

in the Hebrew, the imperfect is the k-eq- frequentitive which made bec used to

show -&co- action occuring in the f-u-F- future, and it is even used for action

beginning in the past, and the perfect in the Hebrew shows a completed actic.

And this then is what k -h ppe-rk-1-ng--- has happened in the past x is notv a

completed situation. But the perfect may be used for something that is planned

for the future so definitely that is used very often in God's promises--tIEy are

given as a completed fact So when -he He said , I gave this for thy ransoRm.

This may mean something that happened long ago, but equally well may mean

something that is so definitely decided by the Lord to do that it is just as much

a fact as if it were already done. That is sometimes called the Prophetic Perfect.

Mr.-Greg- Gregory g recalls that when Sennacherib fought there, there is reference

there to the King of Ethiopia coming up against Him, and so you have both Ethiopia

and Egypt. Sennacherib heard the King cf Ethiopia come and the King of Ethiopia

was king of Eix Egypt at that period, and therefore he ac gave up his p esent plans

to come to Jerusalem and wre t deA down there to meet the forces of Ethiopia, but

thestory he -hea-d-- heard wasn't true, the y weren't eeme coming yet, and eventually,

we don't know for fx sure whether he was trying to meet them or -tk trying to mea

meet Israel, but it was one t-eh-4x other situation where there was a great number of



er-l- folks who died, and there is an Egyptian story which says that an

Egypta-iEgypthn army went up to Southern palestine and faced Sennacherib

and when they were facing Sennacherib that Sennacherib was going to invade

Egypt and whe- while they were waiting a great host of mice went into the

Assyrian army and ate up all the bow sti- strips we so that they couldn't

be ... well, the Bible tells us that a great number of his men died in the night

and he gave up the attempt to take Jerusalem and went back to the- Assyria

the same time about Sennacherib, and many scholars think that what e-et

actually happened that the mentionodc of meh mice fits withk the idea gk

that there was an outbreak of the Bubonic plague which the mice woul d carry,

and of course we can't say that cx thcze are the facts because we -ee-rt-k

don't know, but i-s- it is a guess, and there is nothing against the Bible...

because God might very well have used that plague as the rrans by which

the Angel of the Lord killed theug. thousand s of these Assyrians in the night.

We don't know what the means was tht were used , and it says the AiIe Angel

of the Lord went forth to kill thousands of these people in the night. We don't

know c what the ma-- means was that God used. It doesn't ReeessFynecessarily

mean that he e came like a man with a -swe4 sword and ... Divine agence prose

produced it. It was a miracle of God. What means were used we don't know,

but at any rate the existence of that story by the Egypta-is Egyptians at ths- this

time doesn't sound as if Sennacherib defeated the Egyptians or the Ethiopians.

We have no evidence that he did, but that reason, , but this sounds as if somebody

is going ted- to defeat them. Either has or will, and if somebody has or will, who

is that somebody apt to be. Who do you think would be like ly the one that God

is speaking of here k that egh- either has or will defeat the -yptai& Egyptians

and the Ethiopians. Cyrus would certainly be the one in view over and over i-fl
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God's instruments to deliver Israel, and so whe now when God says thai.

I have given Egyp t and Ethiopia and Sheba for your ia-nso- ransom. He says

I have given this as your -fasofl- ransom. It would be -qtkt quite a reasonable

thing , but what it means is that God is going to lead Cyrus to release the

Israelites and let them go home, an but he is ales- also going to enable Cyrus

to conquer Egypt and Ethiopia and we know that Cyrus did. Aft4et'- After that

Cyr3ls or his si+ son Cambyses , one or the other of them, succeed in conquering

Eyprt and Ethiopia and that being an historical fact and this statement occurring

twice in these chapters , it is a reasonable inference that the teaching of it is

that God said, that Cyrus isn't . . so that that is the l idx interpretation which

I believe that all scholars give to this passage. the reference to Cyrus' later

conquests of those places. It is a w references: written by those make.i making

it all up some years after the deliverancek from exile, when Cyrus conquered

or to be given as divine prediction of what aeata-11- actually happened. Mr.

Brooks2 No, I am saying that one and two say that God is going to deliver

Israel, and -thee three says it is a part of his deke - deliverance that

4c-Egypt-aid of Israel, Ethiopia and Egypt are going to x begc given as a ransom for Israel.

The ransom is given to the person who lets them go and pays for the ransom.

And we have already been told that Cyrus is e±g- going to be God's instrument

in letting them go and we find Cyrus conquered Egypt so it is a deelar&g- declaration

that God gives a ransom, that is, if you interpret it that way. As far as I know

that is the way that every commentator interprets the passage. I know of no

other suggestion. I haven't come aeerr- across any k other that has any basis

whatever, so I wouldn't say we should be 100% dogmatic , but we can go pretty

far... here is a very reasonable interpretalionof the word and here is an interpretation
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that would fit the historical sense. (?) It is a compariston; that is to say,

when Charles V, the King of Spain, captured Francis I , i King of France, in

a battle, he took him to Madrid and held him there as a prisoner and it was

necessary that France pay a tremendous sum of money to tx Spain in order

to have Francis I given back to them. They had discussion as to how much

ransom to give to get the King back. When the Duke of Windsor, Prince

of Wales in EnIa-3cd- England, he tells in his memoirs how he joined the

army in 1914, and he was in the army there and then one day they got an order

that Edward was to be withdrawn from his company and transferred to another

company, so he left the company and went to the other company and the next

day he heard that company had been sent of- over 1±x to France. He was w th

the other company for a few months of training and then he got an ordier trnasferring

him .... about the thirdc time that happened he weh went to the Prime Minister

and he & said , Look ahere, I've got several brothers. Suppose I should be

killed in France, one of them could take over just as w-ekwell, why cant I go

to France with & my company instead of being kept back here. He said the Prime

Minister said to him, If you -eel couldAx guanantee that you would be shot in

France, we w-&l wouldn't hesitate to let you go, we are not afraid of your being

killed, we are afraid of your being captured. And if he were captured there would

be a tFm tremendous pressure in England to give up most anything in order to get

their heir apparent back, they would do anything for him. You read today in the

papers that some child is seized and there is a ransom notice. 1e Here God says

to Israel that Cyrus is going to release you. Well, He says I am going to give

this for your ransom. In other words Cyrus x wont loose out by the releasing him.

God is going .. .(Q) Jesus paid the ransom that delivered us from Satan. I don't
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think actually that Satan has any Fi4h right over us. It's a ñ figure of speeek

speech, but k yet it is a figure which conveys an element cf e4ht truth. He

paid the -pe*a-thy penalty of our sin. It is more nearly the correct idea, but of

course it is a ransom. He paid that which delivers us from the power of Satan.

So in this case he says I gave this for your ransom. Well, you K wonder what

on earth does this mean, and it wouldn't have any ev- effect on the situation,

but it would mean that after it happened, after Cyrus let the people go back to

their own land, and after Cyrus led his army down into Egypt and then you hear

how Cyrus 4e or his son Cambyses conquered Egypt and Ethiopia, you say

why Isaiah said those lands were going to be the ransom for us. He who let

us go has got them. God ease caused a ransom to be taken, and so it was for

the Israelities a proof of the fact that God was predicting --there was a knowledge

in advance that could not g h& be gained by human beings, a supernatural knowledge

(
that God had actually spoken. I have mea -m&ny- heard many a -ma4 missionary

and other Ghrki-&--G-hr-u- Christian leaders say that in-1948- 1943-4 they said that

the way that the American Army is being respected in China and the way the

American Red Cross is helping the Chinese people and the Chinese as are so

grateful to all America , and one- once this war is over the gospel will have

such opportunities in China that they never ha d in history. The Gospel will

spread inChina beyond what anybody ever dreamed of. Well, they were making

guesses, but if anybody -s4a said that they were predicting the future by-the

Divine Inspiration you have pretty good proof today that they weren't eeaee

because they left out of account altogether that the Truman and Marshall would

permit the Communists to take over and ... so that instead of the gospel he.ve4*g

having a greater opportunity in China that than it K has ever had it has less opportunity
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than it has ever had in hi story, the exact opposite of what they predicted.

Well, somebody says look how the Bible was able to predict the fj±r- future

semeboyd but you read Isaiah ten years later

ISAIAH * 13

And you notice the next verse which says, Since thou wast precious in my sight

thou t. hast been honourable and I have loved thee; therefore, will I give men

for thee and people for thy thee...Well, he is going to turn these over to Babylon

as payment for His having let the Israelites go. Then, you will again have in

verse nine -ten- and ten, don't we have the idolatry. Bring forth the blind and te

the deaf--let all the nations be together and let the people be assembled. Who
s L4

among them can be .. and show us former things, who is there among these

Gods of the heathen who can say I predicted these t-h-e- things in advance. Who

is there that can say that these are the things that Ix said were going to happen.

Let them bring forth their witnesses that they my may be justified. It isn't

j-s-± justified in the sense of showingk... It is exactly the sense of justify in

the New Testament. He justifies them by showing that they are right; t at is to

say, it is a legal t&.- transaction rather than a sanctification that is

covered by the word justify. The Hebrew and the Greek agree. Let them bring

forth their witrsses that they may be-f& justified. You are my witnesses , says

the Lord and my servants whom I have chosen. Let the witnesses bring forth

their witnesses, ef but you Israelites who have this book of Isaiah, you are my

witnesses. You say, Look a here what God predicted. You are my servants whom

I have chosen. XI have raised you up for a specific task, making Him known

God and His righteousness. YOu can be my witnesses now.. Well in the sense

of witnessing --in the full meaning of this e-r-i'- word servant, just how big a part
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spend a lot of time on it. 47 is very simple. So it is aeita-l-l actually 41-46

and 48, 48 after you have done the rest of them you will be ready to tackle

48 but if you can have 40 to 48 written out and all the servant passages indicated

If you cr have that ready a week from next-Mend Monday we will be ready

to have some discussion and then the following week.
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be sure exactly what they mean, and this is pat4eit1e9 particularly true thwe

when you g get into poetry as we have here. The first question that I asked you

was the exact form and meaning of these words. And as to that, what does the

first mean. It is either the sign of the definite object, or it means with. It is

one or t-ohe other of these two are the possibilities. Now, the next one. Doro

is His generation, and what is generation, what do we x mean by geea gen ation

--you can say, of course, that if you put certain chemicals together , i& it fôr-m.ed

forms a certain can bination. You can say the generation is the forming of this

chemical--generation used in that sense, but it's me more common meaning of

the- this English wo--eg-- refers to those who come into existence, human

beings usually, at a certain time. When we think of the c word generation, we

think of the people who are living at a certain time, but actually the -rot origin of

the English word is o of course their coming -tinto existence, 13e their being

generated. Yes, here it is sometimes is rendered period, but perk periodx

is sort of a derived idea. You wouldn't say the je nod of Re&se-k Roosevelt's pre

sidenaer, but you wouldn't call that a geee- generation. A generation is about

30 or 40 years, about the-t4-e-- time that it takes fDr one group of people to be the

main group when they are in ac their -p±r-m prime until they pass o-te- off the scene

and are e succeeded by another group. You usually tM-ng-- think of a century as

about three generations, something like that, but a generation you usually think

of as . ..and now this word Dor is derived from the root dur which means to dwell

and so it is occasionally found in the meaning of a de-me- dwelling place, but that

is comparatively rare. BDB lists it as having four mee-rthis meanings: they say first

a .pek- pei- period, an age or a generation, a duration in the past occasionally

but usually a duration to come. From generation to generation. Then they say

the second use of it is the men living at a particular time ±k and they say that is
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used of a future generation especially. And then, third, they say a geineration

as a class of men, like you say, this crooked generation. This evil generation,

and then, for- fourth they say, ec-dew4- eIew dwelling place. Well, that is

how this word is used and it is used fairly commonly. Now, what about the next

word after that, Mr. Kim. It is the sigh- s4i sign of the question, the interrogative?

And it is used to ask a question. Now, we have already had this word used we

once or twice in our section of Isaiah. Every time we have had it so far it has been

a c rhetorical question. It has not been asking the name, it's been asking the

question... Like you say, Who would have thought such a thing would have happened,

as if to say, Nobody would have thought it. If Isaiah would have said, Who would

have thought of such a thing, e-U--i_wol w-othl- and you said, Mr. Faucette

would. It would sound ridiculous, because I would not have been giving the qi stion

for for-m&t4e information, but a rhetorical question, but ette--teu- this could

be either one, either a question for information or a rhetorical question with an

implied answer. Now, what about the next word . What weu4 would you say about

that e4 word. This one that we are now looking at is the only one in the King

James Version translated declare. It is muse, to meditate, or to complains to

talk about thy wondrous works. Not that is not the idea of considering in the

sense of trying to think a thing out. It is more the sense ot marvelling at it,

or complaining about it. These- Those are all the uses of it. There are only

two polels, one in Psalm 143, where it says I muse on the words- works of thy

hands and then this one. )c(?) Whenever you have a verb used in a different fr-em

form from another, like polel instead of qal, you immediately ask does it have the

sense of qal or different use. Well, if it is a polel, that's like a piel. Something

intensive ef- or causative. You see if you can get that idea into it, because dx
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but it wont necessarily be the. In this case where you only have two appearances

of the polel you don't have enoughk evidence to tell just what the polel does to

it. It would seem to perhaps be different but- from the iac qal- qu a-ql--- qal

but just how much .. Well, now, I asked you to look at these different renderings

and we look at tIE King James Version.

ISAIAH% 34

In the King }ec James Version we noticed that it was translated in verse 8, Who

shall-be-UI-ad- declare His generation. Well, the who is certainly is-eei.

all right. Declare is a word that we haven't found anywhere else. Maybe who

will complain. Who will muse, or mediate, but to declare sounds as if you ae a were

making a pronouncement, making a 4e.ea- declaration. --yoti-- It oc doesn't quite

seem tto get the idea of th s verse. And then this generation. Well, )C how

do you declare a generation. Now, if you say who will de-l-,- declare his generation

you might mean who will .... But this word Dor is not used in that Beg- sense
(?) In the K.J.V.

what would this mean/ WEll, it is translated that m way many, many times./
( )

It is a common meaning of the word. You notice that the BDB refers very f-f'eg-

\4)
frequently e-fete-?ef-efs says it refers to a -fur-e-

*\
( It is also used to designate

a dwelling place. Who will declare his dwelling place?) . . . thousands of
necessarily in it

generations. There is an idea of future is not eeessar4.y/ but it is ase--4t-i-s

also$ used with tha4-se-is-e.- a future sense. Well, now this what the King

James Version says. We notice that the English Revised vVersion says, As for

his generation who will among them consider that he was cut off out of tie land

of the living? Now, there, ther re two problems. One meanto consider?
LL- ,7J2Jtt

who will consider them, 't muse or4c? consider is not too bad.
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Then, as for this generation there seems to be sp-,-e- some difficulties. One
actually

is that the--fto-th&t4ve a nominative a eete like that introduces a J12.*

But I do not know of any cat/se in Hebrew. Ausually, (or normally)
is

introduces an accusative, not a nominative. As for this translation, there 4ot

much warrant in Hebrew/ for it. Sometimes we can get that idea by

out of generation. It says here as for his generation who among them? a-eig4hem

It does not mean among them, it means with. If you want to get the meaning of

among, you should get or something like that., rather than (eth).

But I think it has some real difficulties even among the commentators, and it

is not entirely impossible, because so many commentators are inclined toward

it, but it has a real difficulty. Now , next, ink' the Jewish version, we notice

that .... (Q) Yes. No. There are some commentators who take it that way.

But the question on what ground do they take that, and I would say that if you
usages

could point to a few go& good other eome in Hebrew, then you have

some basis on which to develpp that , but I do not know that. (Q) Well, to do

that I may have to read the whole Old Testament in Hebrew to get _____ the
SAnders on

question in mind. Alexander says, Rosenmueller, Gesenius, and others

follow in making this an absolute nominative. To this instruction

Hengstenberg objects that (eth) seldeom ever notes the subject of a verb.

TI i-n Ill)
and also that 1. l.t V is not left without an object. He says that

t41-neitherthis objection lies in ---------------------------the modification of the same

exposition which anakes the (eth) a prepoBition, for the trouble is

that it seems to me that to make a pr-eop- a preposition, you should havea

preposition that has such a meaning. I do now know that it does. Here again
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You have to look for all the (eth). It is pretty much like

because a lots of things can -i happen in any language. But you have no right

to build an argument that ti- it does unless you have some evidence tat- that it

does. (Q) i- No, I would say that if some one says he does, an a I will

tell them, let him bring some evidence. The fact that Rosenmueller, Keil,

or Alexander or somebody says that it proves nothing, unless they -s-ha this

is shown or this can be by such a verse ... If y they bring some evidence,

then we examine them. I have not looked into all t--se- these books on this

particular thing. I am not sure i-f-t-he-y but what they can give, some of them,

but I have to check them, very good, and all I can say from my reading,
having come across that translation.

that I do not recall 4f--that4e77.. Then the Jewish version takes it that, that,

with his generation who did reason? With his genemtion who did reason?

Well, what does that mean? If you are going to say, here is a man. Here is

one that is judicially murdered. Will you say -hart with -h4w his generation

who did reason? You would not say that with his geen generation, with

you would say with judges. with juries, w4tr with people who were

You would not say with his generation, would you. It seems to really belong

there. And lam not sure if vie-are- -the cxprc3ions these words muse, complain,

or meditate really means . The main problem is with the ) (goor).

Then we notice what the American Version so called, what Gordon did, he took it

as Who gave his thought to his fate? gave -h4h his thought to Is-ee--- is
fairly
e-t4y-be- good, but I do not think t4 t-mean-- ( goor) ever means fate.

So, he tried to make some sense, but he did succeed in making some sense,

but this is not what the Hebrew word says. (Q) Then here is Moffatt's

version, he calls it the same as Gordon, but only it is
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er to it,
If you take the word literally as to the extent of its neare&t-te4t,- the King

James , Who meditated upon, who mused upon rather than declared his generation?

What does that mean? To my mind hre is a suggestion that a good number of

commentators m&k-e have suggested, although many have rejected, it seems to
faitly

me to be faiil- reasonable to say, if he was cut out of the land of the living,

who would have thought that the generations to comm-f after him would be

so affected by it? Who thought that he had any effect upon the coming generation?

on the coming age, on the coming period? on the coming generation of m-1M-F¬I-?--

Wo humanity? Who, who, of ge his generation? Remember,

We thought this was He who would re deem the Israel? Now,. they ck-teIt took

him a-and killed him. Who would have thought there would be any outcome,

any future, any posterity, any generation following tIB t would be affected by him?
exactly present this meaning. If

To get exactly, to get exactly in English is .... But this idea is , /this is the

idea that you get out of this King James has, it seems to me that it seems to be

a great advantage to it to go on a yew verses, and you read, you read in verse
for

ten, when thou shalt make thy soul an offering ef sin, he shall prolong days,

he shall (6 00). Both of these words are getting on seeing some

posterity or generation following affected. You see him cut out ee- of the 9+&

land of the living. Who shall declare this generation? Who will think that

he is going to aff -yt-h4iig, do anything that he had done, what he did (5.7
lw many great works, and and now all'E'gone

Here P people ,fhought he was wonderful, now he was dead. Who would

have thought that he would have any experiential . Now they say

the word (gor) does not , d s not posterity, does not mean it, but

it does not generation, and 3-f-= it often
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it is often used as God's mercy shall last from generation to generation.

He blesses the people from generation to generation. The word comes to be

used asc great deal with that idea of future existence, future effect. And so,

while not directly the idea of posterity , yet is near it. Who would consider

--who would complain as to whether he is going to have any effect on coming

generations. He th4 died without children, without intellectual children, i#h

without spiritual effects, without anything having been accomplished in the world.

He was cut off out of the land of the living. He's gone. That's the complainot

of the people in the early part of this, they don't see any hope of any results.

But then you get on to this verse ten and you find yes,-hey it-pel pleased t

Lord that this should happen. He caused it, k k He hath put Him to grief.

When thou shalt make His soul an offering for sin, He shall see His seed.

The His is in italics. He shall prolong days. There is going to be a generation

effeet- affected by Him. There is -gen going to be a posterity, t1 a spiritual

posterity, the result ot what He has done. There is going to be a new generation

that is -ge greatly aft- affected by what ble does. He has not died without effect

as a person thinks who says, Who has believed our report. Who expects anything

important to come from this. I4-& ed-.-H&-s He's gone. He's dead . there is

not f ti-f-utte future, yet there is going to be results. He shall see His seed

--He shall prolong days. But in k qea- relation to content this idea which the

King James interprets it seems to me has much to be said in -h4 its favor and

fits the context, as the exact parallel in the later part where he is declaring

the fulfillment of that which seemed unlikely to be fulfilled as
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they saw it happen. They felt everything was ruined by His death, and then

they found instead of being ruined , it was actually was the foundation of

salvation. And that of course is thread that runs all through this passage of

52 and 53, people feeling that this is not-go.-n going to accomplish anything

and then finding that actually c it is God's way of -deng- bringing salvation.

(Q) Some say t that there is no object. It's pretty 4flhard on the ... to say

it can't have an object. But you have the -s4 sign of the object.. and you might

say, what does happen is that generation after generation , -ce± continuing -pespea4

prosperity on, but as they look at it, they don't think there is going to be even

one generation. Who can see any c results , because he is cut out fromt land

of the living. Well now , let's look at our English Bibles again fei on another

matter. There in 52 you notice thiat we had in verse 13, which makes one a rather

complete thought, that it refers to a general exaltati aior specifically to -h4s His

being -lf.ete-l4fet- lifted up, and then we notice 14 that there is e one thought just

as something happened, then so something else is going to happen , and then in

15 there is another ... tFe result of this thing happening is thattHe s-I&p- shall

sprinkle many nations. Now, the first divisionsc are not original, they were put

in later, and sometimes they are very, very bad. There are cases h ere you have

two paragraphs, there is no question of it, where you have two stanzas and the

1&i& last o oc line of one and the-fsfirst of the next are put in one verse wih

ec- which makes no sense at all. Let's just look quickly at what to me is the

most striking instance of that type --the 19th Psalm. What possible sense does

verse 4 make. Read Psalm 19;4 just by itself.
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Iwould say definitely that in the first three verses He looks to the Gentiles.

The barren that previously never bore, those 4ht- that were the desolate , they

that were outside. He looks to them now ,--wh- shows the results coming

to them of what Christ had done, and then after three verses of that, then He

looks back to Israel and of course our big emphasis is on all through

Isaiah, but we also have these definite emphas upon the Gentiles , and here

three might be very difficult to understand in that time. It would be hard to

see. It doesn't seem to make sense on any basis e aR*ra4 that would seem

natural to them, but then when Paul comes he quotes fr-nt- from other passages.

that are no greater oc than this one to show God's mercy to the X Gentiles, as

prediced already in the Old Testament, aid this fits right in , this one which

-----(Q) I don't know whether He did or not. He may have understood it.

He may have thought, d.c just don't understand what this verse means.

There- They are a wonderful aspect of what God is going to do that are clear

in the message that God has given but there are certain suggestions here that

I don't quite catch. Because k Peter says the prophets were questioning

what or what manner of time the spirit which was in them did signify when he

prophesied beforehand of the sufferings of Christ and the glory that should follow,

and thc when the thing comes then you see how the thing fits together, and then

Paul and Peter and the others can say, Look, this is what you would expect.

Jesus said to the men to the Emmaus Road, You think that everything is a failure.
he

You thought thatjeu- were going to be the one to redeem Israel and here He died

and you call it failure, and you think these are old -wfwives tales -t-a-p--e-bpdti

that somebody but he says this is i-w what the prophets says , that the

Son of m Man must suffer and die and be raised again the third l day, well, it

was there in the prophets but they hadn't understood it.
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Now, many had understood it we don't know, but most didn't, but Jesus said

they should. He said, Fools and slow of 4h heart to believe all the prophets

a- said. (Q) I would say it is that way. There are quite a number of passages

which can only be understood on that account, that the thou , the addressing one.

Fear not thou who hast done so and so. Don't be afraid. . and you have to tell

from the words who is the anteceden1ç-a-nd- Ordiânarily , I quite agree with you

--ix that when you find a thou, look back into the earlier context and see c if

you have light on who the thou is, like on the end of 52 where we compare Him

with c thee and we have thou as an .. . and it shows exactly vth at it is , but

there are quite a number of facts where he speaks of one and then he turns his

attention to another--we--hee-- you have to gather it sometimes. (Q) I would

think . . .the nations not being one of them-of- or it can be ... and Israel is

also spoken of as a nation on occasion too. Well, the word Gentiles here--there

is no specific word Gentile, the word Gentile is the Greek word that means nation,

no, not necessarily other M than Jes J ews even. The word is singular--Is calbd

a goa in the Bible--it is a nation, but since there are many , many others nations.

There is only one nation, when you speak of the nation.

But if you can speak to one nation and say you will reach out to others, because

you can speak to a group of people from the nations and speak of their reaching out

to other nations equally well. That is, the word Gentile here does not prove that

the one addresses is not a gentile. I would say simply this, verse 5 is very clearly

addressed to Israel. "For thy Maker is thine husband; the Lord of hosts is His

name; and thy Redeemer the Holy One of Israel; The God of the whole earth shall

He be called. Verse six is very definitely to the Jews, "For the Lord hath called
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thee as a woman forsaken and-gr4v grieved in spirit, and a vMf3 wife of youth,

when thou wast refused, saith thy God." Now that is Israel in 5 , 6 and 7.

Who will-for- .w-ith four go with? Will four go with what precedes or with what

follows, and since four speaks of widowhood and I don't think you could speak

of the widowhood of those who had not been united with God at all anyway. There

fore it would seem to me that the word widowhood there would suggest that that

is the place where the break comes. I would say that the last two verses of

chapter 50 is addressed to all the people of God as a unit, to all thosesc who

believe in the Servant as a unit. I would say that is true of the last verse.

Then I would say that the first verse is undoubtedly addressed to the Gentiles

who come to believe, that small group of Gentiles who come to believe, comparing

them with those who had been God's chosen people before, but in between there

are many verses referring to Israel, now to decided exactly where the transition

comes may require very careful attention. (I wish we had three or four hours

to work over the details of it, but my present feeling is that he-i-ng-}a-mee between

three and four is where one of the cones, but the biggest aspect of it..

.e can be definite, that all the people who were saved through the suffering servant

--that verse one is the Gentile believer, and that verse 6 is Israel, and then the

tranEition is --but those I think we can be definite on , verse one, verse seven,

~~nd
verse 20. (Q) Well, I have no idea yet, but the exam will try to eeme- cover

what we have discussed in class.--New- Not the Hebrew of the whole section--40-56,

/ but wheat- whatever we have specifically assigned , that would be the normal

thing. It's a little hard to know what to select out of that. 1 haven't given it

too much consideration. You mean of the other? (Q) If I should find that there is

a question in which several in the class have complet4ly misinterpreted what I say,
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if I should ask the same question again, I would certainly try to avoid

I have to be in Baltimore all day Thursday, preparing a couple of broadcasts

for a nation wide hookup . . (Q) the Reproach of thy widowhood, now what could

that phrase mean, reproachof thy widowhood, well, one cannot be a widow who

has not first been a wife. I don't think you could speak of the widowhood of those

who had ' *ee- never been a part of the people of God. It would sern-- seem to

me that that would have to refer to Israel, that would refer to those who seem to

have been ye forsaken, e- God had let His temple be destroyed, the capitol ci

the people who were His worshippers, the- left in ruins, the people carried off

into exile, they .&a-y- seem to be like a people in widowhood. And He says God

has forsaken me. Where is the bill of your mother's divorcement. I haven't forsaken

you, it is on account of your sins that I have sent you x into exile. IVs part of

God's plan to purge , to cleanse them, to fit them to be the people through whom

He is going to bring the Messiah into the world and through whom He is going to

keep alive the knowledge of God until that tine when the Messiah comes. This

widowhood is figurative to this extent, that it means a-p,pe-- reproach of seeming

to be in widowhood, iv4+ rather than actually being, of course the ivhe whole idea

is a figure because they are not the widow of God in any literal faeh fashion but

because it speaks of Israel K as His wife, Hosea particularly has that idea of the

one who has an erring wife but is nevertheless true to and does so much for, and

the same figure is here. It doesn't seem that that could refer to anyone but Israel,

so that I feel rather definitely that verse four is a reference to Israel, but I don't

see how aiyeRe- verse one could possibly be. (Q) Thy seek seed in verse three

could be your literal children, it could be that, or it could be your spiritual children,

those that you bring to the knowledge of the Lord. It would have to be one or the
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other, and of course we do have the term used of Abraham, we have Abraham's

literal se1, frequently used of the descendants according to the flesh, and

then we have the reference to the seed of Abraham, those who are His spiritual

seek- seed, so thy seek seed could be either way, so if this is a reference to

a return from exile and becoming numerous again back in their own land, the

it would stand for physical descendants, but in the conteixt it would seem that

it stands for spiritual descendants that are brought into the knowledge of theLord.

And the parallel then is back in 49 where we are told that as a result of the action

of the work of the servant 4-- that the word is ping to go forthc so that these

will come from north and west, and these 4&-- from the land of Canaan. Where

Paul 4ethere in Galations -s-k spoke -that- not of seed art as many but of seed as

of one, very unfortunately that passage has e- been used over and over by people.

as a proof of verbal inspiration that he used the singular instead of the plural

when idx he doesn't say that at all, it is an exegesis of Paul, not a proof. You

are p -eafgame-,- building an argument on the the- fact that it is singulaii,

because right in the very same passage, God says to Abraham, Thy seed shall be

like the sand-t-he- of the seashore the1lL then thou cant count thy -seek, - seed,

they- then it is singular and collective, but Paul thinks that this singular word

in this case does not mean..........

ISAIAH 36 None
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Now then we learn in verse 6 this would seem to be people right near the

time of the crucifixion, because the Romans had not seen Him perform miracles

but as a whole f-of-t-he-- picture, that would be a very real part. Here were

some who knew that He had performed these great miracles, had seen Him do

it, yet did not believe as the y should have . They thought that He was merely

suffering beei±&&e- because He couldn't help Himself, but the answer is in verse

5. He was wounded for our transgressions, He was bruised for our iniquibe.-se- ies

--the chastiosement tlt makes our peace, that produces our peace, that was what

was on Him, and His stripes are the means of our healing. As unlikely as all of

this wuld appear, improbable as it would be , this is the way that salvation would

come and we see that this is the way that it did come. So in verse six, it continues

the thought of verse five the declara tion of the atonement and the-- what it mears

to those who -hee have received and it describes then from their viewpoint why they

needed it. All we like sheep have gone astray, we have wondered this way and

that. We have turned everyone to His own way, but the Lcrd has caused our iniquities

to light upon Him. Some say this is much too week . The Lord has caused this

to strike on Him, and it is true that in one or two cases v ere t-he- this word

is used in the sens of striking on something else, unfortunat4ye for that exegesis

which you find in a number of commentaries , the word is also used for

simply to be &4¬I- laid upon, so I don't think they are right in just saying that the

translation is too weak, and yet there are othe r cases where it does mean to cause

something to strike, and so it would not be wrong to say, the La d he s caused -ot

our iniquitgies to strike on Him, to hit k Him, lx that would not be wrong but it

is not required by the word t1 t some commentaries say it is, they have not

looked up the -use usage when they say that is implied, but they are right in saying
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that it can mean ... the only question I can say about the question of how

much Isaiah understood is to turn to I Peter 1:10, where it says, "Of which

salvation the prophets have inquired and searched diligently.." so we know

that Isaiah knew, e- he was prophesying about the salvation God was going

to bring to them, "of which salvation was prophesied the grace that should

come unto you." So the grace that cones is prophesied in the Old Testament,

but then -the we read, "They were searching what or what manner of time the

Spirit which was in them did signify when He testified beforehand the sufferings

of Christ and the glory that should follow, so there is much they did understand.

a And then it continues, "Unto whom it was revealed that not unto themselves

but unto us they were- did minister these things, so we know that Isaiah knew

he was telling about some wonderful things in the futures ¬1-- of God's plan

of salvation, we know that, when we read this chapter we find pictures of suffering
clear

and pictures of glory -of--l following . But just how (ewieac an understanding Isaiah

had I don't think we can say. It is altogeth possible that God gave H4tm him a

very full understanding. After all, Jesus said, "Abraham-ea4- saw my day and was

glad." And we have far less evidence about Abraham's knowledge thati we have

of Isaiah's knowledge, but just how complete we don't know. It-f1 may have been

very complete, it may have been comparatively scanty, but at least God directed

them in writing these words, but it was part of God's instrument in leading His

people in getting an understanding of what was coming to such a point that Jesus

could say to the disciples , Fools and slow of heart to believe all that the prophets

have spoken. Ought not Christ to have suffered these things and to enter into His

glory. But the fact tea-- remains that those called Fools and slow of heart , none
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of them did. So that just how clear it was to them, we cant say. They should

have understood it. Isaiah should have understood but might there is many of- a

person todayw to lx whom you will present it to 10 times and they still don't

understand, and we have no evidence that any of the disciples understood. There

is the obstruseness of the human mind with the effect of sin upon it which keeps

all of us from understanding anything like what we should , and Isaiah was a man

of like pe&se4e passions as us. He was a man whose mind was not a divine mind

at all but it doubtless was a very wonderful mine, but just how much of it he really

understood, we just don't know. Peter brings out very clearly here the- that the

author said things they didn't fully understood, that Peter brings out. Peter said

that they were ws- searching e what or what manner of time the Spirit which was

in them did signify; in other words, the Spirit of Christc said things-the-t- to them

which they didn't fully understand and they were trying to figure out t-n-th&t-

d&-t- what these words meant which God had given, so that there is much

in the Old Testament which goes way beyond what the men understood iixr when

they sent it. Well, that's what Peter says. WEll, here is one side over 1x here,

Here is the Lad Jesus Christ who is God. He knows everything. He understands

everything. Dl ii Anything that He says He knows the full implication, the full

relation to everything past, present, and future. Now that is true of Christ, but

that is not true of anyone of us, of any human being ever lived. We do not have

a fraction of the knowledge of the full understanding that Christ . Anything that

we say has error, it has misunderstanding, it has confusion. Anything that any

human being says, except Christ, because Ax He was not a human being but God.

But on the other side you have the secretary that writes down what he is told and
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writes it donw exactly, Dr. told nn that when he was in Holland

he wrote poetry a- in Dutch and it was coming from the press and that he

would find mistakes in it, as you do x in anything that you would do for

the press, and he would have to correct them and to send them back. ..And then

he came to this country, and in this country he wrote some Dutch poetry, and

}e- the printer didn't know a word of Dutch and when Dr. got it back

there wasn't a single mistake in it. They were much more accurate here kk then

they were in Hollard, 4t for the reason that theyx had no idea what he was

talking about. So all they had to do was to read the letters, and it is very

easy to look at letter, letter, letter, to see if it is just right. It ac takes a lot

of time, but no particular abilit, but when you understand3c what it means a little

bit, then you get all kinds of implications and possibilities in it and it is much

easier to make mistakes. Now between the-ye pure mechanical over there and

Divine knowledge over here , no human being that would right anything in the

scripture Lould be that or this___ But all is somewhere in

between. And how far they are in between the- ao---theye-in

}tPeenn-thcn---- vary, since a great deal in the case of the individual

one. Here is now David who write wrote the 22nd psalm which is the met

most marvellous picture of certain aspects of the crucifixion. But just how

much about the crucifixion they can understand we do not know. We just have

no way of knowing absolutely. When the prophet came in the I Kings 13, and

said that, there will be born a man of the house of the- David who will burn
t

men's bones on/his altar. When he said that, did he any idea that this would

not-he-e-e happen until t-he--three hundred years after it he spoke?-- had spoken?

Maybe he did, and he did not. I doubt very much if he had any idea whether it

would be five years later, or fifty, or f,/ hundred years,,later. That was not revealed.
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And all the possibilities are el4- so limited that any human being understands

the small fraction of the meaning of the- any phase of the- God's revelation.

(Q) Yes, we have to do our best we can, but we cannot know exactly, anything
being's

exactly. Every human/mind has all sorts of gaps that we do , not know. Take

for instance the-ApesI-Pau1---The-4pose-4¬+i--wa- Marco Polo, the great

Italian traveler who made a trip to g China, and he came back from China, and

he was thrilled with wonders that he had seen in China. And he told the Europe
that they had

about this marvellous thing 40- in China They had paper money. They did
you

n ot have paper money in Europe. IVwanted to buy you had to

ear-y-- have four or five big wagons full of money to carry in order to pay

for it. Here the? in China you can have a piece of paper. And Marco Polo
to

was thrilled, but he did not bother even-meiiong-. He did not even meit4eR

know . That is hundred times greater than the paper money. The fact that the

paper money he saw in China was -pett-y-- printed. Europxe had no pi4.-- printing.

They didn't discover printing until two or three centuries after Marco Polo

Marco Polo had seen printing all around in-Gk- China but he didn't even notice

it, didn't even think of its 4mpo e-rte---4i importance. Now, when we read about

Marco Polo, the t44tthik-- thing that impresses us is that what Marco Polo wrote

is something that he didn't even notice, and every mind sees through a glass darkly,

there is only a comparatively small part that we see, but God fits the pieces together

in such a way that if we compare scripture with scripture we can get understanding

from it thi t the original writers of any one part couldn't possibly have. I was rather

disgusted at a statement that came out in the Alumni paper k recently. I got a letter

from Cal. this morning telling me about it, that this man was upset because the
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When the New Testament wants to say that Jesus Christ was-eitob- entombed for

three days, it-4x- doesn't say three days. It says three days and three nights.

The word there is not a twenty-fei'tt four day. Day is a portion of light between

two portions of darkness. And in a more general sense it is-ape period of time

which may be of any length. That is the way it is used in the Bible. And to

say I am not taking it 4i&- literally is x simply not right. I am taking it strictly

literally when I say that day in Genesis may mean millions of years . Wen Jesus

said that Abraham saw my day and was glad. Was he talking about a 24 hour day.

Certainly not. He k was talkingac about the whole period. Day does not literally

mean 24 hours. Day in the str4et- strictest literal sense means the period between

sunrise and sunset and it is only a recent idea that it means 24 hours so when they

say we are not taking it literally, I don't like it. Of course, I don't think you have

to take everything in the Bible literally. I don't think you get the sense of it to

take it all Ax literally, but I think you should take most of it literally. I think that

most you should take the bulk of it literally. I thi+g- think that most of it is literally

or the -th1e thing make sno sense , but now to continue then. We have Isaiah seeing

through a glass darkly but seeing wonderful things and in the light of what actually

happened we are able to interpret that anybody could at the time., -Pia- probably better

than Isaiah himself. I don't think Isaiah was just a mechanical writer . I don't

think that any of these Old Testament writers were. I dhel shouldn't say any.

There may have been cases where there were. God sa-y said to Moses. Here are

tg he commandments. Thou shalt not steal. Thou shalt not commits adultery.

Thou shalt not murder. Didn't Moses just write down mechanically what God said

to him. Was Moses doing anytc thinking ? He was simply taking what God gave
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gave him. And many m parts of the Old Testament and of the New are doubtless

simply what God Gv- gave. But in general the human mind is very active in the

writing of the Bible , the human style, tee-they.- but to my mind a very great part

of inspiration is that God guided the human mind and that God caused that the

writers should cdx omit in their w4f writings a great many of their x erroneious ideas

and eroi'e4e- erroneious words. Here I am going to describe something and I say

here comes a boat a or here comes a ship. And as I understand it a boat can be

anything from this long to a quarter of a mile long, but a ship is a big -beet-th-4ha4

one, a boat is either one, usually used for a-1iel- little, but can be used for x either

one. I was going to describe it. I t4 thought it sc was a ship. Aeil- Actually

it was too small for a ship. I might think it was a ship but I could just as well

say boat, it wouldn't make any difference to me. Inspiration would mean that the

spirit of God would keep me from using the word that would k be an error in the book.

It wouldn't necessarily mean that it would give the full understanding but between

two words which I might use, one of which would be accurate, the other inaccurate,

he would keep me from using the inaccurate. I don't mean that he would make me

use the most accurate but there are many cases in the Bible weh- where thei'e-are-- you

have parallels of one ... and either one equally true, but one is more accurate, more

precise. Now, Isaiah then in verse five describes the reason for his suffering.

Whether Isaiah understood that this would be like crucifixion, I don't know. I am

inclined to question that he 1-u e-sed understood i very much, bLx becau se

in Isaiah's time, nobody ever heard of the crucifixion, k and that God explained
would

to Isaiah that the Persians centuries lateVintroduceda terrible method of execution

that nobody thought of before, and the Romans would take it over and use it widely

--I question k very seriously that Isaiah had that understanding, but Isaiah did ix know

that the Se4 servant of the Lord was going to suffer, and His suffer was going to
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bring cleansing and redemption to those forwhom He suffered. And though

He expresses this thought very clearly in verse five and then in verse six he

describes as a reason why it was needed because men had fallen into sin and

we have no thought previous to this verse in our passage . And then in verse

seven--have we looked at seven in the Hebrew yet. I don't know as we have,

because I don't -belicvc that remember ste- stressing the meaning of the second

word in verse seven. Let's qiMey quickly look at verse seven. Mr. Curry could

you very carefully read us the beginning of verse seven. There is here tremeimdous

emphasis on the see second phrase. Now, what is the point of saying Alas,

He is afflicted. What is the point of emphasizing affliction. It does not make

mc- much sense to put in He before he was afflicted, but the wcrds translated

afflicted is not incorrectly translated that way but it can also be translated He

humbled himself. It doesR occur elsewhere in the scripture with a definite meaning

of humbling oneself. Shall I humble myself before you. It is equally possible

interpretation and if you interpret it tia t way it gives you a reason for the emphasis

--he was oppressed, but what did He do about it. He was oppressed but He, He

humbled himself.--He That is the way He took the being oppreseed-he He humbled

himself and never opened His mouth. Alexander doesn't like to take the meaning

humbled himself , I don't know why why, because it is perfectly evident by uses

ex- elsewhere in scripture, but Alexander says what it means is (the meaning of the

who is) is that He was-eppe.&ee- oppressed but as for Him, He let Himself be afflicted

--He didn't open His mouth. Well when you say that, you are saying He humbled

Himself, but it is kind of reading into it to say He was afflicted that He let k Himself

be afflicted. Ix It is not 4pees&e4- impossible but it is reading something into it.

And when the word can just as well mean humble Himself , you get exactly the

ma.M- meaning that Alexander-wfta wanted. And as a sheep is brought to the
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slaughter, and the female -shee4p sheep then is dumb k before the 4ae-¬A- face

of her sherers, also , He does not open His mouth.

An e-tti- unexpected thing about this one who suffers. He is brought x as a lamb

to the slaughter. As a sheep before her shearers is dumb so ths4e he openethe

not His mouth. Unfortunately, I have never sheared a sheep so I am not in a position

to give a judgment on it. I have seen sheep under Qther circumstances, but I have

n ever seen one sheared. I wonder if any of you have. Have you ever seen a sheep

sheared? You have. My observation of sheep, other than shearing, is that they

are always bleating and making a racket. I have not been able to hear them from

a mile off , when there has been fifty or hundred )( sheep from where going

down the mountainside. There is a little group of ... you think of a tremendous
So,

number. They seem to me to be a terribly noisy crowd. When you say that the

sheep before her shearer is dumb I do not quite know what it means, beca'use

I cannot quite imagine the fact that the wholesome shearering .... you

cutsher wool off, and the sheep is quick bleating and become dumb. So, I

am inclined to think that the problem is easily solved by interpreting it as a

relative clause. We are speaking about the sheep being brought to the slaughter.

Certainly sheep are frequently brought to the slaughter. And then you think of
that her

the poor stupid sheep. You say, like a sheep/before shearer is dumb. Take it

that way. Like not that sheep, that all sheep s1tiM before her shearer is dumb.
poor

dam- You imagine the few/stupid sheep that can not help himself, but is just

led off to the slaughter, and then he will grab hold of the sheep, and you are

going to cut it, and here you say that here is a sheep that, like a particular

sheep that makes no noise in front of a shearer, just t-hee-is-k- does not know
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what is )_comingOf course,it is quick and dumb in the modern sense, stupid

would perhaps make a better sense. B-&-ee+g- She st"does-iwHcirew

what-is-eemg
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As a slang expression, in the Bible it means that he is quiet. The sheep cannot

help himself.----------- (2.00)

A sheep like a /particular sheep that makes no sound before her shearers. So
Whether

he doesth not jrthere are many sheep like that I do not know.
I was led to think that

Because th& ¬IfJe-ee- they were made to think that they were noisy bunch,

e not % that would be dumb before any body. But if you take the
slaughter

first part of it d- if any sheep is brought to a eheaiei, then the next part of it is

the- relative like a sheep that is Oe h4e-a- before her shearer is dumb.

It is just in a helpless condition, and there is e-mueh nothing much you can

do about it. So, he C opens it- not his mouth, and perhaps then it is all right.

I have not looked into a great deal of commentaries on this particular verse, but

I have discussed it, and raised a that particular problem, but I think that I

noticed that some of the translations the translators have done right. Like a sheep

that .s- before her shearer is dumb. Now, some of the commentators,

(1.00) the commentator some centuries ago, I think he is a Roman

Catholic, Ø but I am not sure that like a sheep he will come before her shearer,
does

and /iot open his mouth. And then what would Christ eheetip- shear ?

He took away his position and his standing, and so on, but the commentary
all

I thought would be further after her shearer is definitely
WhØ''y should that 1e be the problem of saying what the shearers are

a nd so I think that was rather particular... But this

other one does seem to me to be a interesting problem. I think, however, you do

not need to be bothered by it, if you take it as a relative clause. Then

before her shearer ....
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I am not assuming that-the- in the suggestion that any word has been a
it would

But now perhaps / be that I have spoken of the possibility of a relative clause
pronoun

in which the relative e4ae is omitted. I do not think that is quite a right

way of saying it probably, because when you say you omit something you mean
to

that it belongsf.his. But if I say that that is the man I saw yesterday, I have not

omitted anything, because it is / a perfectly proper way in English to give a
relative

relative clause without the usej' of the pFeper-e -prep pronoun. In English

it cannot be done xcept in a few particular situations. I think i-Ehsh

exeept.4 it is ordinarily where the object of the verb in the relative clause

and also the main verb is an accusative. I think that is the case. You have to
is the case.

think that through It is strange thet-a-ll-t.heee how we use all these English

grammaticals and all the time, and very few of us know what theyete,- any of
are

them are. There are in our subconscious mind and/used indirectly, but we could
different sentences

not explain it. We do not understa xii it, but we never stop and think if to see

what what is done and what is not done. But in English we do have relative
s Like

clause/.'ithout / a relative pronoun. /That is Ø the man I saw. In English

speaking person would question what I meant, that I saw with a relative clause.

and-That--& and that is understood, but I would not say h- that this ç/ omitted,

because it is perfectly proper thing to use in that way. In Hebrew, you can

say, the wonderful _____, the man who brought my suit looks quite

If you say in Hebrew the man, he brought my suit ca-I== case, you could

interpret it as are relative, but you could not do that in English. In English

there you have to have who, but in Hebrew you can have a relative clause without

any expression of the a relative pronoun. Of course, if you want to get into

of it
the fine pointy you hare-to examine the very relative clauses in Hebrew, and

make it sure that you have an exact analogy. I do not have one right at hand.
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' 7but I don't think you would have difficulty finding one. I t would be just abt

4k- like this . Before . . .iVitringa says before his shearers He was like

a sheepk, but the trouble is that the shearers is her shearers. It has a -feR feminine

ending, so it couldn't refer to Christ. The word in Hebrew here is a female sheep

--I don't know of any word in English for a female sheep. A we-ewe lamb. We

are not closely associated enoughix with sheep to know the specific word. But

I don't know of any word in common usage that indicates a female sheep, but this

Hebrew word is only a female sheep. Does a male sheep make an awful racket

when they try to shear them, axl a female sheep just sit by. I don't know, but

the word used -t4t- is the word here means k a ie female sheep and that is importart

to us because it says before her shearers . The Hebrew ending is thefeminitie.

So it can't be that-bee*e- he before his shearers is dumb like a sheep, because

it is her shearers so it must be , He is dumb like any sheep before her shearers or

l4ke-k He doesn't open hi- His mouth like a sheep before her shearers is dumb. Ta

That's a terrible small question but yet of course -is if no sheep is ever dumb before

her k shearers then i-s- it is a pretty poor analogy, but it is the idea that they are

not speaking of a fact k of sheep nature that they don't make any neix- noise but

you are think of a sheep as a thing that can't help itself, and you grap the sheep

and you hold it and you cut it and there's nothing you can do about it. And you say

He is led as a lamb to the slaughter and then you say that- Imagine a sheep who

is in this helpless situation is Re* like a sheep who before here shearers is dumb.

so he doesn't open his mouth, and it may be that there are lots cf sheep. And Mr.

Curry's experience is close to mine, -a-i4- yet it does seem to me that a lot of these

eeeitae& commentators must have lived in -eetway- countries where there were

1ee-- lots of sheep so it is strange that nobody thought of that problem. I would think
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that a big scissors would be a rather ancient invention. I would rather question

that was a modern , recent invention. And my guess is that they just take the

big shears and just cut off the wool . I know when my-14k boy had his first hair

cut , you would have thought they we e going to cut his legs off for thehowl he

set up. I would imagine the- that there would be sheep that would just be terrified

when somebody grabbed them and start cutting off their wool. Sheep may think

they are going to cut off their legs next. Of course if it is done by -e-&mehe- sons

one the sheep knows well, you take a dog that is in the family and the g dog is

accostomed to you, you can grab that dog and do all th-i- k kinds of things with

it, and the dog never raises the slightest objection, and if he does it is just a little

bit of a whine, but never any objection to it. It wouldn't be my impreszion that

a sheep would ordinarily be sheared by sonebody...k My impression would be that

a man who had sheep would keep a lot e of sheep and ordinarily, her shearers.

Now, if you said that a sheep before herR shepherd , when he shears it is dumb,

it might be that the man who took care of it and all that he wouldn't raise any fuss.

That of course is a different picture, because he is not being killed by those who

are his close friends, it is he his enemies. So that it seems to me that probably

yeti the problem is solved if you take it as a relative and that there are sheep that

are that way. You are raising the proposition that in Hebrew if you are describing

sheep, then you have to have the article. A sheep means all sheep and on the other

hand it may be that if you ma- mean all sheep you put a colon. And when you say

sheep it could mean all. Now that is an interesting suggestion but to get sone thing

defi definite you have to look at relative clauses and find some kind of proof one

way or another. I haven't spent a week or so looking at all the cases in this regard

--I can only speak for my general impression. My general impression is that either
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a sheep or the sheep should be used here. I think that you have a very good

point there. I think that it is quite commonly used --word in the construct which

would not take the article but whe- which o would be modified by a clause after

it. I think that is --there i-s-qu- quite a few cases . Of course you can almost

say that practically all present day scholars claim that in the beginning of Genesis.

In the beginning have- God created the It avens and-+-e the earth, because

there is no article and they say it is in the construct. They say it must be taken that

way and there was an article in the Baltimore Sun that Professor William F. Aibright

--a noted Biblical scholar at John Hopkins K University had said that in -oe

our new discoveries of the Ancient Near East we are now in a position to 4aer- translate

the Bible far better than anyone ever was before. He says we are -*-A- now absolutely

certain that what-the- that means when God began to create heaven and the earth,

then the earth was without form. They are basing that on the fact the-- that the

so-called Babylonian story of creation starts that way, "When k from above there

was no heavens there was .... that is -that the way it starts. It doesn't mean that
among

is proof that-the- it has to be taken that way, but it-a-i- is almost universal h-present

day Hebrew scholars to say that it must be taken that way. I personally thing that

it must be that our tar- translation is permissible , because t all the ancient verse

versions have it , but I can't ie-f-e- believe that they are completely ignorant of

Hebrew syntax, but idx that is used of a construct which I think this could be.

I'm not saying this couldn't be but I am saying I question that it has to be. Now,

Mr. Curry, like a sheep who has come ic before hece shearers, but of course it

could be like the sheep before ... It could be either way. . . Now, that is not a very

great problem but it puzzles me that I haven't erne come across it. in any commentary

--I just thought of it myself in my own small but not very -pe --pel pleasant experience

with sheep. But then we come to what is much more of an important problem. I wonder
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Mr. Curry if you could explain us what is meant in verse 8 by the statement

which in our English translation says, e was taken from prison and from

judgment. If you prefer I will read you what various versions say first or if

you way- want to give us an explanatio right now, I will read the verse back.

You take then the from prison and from udgment as being the place from which

he- He was taken. You take the Mina place from which and you take prison

as referring to the place from which He was taken arii judgment as a word describing

the crime. I He was taken from the-pr -p- prison and from the-er4 crime. That

would suggest that the crime took plac in the prison. 44 Of course in the ae

actual case of Christ, the thief on that 1Ff- evening and if I recall tc correctly.

They took him right from there --didn't they take k Him to Herod's court? Pilate

sent Him to Herod. Herod sent Him ba k to Pilate, then He was before Pilate, then

the eh- soldiers took Him out. He wasn't in prison before that at all. And then

afterwards He was taken from there. Tlie soldiers took hHim out of the platorium

and they put the eFos-ncrown of thorns o Him.. . there would be very little time that

you could actually say He was in prison. I am not even sure that you could say

any time. So the word prison doesn't N ave a great deal of significance... This

(




>word "'_starting with an Ayin is i given k in the Englishmen's Hebrew
/

Concordance as referring three times, s translated in Psalm-a24 37:39 as oppression,

brought low through oppression. Translated in Provers-3.6:30:l6 as barren, the

great and the barren ..., translate in Isa. 53:8 as . , and then there

is a similar word , not but t anslated mafes.ty in and it is derived

from the verb which is translat d restrain or withheld
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Under the circumstances quite an argument made of the meaning prison is only

a guess and not necessarily a very good guess. The word means to restrain

--to retain. It is used of women who are unable to have ehi-klef- children.

Genesis 16:2. The Lord hath restrained thee from baring. Genesis 20:8 , The

Lord hath fast closed up the-we-rn- all the wombs of the household of Abimelech.

It is used in Job 29:9 , The princes refrained from talkingk It is used in I Kings 14

Him that is shut up and left in Israel. I Chronicles 21:22, that the flight may be

staid. Psalm 136:30 and so the flight was sa-staid, . to restrain, to retain, or

to stay. Of course a prison is a place where one is kept, but it does seem rather

strange -tht- that in the Mh ole of the Old Testament the-- there s--o-paFt- should

be nok other case k where this particular word should mean -pts prison. Now, it

might be interesting to note what other verses do with it. We notice in the King

James it says prison. Now, here I have the Douai Version , the RC version made

300 years ago. That says He was taken away from distress and from judgmext which

doesn't seem to make as good sense as from prison, but it may be nearer to the

original word. Now Moffatt sometimes doesn't pay any attention to original rds

--I don't know how much stress we need to lay on what he says, but sometimes

it is very good. He says , They did away with Him unjustly and who heeded how

He felt. You laugh and yet you may not laugh . Now this the Old Testament-

an American Tran1ation, put out by a group of scholars under the general supervision

of the 4J-4ef University of Chicago, says , Who -e- violent in judgment was taken

away . Now, ie violence seems quite a jump from to -Fc-strian es-t-r=- restrai n

but through x violence in judgment seemed to them best. Here is _______, the Jewish

version , of 1917, that says, By oppression and judgment hc He was taken. You

notice that b a lot of thee-c-- these have by instead of from . Is that bad, in what
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sense? -k- The RSV 5y- says , By oppression and by N judgment He was taken

away. And the Berkely Version sayw says, From th4-- distress and from judgment

He was tk-e- taken . You notice that in all of these the King James is the only

one that translates it prison. That seems to make a very g.o4 good sense. He

is taken away from prison to judgment particularly with the modern idea that

probably with the most ancient situations, too, though I do not know if it fits

his particular situation of Christ. The idea of prison seems to fit well there,

but the word was never jused for prison. To be restrained would be a natural

place where the restrain is to be made. It is not so used ir elsewhere in the
ment or distress

Scriptures. It is a kind of jump. They restrained 'FL or something like that.

Now the difficulty for that is, of course, if you take the word from in the usual

sense of the word tom place from which, very common, a place

from which he is taken away from distress, as if he was relieved. He was

distressed in judgment, but now he got out of it. He is rescud from it.

Many a person when he dies, he is rescued, that certainly do s not fit the

atonement of Christ. That he is rescu/ed from distress. Why, this does not

fit it at all, of course, you notice that there are quite a few of these are

translated from, by or through. Now, is that from? What do you think? There

are ma e- -god-- good many cases where the word from is used to indicate

not a place from which, but a source from which, and the ref cause, or it is

often used to mean (y cause or means. It is the source $ from which, and so

that the idea fits perfectly with it, even though we do not often

use the word from in English in that sense. And as a matter of Ø fact, prepositions

does-= not correspond in t.hes.e any two languages at all. The last thing you can
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GET/in any larg uage is the prepositions . The prepositions represent the wide

areas. In English from does not mean the means or cause. Yes? (Q) You say,
in great suffering

here is a man, here is somebody who has suffered and died. He is taken away/

from the great suffering. He is relieved from his suffering. That is not the

means whereby he was taken away, but that-he-is the thing he was rescued from.

This does not show certainly the picutre of Christ, It does not show him to be
from prison and

rescued from suffering. He is taken away,4rom judgment. Now personally I am

inclined t the Mee-meo moment very strongly to the idea that Moffatt

expresses this ide. ry well, even though this idea is not very literally expressed.

That is, what Moff says is that , he says that he did away with him unjustly.unjustly.

And that is f a very free rendering. I am inclined to think that the idea that
with

is involved here is an expression of two different thoughts,'d and whE h
in Hebrew

go togei(ther. We have quite a few cases/Where two thoughts make up one

thought, and they are combined by and instead of some other way which is more

(7.10 in English. So, ]I am inclined to thin) that the words to say from
and meaning

distress or restraint ii that which is tied up,'<t-h judgment /-be4rtg from a

judicialwhich was conducted unjustly-. from an unfair means, by means
this is the

of, and an unfair judgment he was taken away. This is the soirce and/means
the It was a

leading to/crucifixion. He pretended t-o-judgment. It was a suit before a

governor, but Pilate himself said, I find no fault in him. Why should he not be

released? But he was afraid of the people. He did not want to cause the dis
such yells and

turbances, and riot-a few of them made/noises aid-yel4e- that he thought that

they were all agairs t him. He did not want to cause disturbances. He said

that--, well, let him be killed. He said, I find no fault in him. /13 Yet he did

permit him to be wrongly convicted. So that from distress and j- judgment would
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would mean not the condition of distress which is evil, but a judgment which

was a restrain, where there is no real judgment. Judgment was

like a judicial murder. (5.50)
he is very free in his rendering

So, I am inclined to think that Moffat, though extreey-freely7 did give us an

exact idea of it. I would venture to say that I reached that conclusion before

I conse-- suited Mof&tt's translation. According to the Jewish translation,

as if he were delivered from it, but he was taken away, he was taken, but the

source of his being taken in was the oppresc-sion, and the case , the fcrm of
rescued

the judgment was... It was not that he was a1eiout of the judgment, but

it is not that. It is by means of a-judging judicially, but it is not a judicial

case, which was judicially. So, by the oppression of the judgment

he was taken away. It is a sort of near the idea that ,.. except in the modern

English we are not allowed to put two words together with and, and it is usually
makes one

from /... subordinateØ'$ Yes? (Q) Who medi tated? It is rather a
interpretation

ew brief translation, but it is rather close to the possible tptao, Who shall
The difficulty is

meditate over his generations?/I think generation here means that which fel-I-ews-- will

follow, but generation usually

A usual interpretation of generation is---------------------------------from generation to

generation. From generation to generation God's mercies endure forever.

(Q) In other words, that physically moved from hereto ( there. But causally

you move from that to It is a cause from which a result comes. That

But causally. Well, this has often puzzled me, and so it is only reasonable/
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Well, then this has often puzzled me, this phrase. It is only recently that

I came to this conclusion which it seems to c me-ta.t- to .fie- tk fit the conted

much better. That is, -b-ne& --of-a--f it is by means of a false type of judg

ment, a restrained judgment, restrained in the sense of prevented from being dore

in ghi--t&e- tec the right way that it should be done. Pilate was suppose to be

a fair jude and we are told very clearly in the gospels that he gave a judgment

the- that he did not feel was right because *j,c his main interest was in keepirg

the people kind of orderly and avoiding x any kind of disturbance. So it-eeFt4N

certainly was an *Kid- unjust judgment. And then as , who shall declare his generation

because he was cut off out of the land of the living . Of course, -whe- Moffatt

said, Who cared how he felt. Now the Hebrew is Who will muse , or who does

muse. Who -ned4a4es n meditates th over His fate. Who cared how He felt.

It's rather free if you take as fate, you get that idea xf out of it. But I take

it as meaning as , Who will meditate over any results coming from Him, any future

generation, any posterity, any effect on life, and I admit that generation is not

used strictly in that sense . But I think that we have warrant for it in the passage

so often used of Ge'God's continuRing relationships to His people from generation

to generation. I think that you have tc warrant for it, and in this context I feel that

it is justified because of the answer to it in verse 10. It says, He shall see His

seed, He shall prolong His days. In verse 8 it says it looks as if we- He accomplished

nothing - Life just ends x with nothing done at all, yet there are results , He will

see His seed, He will prolong days.
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Of course we know that the and we know that there were great multitudes

that followed t Him at the time, so I would rather x question that interpretation of

it. I would rather question whether the word generation is used .. . (Q)-Peep-le

D1 The Hebrew word doesn't really n a('dee

but to think about it, to ponder over it. Who felt that there was any generation

going to result from this, why did they think this? Because He was cut off out

of theland of the living. Here was going who isn't going to have any effect in

life, becaHe has been cut off as a young man, and that's the end of ic it.

( )
This wordjDo/tht we were just speaking of, l.e.tLs Here according to Young's,

the word dor is translated generation, age :I?2-G123 times; posterity: once. Now

you see how posterity would fit in naturally here, but this isn't the place translated

prosterity. I didn't realize that it was +l-4 translated posterity. Let's look and

ehee see what the context is. Here , it says , Numbers 9:10. If anyman of you

or of your posterity shall ... Now that is the word here translated -pestei- generation.

If you translate it generation. Any manic of you gk or of your generation. You seen

to be just saying the same thing. Anyone of you or of your generation, so th

the King James translators in Numbers 9:10 interpreted this meaning, Any one of

you or of the generation that comes after you; that is, x that is born of you. And

of course the Lcrd said that He shows His mercy to thousands of generations k&cc

of them that love Him. Ref-e- Here that- there are those that love Him. So the

idea of futurity is c present very frequently, and I feel that gives the King Tames

Version warrant for translating this this K way in Numbers Ic 9:10. It is perhaps

not posterity in the strict sense, but in the sense including that, the-- which would

come after you, that which will c result from your activity. Who would say that
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He had accomplished anything lasting, eeaa&e because He was cut off from

the land of the living. He was too yeirn-t-o- young to do anything lc lasting.

It looks as if He 1ae- is going to do a great thing. thc They say We thought that

He was the one wol- who would redeem Israel. He did wonderful works, He

accomplished tremendous things, -but-He-w&s and then He was just taken and

ke-- killed, and all seemed to be ended. So it seems do me ti-at that is vh at

is meant in verse 8 and in verse 10 we get the answer. Yes, but the it Lord did

g±x give Him a posterity. He shall see seed. He shall prolong days. His activity

isn't over. He seems to be cut off out of the land of theliving, but actually there

is a real continuing. And then the last part of this verse 8 is +n&ftl-s- translated

for the transgression of t my people was He stricken, and immediately as it x

stands in the English you say, Here is a clear statement of theAtonement. Well,

I think that it is important that we recognize that when we have a Biblical truth

it is good to see everything , but I think that ±s it is also very important that

we make sure that we have statements of Biblical truth that are unquestionable

--it is possible to prove something to you by 10 arguments, all of which souhd

good, R c but no one of which is water tight. And if you get ten arguments, all

of which have loopholes in them, they wont prove to you a single thing. If you

find 20 people who think they &a saw a man in a certain place at a certain time,

but no one of them is sure that 41e, they y'x saw him there, they all think they

did. It's not nearly as good an argument as for one person Ic to say, I saw him

very clearly and I know it is he. One witness like that is far-mere- worth far

more than 20 that may be .. . so I think that it is important that we see what are
in the Bible

the statements/chat very clearly present a doctrine, and then we take it from those
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and we do not build our docttine on any questionable places , and then

having deie done the things,d that are ,&W absolutely sure, then we look

at other places and interpret in the light of .. . a-i d they add to our understa ding

but let's be sure that we have watertight evidence on which to build our arguments.

Now, you take this statement here, For the transgression of my people--- was

He stricken. As it stands in English it seems to be a very clear statmement of

Atonement. Now, you might raise a little question on the view of context that

the context in verse 8 is speaking of the apparent failure. And then verse 10

shows the real success of the mission, so you wonder why does it mea-nt4e

mention at that point . He was cut off.out of the land of the living. For the

transgression of my people was He stricken. What does Atonement fit in rig t

in that particular verse. But far more important thati that is to look at the Hebew

and to see i at is the Hebrew word that the King James verses t- translates

for . and how often is that Hebrew word translated for. Here is an important

point. In English we say For as a pFeso- preposition and for as a conjunction, and

the two are different. In Hebrew for as a conjunctim is Ki and for a s a preposition

is never Ki. Ki is ic always a conjunction , never a preposition. In this particular

case, it says that- Who shall declare His generation , for He was cut off out of

the land of the living, and that is for. But that ±k is not what I am talking about,

I am talking about the next one. For the transgression of mm. How often is Mm

translated for . I am not sure that I have ever seen a place where mm is -ti'e-&-s

translated for. What does Mn m&n- mean. Mm is firm- from, so K literally this

is from my transgression of my people was He stricken. Now, it is perfectly obiiious

that that can't be a place from h ich K He was stricken, so mm must have other

meanings. And so the meaning of for is doubtless ic the meaning there, but when
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you translate it for you are gee- getting only source in, you are getting in something

else. If you would say, As a result of the transgression of my people you would

be getting sourece. And t1 t would be, I think a very good accurate trai slation

as a result of the because it doesn't tell in vh at way it was a result and en-Min

doesn't tell in hat way it was a result whereas for does tell. For seems to say,

This is that which was done in order to make atonement for the transgression of

my people. But that is not a mm. Mm says this is the cause from whichx it came,

Now, it could be the cause from which it came in-the r3ult es.k- that the result

that the people having transgressed, God decided to make atonement for the trans

gression and therefore He k decided to let Him be stricken. But c that is quite

a long jump. I'm just wondering if this is more accurately rendered by x saying

that He was taken away by means of an unjust judgment and it was a trangression

on the part of thc my people , those who should have been supporting Him, that

caused Him to be crucified , that it was their sin, aril their w±x wickedness th

that led to His death. Who shall declare His generation. What is He going to

accomplish. He was cut off out of the land of the le-rth- living , the people who

should have supported Him turned against Him and as a result of their -n+- trans*

gression thepe&ple- kHe was handed over to the--pa Romans and was killed.

We have the Atonement very xç very clearly in the chapter, but in this particular

case I am inclined to think that th-i-s- the meaning of this 4th verse is to show

the seeming failure to be followed two verses later by a -&tat-me--et&e statement

of the successs and the reason for the success which -is was that God did it, rather

thati ...1 am inclined to think that the King James translation simply took a super

ficial interpretation , the 1ii ole chapter being so wonderfully about atonement.
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they simply take atonement in this particular verse ... Well, I thought that we

would finish this chapter... maybe we can finish the chapter tomorrow and to

be ready to go on in chabter

Well, if we have some o proof tI t all sheep are . . before shearers then I think

that as a sheep, that is, as a female sheep k before her shearers is dumb. Maybe

the male sheep make a-oi noise and the female don't. If all female sheep don't

make noie , then that is fine, but even 1/4 of them do, then I think it is better

to say, As a sheep which before her sheares is dumb, restricting to those tx

which don't make noise. If there is only one that doesn't make a noise, if Mr.

Taylor's should be the only one in the world that way, why , it would still fit

the ve4ee verse, as long as you take it as a relavctive, but if 3/4s of them are

that way, then the relative is still safe. But if you make it a-b J±i4er-iet-- relative

--not absolute, it would have to be an almost universal rule x. Well, if Ecx

it is comparison to the ones that .. . then if there is only one or two like that
R-19
it's allright. But if it is made an-ab1.sabsolute way, why , it would have to be..

if you were to say, even as a Philadelphian policeman is stupid, so this man didn't

show any sense. Well, if one/fourth of the Philadelphia policemen were stupid,

the other 3/4s would greatly resent that tat-m statement. W If you said, Even

like a Philadelphian policeman who is stupid, restricting it to the stupid ones,

then it would be aliright. I don't think you could say, Even like a PhiladelphiaM

policeman is &ttp.4- stupid, unless it was ki-- well known that most are. X

And of course I don't know whether they are ape or not, I haven't had experience

like that. But with the-r-ee-l relative you are perfectly safe, and I think that the

Hebrew permits the x relative, but the relative wouldn't be -s&e- safe if Re

... so we know the relative is safe because Mr. Ma- Taylor...
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specialist.
Well, I know that Mr. Taylor is a very excellent tree, Anything about

trees I would certainly ue.t-h.m- talk to him about, but when it comes to sheep,

I just don't know if he knows as much. Well , now we have the- this comparison.

This verse eleven shows his humility. He is brought as a sheep to the slaughter,

and as a female sheep before her shearers is dumb, h His humility , His self-

abnega-tion,-his--He says, They do&-t- do not take my I& life from me, 144e lay it down of

myself. That certainly is the thought expressed in verse seven. And then indc

verse 8, the first part of verse 8 , it seems to me that we are quite right in taking

the word , the oppression and the judgment-t ee together. Two words taken together

as expressing one thought. And taking them as ... means of an unjust judgment He

is taken and there seems to be no result. Who is going to meditate or ponder over

the results , because He is cut off out of the land of theliving , as a result of the

transgression of how- those which should have been His supporters, His helpers,

but did not recognize Him . He came to His own. He made His grave with the wicked,

and k with the rich in His death. This phrase , With the g- rich in His death, is one

w hich all non-Christian interpreters find absolutely NX impossible. It doesn't make

any sense at all. There must be one of two grounds for it. Either God directed the

prophets so that the prophets would write the things which to the people of His

own day would be quite an enima, until they saw how in the actual fulfillment

it exactly fits, or else, there is a mistake in the text. Or-es- else the word

rich h s something that we don't know about. Of course these later two is vhat

most non-Christian interpreters take . They say that rich mus t be a synonym for

wicked. This is the writing of some socialist who thingcks that all rich are ver

evil and that rich is a parallel for wicked. And here- you certainly expect a parallel

here. He made the grave with the wicked and the rich in His death. You expect

a parallel. He is showing how the poor fellow is cut off , taken away and mistreated
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even though He voluntarily humiliated Himself. There seems to be no result

--He is x buried with the wicked and with the rich ± in His death. And yet

all of our 4eei4. Manuscripts have it. So of course it ae makes a definite

problem. Now, it is very interesting k here that the Jewish translation, the one

make- made in l9l7which is up to the present the standard English-Jewish translation,

and it is efe- often spoken of as a veryd excellent translation. But the committee

that worked on it worked four years solidly, putting in a full day together every

month for four years and then a great deal of time individually in getting the

first five books of Moses done, so at the rate they are going, they wont gt

to Isaiah until about 1973, but they are going very, very, slowly and just how

far they will get it is hard to say, but this one was made by a group of men

of whom Dr. of Dropsie College is Chairman, and he is considered

as a very good scholar. Although the new one will differ muchly from this and

in many ways will be an improvement. In other ways it may show bias that makes

it less desirable than this. This is still the standard Jewish translation aside

from the Pentateuch. And here it is very interesting that it says, "They make

His grave with the wicked and with the rich His ______, And for a Jewish translation

to say his tomi whith fits the case of Christ even better than our King James

Version which says with the rich in His death, is a very interesting thing indeed.

Well, now, why did they do it that way. Why did a Jewish translation read it

With the rich in His tomb. I k don't know what the RSV says to that. I'll think

I'll take a look. The RSV said, "And they made His grave with the wicked, and

with the rich man in His death."! It follows like the King James. Let's look

at the Hebew there and see exactly literally what it says. It is interesting

to note that the letters used in verse 9 for wicked and the ltters of the word
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used for rich are -in- identical , just in a different order. In poetry it is commong

to use -ow- words that sound alike but as far as meaning .. Verse 9, Miss Chung

will you read it very literally, please. In English , you say a man went for a

walk in the woods. There is no meaning there. We very often say, He likes

to go climbing in the mountains, What mountains? Why,-aidy- any mountains.

He walks up the street. We throw in thes allover. I eeme-th sometimes t-li-n

think we would save an awful lot of printing expense to just leave out the word

the altogether and in about 9 cases out of 10 it has no meaning at all. But ethi

sometimes it does have a very definite meaning. But in this case the wicked just

means with some wicked people. It eea certainly doesn't mean all the wicked people

in the world. The the here means the ones with whom He was placed, wicked ones,

that's all the the means and it isn't in the Hebrew at all. There are cases ere

the article in the Hebrew doesn't have it; there are other cases where it doexs

add a good deal, but in this case-there- where there is no thee-- the makes the

Hebrew much more accurate thati the English. X You don't th-i-*ik-th&t-- take all

the wicked-pa- people and then put him with them. There were two malefactors.

There were two wicked people hung up and He was placed between tl'e m. You might

say he was intended to be ... At any rate He was there with two wicked people.

We-- With wicked people would be a ; much more accurate tran slation than with

the wicked. -H-ega-e-- You can take the He in this case as an 4 ief-i-t-- inde

fini which in German would be one did this, one did that. But in English it is

commonly they. We say , They say, we ce mean really, It is said, And so the

they is an idiomatic way of saying it, He gave His grave with-the wicked people

There is a noun meaning death and in the -eoit- construct His death... but

this is pWe- If you take this as 2X plural, it is in His deaths, and that
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is a very strange thing. xxx With t a rich man in His deaths. The yodh

is written there in the manuscripts, as the Jewish Version evidently thought

was correct. In His deaths wouldn't make sense. One person only has one

death and it should not be taken as definite, but instead he should see if tlre

is some other way of taking it. There is a work , which nans a hight place

and the plural of that would be _and on the idea of a pson being buried

in a high place, the suggestion has be3n made tht- tht it me- makes a parallel

" . They gave His grave with the wicked and His high place His tomb with a

rich man. And there are difficulties either way. In his death there is t1 plural

thought, which ees- doesn't seem to-bee belongr. His high place, taken as

wo tomb, some commentators say we don't have any proof that high place is

ever used simply to mean tomb, xx though it was often c customary to bury

in ITh high places. Ttere are many places in Palestine where there is x remains

of an ancient palace and there is a hill there now ae-a¬I- and you would44ek

like to excavate it, but you don't get much to telo you about it, -beeu-- because

the top of the hill is where the city hall would be and up there there is a little

cemeRtary and you are not allowed , the ancesters of the people l44-- living

in the area are up tie re and they we-l- wouldn't allow you to dig up those tombs

so, consequently, that place is not-ai-i-. available for excavation where you would

get the best -- remains of the .... There k have been places here excavation
making

has been greatly hampered by that habit, by,4&k4R-aburiel places' right on the

top of the hill, but where there is sufficient warrant to take this word 1±&s-hill

as meaning His tomb ... but of course the putting in of the Pig- rich man there is

a ye y strange thing , and it is very difficult to think that Isaiah out of His own

----he has wonderful logic., but how did He get the rich man in here, it's pretty

hard to account for it unless the Lord-Ie led him to put it it, the full significance

he would not see it but when the time was to come , the pee people w uld see
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a very remarkable thing, one who was hung between two thieves would be

buried in a rich man's tomb and see that -the ac that was the very statemen

that Isaiah had lx made 700 years before. I we saw an article in the a per recently

that we was sent me from Baltimore that Dr. Albright had written con a new set

of commentaries on the Old Testament, which he has been editing , which had

been for about 10 years now, but he thinks the first 3 volumes will come out next

year, and he calls it the new tranion-he- but I know very wee ii well one who is

ei-- doing one of these-ste i-es-- volumes and I kncw that he is making a new

translation, but most of the book is a discussion, the commentary. So it is a set

of commentaries, and Dr. 1 Aibright says, ft re are many translations made but

most of the translators have no basis upon which to mae make the translations.

They don't have the acquaintance with the literature of the Near East, and from

that literature we can now understand the true meaning of all sorts of ... that

we couldn't understand before, and he says-whay-e- what he has to do is to

get into the minds of the writers and see what they meant. Well, t1 t is ordinarily

what you have to do in the translating, but here wewhen you translate the Bible,

you are complicated by the fact that it isn't just what was inthe-Bi.b-l-e- minds of

the original writers. -RehEe- Rather , what was in the mind of-the God as He led

the writers to '-- writgx, and , therefore, even if... and then tc put that in

English. We-147 -the4-i-s-ei&ka r-wh.e-t-i&i* 4ae-4e-4e-w e-ye -i ake-a--t l-a4.ie --
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So here we have this passage which on a purely natural idea, it's pretty
had
hard to know why He would bring a rich man , but if you take the wonderful

fitness of t1 chapter as a whole , and then you see how this word fits so

definitely too, and it's in the Hebrew this way, ard was at least 200 years

before the birth of Christ, it makes a marvelous thing of how God led in -g4vei

in giving a prophecy , and so this still does make a problsm., in any event

there is a point forward to a specific event which happened which was-4te

quite unusual. At the time of Isaiah nobody had heard of it. Tie re were fiJ a

great many who head of it. At the time of ±k Christ there were a great number

who were crucified, but one who was crucified 4De between two malefactors

and buried ix in a rich man's -bo tomb is a thing which would hardly have
(Q)

been thought of. I dt-'t- haven't given a great deal of thoughtxc m myself.

In fact I haven't given it any thought. haven't extensively studied commentators

on that particular point g to see whetle r they have suggested. I have cone across

the objection, based on that preferring my-l&ee-eeaitse- high place because of

the objection tx that death wouldn't make -se-s- sense kaxx but if it's high place

why would you want plural either, why wouldn't you want singular then. I'm

not so sure that it isnecessarily decides between the two, -beeats.e- of course,

it is only the difference of a yodh, and most of our in the yodh and the waw are

vowel letters. That would be interesting to look into the evidence of the manus

cripts to see whether the yodh is in all the manuscripts . But this is not what eye

you would call simply a vocalization. You come to a vocalization , like a shurezq.

You have the shureq written or not, it doesn't matter, and a hiriq too in the middle.

But thoc this is an ending which indicates .. But v do have a strcking k fact that

the rich man is mentioned here in connection with the death and burial and the fact

of the app- application of it in the light of Christ. And then, right after that,
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f we do have , I believe the end of the g sentence. I feel quite sure that

we should stop our sentence k at that point, and here it is showing how there-

he- there seems to be no future for Him and so we end up with the grave, the

death, and end at this point. And then we start a new section of the book. The

wicked I think refers to the crucifixion between the two thieves. The rich man

was Joseph of Arimathea who gave had the body taken down from the cross and

put in his own lx tomb. Yes, that is a strange thing, that xK it speaks of the

grave with the wicked . Of course, actually what happened was that he was

killed you might say headed for the grave. Some try to get around that by

z translating it this way. And they assigned Him His grave with the wicked

but actually He is buried with the rich nn in His death. But I believe that it

is Alexander that is supplying an aw- awful lot. That you really need more

expressed if that is the idea a than what is expressed here, and g the

would fit very wee- well withthe idea of assigr and one assigned His grave with

wx the wicked, but thei- He was buried with the rich man in His death. It's a

pretty big jump. It would make pretty good sense , but it's a pretty big sense.

Still, it does perhaps make better sense than most others. The fact of ±k what

happeHe happened is that he was out- crucified with malefactors and natural

expectation would be that they would be put in a common grave. Certainly it

would have been if it 9C were not for Joseph of Arimathea's interventinn, and of

course there is this too, from an apolegetic viewpoint God -eheee-te choose to

put this into Isaiah's statement to point p forward to Christ, that w that was indeed

the crucifiodon that was here referred to . Another thing is that if Joseph of

Arimathea had not ip made his grave available for Him there would be no proof

of the resurrection, if ç He x were simply dumped into a common hole here the

malefactors' bodies w-3re- were thrown , there wouldn't be much proof ot the resurrection
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but He was put into a tomb and then had the stones rolled away. That prepared

the way for the evidence regarding the crucifixion so the Lcr d caused k

that that should happen and here is given an intimation of it in advance. How

much of it Isaiah a really understood we just don't know. He -tn&n may have

understood a tremendous lot , He may have understood only a little. But then

I feel that we start a new sentence definitely and this phrase here begins with

the word ) which is ordinarily a preposition and it is used hundreds of times

as a preposition in the Bible. It is only used a half a dozen times as a -eete

conjunction. But here it is used as a conjunction, there is no question. But

what does -a=== mean as a conjunction; literally means upon, and

the upon. There is one verse elsewhere where the upon is translated because,

where it makes very good sense. There is another ca in job where it very

definitely means although and where the context requires that sense. You

might say in a way it is like the word with. You might say in the last world

war the United States fought with Germany, or ±n-the- somebody else would

say, During the last war the United States fought with Great)-- Britain a against

Germany, using the with, it's just association, but t4 aseeea it's association

in two very opposite ways, association as enemies and aseeett association as

friends. Well, now , '__showcs a very definite relationship. It's interesting

that we have another conjunction a little later whichis
9fi 51 , underneath, and in

that case the underneath is a result , but thc here the ______could be c because

as our King James Version has and it could be although, and in the context Ic I think

the although makes better sense, but I don't think either the although or because

logically follows the burial with the wicked his -H48- and with the rich, but it

does logically relate to the 10th verse. Although He x a-d- had done no violence
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and there was not any ee#E deceit-any in his mouth, yet , it pleased the Lord

that He should be smitten. He has made Him sick. He has given Him infirmities.

He has stricken Him.., as you see it is not the s't4ii- distinction that we have

today between a sickness that comes from germs and a sickness that comes farm

from is not expressed in the Hebrew. The He has put Him to grief is per

haps a good general word covering both. It could mean to make one sick, which

would be the most literal use ci the word here. It could be to ease cause one
it

to be injured, but of course the trouble is/you-could also have other meanings.

Surely, me mental illness or disappoint ment or anguish which are certainly not

contained in the word. Literally, He has made Him sick, -a-ntl- but the tc importart

thinig in that is that it is the Lord who has done it. Though He had done no evil

there was no deceit in His mouth. He was truly an Israelite in whom was no

gtuld-. guile. He was of all men the one who d.d not deserve a miserable death.

Yet the Lord choose that this should happen. So it is part of the Lord's plan.

We previously had the emphasis on His voluntarily laying His life down. No

man takes it from me. I lay it downi of myself, but we also read that God so

loved the world that He gave His only begotten Son. God sent Him to the cross.

He went tothe cross voluntarily, God sent Him. TheRomars crucified Him but

they were acting as God caused they should act. It was a divine act that was

done here. God caused that He should have-the- this suffering and this death.

And then verse 10 goes on and shows how it was not a meaningless failure. It

was a great accomplishment followed by with success instead of failure. As to

the Lord, verse 10 says, It pleased Him to smite Him. He hath made Him sick.

He has caused injury to Him. And then reading on there, verses 10, Mr. Kim

would -yeu--yiu- you read on there, please. It e1- pleased the Lcrd sounds as

if -tha- this is the thing -t-e-t that gave the Lord happiness, but actually an English
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idiom , would say , it pleased him to do it, doesn't mean that it gave Him

happiness, but it means that this is the-- what He choose to do . The Lord

choose that He should; that is a common expression. I think in speaking of

rulers, it pleased him to do so and so; that is, this is what he dcided to do.

It might even be something that didn't please him in the sense of giving Him

pleasure, but it was His will. But this Hebrew word is my impression

usually does have the idea of pleasure . Let's look for a second at it. I think
choice

we can safely tc say that the word means ,hewing but with an aspect of

pleasure , but it is that which He desires, that which He chooses to do. YOu

might say, Yes, the Lord chose to bruise Him. The Lord would not choose to

do it -s unless there was some purpose in it, a purpose which was pleasing

in His sight. It pleased the Lord, taken in the most literal sense, is ah hardly

a good translation, taken in the way that the word is often used in English.

(Q) The sign of the object I don't believe is ever required in Hebrew;it is optional

--it is very generally used but not required. It may be omitted at anytime. It

is an optional use rather than a requi'ed use. Moffatt says, -The But the Eternal

chose to vindicate His Servant, rescuing His £life from anguish. I think that is

quite different than , It pleased the Lord to bfits bruise. Him. I think it might

be a better translation to say that The Lord chose to injure Him. He caused HIm

to endure this suffereng. (Q) Moffatt was a very noted Sehet- Scotch theologian,

a Bible scholar, who diesi about 20 years ago. He was on the RSV committee when

they began e- their work and thc he died before they had gone very far. And

he was a very good linguistic scholar and I've had this epe-i-e-- experience repeatedly

--the-athat I've takena Hebrew word and I've figured out exactly what it means

4 from the original and tried to put 4fi- it into English bet- and you can know exactly

what it means, but how to say it in English is difficult. And
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And then I've looked at the Moffatt translation and I've found exactly in the

English, and I found time after time he & has a verse translated better than

I've found time after time he has a verse better thati I've ever found ay anybody

has translated it, but then you look at the next verse and maybe he throws the

Hebrew entirely aside and just K puts in what he thinks they ought to. In other

words he hw- was not a man who believed in the Bible, and he very often
getting the exact

did remarkable work inhe,ox sense of the passge but then in another passage

he would put just what he thought they ought to . So , for anybody to find out

what the Bible means by studying xi Moffatt I think would be very foolsih. I would

say 3/4s of it is absolutd. y undependable, but he-- that his use of English in

getting exact -ma- meaning and his ability Am at times to take the Greek and the

Hebrew and find exactly what it means is remarkable, so-fe- often he is very,

very, helpful. I think he is much more useful thati the RSV or then the New English

Bible. In both of the m you have scholarship which is far inferier and ?--th

they stick much more-st- to closely to the Hebrew than Moffatt does but they

are not dependable at all. But from Moffatt you can get a great many helpful

suggestions. Dr. Armstrong of the Faculty of Princeton Seminary when I was

there aft¬1- or shortly after was a a member ci the committee to make the RSV and

eh he was very much impressed with the fact OA- that Moffatt who was on the

committee insisted that they stick by the-K9- King James Veis.e.- Version. R

He said his version was for individual pa- reading but he said for use in the Church

you want to use the Old English and make very few changes. Well, they started

the RSV years before they did much on it. They got started. They had a few

meetings . I heard Dr. Armstrong tell about it. And then the thing kind of languished

and was forgotten for quite a little while and th-ik- then I guess the _put

the money into it, and then the committee got together , those who were still
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living were-- and they added others to them and they pushed the thing a- ahead

and they got the translation. But Moffatt does have at times a remarkable under

standing. So I think he is always profitable to look at , never safe to trust.

But then after all, anything in English is just a suggestion. Somebody told me

that years ago at Wheaton in a class in which they used the Scoffield Bible a

great deal and the teacher in this Bible Class asked the question one day, said

What does this verse mean. Well, let's open the Bible and see what it

mean, meaning at the notes. And the teacher got the idea that they were confusing

the notes with the original Bible, and therefore that it was -i±iwe s unwise

to use a Bible with comments right on the page because people would confuse it,

that we -set-l- sharply distinguish between what is the Bible, and what are human

comments, but the difficulty with that attitude is the fact that the translation has

an awful lot of human ideas, any translation, u1ew-s unless you are going to

k get to the original , definitely you are tremendously at the mercy of th e vh o

have made the 4&s& translation, their ideas, their i-e-p interpretation of the

the-i- thing as a whole. Anything that you have in the original language from the

original involves a good bit of interpretaion, well, even take the fact of the verse

divisions. They are not in the eFi original. They are in our Hebrew Bible, but

they were not k written originally. Very often they throw you off. And the chapter

divisions throw you off, so we have suggested interpretations of people who we

have confidence k in, but I don't think we can just say, Let's just use what's the

Bible, and then we are safe. We have to learn to distinguish wI- between what

) s God's Word and what is human interpretation, like a chapter division or a verse

division or a heading on tc a page, or anything like that, or a translation. What

is the human aspect that- of it tt t we have to try to get behind and find out iith at
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it k really means. And when you have a group of gael Godly ma- men like the

King James translators, you can put much more trust in them, that they will

take ith what the original says and fairly try to give you what the original says,

but I have been amazed in this chapter, more than any other I have ever studied

how often it seems to me they just take a superficial interpretation instead of

trying to rea]Jyget k into it and just see what it really says, but I don't think

they every just cast it aside. Eves Sometimes when they couldn't make any

sense out of it they just translated the words. It didn't make sense but it corresponded

to what was there, -t-halt- that's a lot fairer than dee4i doing what the RSV ac does.

If they don't think it makes sense they throw it away and put in something that

they think ought to be there and then put a footnote , Hebrew uncertain. They

often c do that where the Hebrew-&i-s is not a bit uncertain. Well, now, this

says that the Lord , People said , He want produce anything . He's gone. There's

no resolve, but this was the Lord's doing and the Lord'did it for a definite purpose.

And so we read I God's 71(L ri1tU 1 71> and those four words can
ID

equally well be translated in either of two different ways. And anybody who has

had as much as two months ct Hebrew should ime4ia-te1 immediately be able

tell the two possibilities. What are they? What's the first one? I1 is if, or

when. And then you have aid what form is it? When I taught Beginning

Hebrew that whenevery you saw a preformitive and no sufformative, say it

is either 2ms or 3fs and that or is very important , because otherwise you

grab one of two or three possibilities and then you don't think of the other possibilities

and you often get confused that way. So always when a form has two possibilities

it should be parsed with both possibilities given and then we can see which fits

the context. Otherwise we take one and we try to make sense out of the verse

with the one and we never think to go back and see if the other will fit. Now it can
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BE either 2masculine or third fe-n ite7 feminine , and how would you translate

it in each case . Yes, if you will makeZ1W ˆ 7:11(1 , yes, His soul or
r

His life . If you will make His life a trespass offering. That's one possibility.

Now, and what's the other possibility , and who is the she? HIS soul. All souls

are fe-mi4e feminine. Soul is a feminine word. Therefore this is a feminine word

that can be the subject, so it is either , If His -s.hotd soul shall make a trespass

offering or if you will make his soul a trespass offering. Either one can fit,

and we can't decide between them, and it doesn't make a great deal of difference

because they are both true. His soul is made into a trespass offering and his soul

offers himself as a trespass offering. So that both are true. He is offered as a

trespass offering and He offers Himself as a trespass e- offering, and so both

possibilities are true here. When or if you shall make His s-hei±l- soul or His soul

shall make a trespass offering, then He is going to accomplish results. Then

He will see seed . He will prolong days and the pleasure of the Lord shall -pesep

prosper in His hand. So we wx see it isn't that there is no generation. There is

a whole seed coming. There is a whole posterity of those who are born again, who

become in a true sense His posterity. His life is cut off at an early age out of

the land of the living. Yet He is pa-s- raised-"a- from the dead. He prolongs days.

He is not a dead Christ but a living Christ, and the pleasure of the Lord prospers

In His hands. What the Lord chose to do was done throught what He did n on the

cross. It wasn't x---&ppee a failure as it looked to them there. This is

a tremendous verse. For next time take verses 10-12 and read them over in the

Hebrew several times so you will know what each word means without looking at

the vocabulary and a can devote your thoughts here as to what the form and

the meaning is . P,1se have those three verses very well in mind in the Hebrvw
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and also please look at the English of tc chapter 55, not chapter 54. Chapter

55 and please make an outline of 55 to turn into me t the beginning of the hour.

Make an outline dividing the whole chapter into three , four divisions and each

of them into two, three, or four divisions according to thought, expressing the

outline of the general meaning of the chapter, you don't have to epeaft -s-pee-n

spee--spea-- spend a lot of time on it, but do that for chapter 55 and if ox you

find it 4f-f- difficult to make a good outline , make two or three alternate outlines

and turn them in at the beginning of the hour next time.
I

ISAIAH*

Yes, as you mentioned, it is construct. The word is in the construct, and as

construct it has to be translated with an of whether it is the labor of or a matter

ef4s that depends upon the word following and we haven't yet reached that word.

So if you are simply asked to translate this word you have to put in the or . You

say, A labor of, or the labor of . You translate the two -teeht- together and ye

see-whether- then you know whether it is definite or indefinite. The word is not

simply_. There is more to it than that. How would you-tasta- translate

the whole word. Now, the word from means what? Now, there are two possibilities

aren't there, the Hebrew word 1J very frequently means from in the sense of

]eaf4- leaving something and -pfed- proceeding to sczne other place. That you

translate from, away from, going o-t-h forth from, or it eha- can be from i the sense

of a source or a ea-s- cause. It Is hardly from in the sense of an instrument. It is

not the instrument with which you do something, like you struck him with your hand.

Youdc wouldn't say you stt-r- struck him from k your hand, but you might say you

struck him from a false sense of judgment. You could have the reason, the source,

the impelling thing can have the from because that is the thing from which the 31
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th4n-fr-e incentive comes or from which the force comes, or the -eop1-compu1sion

comes but not the means along the way. That is not So there are i two
literal

possibilities here. I If you say from that is from, that is very/ t...e-(.2) but whether

it means away from &i-whet}e4tie&i& by means of leaving or whether it means

from as a result of the sourc] from which something comes. That of course, by,

suggests instrumentality, therefore by is not so good, but there are 02C cases in

English where ii the source is fairly well expressed by by, but for the moment

just make it from, a leaving open the question which it is, Away from or as

a result of, the we- source from which. But continue then very literally. Read

everything that is in each x word. is to be filled or to be satisfied.

Now, you said From the labor of His soul or life He shall see* wWhat does that

mean? You are taking it then as a result. As a result 4a-s-- clause, that this,

the labor of His WOk soul will result in His being satiEfied, now, in that case,

if you take it that way, the will be taken or go together with He shall be

eat4-&et4f.- satisfied. You miit say, He shall see satisfaction. He shall

experience a condition of full satisfaction, two words as expressed-tegeh together

to express one concept. It is certainly an entirely possible way to do it and certainly

very definitely suggested by the fa-t- fact that the word and is not expressed

It suggests that the two words go together. The way the King James Version

says, He will see of the labour of His soul. What does that-mefta- mean. He

will see of the labor of His soul. Does it mean that He will see the x result. What

does it mean? He will look at the labor of His soul. It seems to me that it would

make much better sense to take the see with t1 be satisfied than it is with the

result of the labour that leads Him to see satisfaction . Of course it could be

tae- taken as contemplating that through which He has gone and He will feel
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± satisfaction, having comtemplated what He has done, but in that case I don't

quite see why you would have a -me4 mend there. He will look at the labor of

His soul has done and as a result He will be satisfied. That would be a per

fectly possible thought but I don't see why e-%-yo you would use a ii

can be used not ee only to express the place f- from which or the

source from which but it can also *c can be used to express that out of which
certainly

a selection is taken. And that is -eeta-i.y what is/suggested by the word

labour in English. In English you see out of -Iabow the travail of his soul
in what

would suggest that horror that-you see. (min) can certainly be used in

the sense of part of something. That certainly does not fit here at all. If the

people would see the travail of his soul, he will see the whole labour of his
that he has done through

soul through. Look that- at that! That is the result of his labour/ I would certainly

expect that either no preposition or the sign of an accusative. I do not see
fith with th

how (min) could possibly g4-e-e that idea. So, it seems to me that

we are confronted with two ideas, either fr-e away from or the source from

whith . It seems that either of them is possible. Away from the travail of

his soul. In other words, having finished the travail of his soul, having

g-oe done with it. All being ended with it,
while

then he will look at the the satisfaction. Something that is worthe-is- has been
Away from V/ it.

now accomplished. Now all the misery has ended. That is entirely possible. /

But it is equally possible as the source from which. I think perhaps that
would be involved in the word (mm)

both ideas aie--pe&s4e-. He goes through this terrible agony. He
a good

has this suffering. The word (ahmahl) is net--e--word t-ha-t-4-s

used-------------------------Beease-4t-4s-i-t-a-wed- to use here, because it is

not simply something that is passively borne, but it is something that he actually

gives himself. He actually goes through himself. He endures things for our sake.
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He performs this remendous labour in our behalf. And when the labour is ended,/

away from it it is ended, as the result of the labour, the source from which, he

sees the-satisfaction that his labour has accomplished in ks- purposes/It

seems to me that the verse makes a tremendous sense, if you take the (min)

in the normal meaning, and if you note that there is no and there, and if you

-tk take the word together with as expressing one

idea that he will see a condition of a complete satisfaction. He will be entirely

satisfied with what has been accoiplished. The atonement is finished and it

is completed. It is all that could be expected or desired. And so, if you take

the words as they stand in the Hebrew , you get a far more of real significant

idea than you just do from the way that the English sass , You feel the travail d

His soul and shall be satisfied. I don't think that many people who express that

word. They expres it and they have an idea , yes, He is going to have suffering/

He is going to have satisfaction. These are two great ideas in it, but beyond that

how it fits toet1er. What the verse means, I doubt that people understand, vh en

they say it in English, but if you see it in the Hebrew , you have very definite

thoughts eptese expressed here, which I think could be expFesed expressed

far better in English than ti- is done in those particular words. The of is

not something disconnected with the satisfaction. They are expressed right next

to each other in t1 Hebrew , there is not even-a1d-4ft- an an in between. Now,

this word which w have been looking at, which Mr. Kim has translated

labor. The verb from which it is taken is uã used a great many times. They labor

in tc vein that build, except theLord build the house. Ecci. uses it many ti ns

(that is , 8 times, but that is 3/4s of the times that this verb is used). What has

a man for all the labor that he labors. And then the word is used in the... the noun
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is used -th-th-emuch more. The noun is used about 30 times, but of those 30,

Ma--maybetwo fifths are also in the book of Ecciesiastes. Vanity of vanities, the labors

of pouring yourself out and getting nothing from it. I considered .... It is the word

that is expressed for the frustration for the lack of accomplishment , for the heart

toil with no results. And iec it is expressed very often with that sense, and-he

He goes through a frustrating, terrible suffering that seems to those about Him to

bring no result. The the-s--the- disciples said, We had thought tht- that He would be

the one to redeem Israel. It looks as if it were all in vain. Wicked hands took Him

and killed Him. He went through all that but when It is finished , He can look back

on what was done and see it was not in vain. He is satisfied. 1 It &i-e did accomplish

the purpose for which He came. So the use f of this word is a very significant

word. Now the English word travail is a word which in Old English was w used

occasionally for that sense of a frustrating type of miserable effort but in modern

English it is used for only one specific kind , and consequently in modern English

it looses a good part of the meaning of this, }xxx-f-of or perhaps imports into it

an additional idea which is not in the Hebrew, for this word is never used

in the Hebrew of a woman suffering in connection with childhood. It is not the

word ef--th for that. There are other words to express that idea in the Hebrew.

.sa-.Jeremiah 20:18, says, -W-hen- Wherefore came I out of the womb to see

that is not describing his mother's suffering. That is describing the £c±c frustration

of his life. Why was I born, to reach this frustration , -the this labor and agony that

seems to accomplish nothing. It is even translated in-3eh job as wearisome. -W-e&r4iis

Wearisome nights are appointed unto me. It is a word in the Hebrew for labor that

seems to accomplish nothing, and that is just exactly what is the tc whole thought

of the 53rd Psalm which is dealing with the Servant of God which seems to the people
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to be who has believed what we have heard. To we whom is the arm of the

Lord reveald. You w culdn't think that anything would come from this. It is

just wasted. It is just lost , but we see that there are tremendous results from

it. That thought is all the way through, and this word sums it up very remarkabi?.

He wit- will see that , apart from that, now that it is finished and is over, He

will look back and see that that is indeed the force from which full satisfaction

comes. It is a tremendous thought which is expressed in the selection of the

He- Hebrew words and which has not been very well carried over into English

in this particular r- translation. I did not bring Moffatt along so I cannot

say at the moment wheh whether any of them ejael got the particular idea t4a.ti thati

the King James has. But this phrase I wanted you to get now and then the next

thought follows directly after. That is a very good question and x one which I

hope that you all will know. Anytime you come to tc a question like that a nd you

are not aware of the answer, be sure to raise the question. This fa.i rth word in

verse ten, as you look at that word , you mIef3ate4-s- immediately see it

starts with a jand the next letter has a shewa under it. When you have a ji

with a hr4- hiriq under it or before a gutteral that hiriq changes to a seh seghol

you immediately think of a Hiphil perfect. It immediately suggests that, and then

you ask , Can this be a Hiphil perfect. Well, if it is a Hiphil perfect , the normal

Hiphil perfect of the verb would be LTh2 7,7 . but in 44-s this case you

do not have a final vowel expressed , and when you have a vei verb in the Hebrew

which has no-ee-- wvowel, we call it a Lamedh He verb. Now, there are real

Lamedh He verbs but those have a dot in it to show that it is a-re1a real He. Where

you have a He simply as a vowel letter, there we know that ei-- originally in the

root , eithr was a vewe- waw or a yodh and consequently, ordinarily it just ends in
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There are a few cases in k which the Hiphil , instead of having the final

in the perfect or in the imperfect, has the yodh for the waw actually expressed.

And so in this case it ends in just like '7(9 it would end in And

so ti is from the verb1 t '7 , the final _He being simply a vowel letter,

representing an original yodh which is usually lost but which not in this par

ticular form , so He caused Him to be sick. He put Him to injury. That was

a good -gfaffia4 grammatical question. It-t&t trust that all of you will remember

the answer to it. There are many points in Hebrew which are important , nor

for the particular verse but for other verses you read, and I am ge- glad to

have them asked about as you come across them. Now, then Mr, Kim suppose

you read on a l.&. little bit further for us. Continue in the verse. In the Hiphil

twice. -The-w You take the word for-- to drink and you put it in the Hiphil, it meai

ocx to cause to drink, which may mean to irrigate. But if you say to cause to irrigate

you are translating the Hiphil portion twice, so in here you want to x translate

the Hiphil-e portion once, and do it either one of the two but not othe both.

You say, In His knowledge He shall x justify my righteous servant. That suggests

what we put on the board, ex except I put a Beth i.i.ee instead of a -L&m Lamedh.

How many of you translat ed it many. Did you all translate it many. How n ny-q&se

gave just one meming and that meaning was Many? In other words, you dkl-- differed

with the King James Version. Well, we will come to that. At any rate you all tran-s

lated it many, x except Mr. Curry also suggested great. Now, are k you going to

translate this He will justify great ones or He will j-s-ut-i justify many. That would

seem to be a possibility , wouldn't it. He will justify great ones. And after 'cx all,
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we began the chapter we with reading about the Kings who shut their mouths

at Him, great ones are involved, but the objection of the translation of great

is that the word is used many, many times and 4t-49-very- at least 10 to one kg

it is translated many, or much. And of course if you speak of much strength, cr

much prestige or much standing, you eventually get the idea of something that

is much in quality , and there you get great. And so it does occur in a a very

i few very clear cases ma?1ig- meaning great, but ordinarily it means many,

and so I feel that in this particular case here we would not be justified in doing

what theKing ei- Mc James does and translating it great, but we should follow

the usual interpretation of it ai- as many, and so in this case Mr. Kim says,

In His knowledge shall my righteous -se*vt servant justify many, and there are

a number of questions in this which are good to investigate. One is that in Hebrew

you say My righteous Servant.i-s- Which one comes first. Servant comes first

in }4e-e-b- Hebrew, and the adjective wi-h- which follows mi-s1i- must agree in

number , gender, and definiteness, My servant is en definite, so the word

righteous has to be definite also. It has to be MV Servant, the righteous one.

Thi s is a rightous man, my servant, and I think we are also juet4fe justified in

take-i taking it in apposition, you could of course say it epa.r-ta- separately. You

could say my servant should justif' a rightous man. But that would leave the many

at the end with nothing tD relate. And since you have the -meief to say who is

going to be justified, it is altogether possible to say that this is in apposition, and

it means a righteous na n, namely my servant, and that certainly individualizes the

servant of the Lord, very definitely, more that ever before. We are gfea- gradually

coming all through these last 15 chapters to see that the servant of the Lord is not

a whole nation k but an individual, and now we are shown more a- plainly that
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ever yet. A rightous man, namely, my righteous servant. It mae- makes it
(Q)

very -s-tri-ek- strictly individual./Of eei±s- course prepositions are the hardest

things to translate from any language to any language. Just abut- about every

language , prepositions have a wide range of meanings. I :- saw a wonderful

illustration of that in a book ee once by a man from Australia, I forget his name.

Suppose his name was x Smith. He wrote a book called, Literature by-lˆuga language.

He 'c& says , What does this mean, Literature by language . Well, he says, we

might make a sentence to show .h at literature by language means. I will say

By literature, by language, by Christmas, by hook or by crook. In other words,

the word by has a tremendous range of meanings. Now, in German the word

is ordinarily translated in English as the wocd two, but I had a student card when

I was a student in the University of Berlin, and on that student card was my picture,

and underneath it sai d where I was born. It said Now, we would

say at, they use to. I don't know how they get tht out of two but that is the

way they use it, and in every language prepositions. Each word has a range

of meaning , a nd it is very difficult to translate a-se preposition from n.e- one

language into another. In fact the word bye-you go by the side of the road, you

go by train, you do it by night. There are all kinds of meanings. Now, the word

through . Whether the word through could ever epr-&se represent the Hebrew Mm

we don't know. You would have to get the ilecise meaning and see if that is the

meaning that Mm could give and if that is the meaning Mm could give and if

that is the meaning that our English through could give. I would only k say that

in most cases, I am quite sure that through would not translate mm, Off hand I

would question whether it would ever translate it. But there c-ma may be a case.
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Gë-ra-ry- Ordinarily I would think of through, that one fairly common use

of through is for means, for means of doing something. I don't believe ht-

that Mm is ever used for means, but rain is definitely used for source and some

tine s is it difficult to distinguish between source and means, and therefore,

I can't say it is impossible that Mm could sometimes in English represent Mm

but I don't know of any place, and off hand I would question the probability,

but I can say there might be some places where it might be done. (Q) Through

the travail of His soul He will be satisfied, that is , the trouble is that through

suggests . now it can be used to convey cause, -easu& cause often cause and

means can be quite seelp separate in our ideas, but Mm means cause , not means.

You can't separate them sharply , thr-og- though they are close enough together.

Through gets in English so near the idea that you can pretty well wa say the idea

of the veys- verse 4s can be expressed in English by through, but I don't think

you can say that the idea of Min can be expressed by through and so therefore

I feel as if you avoid a little danger if you get some other preposition that

U
could be cause as well. B t perhaps through makes better English than most

of the other. I certainly wouldn't consider through wrong but I would have it definitely

in mind that it is not-t-e the meaning , but of course the ciuse that produced

it is the means which He uses in order to produce it, so the two ideas are very

closely related. (Q) No, I take the object here as being involved in combination

with e- another verse, meaning that He will wee-hat see that which is expressed

in the other verse, that He will see Himself fully sat4f= satisfied, I take the two

of them together to express one idea. Otherwise, you are quite right that ordinarily

the look w uld be a different word thati see. Ordinarily see requires an object to

know what He sees. But not always, the blind man said, Formerly I was blind, now

I see. He doesn't say I'i at He he sees. But of course that is suggesting that a man
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previously didn't see anything, now he sees. From the labor of His soul

he sees. It doesn't mean that now he is no longer blind because he vc never

was blind, but it means that he sees satisfaction. (QQ) I wouldn't say that

the object is omitted, I would say it is combined with the following verses to

express the idea. Continuing in verse eleven, we are not half way through eleven

and more than half the hour is gone. -o-- We say, Arht-ot- righteous man, My

servant, by His knowledge will justify many. Now, there are two very serious

questions there. One is His knowledge, and one is justify. I think Moffatt ay

says will make na ny rightous, but certainly that is the natural interpretation of

the verse, is to-make-rh- be righteous. Would not the Hiphil then to

make righteous. He will make many righteous . Why do they say justify. Does

justify man- mean to make righteous. Does justify every mean to make righteous

in English. Yes, it idc does , but only in printer's lingo. A-pg- printer takes a

piece of line and puts them together to make a page. And then he-j.s-t- justifies

them, which is his term ef for meaning. He make s it straight all the way down

--that the printer calls justifying. But that makes to make it correct. And t don't

know any other case in modern English where we use the word justify in the

sense of making straight or right or righteous. When we use the word justify

we mean to make something be considered right. You justify yourself by th at

you did? We don't mean you make yourself righteous. We mean yk*. you make

people th4i- think you right in tx what you did.

ISAIAH 47

Can this modern ma meaning of the word justify be properly used here. For the

lb- Hiphil of the word which means to be righteous. And we find

that some commentators tell us, No, this must mean to make righteous, just

as they say in Dan.12:3 where it says they that turn many to righteousness. That
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is the hiphiKi of
)_ which would mean to make righteous, to turn unto

righteousness. But that is the only place they can point to in the Old Testament

where the Hiphil of this word is translated to makenc righteous. This word, just

ii--k- like the corresponding word in the New Testament does not mean to make

righteous , with this one possible exception inDan. 12:3, it means to cause

to appear righteous. Cause something to be seen as righteous, rather than

to cause something to become righteous. And we have it used inthe Old Tesat

Testament, in the Hiphil in quite a few cases, and in every other case it is ec

used to...God er{dforbid that I c should justify you. Exodus 23:7, he says,

I will not justify the wicked. I wont pretend they are righteous when they are

not. It is -tin- translated justify in at-s-- almost every case in the Old Testament

and j±xt- c just like the in the New Testament is not to make righterous

but to cause to be seen as righteous , in the forensic sense, it is not the infusion

of righteousness, but it xx is the-i a4e- imputation of Christ's righteousness.

And therefore, that is very 4mpe t--i eat-n--i-ietati- important about the

use of thsi- this word here. X And so , it is by His knowledge that He will justify

many. In other words, He will know sorn much that He will know wthhow to justify.

I that what itmeans by His knowledge. You have an automobile and it wont go

and you try this and that and you can't ma-ri make it go, and some man comes along

and you think he knows a lot about cars and yiu say, Can you make my car go.

By his knowledge, he just reaches in and takes a hold of something and off it

goes because He knows how to do it. Is t1t what it means here. It is just as

if a person were to owe a sum of money, and you owe that sum of money, and you

have no credit becase you owe this sum of money lx that you have not paid. And

then somebody goes in and pays it for you and it is wiped off the books as far as you
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are concerned. You have not paid it. You are not different thati you were

before, but the charge against you has been -rev- removed. Something tc else

that you did not supply has been put to your account and you are free from

that dept debt. Then you can go in and purchase more things and your credit

again becomes good, and the payment which is owed to God's righteous law

for sin is paid by someone else. Therefore, as a ies4- result of that,-theje

this one who is still an unrightous man, before the eyes of God's rightous law

is seen as a righteous person, u- because the penalty has been paid a.n4 that

is, justification, which is very distinct from sanctification. If there is justification,

inevitably sanctification begins. The one who is justified will be sanctified, but

sanctification is a long continuous process. "tstieI-- Justification happins instantly,

at one moment -the-oe--- he owed a debt to the law of God , the next moment that

is completely paid because that has been put to His account , because Christ

has paid the penalty , so he justified but he is not made just. The Roman Catholic

Church says , there is infused into him riiteousness and by virtue of thatK right

eousness , which God sees in Him , God delivers Him from the penalty . But

That is not what the Bible says, the beBible teaches it is true that God enters

into our heart to sanctify us but our justification is entirely the-re-s4 result of His

laying to our account what He did on the cross, to bear the sins of all who believe

on Him. And it is not }eci&e- because He knows so much tht He does. By His

knowledge shall my righteous servant justify many. It doesix not convey the idea

in modern English, because in Modern English the word His in a case -lieklike this

normally means that- either a possessive Genitive, the knowledge that he owns

or a s- subjective judgment, the knowledge that He knows, but there are n ny

other cases where a Genitive will be an objective Genitive like he would say,
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k How long did-R49- its building take. And you mean an objective Genitive,

the building of it. YOu sa y, How en-- long did his building 01 his house

take? You have a subjective genitive or an objective genitive or a posses si1e

genitive. Any one of the three is grammitically possible, but in this case the

knowledge of the whole chapter requires that the His be taken as an objective

genitive and we do not have objective genitives in modern English on the word

cWeix would say the knowledge of Him. So, this is a knowledge of

Him. This is not what He knows, but what people know about Him. So, it is

by people's coming to know about Him, that He is the righteous one. My

servant will justify Him. So, it is an object genetive , by knowledge of Him

will the righteous man, my servant justify for many. (Q) Yes, that is a different
use which

view of knowledge. wh-i-ei I question whether in this particular chapter

this fits, in His knowledge, the word in is thre preposition _(be),
in Hebrew, with/

has two sense that whi-ch ,'m n which some thing is. If you say that he did this

in his dream, he did it in his knowledge, you mean that he knew about it.,

that He knew qbout it. I do not think that particular sense conveys much
verse

sense in this verb-. This is an objective factor that happens in the real world.

Now, the other sense of the word is instrument )y means of his knowledge, by
x be inclined to

means of his knowledge will he get the final And I would ,'think

that the thought which you have suggested which is very interesting, and which

is a very true thought is rather in accordancd with this now than by means of

his knowledge or b?-meene--ef-h4s within his knowledge. Consequently I would
said

question whether that idea that i4/in this particular verse. I would be inclined

h- to think that by is better here, because it is the instrumentality which is

used to bring to Christ, to bring/to the knowledge about him.
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(Q) Yes, that is to say, if it were genitive, (6.00) it would have to there,

but the gentive can be equally wellY be n object. It can be subjective or

objective or possessitve, all three are possible with gen$itive . And the subjective

genitive and objective genitive frequently occur in Hebrew, and good many times

in Englihh, but not so much a-s- with this word, knowledge, now wait-a-i±te.

we would say, by the knowledge of mathematics one can advance in engineering.

That is an objective genitive. You know mathematics, and his knwledge actually

means the knowledge of him. It does have tk- to be. That is equally possible.

No, there is a difference between min and_bèr (mm is the source,

mm is the source of the heart is what He suffered on the cross. It is ti±r- true.

that through his labour that people re saved. It is through His labour that He

sees satisfaction. That is the cause, the source is the means, not the cause.
not

We are saved by faith, we are/saved, because our faith
'
causes us to be

grace of God
saved. The thing that causes us to be saved is the/,great atonement of Christ,

what Christ did on Cahvary. But faith is the means which God uses / of bringing

(4.50 It is though faith, through here again, as an instrument.

you say, by grace, or V through grace we are saved./ phrough the knowledge that

cones to us when we are told about Christ. of the source a and the cause

is what Cjirist did on the Calvary's cross. Here we have two prepositions,
but

(mm), and _____(ber) Now our time is up, and we have not got Mee--tha}

these two words yet., which is too bad, because our semester does not run

We are now almost over the-half the semester. For the re xt

time, anyone of heu- who did not give me your paper, therefore today, giirin the

outline of Isaiah 55, and be sure and to give to me for the next Monday.

Please be sure to turn them in. Those who did give me,our outline, please
ac cP__-

get me another outline, i.e. , a different outline. That i two or three) different
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outlines of the chapter before the ( next Monday.

the eleventh verse that hiphil of (ssadack) is translated in Daniel,
in

12:3, I believe, many did they turn to the righteousness, but/every other case

that I know of in the Old Testament it means to cause to be considered
to be made

righteous, rather than to cause -of-make righteous, excpØ't in that one, that i-s

one is a real exception. In the other cases the right corresponding e words in

the New Testament words it means to justify, to cause to be considered righteous
case- use

rather than to cause to be righteous. That is a rare j-s.e-of the hiphil. That-is-

a- But there is an abundant evidence in 94s thea' case of this particular word.
and their

Rarely, it would be he iniquity it is he who will take them away, who will

(say saval) means to carry, to lift up, to take away. Our English

word bear can have the meanijng of carrying in the Old English, but in the

present day English it is rarely used in the sense of carrying. There is today more

n the sense of holding or enduring, but this o rd (saval) does not mean

to endure. This does not mean that He will suffer for their iniquity, but it i

means he will take away their iniquity, and particularly the punishment of their

iniquity as a result. He will free them from it, he will take them away from them. The

thought of His enduring or His suffering is not in this aprticular verb, rather

thought of taking away from them, and hence, of course, it is taking away from
taking upon himself,

himself, 't is moving from them, rather than enduring or suffering as t= was thouht

of by people ....
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That is of course their attempt to make a sense out of it, t- to make

completer but I think that youea can get the jsame sense by putting the

with the verb satisfaction. That of course, ... He will accorlish

He will see satisfaction, very interesting, they put a word,

As the King James version suggests, he will see travail of his soul, and seeing that

he will be satisfied, as a result of the travail of his soul, he will see satisfaction.

So, I think that the RSV has the meatiing, then, s y-l4teia1 thoughit/

is not very literal in its expression. (Q) I do not think that is so good by knowing

him. It can bring out the idea. I am not sure whether we can say that or not.

But it does bring out the fact that the him is the objective genitive. To that

e xtent it is good, by knowing him, through their knowing hin He will bring justification

to many through their knowing him. Yes, in the Englissh language, the word ending

in ing ,fI,I feel personally s very ambiguous. The word running in English

what does it mean in EfIlsi-h-? English? Well, it does have two distinctive meanings.

Two very distinctive meanings. I thought it brought out very clearly by an
some years ago

illustration that I heard at a lecture at the University of Pennsylvania,/in which
the

4 man tried to -k41-1- show the language that people had. He wrote a sen"tence
The sentence

on a board. That was ]- this: "Visiting relatives can be a nuisance."

Now, he said, in this sentence, visiting relatives can be a nuisce, he said,

this sentence can have either ef- one of two distinctive meanings. And the
which could be

visting can be a participle -e/n adjective, that is, the relatives who visit,

can be a nuisance, or it can have a mea meaning of an infinitive. He sometine s

calls it a gerund. The word visiting in that sense has exactly the same meaning

as the phrase, to visit. To visit relatives can be a nuisance. My, if you

once start visiting your re*ds- relatives, your time is not left for visiting

friends ....
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My wife said, I mean Imy mother said, don't tell your father that you are going
his

to this place. He will want you to look up all ye&-relatives up there, there

won't be any time left for you to see your friends. That will illustrate this verse.

Visiting relatives can be a nuisance. Taken in either sense, it can be a pleasure,

too. But the thing is that it can be an infinitive," visiting"ban exactly mean

the phrase,"to visit." Or it can be, if it is a participle, an adjective... The

word, to visit, and in that sense of the word, visiting, it is absolutely identical
To run is a good exercise.

with Running is a good exercise, too. It means exactly the

same thing. So, I prefer personally not to follow the different things from

infinitives, but just follow the infintive. There is a participle, and there is

an infinitive. And the participle in English ends in ing. The infinitive in English

may be a simple form of the verb with to before it, lst*t- or it may be with

ing, and in English both means the same thing. So, when you have a word

which has ing in it, it is ambiguous. It is an awful nuisance that way. Now,

the way you translated it, e= to take it as an infinitive , knowing him, by

knowing him. Of course, the word actually in form is /not in it. or is it? I guess

it is derived from infinitives. It is a noun, but it is derived from an infinitive,

by knowing him. I guess, it could be translated exactly that way as it- the infinitive.

It is derived from infinitive. By knowing him. So, I guess, it could be translated

exactly that way as infinitive, though it is more fter generally taken/ as a ikt

noun having the essential meaning of the infinitive. The only thing when you say

that by the knowledge of him, you are not thinking of so much of the fact that

t hey know th- him as the things about him. There is a little different idea.

The things that are known rather than the fact of knowing him. (Q) That might

not be so bad., -Bt- t-is-t dee-tf d-that-t-meas- provided that it is understood
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that it is the doctrine about him rather than doctrine of t-ehfi- of his teaching.

It does not p4e-Mea-t-het-i-t-i-s-thete&- mean that simply hearing the

iachings of Jeus, his teachings or his doctrines will save. His teaching is

very important, but our salvation is not what he taught or what he did. So, here

in the context, it is the knowledge of what He did rather than the particularl-y.

things that were taught by Him. It is the way salvation. Paul ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
skippings

taught it much more fully and clearly than he did .--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- the

fact that it was made available. This then the objective genitive, through the
Him, through the knowledge of it is simply through the
knowledge of,4vhat He has done, I think t4t-t44e-.-s-e±mply-more than/personal

knowledge of Him it is of course true that in salvation you have to

know about it, but I think that on the whole context here knowing what He has

done. And this particular thing should be kept in mind personal

knowledge of Him as i an individual. Through knowing him in the sense of

knowing what He has dore for us. He will justify, that is, he a righteous one,
will the for the many.

ma namely, my servant/ WeH--" justify for the benefits of/many, Now,

this could be translated for the great one. And of course, that - -e-t-fte7- would

be true, because Jesus has brought justification to many great people as well

as many little ones. But the word, (ravav) means, large in size,

and sometimes it can come to mean large in the sense of having great many particles.,

large in the sense of being tall, or strong, or something like that. And consequently

great ones as many are both possibilities. But in the context, it would seem

as if many more is thought here, expressed here, rather than great ones.

Of course, here the kings shall shut their mouths at him. You might say that

parallel to this, he will justify the great ones. Certainly his justification is not

combined to great ones, but it-i-s- includes great ones, but includes far j
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le2aer-e1e number of lesser ones. So, I f-nal hi-nk-that- am inclined to

think that many is a better translation, particularly im e the word means many

and maybe three quarters of it would be the idea of great ones much less than

the idea of many. So, there are very few clear cases where it is absolutely
But $ they are nd enough to..........

unquestionable. Much less than the idea of many in the... Yes, yes, yes,

I am not sure, if you can lay down specific grammatical rules in Hebrew that

all verbs are either transtive, or inraniitive. I am not sure/,4( if that

pe9eIe-. kind of definite categorization would be possible. That in Hebrew

all verbs are either transitive or intransitive, wifrout , unless you make

a definite categorization like that, *lees- like in English, if you say, I dreamed

a dream last night, that in Hebrew you would not have to say, I dreamed a

dream, but just say I dream. I dreamed, and in my dream I saw such and such ....
you carry

That is the distinction that I do not think4an Ise-e ie1 through abolustey'ly strictly

in English,. that every verb must be entirely th-i-s-etht a verb that takes an object

or that does not take an object. There are good many which the ojee6-- objects
may be

may
'
be expressed or/understood, but I think in this case that it is ... you can

the
takmany, certainly itees-have-t4re-ee*ise-ef- the many certainly has a sense

of object, but in a way it is the sense that he does this for their benefit, for the
Because

benefit of the many he brings justification. /Actually they are justified , but you
it is the fusion of righteousness, but

might say it is not justification like the Roman Catholics say It is rather

a setting down on the books, the removal of the penalty which God 4i.as- never does

g for anyone, unless he has (5.20) These two are definitely

separated by Paul. I am inclined to think that in this chapter the emphasis -on is

on the justification rather than on sanctification. But he bore for e- us rather
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than has changed us or i'nak made us He justified for many, and

the last you notice the emphatic pronoun. In Hebrew you do not need any pronoun.

You just say, he justified, my righteous servant will justify. But here you have
used

(hoo) which expresses ... and their iniquity'ies. The word is/generally

se- for the actualy iniquities, but sometimes for the punishment which the
em~ Cain

iniquity brings like where e--kns says my iniquity is greater than I can bear.
not

But there he is/expressing the confession of sin, but declaring that the punishment

that God laid upon him was too great for him to bear. (4.00
So the thybught very often moves over in this word, the-

Through the punishment which the iniquity itself through the punishment that iniquities

bring with it. The you might say, their guilt he is oing to take

away. Then we come to the twelfth verse. Yes? (Q) Right here, where God

says, How shall I justify myself? It is perfect evident that God is not saying

that, how am I goin to make museif righteous? And then where it speaks of

a man, God says, that you fail to justify me. It is evident that the-m-e- what it

means that the man does not show to other people that God is just. It is used

in the sense of having to appear righteous. Quite a few times in the Old
but

Testm&ment., dikaiooo in the New Testament, i4-i-s-ise--i-n the sense of

making righteous...is the only case Where m in the Old Testament where we

can say that that would seem to be clearly what is the case where the King James

translate that they turned many to righteousness... 2 2
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because it would harIly seem that they are speaking of individuals whom God

is going to bless as they have justified many, so of course it may mean that

they have brought those to the knowledge of Christ that has led to their justification

so it may mean that the actual making -ngh-te-- righteous is-a-- isn't necessarily even

an . Yes, I think this is a very safe question that k you have raised. How

are we going to know what anything means ,in any language. There is only one

way to know, and that is the study of that language as it is spoken at the tinD

when the sentence is broken or the thing is said. That is the only way to know

with certainty what anything means. Now, we- when we begin to learn an y language

we begin with translation, and our knowledge of the Old Testament began with transc

lation, namely with the Septuagint. We- With the Septuagint we saw how they

translated the Old Testament. We said that is what this means, but idx any translation

in inaccurate. There is no such thing as an absolutely accurate translation, and

when you begin to learn any language, people begin to tell you well, this means

this, and they give you in your language what this means, but w before you go very

far you find that the two don't exactly eeFr-e- correspond. You can't get a word

for word translation. You say this means that,&n like the man 'ho thought that

the word hide meant. HE wew saw how a horse has a hide , so he told a woman

he met she had a very beautiful hide, and he told them we don't MM say that in English

we say skin, so then he sanig the hymn , Hide me, Hide me arid-- in the rock and

he said skin me in the rock. Well, you get into thc all that kind of problem because

words don't exactly eor-e- correspond in any two languages, there are all kinds of

ISAIAH 41 49

When you want to learn a language -s-4- it is possible to learn a language with

no translation, but it is a-x i a long, arduous task and in most cases you begin
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with a translation but we very soon learn that the translation doesn't prove

what the language means. The translation cannot be exact and consequently

it merely gives us an introduction to it, and it suggests to us meaning and then

as we go and learn to know the language better, we learn how many ways it is

different from the language that has been translated and we find that our translation

was in many cases very macu inaccurate and so we translation doesn't prove, it

suggests, but it is important -bee because you get a-&eSepti-t- Septuagint translation

and you find those Jews when they made this trai slation thought this Hebrew meant

that. Well, that is very helpful and you do find the words used 100 times in the

Old Testament and 99 tires NX and all oft it means a certain tc meaning and then

you find one place where the Septuint translated very carefully, you are pretty

sure to say that the Septuagint k has made a mistake then, -l3ttt-thec-e it may not

but there is a 21 strong deduction that it has. And the second way to determine

meaning is by etymology, and may- many people the- can tell you what things

mean by etymolc'j and it used to be atremendous lined up with it, but -twedy today

scholac have come to realize that etymology, like translation, suggests but does

not prove. Because in the coii se of #e- time, words change and- their meanings

and to know what their root is can give you a valuable hint as to their possible

meaning but does not prove what the meaning is, so etymology, while very helpful

is never proven. But the way in which i you can prove what anything means is

by getting enough instances booc that you have the usage clear. If you read , A man

went into the house, that doesn't tell you aith- anything about the house. It is some

thing that a man went in to. But if you read that a man and his family lived in the

house, that gives you a better idea of what is meant by house. And you go on c

and you get the usages, and in Hebrew the word house has a much broader w
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meaningx than it does in English , like the house of God. We use that

e5eFi-pto mysterious type of phrase, but in Hebrew , it is a broader meaning

than it is in English but ye there are many cases in any language where you can't

tell me- much from context abcu t a word but there -e are cases where it is absolutely

clear what the word means from the context. So you get those cases and on those

you build your knowledge of what the word means. If you find ten uses .h ere

six are rather unclear, it could be a lot of things , but in four of them it i s very

clear, whe-14 why then you see if the meaning of the four will fit the other six, and

if it does, you say that is the; eaning unless you find other clear teachings where

it shows the meaning of the word is broadened, so in this case this word , the

Hjphil of there are many cases where tIE meaning k May can't

possibly fit, but the context requires the -man meaning , Cause to appear

righteous. Now , we use the King James Versior -, not as proof of anything but

we use it as a suggestion,-asR and as a very helpful suggestion. We find that

the Kings James translators have 1k xtranslated a word 250 tirø s as do

and 100 times as make and 19 times as show j we immediately sayc that is

so different to show a thing and to do or make it. You have all these cases

for do or make, does the word ever mean show. And then when yes- we find that
19

in every one of these he- cases where it is used with mercy. It says I the Lord

will show mere mercy, etc. we raise the conclusion 07A-i- that in Old English that

word meant what we would mean today by showing mercy or being merciful

and consequently , you cannot p&r- prove tta t we- when it says that creation

is a vision Moses had over seven days, -1>t- because in seven days God made

heaven and earth and the word is often translated show, and 19 tirrB s4 it

is translated show mercy , which doesn't mean to give you a picture at all but
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means to do dc something, and so the translation in the King James Version

is a tremendous help in suggestion but to prove you have to look at context,

but they were great scholars who translated it and when they translated it do

or make hundreds of times like that , you can take it that that is pretty good

evidence that the word can n an do or make. But in a few cases you want to

be sure and look at context, c if you have a very important thing, then you want

to look at all the cases. You don't want to take another human being's interpretation

as -f e- final , but you look at the a) ntext and ye see h at the context proves.

In every language that is the way , that is the way to determine the English,

by studying the context. The people have realized that in the last 20-30 years

and I think that is pretty well accepted among laymen today, that k it is context

usage that determines ± meaning, and ftethe- nothing else, but other things a-s-r

are he4a- helpful and if we are going to ±k look at all the context in every case

it would take forever, so we use the King James usage and the great help but

not as a proof , and when I say that in all the cases but one it means appear

righteous. Now, it depends how much study , but in c looking at the usagso

in the concordance, I feel quite justified in making that statement. A person is

always at 4beittliberty to check these cases, a- but a person is always at liberty

to check these things and see if I have overlooked them. And I've read that statement

in commentaries , in BDB in all cases but one it means to cause o to appear righteous

that one exception is Daniel ll'3 . Now, we look at D niel 12:3 and see if
They

c it is an exception or not, and I just wonder, when you think of it. /1eny-that

turn many to righteousness. De&- Does it mean they that infuse .gh& righteousness

--they that change their character, or does it mean they that cause them to turn

to Christ and be-js-tt justified, therefore, they that bring justification. Do you have
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on the basis of the one case to say the word has a different meaning or do you

say that God caused Daniel to use the word which has a meaning that really fits

much me- better than if you twist it into another meaning that doesn't occur.

This is a very basic point. Looking 4oes.fldown at verse 12, Miss Luke will

you start 4 it for us please. Yes, the word 1 is to divide up into shares.

The-word divide I don't particularly like. The word portions 4k- I like better.

I will apportion, I will x cause that He shall x have a certain portion, new not

like you take an apple and you divide , Lx but you apportion, you cause that a

certh. n portion will g4'r.e- come to Him, with the great, why do you say with the

great when the word is used maybe 100 times translated many , and only -2-0"=2-3

tra-ns4ed- translated k great. Well, now BDB gives a very excellent argumetit

for making it great. They give an excellent argument but they give it in a very

contract fashion, so unless you are familiar with their indication you don't catch
27/1

it. But BDB gives you maybe a hundred times when this word means many

and about 3-4 where they say it means great, and they give a argument. Does

somebody 'ea recall. They make two lines standing up straigt and fc after those

x two lines , they say That is the symbol that is gm used in geometry.

It means < . x This line is parallel to . AB is parallel to CD. Well,

in BDB they say Isa. 53:12 parallels + a nd that means that you have two

pFh- phrases here in the Hebrew which are parallel with each other.-gG& BDB

very frequently under a word as proof of it sm meaning , or suggestive about

it , the statement used in a parallel with another word, and that is very helpful.

As we translate this , Therefore I will apportion to him with many, and coninuing?

It's a plural we so you could say with the mighty gets the idea but this mighty

ones is more accurate. And with mighty ones He will apportion spoil. God is
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GOING to apportion/among many and with many ones He will apportion spoil.

In other words, you are giving wtwo

opposite statements. You say , This man is geg going to get one o. two eth=

other portions, with many. And with mighty ones He is going to get a portion.

Well, are there that many mighty ones. If you are stressing that He is going to

apportion the spoil with mighty ore s, there is nothing k added to say that the

Apportionment is going to be done with great numbers of people. The importance

of it -we here is not many but that the fact that x-fflaBy-- he is going to apportion

w iththew- those who .... The next portion says with mighty ones He sc is going

to take portion. He is going to seize a portion of the spoil with mighty ones He

has -beeiqto contend with to get it. Well, t1 n God is going to apportion it x would

seem in the light of the parallel to be reasonable to say tla t the strec-a- stress is

not going to be one of the e- great many who get portions but rather on the fact

that He is going to get portions which great ones would like to have for themselves.

So, in this statement we have the statement that He is going to apportion spoil

with mighty k ones. We havealso the thought that God is going to apportion with

great ones. And yest-,- yes, Miss Chung. c As mighty or sto- strong but I never thougFt

of it meaning numerous or anything like that. I didn't look it up . I just felt that it was

definitely strong. Nbe*es- Numerous , is that what you mean. You want tosee

the adjectives on that. Well, I would wwant to look in a concordance or to looke

in XKX BDB and see if the meaning countless or -i-mer- numerous does occur. If it is

justified, it is a opposite mealing, with mighty ones or be--mume- numerous

ones (it is just the opposite) . And I am rather skeptical of tiat.

ISAIAH 4 50

I would say that this part of the chapter is telling the results of the Atonement, and

the result is that He is -g-oi'g-te- going to divide spoil with mighty ores. And it means
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that He is going to accomplish great things in the Atonement, hit itis not
shaken

a universal Atonement. I would say the mighty ones here would be/t.aker'i-and

His emisaffies , and they are mighty. They seem to hold this we world in

their grip . There is no way of escape , but because Christ has performed

the Atonement, Jesus is eg- going to take away from Satan a portion of the

spoil which He has, in other words, it does rft teach that He is taking away

everything away from Satan at all. It teaches that there are those who will believe

on His name and be rew- rescued from Satan's hand, they will be apportioned to

Him by the Lord and be seized as spoil by Him, the resultK of that which has he

has done. I don't A know of any other means . Have you heard of any other. If

you take them both as numerous. Therefore, I will apportion to Him among many

--the last part can be with or sign of the accusative. He will apportion mighty

ones as -far- spoil. That would be a possible renderings t ought it hardly seems

an ac one. I think it is much more natural t-& xm especially to take tM- the

a with, that is the mighty ones who c looked as if they uld take all the

spoil. He is going to take a portion away. W-- (Q) That is an excellent question.

On what basis do we say that the I is God. Well, what are the various -pes4

possibilities. Therefore, I will divide him a portion. I eendo not see any other

4M-- case in the immediate vicinity where the Lord speaks in the first person, He

is spoken of in verse 10 a-s- that It pleased the Lord to t bruise Him, and at the

end oft verse 10, the pleasure of the Lord shall prosper inHis hand. The Lord cer

tainly in mind here, and the Lord very, very frequently inlsaiah is spoken of in the

3rd person, the fact that we do not have any other case in the- this chapter where

I is used for the Lord . . Just ge-l- glancing at it I don't see any cases ee-exc.e.p.t.

in chapter 53 iere it is clear that the per- 1st person is used to mean God. Yes,

there is in verse 11. By His knowledge shall my servant, who is the my. My righteous
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servant , I hadn't thought of the problem . And I couldn't think of anything

else the I could mean. Here my servant is spoken of twice in the chapter.

Certainly that isn't Israel but God's servant. Kings shall shut their mouths

at Him. There are a great n fly kings who re-u-se refused to accept Christ and

who belong to Satan, but the knowledge of this esee obscure sufferer way

back in the back woods somewhere , the knowledge of that is going to reach

see some of the great kings, and some -fe-Ow- of them are going to be saved

but not all of them. It says the in the English doesn't it. Kings shall shut therr

mouths at -them- Him, but I don't believe there sc was any the kings in the Hebrew,

I am quite sure it is just Kings. .. The -k-now-de- knowledge of what He has done

is going to come to many great ones. It is ing to come to son of all nations,

an Certainly, between the time of Christ and today, dx it has not come to a

the majority of the people of the world. And certainly not the mafrority of the

great kings and the great leaders, but there have been a very sizable number

c individuals among them who have accepted our Saviour, and here I don't believe

that the Universalists teach that as a result of the Atonement of Christ, all people

are saved can properly be sought from this chapter at all . It is only some who

will believe , as Paul says in Romasuc , Not all believe, for Isaiah says, Who

has eI4ee believed ,, , it is mistranslated ix report in the English. It is very

interesting in the Greek there it says, Paul says Not all have believed , Isaiah

says Who has believed our i1 so then faith comes by M and in

English we say who has believed our report , so then faith comes by hearing.

Bet-- What does hearing have to do with report. But in the Greek the word akoua

means hearing or it means the t ing t at is heard and that is exa ctly like the

Who has believed the thing the- that we heard , and that is exactly like
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the Hebrew here. Who has believed the King that we heard. So then faith

comes by hearing. When you get what the words-man mean , Paul makes

a lot more_ae sense, than he does simply in the English. Who has believed

our hearing, who has believed what we have heard. Faith comes by hearing.

Not everybody believes but very, very few have believed who have heard.

Of course the wcr d Kingdom is used is various seen- senses. I would say

that the Kingdom of God in the full sers e includes everything that happen.

Satan is a part of tie k4n1- kingdom of God because Satan can't lift a hand

unless God permits it. So the Kingdom of God includes everything. There

is another sense in the ehe-pte scripture in which Satan is rebellionic against

God , and those who are Satan's followers are in rebellion against God, and

therefore, in this sense , the kingdom of God includes all who are seeking

to do God's will, and they are members of the kingdom of God beeu because

they are recognizing their King and trying to follow Him. And there is a sense in which 0/
is
$ this kingdom of God, in which satan has no place will be established all

when
over the whole world. So, the people have the kingdom age,= Christ rules here.

openly
And his rule is to be all throughout the world, and no one car/disobey him, and

we will have it em then, and the word kingdom will include all these three

aspects, the universal , absolute power of God, the ptw er of God as expressed

today to those who believe, the absolute power of God, the power of God as

expressed today to those who believe, the power of God as expressed through

Christ. During the reign the satan is bound. I am afraid our time is up,

and we have to finish this verse first. I like to verse 22.

The way every body was coming -±= at the beginning of the hour, I was wondering
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if it would be ......

A dictionary is an extremely useful thing, useful as a tool, not used as
ca-1 be

an infallible source. A little dictionary, a pocket dictionary ±.s- an extremely
word

usetful thing, and also extremely misleading, because no one/In one language

exactly corresponds to a word in another language. I well remember when

I have been in Germany for a short time, there was one word that I kept hearing

people saying, and I had no idea what it meant. I used to carry a tiny, little

dictionary in my pocket, and I looked up the word, and it gave the meaning for it,

toerable, the word ziemlich. ®herwe-, The word was ziemlich. They would

say, Are you warm enough ziemlich? Is it , ... did you get much sleep last

night, ziemlich? How many of such things did you acconplish ziemlich?

Everything was zimelich. And the dictionary said, tolerable, and I s-i-mp-l-y-

could not think quite a while what it meant, until I finally found out that the
you

eeee context I gave4ust now probably show- will show you ,.. it took Ø me

Ø quite a while until I got on that subject. This word me--s means a faf

fair amount. A certain amount, but not a great deal. But a fairly good4amount.

And that is the word the dictionary did not give me any duel fcr a long time.

That is exactly what it meant. One time when I first entered into a restaurant,

probably I have mentioned to you already, I wanted my bill, and I did not

know what the billy was, and so I looked up in the diction, and it gave me
the word

two words, -nd-- It gave 4ehiu-&nd- Rechnung, and Schnabe'1, but I was

afraid e--ge-t4g-4ott4-&i&as-k-hem, get I eut-ai-wh- out which one of them

and ask them, and so I looked both of these words in back, and I found out that

my account 1
Rechnung was what I wanted/but the word Schnabe is a bill or .(3.05)
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if-So, if I had said, "Briig-me- Bringen Sie mir Schnabel , a bill or

a piece of they would have had no idea at all what I was talking

about, when I wanted a bill for my food, for my meal. It would not suggest any7' such

thing to them. A little dictionary can be a tremendous help, but can be extremely

misleading. If any body can get into the second year Hebrew, it is very foolish

to make any use of a little dictionary, because it will lead you astray more often

-tha-n-- and even harmful. Now this dictionary like Brown, Driver and Briggs'
gives

is extremely helpful, not because it is an infallible guide or rule, but it ha-e- more

evidence, and it gives a -iee-n4el and it has tried to gie-yet-a more

definit¬ly to give you an exact idea as to what is meant by the word. But

you have to get back to the dictionary makers, if you are going to know what the

fact is on certain things that are all obscure in any language. You have to
their I have just noticed

find what is the sea- date on which they makd/conclusions. Ye-t4ee-a-eiy

e3t--t-hft-hee- in the Brown, Driver, and Briggs. You look up q the
much,

word in here, (ray) which is an adjective,/many, great, under that
and so on,

number one is much in substance, gold, silver, and quite a few under that

great many , and then in number two, _ often or great. a. of space,

space quite a few, b. specifically, strong, and they get two or three, and then

they say, Isaiah 53:12, parallel to (assummi). Brown, Driver,
on

and Briggs here 9-l-3- page 913 it says, the word (ray) usually means
al

many, or numerous, and in a few cases, well twenty or thirty cases-put together

means great, but it is small comparat4vey ed with many cases where it means

many. And only once instance they give as being , they say, (sorabim)

as substantive, Isaiah 53:12 parallel with (assummi). Here they

say that approximately it is parallel with (assummi). Here it means
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it-mee*s here great rather than numerous. That is what they say on page 913.

Now if you look back here on page 783,

'TSAIAH *51

You find there on page 783 the meaning of _________(assum) which it says
(ravvim)

here you can tell here L (am±) means great, 4- because it is

parallel with (assumi), but if you look for (assum),

they say that it is an adjective which means mighty or numerous, and then t1ere--

.s-- prep-tey-k-peeed- they proceed to give you a great many cases under
where people

number one,/it means mighty, and especially/strong in number% and waters, mighty waters,
His mighty one

his mighty water, for instance a clods of a lion. They say that number meaning
they say

numerous or countless. They say, all of these ,'re cases o-pa1e where it

is used in parallel with (ray). And the only cases which they list here

are four cases. Only four cases where they say it means numerous or countless,
they say that in the way
heyptpt all of them/they know that it means numerous or countless., because it

is parallel with (Lay). But over in the other page they say that in once
means

case they know that _______(ray) is-strong because it is parallel with

(assum). And here under the cases where assum means numerous or countless,

because it is ap parallel with _____(ray), they give that very case, and they
a

say that as/substantive it equal's many, Isaiah 53:12, where as in the

other page- -__(ravvim) as substantive i4- equals strong , equ-l-&-any- great
So,

--1-2-. because it is ap parallel with (assum), Is. 53:12. They

have the exactly opposite things under the two cases. Each of them usua(lly

means something, but occasionally means different ones.
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And each of them once means the other meaning, because each of them are-

is parallel with the other one. It is not at all surprising that the tremendous

work of this dictionary like this w4chon which three men worked @ .-,-- put

a great deal of time for many, many years, that there should be such a

40e-contradiction,not at all surprising. I imagine there might be many instances

like this, but it simply brings out the fact that you cannot $ take the dictiora ry

as if it were God's word, saying, it says/ so, and therefore that is true.

You take it, when it says, like it says, ______(ray), it means many, and gives

you a great many instances, while you say that with the instances it is very

unlikely that there are some errors, and there might be so, and extremely unlikely.
when

And/they give you the word, ________(assum), mighty or numerous, and they

give you quite a few instances where (ray), meaning many, quite a

s±a- sizable number, and you notice also that the word (assuni),

the noun similar to it (ossow), means a bone, or substance, or self,
derived from it,

and there I,4/ are two othnouns that are similar to it, and which means might/

or strenth, one which means defense, you gather that they are put together

for saying that the mean ing mighty is 1eiie a definite 1 meaning for this
Let me give you four cases.

word. But does this word ever mean numerous ?/And one of them you know because

it is parallel with (ray), and then (ray) they say sometimes means strong,

and ei'te-e-the--eees the proof is that it is parallel with _____(assum). Well,

it is not at all strange that wer -have-&4-k4ds-e-me4ng-the word has variai s
Look at

meanings. /Our English word, light. I imagine. I do not know gih enough

e. about the Anglosaxon English, but I imagine that our English word, light,

represents the-two different words that are formed together. Because light
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color and light wave are so different. You can take a heavy book, and you can

say a light book, I want the light book, not the black one, not the dark one.

You can take a black one, a small one, then you say, I want the light one,
The two

meaning that it is the black one, because it is small too. /Very, very different

meanings that our word light may-lave-f-a- has, maybe two different words

hae-fer-me4-teether-e*e-werd are fallen together. But very often a word
5

develop/in O-rS)-ear such a way that it develops to- two very divers

meanings as it is used into two different directions/ that are quite different

from each other. But to be sure, I would say that the word (assum),

the word has one unified clear meaning , until you find the proof that you

have more than one meaning. That ,is I think, is a safe rule to follow. And

yeo#ice--t&t ordinarily in these instances it does not make much differences.

You take the instances which they give her under assum it is mighty or numerous.
a in a very number of

in,4arge number of cases, 4t4e-a-ter-sizable ,6ases, but then the meaning

numerous or countless, they give only four instances w1'e'e to prove that they
Now

can never mean that. ,fthe first one 49 of these cases is in Amos 5:12, and the re
we read,

in Amos 5:12, /'For I know your manifold transgressions, your mighty sins,"

now they say that since manifold means m9'ny, therfore, they say that the King

Jes-n- James is wrong4i-se-yig-g in saying that it is mighty sins, because it is

numerous. But mighty would make just as good sense here. I know your , there

are two ideas as-e are very well put (9.25)

sirØ' are my- many, and they also are great, and so there is no reason there

to say that ______(assum) has to mean many, a It just can as well mean mighty.

And it does not amek make much difference to the sense of Amos , which of these

two mean. And the next one is in Ps. 35:18, and there in Ps.35:18 we read,
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""1 will give thee thanks in the great congregation, I will praise thee among much

people," and the word much has a marginal note there: it is strong. I will

sing among the strong people. And they translate ______(assum) here as
or

many, much people, but the margin a also says/strong, and as a matter of fact

it does not make a great difference. Does it mean that I will praise tl e among

many different nations? or does it mean that I will praise thee among strong
Does it meak make much differnece., does it?

natioss? or does it -me-that-4- , but I do not lj see how you could prove

it in that case. And then the other two they give, and one of them is found in
is the one

Isaiah 53'12, which has weh-1 about which we are concerned now,
as to what it means is

and then he-ether it certainly does not prove in one way or the other. The

thing that we are trying to investigate, and then the other is Probers 7:26,

where it says, "For she hath cast down many wounded: yea, many strong men

have been slain by her." It does not say that it is because many were wounded.

Therefore it must also mean many or numerous. It cannot mean strong. It

should be many. In parallel, why cadt you have two ideas, one of them numerous

N one of them strong so they give only four N instances for the meaing of numerous

from it. I question whether any one cf the four is at all in the nature of a proof

--that is to say, the word means in m&n many, many cases mighty. There are only

four cases that tc they say proves the meaning m-mti- numerous. Everyone is

questionable. Mighty could do just as well in any one of them. So that I believe

in the case o11 1 7 we have definite evidence that wh±e- while it usually means

nbefet numerous , it might mean great. In the case of 49'9 we have definite

evidence that it x usually ieaiis means mighty. I'm not ready to say it could

never mean I±ffl- numerous, but I strongly question whether there is any evidence

that it can ever mean numerous. Of course this is not a matter of two absolutely

water-tight things, because when you speak of a great nation. The nation is
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You can say the nation is great because it is numerous, so when you speaking

of a nation, either the two meanings are standing for same thing. A great nation

you might say is a xme- numerous nation. A lbefe- numeroulxs nation

is pretty abt to be a mighty nation. The idea is so close when you are-th*ig thinking

of large aggregations, that is easy to see how the meanings can fit togekther, but

when you s.ap- speak of individuals, then it iea- makes a big difference. Does

he have many automobilies, or does he have powerful automobiles. That would

be a very different idea. Now, in our country, it could be a -s-te-&te- strong xb

army because it had many tanks or because it had strong tanks. The strength
of
of the tanks could be made up of their number or k it could be made o up of

the strength of the individuals . When you speak of the army as a wh ole , and

so we have a real problem with this verse that we are looking at now. The AS

it is tranlated k here in our King James ee- Version we read . There fore I

will divide Him a portion with the great and He will divide the spoil with the

stei+- strong , and we notice that it does not say the great or the 05 strong in

Hebrew. It is perhapsthc better to leave out the word the though it is very

difficult to exactly correspond the use . Latin got along without any the

at all. But some language we throw them in everywhere, but I think you get

a little more accurate and literal when you don't put in the that isn't expressed

in the Hebrew here. Say , bdx but it is plural, therefore, will I divide Him a

portion or I will apportion Him with st-e- strong ones or with great ones and

He shall apportion the spoil with strong ones. It's plural and there is no

definite statement in it. It is great ones or strong ones. Now, which is it.

I iec it numerous ones. Can you make them both numerous. You want to

make one numerous and the other mighty, or do you want to do what the King
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James does, to make them both mighty. I would say tha the firs one could

be numb- numerous, no question. I think that we have proof that c it is not

impossible that it means great ones or strong ones. The second one im there

is absolute proof that it can mean--t-o- strong cn es. I question very seriously

whether there is any proof that it can mean numerous , so Ilk would think that

the possible translation would be eitlEr as the King James , I would divide a portion

with the grt- great ti and He will divide the spoil with the strong or I will

divide Him a portion with many different ones and He will divide the spoil with

the strong. There are those two pe 9b-i4te- possibilities. I question very

seriously whether it is a possibility, therefore I will divide a portion with many

and He will divide the spoil with numerous, I question very seriously. We have

when we have stated this gon as far I believe as linguistic study can take

us, and I think we should see J ust k how far it can take us. Exactly what
forms.

are the,4ets. Exactly what can we tell from the meaning, and when you get

that far, iti almost any language you reach a point where there are certain possibilites

of interpretation and then you have to see which of these possibilities make

seen sense and which don't, because you can take almost any sentence in

a newspaper and interpret it in such ac a way as to make no ac sense whatever.

You kc have to interpret it in such &-w- a way as to make sense, but when you

find a way that does make sense, then you find the way that fits the context.

And so let us consider of these three possibilites. Really two I would say, Let

us consider what sense they would get. ±xIf this wei±kl meant therefore I will

apportion him a division with many different ones, what would it mean.? Well,

we have our context. This is one, who had no deceit in k His mouth and yet

He d4- died. It pleased the Lord to bruise Him. He has put Him to griezf but

this one is going to prolong His days. The Ic pleasure of the Lord shall epe
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sc prosper in His hand. He will see satisfaction as a result of the travail of

His soul. Through Him will many be justified. He is going to bear their iniquities.

Now, what ser e do you get out of these d± different possibilities. That is our

next problem.

ISAIAH % 52

I have not up to the present xx moment seen any suggestive interpretation that

takes the first one as numerous or many to which I have sense a KX sensible

meaning that fits the contest . That doesn't prove there isn't one at all . Anyone

o f us can overlook things. And there lx may be a zm meaning that will flood ac of

light on the whole passage , once we catch what it is , with taking it in that

sense. I doubt of the hnere4- hundreds of people who know Isaiah 53, it's

one of the most beloved chapters in the Old Testament. My guess that 3/4s of

them, maybe 9/lOs of them, have never stopped to think , what does this mean.

Isc will apportion Him. I will divide Hima portion with the rat- great and He will

divide a portion with the strong. e,49e-ef-them-wehei'e-never- -&tepped,
I imagine

and-t- 9/lOs of them/never stop and think, what does this word mean

any way? The wrod before is very clear. The word word after is very clear.

They rejoice in the great blessing of the chapter. But they do not stop to think

what these words mean. And if they would stop to think of it, it is not at all

imposEible that some of them would come up with an interpretation that I would

have never thought of it. But the only interpretation that I lave been able to find

±.s seems to make sense is the interpre"tation that God is saying that this one

who is going to perform this tremendous act of performing this atonement is
a

as a result of it going to be able tot ake away the-portion of that which certain
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very strong ones have in their possession. And the only strong one/1 can think

of would be Satan and his servants. I do not know what else it could mean.

I do not see how numerous may be considered, but I would be very much interested
Pickette, Miss

in any suggestion. (Q) Yes, we are heirs, even join-heirs with Christ.

We are heirs before God. This word.., where is this word joint-heirs. Yes.

I do not see how this would fin in the teaching of . ..Rom. 8:17? "And if children,

then heirs; heirs of God, and join-heirs with Christ; if so be that we suffer with him,

that we may be also glorified together." We are heirs with iChrist, then, with

the great power and grace of God. Christ has accomplished so much,by--ètt- by
to me

his atonement that he is going to share with many his prey. It seemsAhat he

is rather winning us than we can share at all., rather than sharing away from

any one of us(.) Maybe there may be a way that I have seen it. Many for the

verse is strong than That is of course, the most common meaning.

I do not think that the second meaning i$7 strong is so common. But the first
pretty

one , there is a/good proof that it can mean great, though many is -far--f- by far
usage, a strong

he most common meanii't. But there are/few cases where God-seems,--mee.n
quite

to be,'¬ definite meaning. Of course, you think of something as being

(ray). That is not numerous, but big. Of course, the big ones is the idea

( there. The size of the word, (kovrin), means all or anything.
or it

It can mean a lot of individuals a can mean one 4#i4ualr thing in its entirety.

There is a distinction between the two meanings, but it is not so conspicuous.

But it does mean .... It would be far clear . There is no question of that.

Taking it as meaning that satan is taking it away,. instead of the world.

with the great ones, with the strong ones. There seems to be a definite case

of plural usage. Does it make a bit difference? Now, some have suggested
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Therefore, I will give him a portion cons'isting of many, but I do not think the

word, carry that idea. (9.90) I will give him a portion among the

many. It would sound as if many will get portions and he is one of them, rather

tha that many are given to him as a portion. It hardly seems to be

as a proper preposition _is used in that sense. Of course, in the second

part we have (aph) which could be a that he will apportion

even with the might ones, he will take some of the might ones. That does

not seem to be the case. It is rather awkward, but certainly not impossible.

in parallel with_, it might be better w' to take ti rather than

Well, now, you all better think about it, and then some tines

later you can bring in some suggestions to the class. To me, it would seem
fore

I would have no question as to 'what it means. There- God is going to take away from

that which Satan has, and I am going to give to Christ. But it would seem to me

that this fits the mi meaning of the whole passage that as a result of his

atonement some that Satan holds in his power is to be taken away from Satai

and given to Christ. With the mighty strong one, Satan will divide the portion.

But it is plural. Who would be the other strong ones beside Satan? It is my impres

sion that Satan hasquite afewsubordiites. There isnoother ................

(8.00) Now unless somebody has an idea there, if you do not have it, why

bring it later to thélass, ... we will examine it, and see if % it stands

the text of a careful examination. k Please be sure to have in mind

exactly what this Hebrew word means. You know this Hebrew word is used in

both phrase. I will divide for him, I will apportion for

him. And then he will apportion, ? spoil. Well, let us look into
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the Englishman's Concordance, and see what we find in the passages that

-V L itweuse the word. This word, , to apportion something that belongs to.cgie

part of, or or Now the verb 11 he says

in Deut 4:19 , The Lord thy God has divided it .... God has given you this

land. J emie-h- Nehemiah 13:13 says::"... their office was to distribute unto

their brethren." Joshua 22:8, " ... divide the spoil of meh-ia4me*-a your enemi es

with your brethren." That is to take the spoil, and then distribute among

them, apportion them among then those who will
29(30)

II Sam. 9.3p" 19: "Thou and Ziba t-ehe-leyd-aiid divide

the land between--rr, taking the land and/ dividing it between. It is
translated partner in

/Prov. 29:24 24 :"Whoso is partner with a thief. If it does not mean who is

stealing with somebody else , but we- who is dividing up with a thief that whi-h

w- which has been sold. Now, of course divide here is the Piel . It is ic in the

jse-- piel quite a few -g-ii times . Genesis 42:9 , Genesis 49:7, I Kings 18:6, etc.

P-1-me Micah 2:4; Psalms 68:12. I think the idea is tie taking of something and

dividing it up into sections tax and giving it to different ones, particularly after

a marauding expedition or a ... where you take what they have and they partial it

out, but I t feel that we have here a picture of Christ as the strong man who has

oe- overcome Satan by His atonement and who is God is going to take away from

Satan some of what Satan has and give it to Christ, and Christ is going to 4Mt

divide up with Satan. There Will be stong ones . They are too strong for hur n

beings. We are tek- told we cannot resist the 1ev4 devil. Submit es-s Off selves

to God , then resist the devil and he will flee from us. Even te- the arthangel dared

not to give a railing accusation, because the, Lord rebuked him. Satan is much too

ete strong for human beings, but in the power of the Lord we can overcome and he thD ugh
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this world, he is the
Adam's fall has taken $e.-prince of this world and he holds it in subjection and

certainly the vec events of the last few days if anything will show how complete

he is holding great sections of the peiqx people of the world in his forse and

blinding their eyes lest they should see the truth. But our kLord by His ax atonement

does not immediately destroy the power of Satan. In the end his power will be com

pletely destroyed and he will be cast into the lake of fire, but some of those, many

of those whom Satan has taken captive will also go into the lake icc of fire with him/

He does not still have any control over them but they are not -dee4 dilivered from

him, but men are delived as a result of ... But to my mind the meaning of this passage

would be very very clear if it were singular instead of plural. I am not a hundred

percent satisfied but I can't think of any other interpretation that will-#i--seems to

fit the preposition. We are referring to the Jews. And ic he , the he in the second

part surely means the Servant of the Lord rather than the nation as a whole . If we

had net- no versions in t- this chapter which seems to be nations . It is he that

is dee4x doing the work for which the Israelite nation is callecl. By the time we get

to this chapter I think we are pretty well individualized on the one servant of the

Lord. I dee doubt if the Jewish nation could be the He. I will apportion him could

conceivablecy be therefore, because of what Christ has dore. Therefore , I will give

the Jewish nation a section along with many other nations. It could be but there

doesn't seem to much else in the chapter that fits with it but tdx it -¬-±l could make

pretty good sense with the first one . My reateds- greatest difficulty is that it doesn't

seem to have much else to relate to and many other passages it would be a very

natural , logical .... Speaking of the principalities and powers, that's indicating

not just one but Satan and His emissaries , the .. . it is not ti-k4 thinking
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giving us the warrant of tM- -4hn-g- thinking that in this case it is not thg- think

ing individually but principalities which include many. But from these many-pee

portions that are leading mhuman beings r-y-a astray and leading them in the

road cf perdixtion, Christ is going to rescue m-f-rem4he- many from out of death

as a result of k what he He has done on ec the Cross. At any rate there is no universalism

here. There is no statement that all are going to be saved. Christ saved all those

who believed on Him.

ISAIAH 4l 53

and then, when Christ seizes something from Satan it can again becor spoil )?)

which is taken away from Satan by force, but of course the force is the accomplishment

on -eht the cross and ... He is as a result of that .... o Christ sea eeec4- seizes a

portion of the spoil which Adam had .. ..They could have said that i'.4 God will

recapture all that Satan had taken, but it does not say that. It says that they are

going to divide rather than that He is going to iex rescue from Satan. And of course

that is the teaching that you will find in the New Testament that all who believe on

Christ ... My inclination would be to feel that everything in else that Satan has taken

is to be recovered and therefore I would think that if other things are k referred to

He will deliver them or he will rescue from Satan or something like that rather than

that He will divide from Satan. The division seems to me to apply only to humanity

--I know of no-Feetores-e reason to think that there is anything else involved. Lost

humanity that doesn't believe k in Christ, c as far as they are concerned, Satan 1a s

accomplished His will in leading them into pefp perdition. And while they are =in

no sense under his power anymore after . . . It does not directly say that. It rather

suggests that he is able to take over from Satan -that- as a result of what he has done.

Therefore, he will be able to take a portion of what he has as- accomplished on the
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cross. And it goes right on of course and says ... This is going to happen because

He has poured out His soul unto death.and was rit.me numbered with the transgressors

and bare the sin of many. This is how He is able to divide the spoil with strong cries.

It doesn't seem that numerous ones fits at all. But strong ones or mighty ones

does fit very well.

Now we look at chajier t2 52 and what is the comparative in the chapter. It is addressed

to a group of people is it not. It is not addressed to any individual. It is addressed

to a group of people and this group of people is thought of as a unit. And x this

tt4- unit is called Zion, and from the context I think we can safely say that tis is

addressed to the people of Israel in exile, unless you are going to say this -te

is geg- looking way on beyond the exile. But I think that most of us will agree that

it is addressed to the people of Israel. What is the next imperative , Mr. Kim?

And who is that addressed to ? 4s.- It is a collective , addressed to a group of -pe

people thought of as-q- a unit and it is definitely Israel. The next one, -Mee Miss

Chung, you have awake and awake, and put on thy beautiful garments. These fcu r

addressed to the saints. It would seem to be as addressed to Israel, thought of

as a unit. Collective address is it not. And you have, Shake thyself from t1

dust, and take your seat. Loose yourself frm the bands of thy neck, Yoate-aH

thcsc 4mpeatwes-i -the ee -1#e -k~ses-aii& -they are

Verse two is surely addressed to Israel in exile. It would-&&m- seem to be in these

two verses used interchangeably. I don't say that they-t-heie you might not in some

cases use one of them in a different sense than the other. Of these two verses the

two o seem certaRinly to be used interchangeable. Miss Luke what is the next imperative?

We have looked at verses one and two and we noticed a number of them in verses
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one and two , all of them addressed to a collective group of individuals, the

people of Israel. None before nine. Airight inverse nine, to whom is is: it addressed?

In other words in verse nine it would seee- seem to be a figurative expression, would

it not. A rhetorical command. Not given to people perhascps but g4vem- given ac to a

a place. Given to a place which is thought of as in desolation as a result

of the captivity and now as if it rejoices that it is no longer to be a place of-de&I-
ele

desolation but a place of joy, and so it is a figurative expression addressed to

certain bits of material, the places which were 9C one time places of joy are now

beco nt places of desolation Ix and are going to become places of joy again. So
figuratively

it iz,c it really have relevance to Israel but is addressed/co these places rather than

people. Mr. Kim , the next one. This would mean that the ruins of Jerusalem.

It was not the place. Speaking of the place as being happy on account of till the

joy of the people and being sad because it is left in ruin and the people are all gone.

And-ftot now it is told to rejoice again. It is a figurative expression. The meaning

is very clear. It is saying that Israel is again going to have joy. Thsi sic is a figure

of -speeek- speech by addressing material things. And the next one Mr. Kim. Every

case in verses one and two is addressed in t1 singular feme feminine because the

people are thought of collectively as a woman, a collective term to refer to the people

of Israel, but now in verse 9 we have a p;iural . We are speaking to the many different

parts of Jerusalem. Instead of a collective being all--altogether in the singular, possessing

them individually as a plural but one plural expression, and while verse eleven is

very different from verse 9 becai se it is not addressing places. It is addressing

people and it is not addressing places in Palestine but people in Babylonia, yet is

it agrc a-geese agrees with verse 9 in that it is plural again, it is not a collective

addressing something thought of as one unit, Ix but it is ene plural addressing a

number of individuals who come in one category, and what is the category in which
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thewe these people come in verse eleven. Who are the people in distress? W'll,

I don't think necessarily it is only they. Then-, They're included, -yet yes. Well,

you might say but I think you could be x more specific than that. Who was he talking

to? The Babylonians. He is spek speaking in the beginning of it surely to the people

of Isreal. Depart , go out from e-mithem. Go x ye out from the midst of Ix her.

He is speaking to the individual people of I-are- 1-ere JLah.. Now, naturally, it is

the Godly people that he thinks of. There is a progress that thc He thinks cf. It

starts in People are told thc to leave. God- Go out from Babylon. The inference

being thatyou can get out, you are not being held in subjection. Or, you mill t say

this is addressed to all the -e-p people of Israel, inviting them to leave Babylon, but

then they are told be ye clean, ye that bear the vessels of the Lord. Now, does

that mean, here are twenty thousand people that leave Babylon aid come to Jerusalem

and He Oh says let those the- those thirty that bear the theng- things for the temple

let them be clean or is ± he not thinking of the whole group as the group is carrying

the vessels of the Lord, even though a few of them are the actual carriers. They all

are bringing them, so He is thinking of all of them, surely. They are the people that

are r- bringing the es-s-lee vessels of theLord back txx from Babylon to Jerusalem

and He tells all these multitudes of people who want to eee- come home that they should

be clean that they should start in, that they should take advantage of the opportunity

to go back from Babylon and they w should be worthy of people who are carrying the

vessels of the Lord, not just the few who are actually handling them, but the whole

group thought of in general.. So this is the return exile. The first part of the

verse speaks of all those who had a chance to come out, but the last part speaks

of these who actually come. Ye that bear the vessels of theLord. So here we have
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not a collective addressed to groups thought of together as one but an individual

plural addressed to many individuals who are in the group, the k returning e1-
9--between

exiles. You see there is not so much difference in meaning,4nca collective arid

- an address to individuals. But there is a big difference in form, and there might

considerably be great difference in English.

ISAIAH 54

Now we go on then to the next point. You are jumping from 52:11 to 54:1 , that is

a big jump. Anybody see any imperatives in between. I think that we can consider

that that verse is covered. Depart and Be clean. Yes, the narrative form with t1

makes a prohibition or a negative request. We call it differently from an im

perative but I think that we can include it under the imperatives. A e- negative

request, so that verse 13 you begin this section abuut the Servant of the Lord and

in this section I take nobody has ± found an imperatives. You have imperatives in

the section leading up to this, first addressing Israel as a unit under a 2nd feminine

form and then expressing the td4-'±- individuals as-a- in Israel as a4nu- individuals

but addressing all of Israel and then narrowing it down to those people who return

from exile. "Be ye clean that bear the vessels of the Lord." The people ddn't have

to handle the vessels to be thought of as bearing the vessels but they certainly have

to come to be thought of that Wy,way, that could not have include people who stared

in Babylon, and then you have none you say all through 53 and 54, Miss Pickett

s- suggests that 54:1 -sa-t starts with an imperative and what form of the imperative?

Singular or Plural . This is a feminine and is this then a 2nd f-eiM-nt- feminine

singular imperative. Is it addressed to some individual or-s4 is it a collective.

A collective, that one cannot tell from the fef-fre form, one has to make a judgment

on the basis of context but I imagine that all interpreters that it is here a collective.
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SINging, break f-octhe4 forth into singing. Cry aloud with joy. Three imperatives

and they would all be thought of doubtless as a collective addressed to some i-nvidtt&l

group of people which are thought of as a collective, and therefore addressed in the

feminine -fe singular. And who is -ths- this group people who are-the here

The Gentiles, you mean all the Gentiles as a unit. k That would be one suggestion

--would anybody have another suggestion. The suggestion that more eeme- commentaries

make is4s--ea Israel. Now, just reading the first statement. Sing, 0 barren, that

didst not bear, one immediately says what makes you think that this is Israel? Had

not Israel not been God's people which had borne &bu¬1-fi- abundantly for Him.

How can you address Israel as the barren ones which did not bear. There is app

reference here in my Bible to Galations 4:27 and h en you look at Galations 4:27

you find that the Apostle Paul says that in verse 22 itis written that Abraham had

two sons, one by a bondman and the other by a free woman. And verse 25 says

that Hagar is Mount Sinai in Jerusalem and answers to Jerusalem which now is tc

and which is in bondage to her children & but w-h- Jerusalem which is above is the

Mother of us all, but- for it is written Rejoice thou barren that barest not ,

T -a-n4 Bre4e -inte- ifi-g7- arid-cry-a r-thet-th.at-th-d-st

rior-1-4'-o!-efe -aie -t-he- ehi:-k1ie ri-ef-4h des-elate- that .thari-the-G-hk1c-e-n-e the

maied-rfe-,- &&ith he-Iord-- u-4 4'i-net- are- ta h that- ye-e -sey-thet-Patt 4s -si-ng

-t-hat break forth aid cry, thou that travailest not: for the desolate hath many more

children than she which hath an husband." Now we, brethren, as Isaac was, are

the children of promise." I'm not quite sure whether you could say that Paul is

here saying that he is speaking to the Gentiles. But he is including the Gentiles

in those to whom x he is referring. He is referring here to those who are finding

salvation through Christ, those that are the children of promise, those that .a.e= are

not under Law but under grace. So He is here iEax referring to those that are under
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grace as being the ones who are to break forth and sing for more th are the

children of the desolate than she which hath an husband, but I don't see how it

can refer to grace coma red to the law e unless it is referring to Gentiles as

compared to the Jews, I don't see hew any other way t you can get them, I don't

see how you could say that the one that barest not, that travailest not, the desolate

one is those that are spiritual ± alive but the y are the people who were formerly

not the people of God but who have now come to be the people of God, it would

fit them perfectly and that would be the Gentiles. So it would seem to -be-- me that

Paul does not specifically say that it is the Gentiles but it is impossible to see

the relevance in his quotati n unless it is the Gentiles to which it is referring, unless

it is , in other words , a parallel to what he say s in Romans 9 where he says that

Israel which follows after thelaw of righteousness hath not attained the law of

righteousness because they sought it not by faith, but by the works of the law.

And he says the Gentiles which follow not after t righteousness hath-t-h attained

the righteousness of faith, that is what he says in the end of Romans 9 and over here

n Galations 4:27, he says that Rejoice ye bere- barren that bearest not. Now, the

Old Testament translateths it Thou that didst not bear. Actually, the form is a participle

and so it K doesn't say that barest not or that which didat not bear. The one that

didit not bear is to Fe-oe4--Fe-jocrcf Fef- rejoice because she is bearing, that4 doesn't

make much sense so it would seem that the Old Testament tran.ation in our King James

ma-e-- making it a past makes more sense. Ree- Rejoice , thou barren that did not

bear, because more are the children of the c3lo deI desolate than of the --ie- married

wife. Now, most commentaries try to interpret I-ea-iah--4w Israel which is now in exile

and consequently can be thought of as barren is gg- going to have more spiritual

accomplishment than ha-- they had before and therefore you say, More are the children
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of the desolate than the children of the married wife. It seems out of haF-My harmony

for Isaiah to think of them as desolate in that sense because he says later on, Shcw

me the mother's bill of divorcement, what do you mean by saying that God has cast

out off . He hasn't cast you off. They are just as much Jehovah's wife as they

have ever been, and so to say that this is Israel at two different times doesn't seem

to make much sense. So many commentaries interpret and it iwc seems to me that

Paul very definitely takes -a-s- Galations 4:27 parallels Isa. 9 and takes it as meaning

the Gentiles, that the Gentiles who receive the Word of God. And therefore, he

takes it as after you get the pest position of the sufferings of Christ , you then

have the declaration that He is going to go out to all the world with the result that

those who were formerly not thought of as the people of God at all are going to

have more spiritual eh4ke fruition than the ones who-prec- previously were considered.

(Q) I think that we can safely say that this first one is definite a collective and

it is a collective of a group who are theig-of- thought of as those who are barren,

thos e who do not bear , those who did not bear. They are to sing for more are the

children of the esl-- desolate than the children of the married wife. You think you

are cast off, but you are -oet- not. - i-ey-t-he-Wh Show me the bill of your mother's

divorcement. You are not cast off. They are to have more children than the one who

has the husband. (Q)That could very well be done; that is to say, there is a contrast

made. T44s- They seem not to have brought forth any spiritual food . They seemed

not to have accomplished anything for theLord, or it can be carried a bit further and

be simply those that are in shame, -a.eti-taH- actually, they were in exile . You get to

the last part of the verse, which shows that i it is not simply a condition of shame,

that it is referring to, More an-are the children of the desolate than the children of

the married wife. The one h o has a husband. It is certainly not a reason to Ic rejcie
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not
that one who haˆ a husband has more children than one who does. That can't

be it. So there must be a contrast . One seems to be outside. And the one whcI

is thought of as the Lord's wife is receiving the Lord's blessing, they are the instru-

ment to bring Grace to the world,to sree-1e spreakd His word and now another

get-group.. 7k- He doesn't say that they don't accomplish, He says more are the children

ci the desolate than the children of the Married wife. We want to return to this chapter

later, at present I want to continue with thematter of the imperatives but we notice

that c it is a collective addressed to a group which formerly was not a recepient

of God's blessing but which become very particularly God's blessing and more so

than certain other ones with h om they are compared.

ISAIAH * 55

We will say today that F-r.a-ee- France is very proud of what she has accomplished,

getting more territory , making atom bombs and what not. We wotiodwouldn't say

France is proud ci what he has accomplished. We use the feMte feminine and

the collective , if we speak of the nation as a unit . WE wouldn't say...we use

the feminite for a collective for a nation, particularly when the figure of the nation

is thought of as one which is suppose to accomplish , to have spiritual results, and

therfore it is thought of as ... But we have the feminitie back in the previous chapter

particularly when we spoke of Zion and e±& Jerulem. The fe-mii4e feminine

figure was used for-tia- the nation. (Q) I don't think that it stresses the exile at

all but we will come back to that later. The thing that I am stressing -net now is

that iec it is a collective. It is a collective addressed to a group of people, and

this group of people is compared to another group of people. One group cf people

is though'fof as desolate. the one which did not bear , the other group of people

as being the married wife. There are two groups of people. Now, whetocher n¬x it

is comparing Israel now c with Israel of a previous time, saying that Israel ic was
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a married wife but isn't now, or whether it is comparing some other grai p with

Israel which has always ix been the married wife, the one that God called , and

yet He is after showing the Atonement, the-e-veiit-s-shew4-t-hehe is then showing

an extension of the blessing at a larger area. But we will come back to that.

Now, we ac want to look at the imperatives. (Q) I think that most d-i'sa-grees

disagree with the Apostle Paul but I think that xtc is the Apostle Paul. I haven't

looked at a great many, but those that I have looked at most of them is comparing

Israel after the exile with Israel before the exile, and calling the or

be-fore-the-ex-e--at the end of the exile the one that is desolate that did not bear and Israel

before theexile the married wife and saying that the Israel at the end of theexile

is going to have gra-- greater blessing than Israel before, but it would seem to me

that that would be the most natural interpretation of the passe passage although

a strange one i. I don't see how one in the time of Isaiah eeW. would think of any

other interpretation. But I think that later one you can 4ek ee- look back at the words

and see that it exactly fit what did happen later on. The one which is God's center

of accomplishment becomes less . than one which formerly did not bear. Well,

we will come back to that later. What is your next imperative after this? Verse two,

singular or pluaral? It is f t--f-ei-- feminine again. Againxx it is a collective.

It would seem that the one addressed in verse two is the same one whichis addressed

in one. And I believe that we have the Atonement shown in 53 and then in SER 54 you

have the picture of the way in which the result of the Atonement goes out to g-he-- the

Gentiles, out to a greatly enlarged group so much so that the-ehechildren of the desolate

are actually more than the children of the married wife. And ae&l1 actually they

come to be more from the Gentiles Ia k -otiobackground than from thejews coming

into the cx Kingdom of God, and then you are told, "Enlarge the place of thy tent,

and let them stretch 4e- forth the curtains of the- thine 4a-b4ga habitations: spare not
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1enthen the thy cords, and strenthen thy stakes; " and in England 150 years

ago there was a man who said we should send missionaries out to this land , and

he preached a great sermon which resulted in the beginning of the modern missionary

movement and the text which he used for his sermon was this book. And I think that

it is very interesting to see that he did not simply gap grab a verse out of the Bible

and make this an excuse for spreading the gospel, but he grabbed a verse which ae

actually means in the context-med exactly what he took from it, and he called upon

Gods people to spread the message of salvation which is given in the chapter right

before. Well, we have here this collective in verse two --El- Enlare, spare not,

strengthen thy cords, let them stretch forth--that is in the plural, to the individuals

that make up the group. What is the next imperative after that, Mr. Kim? Then

a collective expressed in the feminine. What is the next after that Miee- Miss Chung?

We said that in verse two there were several tc of them. Did you find any Mr. Curry?

That is the imperative with ____which is a negative of commard . But we have included

several already under . Mr. Kim called out attention to that fact. In chapten4 52 we

had . It is not imperative in form . . . Now you don't find any more in chapter 54.

Verse 4 Yes, that is parallel k to fear not. In chapter 54 verse four , we have sevieral

just like we have several in verse one and two. After verse 4 we don't have any more

imperatives . We have here a masculine plural in chapter 55, and we have already

had a few masculine plurals, but in this case , this is quite different from the previous.

The previous ones that we had were in chapter 52:11. Depart ye, dea depart ye, referes

to everyone in a certain category. And then when he says, Be ye clean , yetc that bear

lv'
the vessels of the Led- Lord. But now who is he speaking to here, Come ye to the

waters, in 55 :1 . He is speaking to the poor. But is he speaking to all the people

n a certain group? Yes, a general inviation--a plural form, a general inviation, and
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this general invitation is stressed vets- very strongly in these first three verses.

Eve Come everyone that thisteth, every thirsting one. That is singular.

Every thirsting one is addressed, but in an address you can address a-many- great

many people and then he gives an imperative to all of these people, to & whoever

had need. And then the next one? The s first part of it is addressed to all who are

a- thirsting and many don't know they are thirsting . You might say ta. they are

not included, but if they are recognized that they are included then they are come

to be included , and then the Ic next verse. Yes, He 4t that hath no money , coe

come ye, buV and eat, and now that is addressed again to those who realize their

need. He that hath o no money, come ye but and eat, and consequently ix it is

addressed to all human beings in the world who realize the need but not to those

who think they are self-sufficient, and are able to take care of themselves.

It is the first requirement that one should realize one's need. So, this is addressed
that he has

to everyone who has this need, and realize./this need. So that, it is a universal

invitj ation, iii- an invitation which may not be realized, so that it is a universal

invitation, but an ivitation which may not be realized like that

For it is addressed to all those whb realize this need. And so, it is differetnt from

any imperative that we have a universal invitation, an invitation

addressed to all people, but an invitation that is addressed to individuals, which

gives andividuals an opportunity/ We do not have any invitation of that nature.

He says, depart ye, depart ye, Well, you might say that---------------------------depart...

Depart ye, depart ye, go ye out from thence, touch no unclean thing; go ye out of

the midst of her; be ye clean, that bear the vessels of the Lord." Here they are

all are ordered.., here they all are invited. They are- all are invited to receive

something that could not b' ljought ~money. It is the greatest gospel
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invitation that is not found anywhere in the Old Testament. We have quite a number

of wonderful invitations in the New Testament, but we do not have so many in the

Old Testament. In fact, we have more in this chaer than in the rest of the Old

Testament. We have a great many of them. "Ho, every one that thirsteth, come ye

to the waters, d he that hath no money; come ye, buy, and eat; yea, come, buy

wine and milk without money and without price... Incline your ear, and come unto me:

hear, and your soul shall live; and I will make an everlasting covenant with yaj,

even the sure mercies of David . . . ." Verse 7: "Let the wicked forsake his way,

and the unreighteous man his thoughts: and let him return unto the Lord, and he

will have mercy upon him; and to our God, for he will abundantly pardon."

A general invitation extended to all people to receve freely the grace of God.

There is hardly anything tat-$4 like that anywhere

ISAIAH 456

53 then expresses the wonderful work that the servant of the Lord is going to

dcy in opening up a way of deliverance for all/ in fifty-three, and then 54 shows

the results which God is going to bring through the atonement performed by the

Servant of the Lord, to bring upon the world. Thus here we have the e great

result that God is going to bring in 54 summarizes verse 17/ at the end of it, where

it says, "No weapon that is formed agaistist thee shall propper; and every tongue that

shall rise agairs t thee in jdgment thou shalt condemn. This is the heritage of the

servants of the Lord, and their righteousness is of me, saith the Lord." Their

righteousness 0 is 9- of me. Of me is not a good translation, I think.

(meiittee) from with me, of me is a very weak translation. T-heFe- their righteousness

is mine, their righteousness belongs to me. But it is much stionger in Hebrew than
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Their righteousness is from with me. In other words, they have no righteois ness of

their own. Their righteousness comes from God/ imputed to them. And they are told

of the tremendous results that God is going to perform before them. In chapter

54, but as to the giving, as to the declaration of what God is going to do as the
individual

result of the work, then he proceeds to a greaVinvitationse- for all that

are thirsty or those who have no money, or who are wicked, to turn away from
seek the Lord

wickedness, /and be clean and know that they will be received of the Lord. It is

a tremendous ch ter of invitation. And the meaning of 55 is so clear and the rela-

i-ensha- tionship with 53 is so clear, although there are individual points that

we wna-t want to accept , but the meaning is so clear and its relation to 53 is

so clear that I think that we should look at it first or at-S-3 54 because we must

interpret 54 I believe i n thelight of 53 and 55 te together, so that in 55 e- then

we have this marvelous gospel invitation and we have the invitation of verse one,

a tremendous general invitation, the same c with verse two , a tremendous general

wa4- invitation , the same in the first half of verse three, a tremendous general

invitation, and then in verse six , a marvelous general nit- invitation and in e&e

verse seven an invitation to receive free pardonning from theLad. So that all of

these verses contain a tremendous invitation but again we have in verse eleven

parallelling x chapter 54 the assurance that God is going to accomplish something

through this, it is not simply something that is sent out into the world and may

accomplish and may not. No, He says My word will not return to me void but will

accomplish that which I please, it will prosper in the thing whereto I send it. So I

see it is predicted in 53 that He shall see His seed. He shall prolong His days and

the pleasure of the Lord shall prosper in His hand. I will divide Him a portion with
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the great. Here the individuals are given the free invitation and conceivably

they might all say no, but He gives the assurance they will not. That His work

will accomplish what ... so 55 is the great chapter of the invitation . And yet

it is more than simply an invitation ... we are assured that DGod is going to bring

results, that it is going to accomplish 'that He pleases, that His fc purposes are
fully

going to tc be6wehl-i accomplished through the invitation. So we have a tre

m1- mendous chapter here in 55 and we have all of these verses ii of invitation,

the great outstanding thing gc here, the marvelous gospel invitation, given to

everybody without any limitation w except recognition .. . no limitation ot1 rwise

and -the-- those who have no way to please the Lord, the people who are wicked

--those who are gheie unrighteous are invited to come k and assured that

there is nothing that they can do to recieve God's mercy, simply to respond to

the invitation. I don't think you will find any condition in chapter 55, this would

seem to be exactly parallel to -h4- your New Testament invitation. There is no

condition. Nothing in my hand I bring, simply to thy eh- cross I cling. It is an

invitation with no payment, no return, but of course your New Testament iwt+at-on

invitation results in obedience--the one who really comes has the Lord's spirit in

His heart, teaching him to obey the moral law and so in the end the result cI the

invitation of the Old aid New Testament is identical, but the expression is given

in this marvelous aspect of the great... It is made clear in the New Testament in

a way that could not in the Old. . And so the invitationts the same but this marvelous

aspect of it,the free grace of God is more strengthening in the New Testament than

the old.
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grace
I think that the prophets were definitely teaching God's /. .1 think the New Testament

men were definitely preaching God's judgment too. But the gr-eat grace is made clear

after salvation. Our time is about up; let's study more on 55 for tomorrow and t-hn

think of particular phrases and interpretations...

We have one or two things yet to look at Lir in that last verse of chapter 53

that we had not completed so let's look at that last verse of chapter 53 for a minute.

And in that verse we have looked at the first part, ther-eef therefore I will apportion

to Him with the mighty, or among the mighty ones. The more usual meaning is many

but mighty seems to fit the cort ext much better here and wehave evidence elsewhere

that it can be used. And withall the ones --this word is occasionally transbted

numerous but very rarely and it is very tes-t questionable whether it ever does it,

but c its meaning fc as mighty or powerful is quite common, and with powerful

ones you will divide spoil, because , (under that , on account of, as a result of)

(it's not a reason given so -me much as a cause from which a result occurs). He

is able to divide this spoil to see part of the -pie principalities of evil have i taken

--He is able to do that because He has poured out unto death His soul . 4F-i- It is

a word which is difficult to translate. We have no word in English which is an exact

equivalent. In Hebrew there is the word ii which means a p spirit, it speaks of

the spirit of man, and)lis the part of the man whcih ehi which continues after

the body is laid off, that is the and that is r-e-nle- translated spirit. Now, the

word U ,II1 ,.7 in Hebrew expresses a concept which we do not exactly have in English.

In the King James Version it is 428 times translated soul and 119 tine s translated light,

so you see it is -rams. translated light aeti-t- about 1/4 as many times as they translated

soul. They translated body several times , according to the ea- st ement cf

But in every one of these four &- it is a dead body. 4t- it is tranlated heart 15 tines
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pleasure 4 and person 30. Now, there are cases where a word has two distinct

meanings, like our English word light which as an adjective can be either lackii

in weight or lacking in color. Of course as a noun it can be that which ze makes

it possible for us to see. That's p4e probably related to lacking in color

But at which we have two entirely different words which have -fe- fallen toget1 r.

There is always a possibility of that in any language. You have one word which

has two or three different, erg original rds that have fallen together so that the y

arepronounced identically although they are ee-qi quite different words.

We have many instances of that in English , of course, words that have no connection

but are yet sounded absolutely alike. It seems to me that I have heard that in Chinese

they hie--haH& have some x kind of a monosyllable which x has as many as a hundred

meanings, but every meaning has a different way e- of writing, but the pronunciation

I suppose-ha-s- at one time might have been different, but they-e- just ax as in English

they have lost meanings , etc. they have in Chinese, too, and these words have

fallen together, so that now we have the same -pfoe pronunciation for all of these

words. Now there is that possibility with a word, that tkh- they may have two or

three unrted we- roots , and there is a good many cases where that is true, but

wherever possible it is wi se in a language to see whether you can find in a word

whether you can find-wthe-- whether a word has one meaning, a meaning which

might have certain -ag-- angles of it emphasized, or must develop in a certain way.

But that you ha actually have one word that has developed in certain directions.

You get the content of the word but I believe in this case that the word wx you

have one word , I don't believe you have two or three different meanings, but I believe

you have one word which may have to be translated in different ways in X English

there is no English word that is exactly represented. But is a word which
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seens to be used only for a complete personality, a person who has both a body

and a spirit. The word --there is never such a word as
6phe)s

as apart

from the body or spirit, but the word Nephesh seems to have more in common with

the body aspect than with the spirit aspect. It seems to have more in common i-ht with

the idea of the-e-pit- natural appetites, the Ic natural feelings, the feelings, the

relations with other people, the hunger, etc. Consequently, e I'm not at all

sure that Nephesh as a rule fits the translation of t1s-wekthis word Nephesh.

ISAIAH 41 57

In the Old Testament the word soul is most usually used to translate this word

Nephesh, but xx the difference between soul and spirit in our English, the way

it is commonly used in English is pretty hard to prove any very definite difference

between, th- but the word spirit would often--what we speak of k as the soul

is more what the Hebrew used for spirit. And the word Nephesh and the word
emphasis

in the Greek , both of them, refer to a spirit in a body and with more/e-mphai-ss

on the body than on the spirit aspect, certainly not a ix body without a spirit.

That would never be. It is a living body, not a dead body. It may be a body,..
in some cases

so life/is a very good rendering, so when it says , He poured out His soul unto death

it does not give a picture of an immaterial spirit being poured out, nothing of the

kind, but it means that he gave his life. 1k I think that life in this particular context

would be a better reference than the soul. He poured out His life unto death. )EK

His l4ve life vitality , lx His life strength , the suffering that He endured, the whole

effort was poured out in death. Yes, the word 17 is a- used of the immaterial

portion of a human being . God is a spirit, and man is also a spirit, but man on this

earth is a spirit with a body, and Paul says that ore without the body is unclothed/.
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It is not the normal thing for a human being to have a spirit without the body,

it is a temporary situation whichiK exists after death prior to the Resurrection.

In English the word soul and spirit are k very often used interchangeably and

the Hebrew and the Greek , I doubt Ax if it is exactly interchangeable. But there

are many cases where you refer to a person without thinking particularly of one

aspect, and to that regard it might be interchangeable . Well, I personally con-

er- sider tricotomy and dicotomy and
po9cotomy,

all of them wrong. That is

to say, I consider that b the human being is a complete ei'a- ea.itx organism

which is indivisible, you cannot divide the human being into three parts. When

you take away the life, you have nothing. You can't divide him into three parts,

but you can look at k him from different aspects. And you can look at him from

two aspects, or three, or five, or ten. Like when we are told to love the Lord

with all our heart, and with all our soul, and with all our mind, and with all our

strenth. These are all different aspects, but there is no such thing as a body

without a spirit. It's a corpse, it's not a kx body anymore. A body has to be livotng,

it has to be united wth a spirit, or it is not a body. And so you can't say man is

made up x of spirit soul and body, three parts put together. You can't say He is

two parts , spirit and body put together. He is not two parts or three parts. He is

one eFgn- organism but that one organism can look an eseiti4a- essential,

ste- vital factor, and then he is unclothed until he receives the resurrection body.

I don't think the body consists fc simply of certain ohei-eh chemical elements, there

is still something in the spirit that preserves the essential features of the body.

Well, like a picture does. The body never could have come without the 3prt-s-- spirit.

In 4 fact, the in the case of Lazarus, exactly what happened we do not know, but

we know something tremendous happened, because he had been there tow two or three
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days, and the human body just for a few minutes with no oxidized f.1e-sh blood

coming to the brain, and that brain... and even though .. can restore a person,

they are an idiot. The brain is unworkable if4e4f- it is left eye beyond a

very brief time without oxigen being brought to the brain. But as 4ra-&Fa Lazarus

sister when you open up the grave, she said Lord, by this time he stinketh. A human

body left under the- those conditions would be greatly deteriated. But in this

case the Lord certainly-ea-me caused a miracle that the body should be restored,

or else he caused ... but oee- once the spirit is gone the body is just like

a person is not complete without the body, and a person who is ... 1 would say

that the personality ... M Well, the word Metaphysical means after physics,

Aii- thgj section after physics, and it really doesn't Fea- convey the meaning.

WhetIt is something real, it isn't imaginary. The spirit is real. You can cut

off the -1e leg and throw it away and yor personality will be affected , but

you can go on an d be a complete person. You can loose the whole body ard

go on but it is not a normal bay body until the Lord gives us the resurrection boIy. I

But the continuance I would say is with the Spirit rather ta- than with the body.

With the spirit there is something that preserves the essential features of the body.

When I was in college we got a new president who was a modernist, and he raised

the question . Now, of course we a-s1- all believe in the REsurrection body , but

how does it come to pass. Here is a man wo- 41 o dies at sea-the and they throw

his body overboard , and the body is eaten by-44t fish, and the fish are caught

and the-pee people eat the ft-s47- fish, so those chemical elements which were him

are not- now parts of other x fisth. DI Now, just how can t# -bethE there be a

resurrection body. I don't think he èIie- believed in it, but he didn't admit that

he didn't believe in it. He was just trying to teach us to think he said, but actually
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he was trying to tear down belief. Well, I said, they tell us that every cell

in our body is changed in seven years, and tc yet there is a continuity k about it,

there are changes that take place. There is a &m.- similarity . There is continuity.

It's the same body , even though there be not a s±r single chemical element in

it that t4iefe was there seven years ago, so when the spirit no longer has the use

of these chemical elements which I am using now, iriaa way that- you can say that

I am no different than the fact that I no chemical element that I had seven years

ago, and all these ikx will have to go, but still the spirit goes on, and when God

gives the spirit a r-es*.w?d-- resurrection body, I donut think it means to take
/

and hand something to the spirit, but I think it mca-s means that- he gives
developing out, or showing ct / the species which are

;. the possibility of ei-ng--ot/of the s- t-tha-t-i-s-,'there in the personality,

which are preserved with the spirit. It is real, it is not metaphysical in the sense
nothing

of being imaginary,,4&-er-semethmg- like that. But that it is real does not mean
that

that it is something that can be touched., They-soiGy'-they-can be felt. They

say that this is claimed, as I understand t-ewT t--s- even now, t least

that you could have another universe with different weight/ than we

hve. have. (4.45) Two can exist on the same spot, and neither

of them can ex&t- see the other. They could just be there. L)

This solid matter is.e- isn't so solid. It's 99 and 9/lOOs empty space, k but the

thing that holds together is not the solidity of the -m&t-ei-mae matter. It is some

principles that the Lord has put there. And there are certainly principles in the

spirit but they are not spacial principles in the sense that . ..Now , you might

say that is all meth metaphysical in the sense that it is kwk what youdiscuss physics

but it is real. It is real and definite. So this word Nephesh is a word which in -the

this particular case does not mean that the Lord gave up His soul for us. He was

the second person of the trinity and he always will eent4e continued to be ard
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as seen second person of the Trinity, -he He could not die, but it means as the

Godman He poured out the life that He had , He endured the suffering, He paid

the penalty for us. He underwent all this in performing the great act of the Atonement.

(Q) W Why, I would say in all k cases the word Nephesh indicates the whole

person, but the- with the emphasis ik on the body aspect. The soul tFa t sinneth

it shall 4de7 die. The Lord is declaring that that individual is going to suffer

physical 4a death, but also that individual is going to suffer something else

that is called death. There idt is speaking of the individual. The -n4-d-tt1a individual

will be different after this body is lost, but there is certainly a Festte- resurrection

of the body of the wicked too. And the second death is a body suffering , which

the wicked endures. It is not simply a spirit suffering, x it is a bodily

suffering. I would say tia t was completely incorrect. I would say t1 t is ef4ite

definitely incorrect. He bore inthe sense of the disruption of the disruption of the

human personality . There is much more than simply physical suffering, but it was

not the giving up of His divine spirit. -He- His divine spirit-per e-pe#±ei-a-p- Partici

pated in the suffering, participated in the which He went through, Miss Pickett?

Yes, it is very easy to _____you can take isolated verses out of context and you can

get any number of various gh-- thoughts out of it, but when you study them together

in context, you study the meaning of the words, you get a different meaning altogetler.

(Q) Yes, the Lord says don't fear the one who can bring you physical suffering I this

l-4e life and t at is all, but fear the one that can lead you into that which results in

suffering through all eternity. It is not an iron ... It is mental suffering,
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Well, then, He accomplished this . He takes the spoil away from-keret the
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principalities and powers of evil who have spoiled humanity by leading Adam

into sin. He spoiled humanity. He took humanity as spoil. He takes away

a part of this spoil from them. There is no universalism here. There is o no

c cmplete restoration. But there is a eete-rat restoration of ths e the Lord

is going to save . He is going to take them away from the evil powers Wi o

have secured domination over them, because because He poured out His-flv

life unto death. And &-4+e--- idx transgressors, You can take it as an accusative,

if your next word were a qal or a Hphil, but the w verb is the niphal and consequently

we are justified in saying the here is with Ic rather than the sign of the

accusative. He was numbered with transgressors. $i.n Here we find something

more about it, not merely does k He pour out His life unto death. Not merely

does He suffer death , a disagreeable physical experience, but He suffers a

shameful death. He is numbered with the transgressors. He oc is counted among

them. He takes upon Himself, the shame and reproach of our sin being included

with transgressors, and then the result of it. and He , He lifts up, He carries

up, He bears away the sin, again the sin of all humanity but the sin

of many, -4r-the- t-ext-her-e-t-- now the word could lx mean great one, but in the

c ntext here it undoubtedly means many. He ea bears the sin of many , z including

the great ones, of course. And that, I think , ends the main part of the verse.

And through His atonement, as a result of what He does on the cross, of pouring

out His sail unto death, of His being numbered with the transgressors, He is able

to bear the sin of many, but He does not stop with the Atonement. He bear the

sin of many. This is in the perfect. It represents the standpoint of which the -pe-

prophet makes of looking forward to tow- thcs e that can look back upon the crose
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as an accomplished fact. He has borne the sin of many. It is finished. He

has pe#oe-me performed the Atonement, the ta- task is done. They are saved

through what He has done, but He does not stop with that. He continues to

york. And so we read on, And for transgressing ones, He ______, and this

word is a difficult word, we had it earlier in the chaçt er where it said the Lord

caused the i-g-- iniquity of us all to light upon Him. But here it says that

lie strikes or lights for our transgressors (2) and it would be very had- hard

to get any meaning out of it except that we have t1 LXX in various x places.

In a few places it translates_, not as causing to light ... and it does

mean in a few places in the Hiphil, but translates it as intercede, and that

seems like a big jump, and so you wonder whether±k the w two words have fallen

together. BDB had- have an excellent suggestion, they take the word here

--they say to meet, to strike, aid then they say to k mm- meet for good. Thatis

to meet with prayer for good and therefore to intercede there is no question that

that is what it means, and yet . . and showing t-- that is the tradition that has

passed on, but we have in the context that that is . as when a man says to

Jeremiah (?) I will intercede for you.. .k-we4 with the King that he take you

out of the dungeon. He certainly doesn't mean I will strike the king for you that

he take you out of the dungeon. But he ma- maans I will bring to bear upon tI

King a request on your behalf, and I don't know who originated that suggestion.

But tc I thought it was an excellent suggestion of bringing 1 what seemed to

be quite unrelated meanings of words tegelte together, and He intercedes fcr

transgressors, but ... soak here the meaning intercede, seems to be fully justified

here. The i-neree-t4- interesting thingx about it is that it is animperf ect and
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we just had a perfect. And when you have two phrases, one is a perfect, and

one is an imperfect, the meaning is evidently not a parallel in which it simply

repeats the same thing, but it is a continuation in which it goes on and shows

another . . . He has borne and He will make intercession for 1ec the transgressors

-- it shows the completed actk of Christ, it is finished. And then it shows

the continuing work of Christ, as- as He is at the right hand of God making

intercession. And so we have two aspects in this last part of the verse and
clearly

it's very strange that they don't bring that out in the transld ion, though it is ,efy

imperfect, and on the word ... and it fits so exactly with tie New Testament

speaking about Christ, they always seem to translate it, Because they poured out

His soul unto death, and He was numbered with the tx transgressors and t He

bare the sin of many, and made intercession with the transgressor, s making

it a repetition of what is before and it very clearly is not but a continuation of

His work. His work is -f*i¬J- finished . The atonement is c mplete 134- but His

work continues. He intercedes for His own who are xa it saved .. . and now we

were looking at chapter 55 and 55-has 4E)- can't be understood except in relationship

with k 53. I think that means by their knowing what He has done . I believe that

s-- is what the knowledge of Him means. I don't think it ians He knows how

to do it, but by their -feeie- receiving the message of what He has done, k they will

come to eeieie receive the justification. That is definitely in it too. They know

what He has done, but they appropriate to themselves. They come to know Him,

not simply as an intellectual matter but to ixc enter into personal knowledge and

relationship with the Lord. That is a very D mmon use of the wcrd in the book

of Hosea. Weshould follow on to know the Lord. Not simply knowing about Him
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but of actually knowing Him. f-k-is--ot Here it is not by His knowing Him, but

by their coming to know Him that they are justified. And then we have 55 which

follows mmed4ate4iyimmediately after-43 53. There is something in between that

is of great importanee also, but from 53 there follows 54 and there eemes- follows

55. They are both directly related to 53, and in 55 we have this gracious invitaion

--this free invitation which is hardly to be paralleled , at least not to such as

length as this anywhere inihe Old Testament and it is repeated over and

over--this free invitation to receive what is needed. This idea of invitation is

found --is given three tk times in the first verse. Come to wthe waters, come,

bus' and eat, come, bu wine and milk wi thout money and without price. A free
Verse

invitation urged upon./Gepe 2 , the last part of it, Hearken diligently unto

me and eat that which is good, and let your soul delight itself in

fatness-end-aninvitation to receive at is good, and then in verse 3 the first half of verse

3 , Incline your ear and come to me. Hear , and your soul shall live. Invitation,

and then in verse 6, Seek the Lord while He may be found. Call upon Him while

He is near. The while He may be found, while He is near is an expression of

the possibility of the -se*va search resulting satisfactorilly , it is a declaration.

It is easy to receive an answer from the Lord because He is now near and ready

to look to the one who calls upon Him. Let the wicked forsake His way idx and

the unrighteous man His thoughts, and let him return to the Lord and He will have

mercy upon Him. Let him return to out God and He will .a-bti¬1- abundantly j rdon.

Thus we have maybe 15 times we notice this idea of invitation which has been stressed

i n theise verses. I don't think you will find as many es verses continued ... anywhere

else in the Old Testament, and the fact that it is a free invitation stressed , particularly
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in verses one , two , and seven. He tia t hath no money . Bui without money

and without price. Why do you spend money for that which is not bread, you

labor for that which does not satisfy. Let the wicked simply forsake His way

and let him return, the freedom of the invitation, and that has to be understood

in relation ix with chapter 53. I remember hearing m-- Cambell Morgan talk,

how he had gone out as a young man, doing evangelistic work and he wal- was

talking with some miners in England and trying to bring them to accept the free

grace of God, and one man he was talking to just couldn't understand, How could

something wonderful be simply free. How could something woas wonderful as

ei±- you describe this salvation as being be something that I can just reach out

and take , it just simply does not make sense. And finally he said he thought of

an illustration, he got the idea from the man. I think the man gave k him the illustration.

The man said, I'm down in the mine, and he said all I lave to do is step into the

skip--the little cart that is put pulled up tc by the cable , ma4y-mab-maybe half

a mile out of the mine. He says all I have to do is to step into that and sit down.

And I don't have to do anything , but that cable pulls me up half a mile out of the

mine M into the bright sunshine, and he says it doesn't cost n a sense, but it

cost the company an awful lot. Somebody else has paid a tremendous price,

and so the invitation is free in the sense that 4e the person who can -a-eope-t accept

it has nothing to pay for it, x but it is not free in the sense that it is just something

it is something that cost the Lord the gift of His son, k c it is something

that is expensive but the expense is in chapter 5.2-- 53 and the free invitation is

in 55, and you can't understand 55 without having 53.
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So we have in this chapter then the thought of the invitation, which is repeated

over and over here , the thought that it is a free invitation which is expressed

ste. strongly in these verses. Then we have the thought of the folly of seeking

what we need in the wrong way. We have that in the first half of verse two.

Why do you spend money for that which is not bread and your labor for that which

satisfies not. Coupled with the invitation isthe comparison with the inadequacy

and uesta--t t-sa-et-oy- unsatisfactory nature t-ht-&ll-ot-hei of all other methods

of satisfying human needs id human design, and this ee of course immediately

suggests to our mind at the end of Romans 9 where the Apostle points outhe- how

the Gentiles who followed not unto righteousness have attained unto righteousness

which is of faith, but Israel which followed after t1 law of righteousness has not

attained unto the law of righteousness . Wherefore because they sought it not by

faith , but as it were, by the works of the law. Wherefore, do you spend money

for that whichis not bread and your labor for that which satisfies not. There are

many, many people trying to get satisfaction. Many people trying to get peace

of heart aid mind in the wrong way and not gettingit. And so we have our great

gospel thought that a man cease from his great striving which can ID never bring him

what he needs and he rests in the Lord and proceed to get what the Lord has pur

chased for Him at such tremendous cost. It's nothing to just kti kick around aiti

say , Oh, hre- here it is , it is something that is tremendously expensive , tremendously

difficult to provide, but which the man himself cannot possibly pay for but simply

receive, and of course-t-.,at- that is the -gfa- great of the REformation, when

K- Luther and the others grasp that idea --there is a difference between justification

by faith and seeking to get it by the works of the law. And so we have the folly
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of seeking in the wrong way , at the beginning of verse two, and then we

have the-qi±s-t question , To whom is this addressed, and we look at that a

bit, we noticed yesterday these ye- various imperatives , and hw the most

of our imperatives of 52 and 54 a singular feminine addressed collectively to

a nation or to a group , and then how some of them were in the ; masculine plural

addressed to the members of a particut group , but in this case we have it

in the plural addressed to all people, addressed to every one who has a need,

addressed to everyone regardless of background, race, training,

anything, everyone who is thirsting , who needs vhat xgGcd is offering, and

so here-hwe kg the general invitation addressed to all men, addressed specifically

to those who recognize the need, and even addressed to thewe- those who realize

their wickedness a4 are not excluded from this invitation. Verse seven: Let

the wicked forsake his way , and the unrighteous man his thoughts, and let him

return to the Lcrd and He will have mercy upon Him. It is true that all who recognize

their need regardless of their--in fact, they have no deserts, they deserveK g

nothing of themselves. And the question , What is offered? This is expressed

n to quite an extent in a rather general and rather figurative language. Everyone

athirst come ye to the waters , Well, you are not saying I give you anythii you

a wa t --when I went three and a half days without any water i the hot n, I

tell you I was mighty glad to get some water. And it made a wonderful picture of

what this means. It is a figure for something else. Come ye, buy wine al d-mild

milk without money and without price. Wine ad-- aid milk is symbol of that which

is pleasant and that which satisfies or that which fills one's needs, a figures that

is not meant literally. And tie n wine and mle-milk , Hearken diligently unto me
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and eat that which is good. That which is good, that which is desirable, that

which is satisfying. Again, a general statement, and let your soul delight itself

in fatness. A figure for tFat which is satisfying and very delightful, And then

in verse thee-- three, Hear, and your soul shall live, this is getting more specific

--there is life, eternal life, incline your ear, and come, and yourc soul shall

live , and then the one ti o hears, the one who comes, he says, I will make a n

everlasting covenant with you, -&n& He doesn't say you come and make a covenant

and make covenan/with me. Man can not make a covenant with God, at least

a covenant that amounts to-a-nyt-hn anything, that is worthk anything, because man

has nothing to give God. God makes a promise to man but man can re-e reeeve

receive this covenant simply through listening and coming, and &gta- again it is

ee- offered a covenant here, and the covenant afe-, even the sure mercies of

TTDavid, -the this wcrd m_-c- mercy here is - and I mentioned to you that Young's

Concortance is translated 428 times soul and 119 times light, but when it comes

-r'




4-yetg Young simply says Loving kindness 30, kindness 38 , merciful kindness

2, good deed 1, favor 3, and so on, and it says mercy, freq. Well, now if they

say that Nephesh means soul, and that is translated mercy frequL whether

that means that it is more frequent than Nephesh I don't know, but I think that it is

.but at least it is very,veryt-Fai translated mercy in the King James Version , and

I am inclined to think tdx in the American Standard Version of 1901, it is never-tfal-1-s

translated mercy, I am not sure of that , but in the King James it is 40 times trai slated

loving kindness. It is my impression that most of the times in the American Standard

Versions it is translated loving kindness. Themercy to us today suggest the idea

of pardon, the idea that when you have someone at yourmercy, someone you x
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could really do whatever you wat want to and you don't do it, but I don't think
-rf

this is what this word means--it is the idea of loving kindness and benevolence.

It is the good deed, the kindly act of God that is involved here, it is the loving

kindness that is shown in connection with David, the sure mercies of David,

the sure loving kindness of Da4v David. I don't think that mercy in this connection

gives the idea, of course those that receive justification through Christ are pardoned

from their sins but I don't think that is what this wcrd means in t.hs- this connection.

But of e- course we have the idea of pardon further one. Another thing that is

common to those that ae accept the invitation is in verse five. Thou shalt call

a nation that thou knowest k not. There is expansion and extension, and then

there is gk.ey glory for the Holy one of Israel, for He hath glorified thee. And

then pardon is promised in verse seven. He will have mercy upon him, for He

will abundantly pardon. This is different --this is a which really means

compassion. He will have a merciful feeling toward him and He will pardon.

And then you have still verses 12 and 13 showing the result of the invitation.

He shall go out with joy and-wh he shall be led forth with peace. The hills shall

break before you into singing and all the trees of the field shall clap their hands

--instead of the firn shall come up the fir tree , and instead of the brier shall

come up the myrtle tree. The result of the acceptance of the invitation, and so

there is a chapter in the Old Testament that have the marvelous int- invitation of

God , presented quite the way it is in the chapter . It cannot be understood except

in relation to-the chapter 52 . It is what has been earned at e- 11eated-s great expense

in 52 that is offered ixc freely in chapter 55. Then, so the invitation is free,

but it is expensive, and then these are what are offered but included among what
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is offered here we also have something of the result -tat- that-eeu- occurs

in verse three, ard of course in many other verses too, Incline your ear and

come unto me, Hear ani your soul shall live, and I will make an everlasting

covenant with you. In other words, it is not simply a matter of-eo-mn- coming

and receiving water, not simply a matter of getting but of entering into a-e-ewe

covenant which God makes with those who believe. I will make an everlasting

covenant with you, ard so that is not suggested until you get gxx to verse three-

there is always tremendous emphasis on the free nature but then we are told

that those who accept the invitation, God wilima make a covenant with them

and that covenant is described as an everlasting eeveftat

covenant and it is a covenant that is called even the sure, loving kindness of

David. And immediately youhave tFe question, what kind of a genitive is this

--is it a subjective genitive, is it an objective genitive, or is it merely a possessive

genitive. Perhaps it makes quite a difference to express and it is worth some

thought to decide how you are going to take the relation of the to David

and of course the sureness, the steadfastness, the clepe-i &e-de- dependable

relation. Now, this word is -ofe!t often used -it1i in connection with covenatit.

He presented the idea that the word mears the tearing out of the-real- relation

of a covenant, not simply in the strict way of fulfilling- i'a.yef- the prophets but

carrying out the full spirit of it. Dr. Montgomery of the Un. of Penna. BX used to often

speak a-bet about that, which he thought was a very illuminating se suggestitkg- ion.

I looked up - ll the cases 9t-- ard didn't find that it fit in the great bulk

of them, and so I came to the conclusion that it was a which was not really

warran1 . It is related very frequently
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So that , then , we have the evei4&U* everlasting covenant that God makes

as a result of chapter 53, He makes an eveMai everlasting covenant, even

the sure mercies of David. And there surely we ought to think of two things,

think of the promise God makes in Genes- Jeremh 31:2,3 about a new covenant

that Heis going to make. What are we told about the covenant there. Has it any

relationship k here. Another question, Is it the mercies which are shown to

David, the object of Genesis, to see how God cared for David, and that he

will similarly care for those who believe on Him. Well, that is a possible

interpretation, but when you go on to verse four, Behold I have given Him for

a witness to the people, a leader and a commander to the people. Surely it suggests

more than this is involved. That ic it is not just --God treated David nice and

how he will treat you nice. Maybe it is the sure mercies that David shows, the

sure mercies that are in someway.bxought to us through David, and so we think

of the-prpromises Of IISiueit,11ihe will always have a son to-94.n- Sit

on his throne, there in che 89th--PJ. t1 po*ies- promises 44'a4-Ge- about tie

/
continuance of the Davidi" line for -wit-tesw- witness to the people as a leader

and a commander , those thataccept this invitation are incorporated into the

Covenant with David and incorporated through what is done to the promise of-D44

¬4v- David, and so we get a tie up here with the Messianic prophecy also which

you have the one x side--but-there- here we have a tie up with the other two. And

That is worthy of consideration, but our times i s up now.

We have been looking at this 55th chapter here and we notice how it starts out

with this wonderful gospel call, -the this call which is expressed o to every individual

which hc has everyone athirst, ox certainly it extends very widely. And then in

verse 7 let the wicked forsake his way and the unrighteous man his path. It certainly

is a very general call which is given. The first , even if you have the two invitations
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in verse one and two ,a-n- and then it goes on to express the Lord's promise

through verse five, and then we start with invitation in 6 and 7 and then you

have discussion in the succeeding verses until verse 13. The thought of verse

one is that God is making a free offer , without money and without price to

everyone k who has need. In verse two, people are Fepora-ee- reproaced for

expending effort on that which does not accomplish anything for them, doesn't

secure any results and are told that God will give tie m scmething far better than

anything they can gain by any effort of their own. And in verse three we are

told to listen and they will l4fe live and He will make an everlasting covenant

with them. Then there is some discussion f this covenant, about two and a half

verses, and then again the call to seek the Lord while He ray be found, x the

call to look for pardon and righteousness from God in verse seven. And this verse

eight--did I tell you about my experience in West Chester Teacher's Col1ee in

connection with verse eight. It was about six years ago, I got a letter from a

young woman who was a student in West Chester'K Teacha's College and he said

we are required to c read a book here in the college and to study a book which

is required of all second year students, and she says that the professor -easy

says that this is the book given to teach a but he doesn't seem to know a tremendous

lot about it, and she said the -boe¬l- book just tears into the Bible and she said

Ixlcxx wonder if you will come down and sx discuss it with us, and he might

even come. And we can mee-i*i-the- meet in the Bible Presbyterian Church, which

was at tie t time just a block from where--the school and so I said , Send me a

copy of the book. And it just tore into the Bible all through, and it was very

easy to take the book and show how utterly unscientific it was , which I did --
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and they showed a great deal of interest. But I just took up various statements

which were utterlyx ridiculous and yet the college student wouldn't know,

it showed the history of-e-l4±ei*s- religion and how people believed in different

kinds cf gods, and then it said there came the god of the second Isaiah, a God

who is so distant from humanity that He is not interested in anything that man

does, hex He is far removed and remote. He says, My ways are not your ways

and my thoughts are not your thoughts, for as the heavens are higIr than the earth,

so are my ways higher 1z than your ways and my thoughts than your thoughts.

Of course in that case I simply read the book and see what this says, k and this

is the God that isn't interested in people at all, and you read the verse and it

says, Let the wicked forsake his way, -tea and the unrighteous man his thoughts,

and let him return x to the Lord and He will have mercy upon him and to our

God for He will abundatitly pardon, for my thoughts are not your thoughts aix

neither my ways your we-s- ways, saith the Lord. In otIs r wccds, God is saying

a human bein g wouldn't show this kind of pardon and forgiveness to somebody

who h wronged. But I am not like you , I am -g-ve- giving you this marvelous

offer of -pat- pardon and grace and-- the exact opposite of what the book says,

instead of showing that God is so far removed that he- He is not interested in

man, God is so close that He is tremendously interested. And it is amazing how

frequently when people come to you with problems in the Bible, or difficulties, that

the Bible says this, that, or the-teh other tkin you just say let's look at the passage.

In nine cases outten , the conteEt il1hçw th the attack on the Bible is without

foundation. The professor in this vee- very fine ity uses this 1ëxtbocDdk--

now if they are taught that sort of stuff, what difference does it make if they read
'1

a few scriptures at the beinning of the day or tie end, That may take care of ten

minutes of the day but lx the rest of the day is teaching unbelief to tthose children.
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how he is
Well, any way, here, these verses are used of God to show4ifferent4rom man,

much finer than man, higher than the earth, he is forgiving, and gracious and kind.

And that, of course, is the thought through verse nine. Now, is my Bible here, this

one I have , has a paragraph in verse eight. Certain it seems that t-ere- tie re should
division

not be a 4 pag- paragraph/ht verse eight. The paragraph division, I would think,
surely

belongs at the beginning of verse 10 rather than at verse eight, )ecause verseseight

and nine are tightly tied with verses six and seven. But then yeu when you come

to verse 10, verse 10 has a different idea than verses eight or nine. And what is the

idea of verse 10? And-wat4s-th-ka-ef-et&e-9Q- What would you say th&t- is the
Mr. Kim

idea of verse 10, M&e--G4.ug, (A) Certainly, verse 10 here teaches that verses

10 and eleven are not dealing with the freee-ef--G-ee1-s-ness of God's offer, or the
That is what deals with in verses six and seven.

willing ness of God's forgiveness. He is not dealing with that. Whet he deajs

with in-ve&e4G is verses six and seven , is the freeness of God's offer and the

availability of it to all the wicked?' and unrighteous to return to the Lord and to
in

receive full-heart, and/verses eight and nine God is willing to do this tremendous
a

thing, which you can imagine/human being?'do. It shows that how tperi-ejsupremely

superior His love and mercy is, to that of a human being. And of course, one might
that you can

say why can God be this way? Is He just one - that-walks- overt and He gis

(2.90) you whenever you want it? No, because of Isaiah 53, Because He performed
that he should

the atonement, and magde it possible to- do this sort of thing. (2.6

But then after that, we get verses 10 and 11 as Mr. Kim says, they are introducing

a different thought, the thought that th?'is invitation which is given in verses 6 and

7, you might evn say that the invitation given in the whole chapter after the verse
that will

after verse 7. It is not something that God passed out i n the hope e something to- be

accomplished . But it is something that he says is just as sure to accomplish something
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as are the forces of nature. The farmer plants, and knows that something is going
from what

to grow-i1efi- he sows. l plants it, and he knows -t- that something is going to

grow. He plants it, and he knows that the forces are there to bring growth. God

give them invitation with the assurance that this invitation is oi-- not going to be
a different thought

unanswered. It is eu4 altogether from verse 10 on from what we have in full.

You might say that what is before is a condition, what is before is optional. It is

giving people a free opportunity. Why do ye spend money for what is not bread?

What do you not take advantage of this marvellous opportunity that is made available

to you? This is from verses 1 through nine. Now, he says that this invitation is not

merely an invitation, it is an invitation which is certain of an answer. It is an

invitation which is going to acconp lish His purpose. God has determined who $' is
definite

going to se- be saved. He has determined that there are going to be the j-+'A- results.
It

wh4eh44e shall accomplish wMeh that which I -deg-fee decree, It shall prosper

in the things . So, we have two sides here. We have the

side of free offer, take or leave it. Then we have the side of the assurance tInt

He will accomplish what the Lord

ISJAH 4t61

We had a man speaking once in our chapel, and he said that one time a minister

spoke to a rather general congregation, and he said that whosoever will may come.
The is
An invitation was given to all, everyone is free to come, and accept the Lord, and

receive His mercy. And he said, all the Arminians looked happy, and he smiled when
has

he said that, and then he said, h1e went on, and said, God/fore-ordained who is

going to be saved, and all the Calvinists liked that. But actually, he said, the

Calvinists should have been happy at the- both remarks, beceuse,he said, Calvinists'
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and foreordination
teaching is involved not merely in the predestination/of God, equally in the fact

the
of reality and sincer{ty of Author of God to offef-and no one is

as a

except for-the-result of his own refusal to acdept the offer of salvation

which God has- gives. No one is punished by the arbitrary act of God. He is just

punished for his sin. He deserves punishment. But, nevertheless, God has ordained

who are to be saved. We do not understna-and it, but to take it-one side of it
twisted

without the other leads to falsehood and er-ook-ed idea(?). Both are clearly taught

in the Scripture, and they have been very clearly taught in the catechism. These
on the "Let

wonderful verses ,6f- free offer of salvation t4t-the wicked for sake his wk4ted

God will abundantly pardon." No one has any excuse for not accepting

it. But also God has promised that He is not just throwing out the offer, and no

boyl knows whether there is going to be any result or not. He says that just as

the rain cometh down, and the snow from heave-i, and returneth not thither, but

watereth the earth, and maketh it bring forth and bud, that it may give seed to the

sower, and bread to the eather, So God's word is not going ç/ to return to Him,

but is going to accomplish what he i.s-pleaseØs, and God is going to intervene

whether to be sent. Here, so, we have a definite promise that God is going to

save those whom He ordained for salvatiiai, and, of course, a person goes out
with this definite promise...

with a message of the gospel/.. It is not just a matter of whether enet people have

sense enough to see the ti truth of what he gives or whether he has ability

enough to present it well, but it is also that God has given the promise, and God

is going to bring the fruit. Paul said, Paul planted, and Apollo watered, but it
the

is God who gives growth increase . (Some noises from other classrooms?)

There then is a promise that God is going to acconplish what he says will be

accomplished.
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It is wonderful that it is included right here, the statement of the gospel call,

the promise that there will be fruition from it, that is to be accomplished , what

he pleases. Now there is.. . I was reading an article in the Christianity Today in the
a has

latest issue, by bishop, the head of -he-German church, who/etired

recently, and he speaks about going somewhere as a Reformed

preacher. He evidently belongs to a Reformed church rather to a Lutheran church.

They were, however, united by the order of a king into one church, but

he was a Reformed, and he se-id- says the Lutheran did not come hereto preach.

But he says, he has noticed a great difference between the o- Reformed ohtwehpreachi
5 try

and the Lutheran preaching, because, he says, the Reformed preacher/fries- to get the
and get it

message crossed/to the hearts ci the people, but- .the-bu-t-hefae and he says, the

Lutherans say, Why do you preach like that? It is God's word that has the power.

You give the word and God's word has power and Spirit, and there is no point of

your acting and pushing and toiling .... It is the Word of God that has the power.

Of course, it is right that it is the Word of God that has tie power. But God wants
every bit of can

us to utilize -he-ability that we have as-mehs.e--oai to get the word across.

He says, certainly Isaiah did als in the language that he used. So that I am sure

that Luther would have never spoken it that way, or thought that way. But that is
es

the Lutheran emphasis, the emphasis of the Word ... has led in no church/in Germany

that is strange... where did I hear? The minister has no responsiU. ity to try to

get the message crossed. I have had a friend in" Presbyterian church in California
had been in s-k-i-

two years ago, who eed-t-o-piea-eh when he was in college, and he was very, very

effective in it, and he had a wonderful way of putting his ideas across, and he was
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a good singer. But I heard him preach not long ago in a small low (8.90) tone of

voice... The human emphasis upon the Word of God, t4-r- he thought, was

wrong.. It would dramatical, aritificial to handle the word of God that way... to

try to get ideas across . ... I think the Lord wants us to utilize every possible

means we can to get the word across, but Finney has written a sermpon on how to

preach those who convert no body. I think it is true that the Lord wants us to use

every possibl-i-t-le ability that He has given us , that the Lord has given us a task,

and it is up to us to do it, but t&4o4t- He wants us also to do it, he-as--us

al-se in such a way that it will bring forth the best possible real- results ....

So, here we I ye both ideas very well expressed/ in this chapter. Then after

verse 11, then you have -too- two very interesting verses, "For ye shall go out with

joy, and be led forth with peace: the mount&ins- and-the hills ehaFl break-fo-th

before yoa inte singing-, a-nd &11-the-trees-of the fiel4 shall clt4e4r-h&nds.'
a-Fl= the

Now who is ye here? We have been looking apronouns, have we not? It is

interesting now to look at the very beginning, Ho, every one that thirsteth, come

ye to the waters, (7.25) That is to all, come ye. Verse 2 Wherefore do ye spend money

for that which is not bread? Verse 3."Incline your ear, and come unto me: hear, and y

your soul shall live; and I will make an everlasting covenant with you, even the

sure mercies of David." Then the verse 5 says, "Behold, thou shalt call a nation

that thou knowest not, aid--a4±cwis-tha.t-knew not-thee s-haIl-run-unto thee-because

of-the lord thy God r &nd for-the Holy-One-of Who is thou? Is that just everybody?

Is that an individual thing addressed to an individual people? Is it collective?

Does that indicate Israel, thou? Does it indicate a nation? Does it indicate

the people of God? Or does it indicate an individual? Thou there in verse five

causes an interesting problem. Now you go on to verse six, and again it speaks
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in general o, "Seek ye the Lord while he may be found... Let the wick, forsake

his way, and the unrighteous man hi" thoughts:.. ." This is general. Verse 8:

"Fat my thoughts are not your, neither are your ways my, saith the

Lord." - that your thoughts are general, and God's thoughts are not those of a
5

human being. So my way/higher than your ways, and my thoughts than your thoughts.

- better than the thoughts of human beings. Then ie-xt- the next secton is in

verse 12: "For ye shall go out with joy, and be led forth with peace ... ." Now who

is ye here? Who would you say is ye? Would you say that ye here is those who
of it

have accepted the S&cMotff- inviditation. This is telling what the result/is going to be.

Now, first in this pass'age, first in this context, when we believe that ye shall

go forth, ye we cannot help thinking of the exile, because back in chapters 40 on to 47, W,

we have a constant emphasis upon the return from exile, and here, you remember

in chapter 52 we have a return from exile 4, "... go ye out of the midst of her; be

ye clean, that bear the vessels of the Lord." So, we cannot help thinkin tht-, Does
ye

this mean that the exile , Ishall go fef' out with joy, and be led forth with peace:

the mountains ahd the hills shall break forth before you into singing,"and all 1/ these

things are going to happen, as the exiles will be leaving Babylon , and going back

to PaW].estine. You cannot help asking the question. But I am inclined to think

that between 52 and here the whole environment has brought it out to the point where

now he is (5.04) speaking to those t-- who hv- have accepted the invitiation rather

than to the returning exiles. And then I do not think that in these verses we actually

have anything to tie with the return from exile, except the phrase, "Ye sh1l go out."

But, "Ye shall go out," is an interesting statement. Where are they going to go?

Whet do they mean? What does it mean for them to go out? Does it mean that

you shall separate yourself? You should go out from the National Council?
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(4.65) .. Or does it just mean a general course of life? He ... Ye shall go out
In

V with joy, and be led forth with peace . .. ./Your course of life 1n-your d conduct

is going on. I would think that it is probably what it means. That would
their

include
'
separation from evil force . They are going out tomorrow, more

But
comproemmising ... every thing like that.. It is just through the part of the

regular course of life, surely. Ye shall go out with joy, and be led forth
lead in the

with peace .... God is going to -iie you an/ordinary course of life . The

mountains and the hills shall break forth before you into singing, and all the trees of-t

of the fieldshall clap their hands. Of course, this is figurative. We do

not believe that the mountains and the hills are going to sing. We do not think hat-h
he takes

that the trees are going to cla4 their hands. Somebody says that 1éverything

in the Bible is-literal. Su43se they take the verse 12 literal. Surely, in verse

12, the mountains and the hills shall break forth before you into singing,
an figurative

this is a expression for all nature uniting for joy for the redemption

of the people of God ... . It is figurative, but it is quite clear what the figure

is. It is not a vague expression, but then when you gent- get into thirteen

I just cant can't g quite see that it is all just figuratxive: instead of the

thorn shall come up the fir th tree and instead of the briar shall come up

the myrtle tree and it shall be to the Lord for a name , for an everlasting

sign that shall not be cut off. What does verse 13 mean. Does it-jaw- just

mean that in your life everything is going to be I pleasant. Will the Christain

Christian find everything pleasant in life. Christians have disease, they ahave

afflictions, they have misfortune. You don't know tha what the Lord is i gi

going to permit to come into our lives. nstae-lnstae Instead of the thorn

shall come up the fir tree . Does this refer to heaven--the joys of heaven

--it wouls would be a very strange way to describe heaven . And it shall be

to the Lord for a name, for an everlasting sigh sign that shall not be cut off.
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I can't get away from tle feeling that in verse thirteen we have a promise

of the eventual results of the Atonement of Christ intJ.e removal of the

curse from nature. nstae Instead ofthe thorn shall come up the fir tree

and instead of the briar shall come up the myrtle tree. God told Adam that

because of hi his sin the earth was going to bring forth thisteles, that there

was a curse upon nature on account of man's sin. Now, if verse thirteen in

is not some general expression of general goodness on the part of God , and

it seems to me that we shouldn't interxpret itxathat way, although I know

very good people not very far from here that do interpret-ti it that wasy

way, why, surely , this is the removal of the curse. It seems to me that

upon thethis earth where the thorns and briars are, there is going to be a

removal of that which comes on account of man's sin. It doesn't seem to me

that verse would be a way of saying this is earthix is going to be destroyed

and you are going to be take n off where there is none of the miseries . It

will be a very x very clear way to express that , and Isaiah may have not known

very much about what was going to happen, but caE certainly the Lord knew and

the Lord directed Isaiah here, and I don't see hau how you can reasonably-iRecepre

interpret verse thirteenxxxx except in the millenium it shall be to the Lord
earth

for a name for an everlasting-sigh sign, it shall not be cut off. This/verse

becomes what God made it to be, a place ii in which righteousness covers the

earth and in which there is removal of the curse, all the result of the atonement,

which are to be shared in by those who accept of God's grace.
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Now of course those who take an amillenial view in-he--inssi is insist that there

is not going to be aRyhing any such thing upon this earth, but they have to reduce

phrases --now, I know of a man who is very godly, Christian man but he would reverted

to amillenialism when h was in Seminary, when he was one of my students, by the

way, but I was only teaching Hebrew t at the time, and I wa saw a series of arh

articles that he wrote in a religious magazine on God Cog and Magog ±n(Ezekiel 39:9)

and he said some people say that it is Russia and Germany, some people say it is this,

and he went through and he looked up a lot of books--some of them x written by

eaad- cranks undboutedly--they were crazy ideas, and he presented one after the

other, and I didn't read it carefully to see if he had read- reason-swfff- sufficient

in every case, but he gave enough different interpretations to make it look as if

it were a hopeless xx case to find something that would correspond to something

that was going to happen in this world, and then the conclusion was that these

don't mean any particular nations or anything t like that but that this sim ply

is showing what great enemies the church is goig going to have and we should not

worry because we have a great God who is greter than the enemy, In other words,

he reduces to chapters to a g vague statement that the church is going to have

great enemies, and it is given so specifically , I would say that I do not know

what that means, but it means something, it means something definite, and when the

time comes and it is fulfilled, people will see exactly tkx how it was fulfilled, and

God God's w Word was specific and xx real. It contains figures of speech but

figures are not just vague things --they are definitet presentations only in symbolic

form, and nothing is pure from symbolism--- There must be preinip principles-.-part

of it must be literal or it is just ka hot air. Anything can mean anything, if you

try to take it like one beed- book on tIIK Revelation, it says everything in Revelation

is symbolic therefore everyhiag nothing in R-veIation stands for what it says it is

--everything is a symbol for something else. Well, you look at the book and you find
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it is impossible to carry it out But that is the attitude- the Amillenial atiEd

attitude, and-i-was as I was saying to a man this morning I don't think it is

tremendously important to know ti what is going to happen after Christ returns

to this earth, whether we believe wka that there is going to be a millenium after

He returns or not. Every Christian will find out when He comes back, we-deRLt-- I

don't think it is tremendouly important to know whether there is going to be

a mile milleniurn or not, but it seems to a me that the teaching of the Mile--

Millenium is so expressed in the t old Testament that if you interpret it away

and get g rid of it, you go much further than the modernist go in saying that

the resurrection of Christ is the principle of permanence of personality, and
modernistic

if your-are you are logical, you can take the/medecaisffi position right down the

line, so I think it is very dangerous as a method of exegesis, and I know people

who are A -millenialist, and who are very godly peole and who stand for the

great fundamental deetcien- doctrines, and I thank God they are illogical, I would

much rather they be illogical than be logical and give us those deetcien doctrines,

but I do think that the Lord wants s *kete-inecpret- the interpreters of His

w Word to use sound methods all through. And so I feel that the Premillenial view

is very important, not so aix much for what is involved itself, as for the fact

of the sound methods of interpreatation, and in this verse 13 it seems to me that

any reasonable interpretation is that we find the removal of the curse , which is

the millenium, and x if we taek take it in another way, it is just words, just

words, an it doesn't say t anything. It seems to me that ka a a that is quite

important. Now, there a might be som e special significance to the myrtle tree,

I don't know enoughx about it, if it is , I think it definitely means that which

is good and helpful, , instead ofthat which is sharp an-! annoying. The one thing

that we have skipped over is the last verse of verse three, and verses four and

vi-- xx five, and those verses are not extremely easy, and Ixauxi would like to

get a lot further into them, aza exactly what it means, of course, it says, incline
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your ear and come to me, Hear and your soul shall live, and I will make an

everlasting evenan covenant, I think that is important. I t hat e to 1-ear

people talk about people being for or against the Covenant Theologjt, because

definitely the Lord says here He is going to make a covenant with those who

accept the true truth, and therefore, how can anybody accept the teaching of

salvation through Christ and-Row have-these- not become members of the Covenant

in relation to The g term Covenant Theology is used in relatien three

or four different senses, and people are very much concerned -you are no good if

you are not a covenant theologian and some t are quite convinced you are tv terribe

if you are a covenant theologian and they use the term in three a or four different

senses, aril it doesn't cai-- clarify it at all, but after the fact of God making

a covenant of those who accept Christ, certainly thise verse makes that absolutely

clear--not * only that but many other verses that the one who accepts Christ does

not simply say, Wll, good, I accept Ghrist's free pardon, now, I go and live

any way I want. No, he enters into a covenant relationship -He becomes a member

of the family of God--it is an everlasting coven$nt. One does not sinply accept

pardon from sin, and then go on and tomorrow he goes out and with his sins. He

becomes a member of an everlasting covenant , he accepts the offer of salvation

that God has made through what Jesis Christ did on the cross, and so I will make

an everlasting covenant with you, and every Christian must believe in a covenant

relation with God, Now, some people take the term and they read into it all kinds

of terms which itt irritate oth-e - other people and they z say they are against

it all--that is very unfortunate , because it is so very definite that there is a

covenant between the believer and the Lord. I will make an everlasting covenant-

not a covenant that can be made anJ u broken but if you are in it you are in it,

you don't have to worry about your covenant relation. Then he said the everlasting
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covenant that He makes with those who acce't His free offer of salvation is the

sure mercies of David, and let's look at this word in the Hebrew--the sure mercies

of David. (Q) The word _according to BDB lesi- lexicon is a used 285

ties in the 0.T., so we see it is a common word. It 's translated covenant

260 times, confederat2 2 , league 15. So it is a very gm geaea- general word.

Joshua 9:15, He made a league with the;m, and let tiia them live*. now Joshua

make-zn made a league with the Gibeonites. It's the word covenant , I don't know

why they translated it league there. He mak a made a covenant with them seems

to me to make more sense than a league, bHtx and then he found out that the

Gibeonites had misty misrepresented to him and had told him that they lived

wa, way, off and they wore old shoes and they carried old, worn out food, ani

God had said-destry Destroy a all the people in this area and Joshua had made

a a a covenant with-helm them to let them live, the a covenant was made under

false t-pes pretenses on their part, but t when he found out that it was fals

pretenses, God rebuked-Jesua Joshua for having made a eevenana covenant with

people when he wasn't suppose to ama make a covenant with them, but Joshua was

required to keep the covenant, and aHe make- made the Gibeonites hews-of hewers

of wood and drawers o water but he did not destroy theim, and 300 years later

inxa David's time when there was great trouble in the land and David inquired

what was the trouble, and he was told that the covenant that had been made k with

the Gibeonites was not being kept. That the Israelites were not carrying out the

Coveanant and they had to make tim things right to the Gibeonites; in x other words

God kax held Joshua responsibla e for the carrying out of the covenant, and whel- wltn

cod says to us , I will make an everlasting covenant with you , and well, suremly,

He has obligated Ii Himself to it in a permanent sense, even as Joshua had obligated

himself to the Gibe&Lites, the only difference there is that ga Joshua was deceived

by the Gee Gibeonites, but nevertheless was eb1ãg oblidged to carry out the evean-

covenant that he had made. And the Isr*elites were punished when they broke it.
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When God makes a covenant with us, God is not deceived at all. Go knows a

everything about us, and so I don't Ic like it when I remember hearing a woman

say to her daughtera--wxkz shexsxa said, Now, she says, You are born again...

I said,to myself, How do you know that somebody azi else is born again,-Soiene

can- How do you know whether someone else is born again. A person can say things,

we can deceiave other human beings , but if we in aax sincerity of heart have

accepted God's offer of salvation, and we have e¬ie--' received Christ into our

a harzts, have accepted God's offer of salvation and we have ax received Christ

into our hearts, God knows and we know. Our people may be fooled, but God has

made an everlasting covenant, and He has offered Himself to us. He has made a

promise and He says the promise will never be broken. There is a period of change

as Paul says He-gaspa -graphs ou& natural brancahes at out of the olive tree and
branches

graphs in/some from the wi4l wild olive tree , but he says the brancahes of the

natural tree are going to graphated in aain, Paul says. says, by God's mercy.

A far as individuals are concerned , there are individuals who are saved and

individuals who are lost, but God obligates Himself to Israel, and that Israel

obligation stands, and God*a has obligated Himself to every individual aIca who

accepts H s offer . The g condition is the faith that God gives us and then

fulfills , but I do not i believe that you can find in this promise o giving

an everlasting covenant, the idea of being in the aaa covenant today and out

out of it tomorrow . I think that many people may-hiag think they are in it

now, . . . I will make with you an everlasting covenant. This is dealing with everyone

--everyone that hi thirsteth--hear, and your soul shall live, and I shall imc

make with you an everlasting covenant. God puts this aw new life in our sou. If

we are born again, we havethen have this am covenant---we may drift , but we will

not drift beyond His love and care. He will hold us, we don't have to say,
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Well, here is this promise then that I will make an everlasting covenant with you,

even the sure mercies of David. Let's look at that phrase, t1 sure mercies of

David. That is doubtless t--the even is inserted , to show the belie'f of the

translators that this is in apposition. And he said and I will cut for you a covenant.

Now, this is an interesting phaia&e phrase in the Hebrew. -8- And I will cut for

you a ' covenant. Whenever it speaks of making a covenant in the Bible, it is

literally to cut a covenant. There is another phrase, To cause a covenant to stand.

That makes use of ... but when it comes to the making of the covenant, they as-

always use to cut a ee ett-ft- covenant, and that seems to be a taking over of a

phraseology that was very common in those days, as we find from various eur- cuneiform

tableKts, that the making of a covenant was made by the cutting of animal's

to show the desire tlat anyone who breaks the covenant shall oc be so shattered

as these animals were shattered. There is that promise teabram that-we were

reminded of irt-~~we Abraham in Genesis where he cuts the se animals that

the Lord commanded and God made this promise to Abraham and His mercies would

be with him forever, and that his seed would continue forever, and Abraham had

this t... The phrase-was is regularly used to cut . and here God says that you simply

accept the free 4vetinvitation and I will cut a covenant with you. A covenant between

two men , but when God makes a covenant, God obligates Himself. God binds

h±m Himself to this country. The last part of the verse, This is from fran

the root of to believe, or to ... Itis translated in the King James as the Faithful and

the sure mercies of David, those which can be believed in . Certainly that God

will stand by His promise, the dependable mercy or benevolence of David.
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Does this mean that God will cut with you an everlasting covenant which is like

what he- He did for David, the sure mercies which God gave to David. If

the passage ended here , I would certainly think that that is what ]( it is , I will

make an everlasting covenant with you, even the wonderful blessings I gave David.

But the way that it goes on, Behold, I have given him for a witness to the people.

Or, does he mean I will make an er1&e.i-i- K everlasting covenant wi th you,

which is the loving kindness that David showed. Is it in some way, David the

mediator of the covenant, and is David here representing the seed of David. There

is nothing in the statement about the Servait of the Lcrd that suggest that He is

the E) ac Son of David. The reference is in connection fc with the Son of Dairid

is in connection with the great King who is going to come. But this gives us an
-4n

inkling that the great king and the great ser#-- servant are the sans one after

all, because here x we have David brought in, the 7&w3 m sure mercies of David.

He has been given for a witness to the people, a leader and commander to the

people. This connecting up of Isa. 53 with Isa. 11, and Isa. 2 where we have

the pree& promises of the coming of the Son of 1a David wh is going to

reign in righteousness. I have given him for a witness to the people , a leader

and a commander to the people . Thou-ea- shalt call x nations that thou

11 knowest not, nations that ke- knew not thee shall run unto thee, beca e of

the Lord thy God, the Holy One of Israel. Who is the thee, N ncw? If we have

just been talking to Israel, we would say that the thee is Israel, the Holy ox

es- of Israel. Israel is eg- going to call a nation that ea- Israel did not kncw.

Nations that did not know Israel are going to run unto Israel, but in our context

we have this general ought call to everyone that thirsts . It comes immediately
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after it, so it4s is it not worthy of -eeconsideration that the thou here is

a collective , but a collective here refers not to the physical Israel but refers

to those who have accepted the t4ei invitation and -ha..e- have entered into

the covenant with God id formed the new people w of

God, d- including sane who are Israel and some who are k not. KX I know

there are people who make a rule that there cant be anything about the church

in the Old Testament, but-whe- where do they get the basis for that rule. Does

God ever say aiyth anywhere --He certainly says plea plenty about Gentilesc

salvation. (Q) The suggestion tia t instead of the thou being a collective, at the

beginning of verse, that the thou is addressed to the Son of David, the one who

is a witness to the people, a leader and a commander. David is promised that

he will always have one to s- sit on the throne, one who is to-e-i- sit on the

throne of David was given this marvelous promise, in Samuel , and in Chronicles

and in the Psalms, that he is going to call a pee specific nation, those that

had not known. Thou shalt call a nation that thou knowest k not. A very interesting

eeting suggestion ,aie well worth consideration. I don't think that-th&- He hath

glorified thee x necessarily proves because we read in Rotbe- Romans that Whom He

called He justified, and whomthe He justified, He g4c-fle- glorified. I -ead

a review just recently about a new-ee- book by Bernard Ramm on glorification.

It does seem that we hae --this is an interesting thing to think through. Are these

thous addressed to an individual, if so, Christ would be the one . Is bEK it addressed

collectively to those who accept the t4ei invitation. He is glorified all who

--well, we have some interesting problems still to look at here, and this matter

of we want to look further at. I would suggest that if eu- you have time , you
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lOok in BDB h ere there is a section on the c covenant, and it says first covenant

between man and man. He gives many man to man, and then He-gives---- he gives

all sorts of illustrations. After all, if there are 285 uses of t1 wo ds, we can't

look at all of t-hs- those. And then he gives the prophetic covenant , a separate

section, and under the prophetic p covenait he gives about 20 pre-s- references,

which I h- have copied, and I think it worthwhile to look at all these references

and see how much e4ea relevance they may have

We mx will not meet again after -tey today until three weeks from today, and so

I might s-g&t- suggest about assignments at the end of the hour, but- so I better

do it now, and would you please pass the word on to those who are absent and- if

you see them prior to that time. When I started to speak there were two absent.

There is only one now, but if you see Mr. Kim would you pass the word on. The

next meeting "&tl isn't until several days after school starts, after Christmas

vacation. It starts on Thursday, we don't meet until next Monday, and then we

will have only four more meetings of this class, so I 'tuld like everyone to be

hew- thorougly prepared for next time, and we will want to take up chapter 54

and in 54 try to think of every verse, whet is it talking about and who is it talking

about. What does it promise , what does it say is going to happen, what is its

relation to the context, and to whom is it spoken. There are- aren't many possibilities.

to pick between. ButN think very definitely , is it a general statement given to

whoever is thirsty. Is it a collective given to a nation, and i tell what nation.

Just exactly what is meant in each verse, take each verse by itself and see what

ee-is conclusions you can reach about it, and then see what light it throws

on contextrefk¬I-y- In Bible study, and in anything else ,if we are going to make
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progress you are going to have to go 4akefrom what is clear to what is unclear.

And that doesn't mean that you can start at one end and go right straight across.

You find things that are ees- clear he and here and here and here, and what

is clear make clear, and what relation that it x has to the things that are left.

And thus the clear helps to interpret the less clear. All too often tl Bible sessions

4epje people try to take up a e1- difficult verse and try to get a definite idea

on the verse , and then they try to explain away the clear on the basis of

the unclear, instead of getting the clear explained and then explaining the unclear

by the clear. We go forward in that way and get more and mae clear. In this

case don't think you can start at either end of the chapter ei with equal clarity

--take each verse as a unit and study it'a-re- and see what all the possibilities of

it are. Now today rather than get into 54 much we had better oc re-man- remain with

'55 , and we notice in verse 13 what - seems to me to be very definitely

;a

p 'Omise of the removal of the curse of whe the A~~~hrist at Chlvary. Thep

point to come, not immediately but it is promised that it we will come eventually.

e w,e~we notice the last part of it, from verse ten on is a declaration of the certai

~Of,&~~RA
accomplishment through what he did. It was not just thrown out into

the world to see whether anything would be accomplished. It definitely says His

word will not return unto him void but will accomplish what he-$ee'a-pel pleases.

It is God's plan of recreating this wccld which has fallen under the dominion of sin,

of reclaiming humanity from the terrible state into which it few fell as a result of

Adam's sin. The death of Christ produces the basis for it, e God declares that the

it will be worked out on this basis, that the results will definitely core. Now, that

the part that we have not discussed, the last half of he three and four and five.

Miss Pickett made a suggestion about verse five which was new to me, which I had
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not thought of before, whichl believe deserves very definite consideration.

Who is the thou in verse five? Is he talkii to Israel? Is he talking to the

Gentiles? Is he talking to the-Ghu- Church? Is he talking to the one '1io is

thirsty? Is he talking to the Servant of the Lcrd? The Servant of the Lord is

never mentioned again after 52. Never-g&4- again in the eod Book of Isaiah

do we have the wa d &k Servant. We have statements such as in 54:17, k This

is the heritage of the Servants of the Lord. The phrase Servants of the Lord is

used My Servants, His servants, it is used quite a number of times in the Book

of Isaiah and would seem to refer to t- those who were the follove rs of the

Servant, those who were saved through the Servant. But although the Servant

is not specifically mentioned after 53 , he is very much in the backgr ound cf

our thought in 3c 54 and 55 and it would not be at all impossiI that here in

verse 5 that the Lord ta turns to the Servant and addresses him. Behold, Thou

shalt call a natiai that thou knowestax not. Jesus Christ knows every nation.

How could He call a nation that He knew not, but Jesus Christ according to the

flesh would be the seed of Israel. Jesus as the Servant of the Lord was fulfilling

Israel's responsibility, so the nation that thou knowest not could perhaps be

interecpreted as the Servant of t1 Lord as He was thought of in His relation.

A root out of a dry g ground, yet Ix kings are going to shut their mouths at him.

He is one that is given as a leader of the people , a leader and a commander , and

he is going to call nations that during his earthly ministry sees m to have no connection

with it at all, and the next part--nations that knew not thee shall run Xc unto thee.

For He hath glorified thee--certainly in the fullest senseHe hath glorified thee, would

refer to Christ. He is the one who was humiliated and He is gloriKfied. He is the

one who ± gave His life, He gave His life a ransom for many and who divided the
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spe- spoil with the strong. While He hath glorified thee, could perhaps refer

to the followers of Christ, it x fits better with Christ Himself. As between these

two interpretations of vierse five, I am not at all sure definite. I see points pushing

in both directions. C Of course verse four, I 1cx have given Him as a witness to

the people, a leader and a commander to the people--that seems to fit in with it

being an individual . A nation would fit in tc with it being a greater son of David.

The one who previously was mentioned as the great conquering King but here there

are two concepts together. They say that s me of the Rabbis interpret that there

were going to be two Me Messiahs: the Ms Messiah Ben David, and the Mesga

Messiah ben Joseph, and the Messiah Ben David was the conquering King and the

Messiah ben Joseph was the suffering servant. I haven't checked that, but this

would fit with that idea that the am suffering servant was not previously tied up

with David and here icc is expressing the tie-up. He did His work as the suffering

Messiah, representing Israel and accomplishing Israel's work, but the i±l fulfillment

of the work will mean the carrying out of His place as the Son of David, as the one
may

who shall reign over all the world. So t1tAccountx for the mention of David following

by the words, I have given Him for a witness to the people, a leader and a commander.

There are a people here, The word ax_____is often used of Israel in the Bible, but

it is also used of any nation. I am not at all sure that you can use---4 of'

all the people in the world. It is frequently used of a particular nation and that is

most often ree*ee- referred , but it is used of Egypt and the people of Assyria, and

so the word may refer to the people Israel, now just eee before that , in verse

three , If we incline our ear and hear, then we are given a pardon it4l which lasts

until we commit our next sin. The Romanist idea that if you are baptized youare saved

from all your sizsc up to tia t x minute. But then after you were baptized , you go

on to sin, and these sins have to be made up for by a repetition of the sacrifice
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of Christ in the mass. And you have penance and you have suffering in purgatory

for your sins committed after baptism. Something of this idea must have been in

the mind of Constantine, for althought he presided at great Christian assemblies

and showed great interest in the Christian Church and presided at the great

Council of Nicea, yet he refused to be baptized until the day before he died. He
his

watited to be sure that all of/sins were before him ratherk than after. If one comes,

one hears, and one is sve4 saved, he is then saved fromthe penalty of all his

sins, past , present, and future. They are all laid on Christ. Paul said what

shall we do then , shall we sin , that grace may abound. God forbid. A person

who mould simply XK use it as an excuse for sinning would prove that he nee- never

had been saved. But the person we- Wio comes to Christthoc then falls again and

we keep falling through our 3i- life but through the sanctifying grace of Christ we

fall less often and less slow each time, if wekeep our eyes on Him we are made

more and more into His image, but the- -&a-lf salvation through Christ is not a

thing we get today and loose tomorrow, it is a coming results and or shall ]t

live, and we become participatits of a covenant, even the sure mercies of David.

We mentioned yesterday that Covenant is related to the wad which is used in the

Babylonian and is used in connection with various people who are used in varying

area of Palestine and Syria and Northern Mesopotamixa who would make a covenaitt

following a ceremony, sort of like Abraham used when God told him to cut the pieces.

He would kill cert. n animals and divide them up and thejwer-e. we are not sure of

the significance there but it is generally thought that it is to show what they were

calling upon dx to happen to them. We have quite a few its-tan- instances of

treaties between nations, that were solemnized by the g-k*4o4Rg---kin-- -k4e- killing

of animals among these Canaanite people . Hebrew is the making of a covenant.
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is usally the word Kareth, to cut, which would seem to point to something similar

in the connection with the making of a covennt,--this word Bareth occurs a good

many times in the Old Testament. As an ordinary covenant it is used 25- 285 times

according to BDB, and fodc translated confederacy twice, and league 15 ti ras

and covenant 260. The-¬iTie word is used as an ordinary k covenant

--it is used with eshea- Joshua and the Gibeonites, it is used with the agreement

of ee Jacob, it is used as J-e- Jonathon--but then it is used as an agreement

between two people. But then it is used zsa great deal as an agreement between

kGod and the people. And it is suggested by Thayer that it was thea a fact that

the- Bareth so often in the Old Testament represents a covenant between God and

nan which is a rc one-sided Covenant, because God makes the terms. Many

says I will do this , but God ac lays down the terms, it is a onesided kxx covenant-

it is like a decree in a way, rtad- and therefore, Thayer suggests that the that

may the be the reason why the LXX 200 years before k Christ, the word Bareth

is regularly trai slated bythe Greek word There is evidence-fin- from

Ge&ta- before 400 BC the word - was 'v.xx used a contract between individuals,

but after 300BC we have no further evidecknce as . It seems to be

the regular word from 300BC among the- these widely scattered Greek people of

the Hellenistic people for a will that one makes , which one lays down the condition

as to what would happen after his death with his property. And Thayer suggests that

possibly beca use of this-e g- Bareth being often what God -ae lays down, that

the LXX translaters 200 years before Christ trai slated byx it by Diatheche. Now

the word Diatheche is not used in the N.T. is-ie se44i-the anywhere as commonly

as the .G-r&& Greek in the 0. T. In the N. T. in the King James Versod.on is te- used

as Covenant 20 times and Testmenti times, and the 20 times it is --- translated
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Covenant, the margin says testament. So if you change those six to testament

t you would have 4 translated covenant and t times teatameit.

But the idea of the 4e testament instead of the covenant, seems to be the

idea of Diatheche ic in Greek, but he- yet it is used in the LXX to represent

Bareth, Wi ich is a very interesting things.

ISAIA.HJ 65

Now the BDB lists a great many of these 285 cases but it lists about 20 cases

under a particular he- heading called the prophetic g covenant and these which

it callse the prophetic covenant --it seems to w me would be worth our looking

at in connection Ei with our present, to see what light it would throw.

I will make an everlasting covenant with you, even the sure mercies of David.

He says in Isa. 55. The first instance in Isaiah which BDB lists under the
don't

heading of Prophetic Covenant, which they lists not to indicate, and I Øiink that

the authority of these modernistic gentlemen deterrnRines the matter by any means,

but simply to indicate that I have not looked at all the occu1cTences in the order

to select them. I have ... which of course is not original with them. They

reach this conclusion, and the conclusion is worthy of investigation and often

will stand up under careful investigation, so it is amazing how many of the modernistic

interpretations of the RSV Ex are k based upon a view expressed te- in-the- BDB,

that may not be expressed as the only view. But this verse that they give, what

they call the prophetic covenant , is Isa. 42:6 and that is very interesting because

that is where the first passage of any lei- length which we have about tie Srvant

of the Lord, the one who reaches the great climc in Isa. 53. and here in Isa.

42 we find that he says that I the Lo d have called thee in righteousness and will
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hold thine hand x and will give thee for a covenant of the people, for a light

to the Gentiles, now that is a -ver very-&teai- strange phrase. I will give

thee for a covenant , a very strange phrase. I will set thee up the

b-4-eeit for a covenant, for a light to the Gentiles. Now, does

people here mean the Jews as contrasted with the Gentilxes, a covenant with

the Jews. I don't know. Not necessarily, because we notice that people often

mean Gentiles, I find nothing else in this passage wit which refers to the Jews.

This passage should all be about the Gentiles, but he will set: him up as a covenant

of people. That is very interesting when we compare it with 55 here, where

he says Here and your soul will live, and I will make an ee everlasting covenant with

you. The covenant is the blood of the servant of the Lord . Now, it's interesting

that the next instance that -BG- BDB gives of it, is also found in one of the long pa sages;

that is 49:8. Where we have the soli.oquy by t1 Servant of the Lord. And the

Servant o says, Thus says the Lord, In an acceptable time I heard and in a day of

salvation I have 4e- helped thee, and I will preserve thee and give thee for a

covenant of the people, to establish the earth, to cause to it inherit the desolate

heritages. He is going to -yes re-establish what has been destroyed, to rebuild what

has been demolished--He is a covenant of the people. Same phrase in eerniet connection

with 42 and 49. And then another instance that BDB gives is our present passage in

55:3 and there- then there is one in &9i-29- 59:21. T4)-e- There in &9.'.-9 59:21 we have

t he Lord saying, As for me this is my z covenant, saith the Lord, My spirit that is

upon thee, and my word which I have put in the-thy mouth which shall not depart out

of thy mouth e or out of the mouth of thy seed or out of the mouth of thy seed's

seed, saith the Lord, from henceforth and forever. This is the Lord's covenant

with them, that His spirit will remain in them ix and in their seed from henceforth
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and forever. And this would seem here to mean to be Israel that He is speaking

of because the verse before says that the Redeemer shall come to Zion and to

them that turn from transgressionto Jacob, saith the Lord. Here He is saying

to them that He is going to make a covenant with Israel that His Spe Spirit that

His K Spirit will remain with them and His Words in their mouth. Well, that

fits with the passage in Isaiah, I mean Jeremiah, which we 4] will soon come

to. But first one more in Isaiah listed here, Isa. 61:8. A There we have in Isa. 61:8

for I the Lord love t4ve-uet4ee,-Iha-te- judgment, I hate-robe robery for burnt

offering; and I will direct their work in truth, and I will make an everlasting

covenant with them. Speking he of Israel and telling of the be- blessings to

come in , of an everlasting covenant with them. Now, th net- next instance that

BDB is Jeremiah 31:31. This is the passage which is quoted in the N.T. Jer. 3l:3!.-bea

begin*: Behold the days come, saith the Lord, that I l1e-awill make

a new covenant with the house of Israel, and with the house of Judah. Not according

to the covenant that I made with their fathers in the day that I took them by the hand to

bring them out of the lard of Egypt; which my covenant they brake, although I was

an husband unto them, saith the Lord. But this shall be the covenant that I will make

with the house of Israel; After those days, saith the Lord, I wil1,x put my law in their

4i'iwr- inward parts, and write it in their hearts; and will be their God, and they shall

be my people. Ad And they shall teach no more every man His 1-n-i't neighbor and

every man his brother saying , Know the Lord: for they shall all know me, f- from

the least of them unto the -gatgreatest of them, saith the Lord: for I will forgive

their iniquity, and I will re man ber their sin no more. Now some say that this is

here a prediction of the coming of the gospel. When people will no longer be

judged by their works but will g be treated according to their faith , and they will
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have the Holy Spirit living in them. And so this is a prediction of the -¬W-

gospel age, and if it is a prediction of the gospel age, how is verse 34 fulfilled

today. They shall teach no mae- more every man his neighbor and every man his

èt.- brother , for they shall all know me, from the least of them to the greatest of

them, saith the Lord. I ask a great O.T. scholar that one time, just how this is

fulfilled in the gospel age, tl-F& that no one says to his brother, Know the Lord

for they all know Ii Him. How is that fulfilled now. Well, he says, that means

if one Christian says to another , Know the Lord, because alithe Christians know

the Lord. Well, then, what it a-mewt- amounts to is te, No man who knows

the Lord shall say to another , who knows the Lord,X Know the Lord, for everybody

who knows the Lord shall know the Lord. In other words, it reduces it to utter

k nonsense. This is very often quoted as if it simply were a p?ee'i predictionof

the gospel age, and it quite naturally should be so predicted, becaus e it is used

in the N.T. , quo ed in the N.T. in wh- ways k which superea- superficially

interpreted would lead you to think that that is exactly what is being talked about.

Thepe One instance of that is in Hebrews 8, and the re we find the writer of Hebrews

says, that k in rse 6, But now He has a more excellent ministry, by which He

also x He is the mediator of a better covenant, which was established upon better

promises, because if that first covenant had been faultless , there should no place

have c been s- sought for the second, but finding fault with them, He says,

Behold, the days come, saith the Lord, that I will make a new covenant to the

House of Israel and to the House of g- Judah, not according to the covenant that

I made with their fathers inthe dayz when I took k tie m by the hand to lead them

out of Epe- Egypt , because they continued not in my covenant and I regard3d the

not, saith the Lord. For this is the covenant that I will make with the House of
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Israel after those, saith the Lord , I will ma put their lewa laws into their

mind and wt write them in their hearts and I will be to them a God and they shall

be to me a people and they shall not teach every man his neighbor and every man

his brother saying, Know the Lord, fqe for all shall know me, fromthe e&*- c

least to the greatedt. Verse 13, says that In He says Anew covenant, He has .ea

made the first k old. Now that which decayeth and waxeth old is ready to vanish

away. Now, s*pei-ea4 superficially reading this in Hebrew , it se}- sounds as

if i-the-Ok1- Under the old dispensation, people were saved by their works. If

they kept God's law perfectly, they were saved, if they didn't they were lost. But

unde the new dispensation we are saved because God puts His spirit in our hearts.

He has our ixlaw in our minds and e*r- His spirit in our hearts and we are saved

but in order --They shall not teach every man His neighbor and every man k c

his brother saying Know the Lord, for all shall know me from the least to tie greatest.

Now, just how is that 4.ttk#- fdx fulfilled in the gospel age. -4t4a-A Is it fulfilled

in saying every true Christian, Well, it doesn't mean anything because it is just

if ic it is fulfilled by saying that everybody e-.a- in the professing Church

knows the Le¬I- Lord. Somebody in the professing Church tells sonbody else in

the professing church Know the Lord for everybody in the professing Church ixx is

a ret true- hiu.&- Christian, well, it just 4cm- doesn't ccrrespond to any church

of our day. There is every church who has those in it who are not true ChristianK,

so certainly this church does not find any sensible or adequate fulfillment in the

present day, so we have an interesting problem here--what is the relation of this

new covenant, just how is it new. Of course one thing abat t is that it is a spiritual

covenant. The Old Covenant was not spiritual? Does that mean that the relation
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was purely a physical relation before. It doesn't say inthe book of Hebrews

In those days you could be saved through keeping the law but now you are :sae

saved through what Christ did. He ew4e-mae--Remas- Romans says no one can

keep the law. Hebrew says the blood of bulls and goats cannot take away--it

doesn't say it used to take away but it can't now. The sacrifice of the Old Testament

prefigureKd the death of Christ, therefore, anyone who was saved inthe Old Testament

was saved through the sacrifice , saved through the lamb of God , saved in exactly

the same way that anyone is saved today. And therefore the promise of the N.Covenant

cannot be a change from works to faith. What is the new note in it. It is the universality

--is it not. Is not the new note in the new covenant the promise that God is going

sometime to save all of Israel, that all of Israel will be saved so thi t therewill be

many no need of any of them to say, Know the Lord, for they all shall know e-- him,

and they all will have the Word of God in their hearts as some lax Ix have it before

and some have it in this present ant- age, and certainly the new note should be made

universal. But the spiritual note which is stressed in it , in discussing the new

covenant is something whichis present in the Old also and is vital today.

ISAIAH * 66

You ask about II Samuel 23:5.and there we find that--this is where ev4 David

--t1is- the God of Israel spoke to me... Although my house be not so with God;

yet he hath made with me an everlasting covenant, ordered in all things, and sure:

era ; very good similarity to what we were looking at in Isa. S- 55:3, isn't it.

An everlasting covenant, and sure, for this is all my salvation and my desire,-alt

x although he make it not to grow. Does not this mean that God has made a promise

to David, the everlasting and sure promise that he will always have one upon his

throne and there is coming to be the one , the climactic one of this marvelous promise
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who is to be the one who will-i,e4 reign in absolute righteousness. My house

is not so with God. David knows that he is a sinner, he knows that he-hed- has

done wrong, that he has fallen, he knows his son and his immediate descendants

are going to do wrong and that eh they cannot possibly find work. They cannot

possibly by their own deserts have the position e as ec rulers over God's inheritance,

but God has made him an eve444H everlasting promise that God is going to

keep His Son on the throne and He is going to bring the greater son of David who
comes

will reign in absolute righteousness and this- it is through him that David's salvatior

He is His desire to whom He looks forward and Peter said on the day of Pentecost.

He said+w-Met4ey Thou wilt not leave my sould in sheol, nor let my flesh see

corruption, and Peter said , Let me speak frankly about the-pat-a- partriarch David.

He has been buried . We have k his 4e tomb here. We are not talking about his

tomb here. -We-ece--- He is looking forward to the gra- greater Son, the Lord

Jesus Christ, who will not be allowed to remain in death nor will his flesh see

corruption. In other words, God enabled David to get a glimpse of his distant son,

which David could not possibly have in any earthly . and of course that is the

very thing that makes it impossible for modernists to make a decent translation

of the Old Testagment. Modernists can make a very good transikation of tte New

eee Testament. You take a group of modernists who get toix work and write

the RSVctx or a group over in England to write the New English Bible. And either

x group can read the N.T. and say whay silly ideas these people had. Here was

a men who was also e- God. And a man and his death, --his dying on the cross

would save people. They may think it, they may say it. But they find that that

e-w4t-e- it is tt unquestioned that that is what the writers of the New Testament

believed. And so they can make a translation of the N.T. that will qi ix ,the-
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show what the writers of the New Testament believed. And while there we

will be minor points they can as a whole make a pretty good translation, but

when they take up the Old Testament, they cannot trai slate the Old Testament

in any accurate way because to them it is utterly inconceivable that men like

David and Isaiah could see- look forward and s things theeae- hundreds of

thousands of years later, and express things in a way that no one in their day

would fully understand but could be understood later on. -&p-t4--So they would

take a place where you would take the Hebrew of the Old Testament and you take it exactly

as it stands and it is perfect picture of Christ, and4y-ethey will put a footnote

Hebrew obscure and they will twist it around to make it entirely different--tle y

admit that there is no foundation for it, because they are trying to get k what the

think was inthe minds of David, and Isaiah and th?e-they can't imagine that those

people had any idea of anything twit.lthat nobody even dreamed of until the tine

of Christ. They & can't imagine. And that is why the RSV in the Old Testament

has taken such-e- ev- obvious things and twistedthem around and± put a footnote

Hebrew obscure. When the The New English Bible of the Old Testament comes

out, it will be much worse that--t4e- than the RSV. And I was thinking not so

long ago , Isn't it wonderful, Here the RSV --they've try to put over on us as the

Authorized Bible that we are all se- suppose to adopt and the National Council

stands behind and we a have to take it-it is there , and I t-ltt thought that My

Satan eveireed- overreached himself, -et-&s- because as t1 y were trying to put that

big argument of x how the RSV was authorized, then comes another modernist Bible

and that gets a wide sale. And tia t certainly cuts down the people's idea of how

the RSV is the Authorized Version that they all have to use. But yes yesterday I

decided it wasn't that way at all, Satan a-hd- had been rne¬14ai incxdinately clever,

becuase he te-t e.4e tried to Push the RSV down pee people's throats and we all
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got busy and pointed out the errors of the RSV Old Testament, how wicked it

is, and many people drew back from it and didn't aeepe accept it as the authorized

version, and there was a great deal of trneere-iin¬I uncertainty abcut and then

along came the New English Bible and they say they are- have sold millions of

copies, and k all the opposition has gone against the RSV and not against the

New -.Fmg4e English Bible. And Satan diverted all the attacks against

the RSV . I was talking to one man who is today an active editor of a great 4-is-tan

G4icieO Christian journal., and he said to me a year ago, when the BIcx New

English Bible came out I wrote a k very favorable re-2- review of it, but he said

during this year I have bee- been reading it more and notice more and more that

I don't like it. If I were to write therew4? review today, it would be entirely different.

Now today, even a man like the professor of New Testament at Princeton Seminary

who is -erei4 strong for the RSV will say the New English Bible is not-ite&g--te

usable by k people who want to know what the New Testameit says, they have

not re- tried to follow in any wye. However, when they think of the milk-o-,

millions of people who think of it as wonderful, well, this is the situation. Here

are these wcrds of David, and it's interesting tx that this phrase of an everlasting

covenant, a-4e ordered in all things and sure exactly corresponds to what Isaiah

says, I will make thee an everlasting covenant , even the sure mercies of David.

And itxx ties up the work of the servant with the promise of David to rule and

re4g4- reign .x in righteousness. Although he make it not to grow. k Hebrews 8--

xI am inclined to think that it must be paralleled to the beginning of the verse,

although my house be not so with God. Although I don't deserve it, yet he hath

made an everlasting covenant, ordered in all things, and sure, for this is ailmy

salvation, and all my desire, even if he does not now show me, in Solomon or
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David or Rehaboam, or the tk next ones in the line. The perfect King that x he

promises. That is a little bit of a jump from the phrase, although He nude it

not oc to grow, but it is not a tremendous jump and I don't think . . .The k It s would

be interesting to see what commentaries say. The trouble is thatm most commentaries

skip the hard questions and deal with the easy ones. That's a very interesting

verucroo- verse and so he make it not to grow. Now k here is a case where I

am quite sure the King James Version translated it--they didn't know exactlyk

what it meant so they took the Hebrew and they put it down just as they fcund it

--the translators of the Ne NEB AND the RSV have the position , We must find what

was in their thoughts. We must express it in thelanguage of today. And the kind

of translation that they1 do, you-e- can't translated something that you don't

understand. There is a gee- big element of truth in hec-e- their method. Dr.

pie- Spizer I have often heard say, Tf'as- Translate not from word to word but from

toft-te idium to 4u idium. In other words, you find out what those words meant

then and you take the words today ad-- that will mean what those words meant

then but you never the less there must ac be a big element of literal translation, par

ticularly when you get into things that are difficult. Else you assume that you are

capable of fully tt understanding exactly what they meant and many things

that the King James people I'm sure did not understand and they k just kind of read

the words literally and then people studied and pondered over ard related it to other

passages , but they don't feel k we have what it means when they didn't know whta

what it meant, but with the Nr- NEB and the RSV they've got to put in what they

th4- think is the sense, like in the RSV where Ezekiel a- tells of a figure that has

a certain face on the right side and a certain face on the left side. He says of course

in the frongt.
he has a face of a man/ He has the face of a lamb
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he I s the face of a man. He has tite face of a 1± lion on the right side.

He has theface of an ox on the left side...Now the RSV says he has the face

of a man in the front, the face of the lion on th right side, the face of an ox

on theEc left side, and the face of an eagle on the back. And then he has afoot

note and under the front. Hebrew omits thek back. They thought they knew what

Ezekiel mea-it to say and where ze Ezekiel couldn't sat say and they put ic in

what they think it he- should be. But of course we are dealing with the Old

Testament, we are dealing with a book in which God led people to write what they

understood , what they thought. But the He kept them from writing down what

they thought was erroneous. Arid h He did lead them to the putting down of facts

beyond what they knew and beyond h at they understood that wet¬l would -beem

become meaningful to a later d&t day and if you have x any doubt in that it is

v- very clearly expressed in the New Tea Testament , including the RSV New

Testament, it says -they- t1 prophets inquired-d-Hdiligently,oix what or what manner

of time the spirit of Christ which was in them did s-i# signify, when He testified

eocee beforehand the k sufferings of Christ and the glory which should follow.
they

In other words, Peter said;./he did not understand all tIa t they said. -Now That

of course is the context that is tx impossible to understand by t1 modernism today

-wit- which nukes it impossible for them to make a satisfactory Old Testament translation,

although they can make a fairly good New Testament translation.
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So we have thisx--I certainly p appreciate this verse being mentioned here which

is extremely important in this connection because of the close verbal similarity

with the verse in Isaiah 55, but then we have this quotation in Hebrews of this

verse in Isaiah, this great passage about the new covenant which-i-s- must be

that the new-ee#eiant-ef factor of the covenant is this universality, that the

covenant is the same covenant as originally, that God's ; covenant of grace

was with Abraham, Jacob , and with Moses. His Spirit was in their hearts but

that there was an external -eeyean covenantc of the representation of spiritual

tiff- truth, of physical things such as the sacrifices and the tabernacle and all

these things--that is the external covenant which will vanish away and replaced

by new figures, circumcision and the sacrifice being e& replaced by baptism and

the Lord's Supper and there is a new ... in the external things of the covenant but

that the promise is given that all Israel shall be saved and that no one shall say

to his neighbor , I Know the Lord because there will be oneme- among them the

universal knowledge of the Lord, not simply he at k it is in this representation

of an individual here and there. When I used to speak in an institution where they

were very strongly a-millenial they were constantly criticizing the pre-millenialists

whom t-he- they clled-d4-epeftea- dispens ationalists and alledged that k we believed

that people were saved by keeping the law in the time before Christ, now are saved

by grace. They There are places in the Scield Bible which give that impression

in the footnotes, although other places make it very clear that that is not what is

meant, ix that is not the true meaning at all. But they we would alledge that we were

dispensationalists and they believed in the unity of the covenant of grace , yet they

would interpret this new covenant as a prediction, new not of the millenium but as
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a prediction of the present Gospel age and in so doing they interpret it in a way

that make people say By works before and salvation by grace be sanething new.

So I used to say They were the r 1 dispensationalists in the erroneous sense

of the term. I asked one of their leading theologians one time what do you think

o the new covenant means. He said , Well, that's the hardest problem. (Q) When

I was at princeton, and the sR4esn students were a good many who were post
n

millenial. T.hei2eAmillen4alism looks back to quite an extent to Dr. Vos at Princeton

and takes his book and his writings a good deal, but it is a mis-interpretctation ci
fairly

Dr. Vos, because Dr. Vos whom I knew &ety well reacted strongly against post-millenni

um-alism and his a-millennialism really was a denial of the teaching that the gospel

is going to convert the world in this age, and he did not adopt the pre-millennial position,

but he was denying the post- millennialism a--d and his teaching was a positive looking

for the coming of the Lord at the ei end of this age, and he & had very lee-- little

to say about t-ji'ev4ets his attitude-twerd toward pre-millennia4ismtt--it was

mostly his trying to show the importarite of the n'imen- imminence of Christ, and then

he kthose who took the real ---took the negative attitude toward pre-miiienniaiism

and then used him to show the error of-psepost- millennialism , and I feel that

Charles Hodge I believe was post-millennial. Dr. Warfield w.a¬I- was definitely

post-millennial. Dr. Warfield says where it speaks in Rev. 19 of the beast birds

shall eat the flesh of captains and ... The emphasis here is in the completenessof

he victory. -TA- The sword goes out of the mouth, that proves the gospel that it is

ek speaking about , . . . before the Lord comes back every woman, child and man

is to be converoted --that was his position but I don't see the scriptural evidence.

Certainly the Lord could do that if He chose but we have no evidence that He chose

to do it.
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Now, Dr. Machen said one time. He said that pre-millennialists say that the Lord

is going to come back to an -ufteeYe- unconverted world but I cannot feel that the

Holy Spirit is unable to-eower- convert the world. I donut feel that the Spirit

is unable to convert the world either, but it is the question of what the Lord intends

the ape- Spirit to do, and I think that the scripture that- clearly teaches that the Holy

Spirit is going to say Come fc out of the world rather than that He is going to convert

the whole world, and Dr. Machen was giving courses in the New Testament and going

through, and I said Oh my, when he gets to Revelation, with his clear, logical

interpretation he will certainly take a pre-millennial istac attitude , I had no question,

but unfortunatkely he died before he got to Revelation. But Dr. Stonehouse taught

velation and the he had strong arguments against the Pre-Millennialists in Revelation

but the troublec was that Dr. Murray who taught Theology(?) was just as stong

against Pre- millennia llism as ] Stonehouse, sharply differed with every one of the

ae arguments, the thing that Stonehouse argued against Pre-r Millennialism

-1( Rev. Murray didn't accept at all.

In this reading of this last chapter of Isaiah 54:4 Mr. Kim translated-ii-b- literally

what is there in the Hebrew , Thou shalt4eFt-ree-Ier- forget the shame, thou

shalt not rememberepe- reproach. Now, the King James Version is not translated

literally, because the King James in omitting one word-he- has reduced two possibilities

to e-e one possibility. Of course that is always a problem in making a translation.

In a translation you find ey out what the original means and then try to put it in your

own language what they mean, but the problem is that in your language there will be

certain ideas brought in no matter how you struggle that are not in the original and

there will be eert&i certain ideas in the original that you leave out, you can't help

it. But you want to keep it toba minimum, and so when the original is ambiguous on
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something k you want to keep it ambiguous in your language, if it is a good trardation.

Unless it is absolut. y sure that there is only one of the two possibilities. For instance,
were

suppose Vw&s to say, I just saw an interesting person go down the hail. Well, now,

suppose you were to translate that into some other language but the translation that

you made was I just saw an interesting-g4- girl go down the hail. Now, that might

be an exact tran siation of x what I-94¬I- said, but it might not be. It might be

a girl and it might be a man. My word person doesn't tell which, and you want

to try to get a word in your -tan translation that allows the two pe ei4ites possibilities,

that doesn't decide between them, unless from the context it is made absolutely clear

which it is . If I say , I just saw an irteresting person go down the hail and I am

quite sure thatthat is the girl that visited k our class three days ago. Well, if
there

I said th/-htee-would be no harm in translating it, I just saw an interesting girl

go den down the hail because it makes it absolutely sure it is a girl, but if you didn't

know which is what, the-ttanl translation makes it more speiific, and- you see, why

then your translation is introducing an idea that the original does not contain. The

original has more possibilities than your translation. Now, supposing thatl were

to sa-that-yott You look very intellectual with your hand up on your chin that way.

You look very uninterested looking in your suitcase the way the way you are. Now,

if I were to make that remark you would be perfectly clear that I wask talking about

what he was doing and what you were doing, and you would see my hand turn and
in two

that would make it perfectly clear that I looked7(nto different directions, but if you

had it on a tape or written in a book it would not in4e indicate t1 turn of the head.

Now, if I were to say You look very intellectual with your K hand on your chin that

way and you look extremely uninterested looking in your -sk1-teaE suitcase the way
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you are . You see if I were to say that and keep looking at him all the time , you

would think there must be a suitcase down low that you can't see that he is looking

at, or if it were just written and you can't see the picture, you would assume that

they both refer to him. But wha-t when I say the you and repeat the you it leaves

two possibilities, that I ea am speaking to the same person or that I x am speaking

to two different persons. But if I leave out the second you , then it mae- -meW

makes it absolutely clear. I say, You look intellectual with yor hand on your

chin that way and very uninterested in the lecture-lee-i4 looking down in your

suitcase that way, well, you see, I have left out the second you and therefore

my statement has made clear that I am talkirg to the same person. Now, in the

e4Dee Hebrew it says you a- shall forget the shame of your youth and you shall

not remember the repoa reproach of your widowhood any more. And the word in

the Hebrew it is perfectly possible that he looked at one person when he speaks '

about the you and the other perstn when he speaks about the widowhood. They

made- may be the same person. This person had shame in you- her yeth youth and

she has had a-re-pera reproach in her widowhood. But it may be two different persons.

One person is comforted about the shame of her youth. Another person is comforted

about the reproach of her g widowhood. Both are possible the way the Hebrew stands.

And if thea King James VPs- Version had repeated the Thou it would leave the two possibilities

It would not prove it one way or the other, but when the King James Version omits

the second thou it means that the translators felt that they were talking to theme

person. They had introduced something into it that is not in the original and if there

is ground elsewhere for doing it , I want- wont criticize them for it. It is very,

very difficult to avoid in a tr&n4.- translation that- introducing ideas that are not
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in the original and if there are in some x other part of the original then lis it

is justifiable , in many cases, but it should be avoided if at all possible and you

see what I am trying to bring out here is that in interpreting the-v-er-us- verbs we

want to get to the Hebrew and find out whether there is a(owein both cases or

not , and there is in the Hebrew. The English has left it out and thereby se-eet-i

selected one of two possible alternatives.

I've raised the point and we will discuss it further here today or next time. (Q)"

On 'iithat do you base that, do you have . . If I should say this, I was very glad

to see you in class in such x good season today,>and awfully disappointed in seeing

you get here so late. Now, if Isaid this , you would know perfectly well that I spoke

of two different people. Common sense would show that Id1didn't(blaic-aper

a person for 4e getting here early and blame them for getting here late in the same

sentence , so you would know that I w& was talking to two people. You would know

that I was shifting my head in the course of it. Well, if you speak of a person as

f
having the a shame fe- of her youth and a reproach of her widowhood. That could

be the same person and it could be two different persons. Like I could say, I enjoyed
& parade

the King Director of the /. well, that could be one ,&e person, but if x I said I

enjoyed seeing the King of the Parade and Director, there could be a director who

directed a it and there could be someone in a position of a King on one of the-f-ee-

lae- floats or something. It e could be two different persons, and my sennce

would show which it was and you would have -1k to tell from context and in this

case the question is , Is the shame ci youith and the fepe- reproach of widowhood

are they the same thing. It's kind ci funny to express the same thing by two different

statements. It is true that a person is sometizs a widow at the age

ct fifteen, but it is not usual. Usually you think of a widow as much older. When
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you s- speak of the shame of youth you are usually not speaking-i-te-seftee-th

-?o*ae of the same thing that you are when you speak of the reproach of widowhood.

just wanted to bring out that in this verse as the Hebrew stands there are two possibilittes.

Let me read you verses dive. Look at them in the English and just imagine

that there is no verse division, because the verse divisions are not in the original
If

--they were put in later. Let me read it now. What do you think of this. D Fear

not , for thou shal t)not be ashamed. Neither be thou confounded for thou shalt

not be put to shame, for thou
shaltc

foilet the shame of thy youth and thou shalt

not remember the repoee- reproach of thy x widowhood x any more. For thy maker

is thy husband , the Lord of Hosts is His name , when I put the break there instead

of where it is , it would make it perfectly possible 4h that I have spoken to one

person who has been described in-edrcertain terms and then I have turned my attention

to another person. It is entirely possible, and if anybody questions whether it is

possible to have a break in thought in the middle of a verse i & suggest that they

look at Psalm 19. That's one of the silliest verse divisions in the whole Bible.

Psalm 19:4. Their line is gone out to all the earth and their words to the end of the

world. In them has He set a tabernacle k for the sun. People read that in ie6peRse

responsive readings over and over and it is utterly silly. +-- The way that it is maked

in the E.le English it x has a period 0 after world. You have two stanzas here. YOu

have a stanza. Firtt, the heavens declare the glory of God and the firmament showeth

his handiwork. Day unto day uttereth speach and night unto.night showeth knowledge.

There is no speech nor language where their voice is not heard. Their line is gone

out to all the earth and their words to the end of the world. Now you start a new

stanza. To them hath he set a k tabernacle for the sun which is as a bridegroom

coming out of his chambers and rejoiceth as a strong man to run a race . His going

forth is from the end of the heavens.. .k And then you have a third stanza, and the
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between the second and 4e the third stanza you have a verse division-yet-h&ve

but k between the first and the second, the-lia last line of the first and the first

line of the second come right in the same verse and they simply end verse four

with a comma and a period in the middle of it, which shows how utterly ridiculous

that verse division is. And I believe that the Lord intentionally allowed this t4l- silly

verse division to be made here in order to call to the 01 r attention the fact that

the verse divisions in the Bible are convenient things fcr finding places and are

in no sense inspired , but is to be taken as a continuous narrative and we study

the statements in order to see where the xl verse divisions h& should be made.

and where the changes are, because verse division is something that has been

introduced into the lx Bible, and so there are many other proofs that could be

given but I think that Psalm 19 is the best one. In Isaiah 4 54 there are in that

particular verse as far as the Hebrew is concerned , there are two possibilities.

And it is a matterof -inter-Fe interpretation which of the two we are going to take.

It could be, I could say, You will forget the courses you failed in grammar school,

and the courses you failed in college--two different times. I could say that

or I could say tla t u will forget the couses you failed in grammar school and

will forget the cai rses you fal led in college. I could say it that way, either

way is possible. And if you put in the knowledge o- both places, the interpreter

studies the context and deee- decides on the basis of the evidence which way to

take it. But if you leave out the thou in the second keu- you make it clear.

If Isay that you will forget the courses you failed in grammar school and you will

forget the ee e.ei courses you failed in college , and don't put in a second you,

then it shows that it means the same person But the Hebrew as a second person

and as far as the Hebrew is-eeisconcerned it does not say. It's a matter for study. ',
,
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(Q) Yes, I would say that49 in this case the King James had very definitely

allowed an interpretation to come in in such a way that it adds to the thought

of the original, and therefore can be confusing. Now, I'll show you another

little one where there is a very , very interesting thing. Now, let me show you

4, a very interesting case here . Look atsa.4s4ahcI-sa4ahIsaiah 29: Woe to

Ariel, to Ariel, tie city where David e- dwelt! (Now, that's Jeruslialem, isn't

it). Add ye year to year; let them kill sacrifices. Yet I will distress Ariel, a1 t1-re

shall be heaviness and sorrow: and it shall be unto me as Ariel. And I will camp

against thee round about, and d lay seige against thee with a mount, and I will

raise forts against thee. Ag And thou shalt be brought down, aid shalt speak out

of the ground, and thy dust and thy e voice shall be as one that h&t-a- hath a

familiar spirit, out of the geu- ground , and thy speech shall whisper out of the

dust. MGFe- Moreover the multitude of thy strangers a1l- shall be like small dust,

and the multitude of the terrible ones shall be as chaff that ap passeth away: yea, it
I, 0 to

shall be at an instant suddenly. Now, what does that word moreover mean at the

beginning of verse five. Fly e starts with the-tew- word me- moreover which says

you are going to be in terrible condition, moreover the multitude of thy strangers

shall be like small dust. It sounds as if it is going to be a strange people from

a distant surrounding thtthat are going to beige you. There are going to be so

many they, are going to be like small dust, and the multitude of the terrible ones

are like chaff that passeth ii away. yea, it shall be at an instant suddenly . What

does that have to do with it? In the English translation it makes a&ek- absolutely

no sense. This passage in chapter 29 is undoubtedly a prediction given some years

ahead of Sennacherib's attack on Jerusalem when Jerusalem is beseiged and it looks
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as if it is hopeless, Sennacherib will soon come in and gather his armies round

abet about and pt- put an end to Jerusalem. There is little hope for the nation

but suddenly the Lord maek-e- makes the great army of Sennacherib like the chaff

that passes as- away. At an instant suddenly the multitudes that fight against

Jerusalem. Some of UeR them are like the dream in the night and they disappear

and so if you translated verse ic five, as but instead of moreover you would have

the idea. He is describing the terrible eenttoft condition of= the z misery in the

first four verses. In the next four he is telling how God delivered them, but would
it II

make the trais4ti4oft- transition clear but moreover obscures it, but you look at the

Hebrew. And the words at the beginning of verse 5 are -_which means 4t-

and it shall become. If you wou4- were to say, and the multitude of c your

strangers shall become like -sa small dust,.li] chaff that passes away the meaning.

would be clear but in the King James they have taken the and which can mean moreover

and can mean but and they have taken one of two alternatives and . . . but when they

take it Mereo&-meve- moreover they-s4&1 simply . . and I would venture to suggest

that out of 50 people who read Isa. 29 there isn't one in 50 that catches what verse

five means, aid if they had translated it but, I think everybody would catch what it

m eans. Translating it and, I think it leaves half that would know what it means, but

the mev moreover completely confuses you, and it is a problem... you can't expect a

translator to understand what- all that the original meant but they should try to

keep-1ea*ig.*i from clearing ambiguity. Now, we ee don't have a great deal of time
Life

left, and I went to the bother of bringing this/magazine, more z about 55 than 54.

Here is an article called Laconia burns at sea and the article starts this way. This

Life Magazine for Jan. -the and the article starts this way, in this Life -Maafi-
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Jan. 3,
Magazine for/1964. Itsc says, Ages past all reckoning. The creature that was

to become man came dashing out of the sea. Never could he forget his sc home...

In water he baptizes his childreLl...Yet, man is mortally afraid of the sea, even

though he expires in the desert... Now, that's nonseznse. But to say that the

reason chapter 55 says, Ho, everyone that thirsteth, Come ye to the waters is

because the creature that was to become man Jzx of all the utter nonsense. To

introduce an evolutionary idea which isn't even believed by ordinary evoht ionists,

and on account of that men still baptize with water
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Chapter 55 starts with Ho, everyone that thirsteth , come ye to the waters.

And it is because that we need waters. It is important for our life. We would

die without it. It is a tremendous part of man's whole existence, and the evolutionary'

reference there is utter nonsense. It is amazing that the e¬l4ee editor's of a maza

zine such as this let such= junk get through. It is used here for a 4rtg- figure

of the weF! e-eod wonderful thing that is node ai-- available. Ho, everyone

that thirsteth , come ye to the waters, He that hath no money , come ye, ta

buy and eat. We have in chapter 55 the 'vejdeiu- wonderful gospel call. ChajiDr

53 we have the basis of the gospel, and between the two we have 54. 54 must

be interpreted to 53 and 55, unless e"- Isaiah is like the critics say, a lot

of separate poems 1hioi± thrown together with no relation of men- meaning.

There are people who publish p books of peoms in which there are all completely

separated but there is no evidence to think that Isaiah was writing anything like that.

vedeiee There is every evidence to think that he continues t1- discussion

and relates to each other . And k chapter 55 is eet't certainly very e4ee very

closely related to 53 . You have nothing like 55 anywhere else in the Old Testament.

55 is a wonderful gospel ela- call, but then how interesting that in this wonddul

gospel call, starting with the call to erne- come and get what you need so much.

Come ye to the waters. Ye that have no money, come ye, -but buy and eat, -but-w4

buy- id.e wine and milk without money and without price. The necessities k of

life to be had without effort. Wherefore do you spend money for that which is not

bread and your labor for that which satisfieth not. The frustration of man stuggling

to get what is-wt.hiM- worthwhile and not finding it, when God has made it aval4a-

ha available in(chapter 52) Incline your ear, hear and come unto me, hear , and

your soul shall live and they will make an etvLe4a everlasting covenant with you.
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The relationship of God with those who accept His offer of salvation is not merely

a relation of getting some thing. It is an entrance into a covenant relation, and we

find this brought out in the two previous main n passages a-bet- about the Servant

of the Lord. First, an introduction of any length of the Servant of the Lord comes

in Isaiah 42, and in chapter 42 where it tells about, Behold, my servant, whom I

uphold, and mine elect , he says in verse 6 , I the Lord have called thee in righteousness

and will hold thy hand w and will give thee for a covenant with the people and alight

to the Gentiles. And then in chapter 49 where the Servant of the Lord speaks. /2

The servant -s4a says in verse 8, Thus says the Lord In an acceptable time I have

heard thee and in the day of thy salvation have I helped thee and I will preserve

thee and will give thee as a covenatit to the people and will establish thee and cause

thee to inherit the -4es4 desolate heritages a-i'd- thou may9cest say to the prisoners,

Go forth. And then chapter 53 is the last great passage on the Servant of the Lord

doing his great redeeming work and 55tsx it says, Incline your ear and come unto

me, Hear , and your soul shall live and I will make a everlasting covenant with youx,

even the sure mercies of David. It shows that the relationship of salvation enters

into a covenant with God. I t4'4- think that it is very unimportant the term Covenant

Theology . It is used inabout as many different senses as there are people wh

to use ik it. It is used in many -d4d- different senses and some people use it in an

extreme way which drops the vital point and-- that no one can be in this covenant

with God ec-eepa except k with a personal acceptance of Christ as Saviour, aid

people often sometin s use it in a sense in which the iqx important aspect of the Cove

nant is forgotten. Hear, and your soul shall 4Me live. The Covenant is not an artifiäal

thing, it has to be accepted for one's self, and then as a result some people act against

it and there are many people who think t e worst thing in the world is Covenant Theology

and there are miany ople who think the best thing c in the world is Covenant T-hee4a
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Theology and you get 40 of them together end from both viewpoints and ask them

to define it , you ka would have Q- different definitions , because it is used in

so many different senses, but it certainly is made abundantly clear aa that there

is a covenant between God and those who receive Christ and the relationship

into which we enter is not a temporary fragile thing k but it is a permanent , cics e

relationship in which God has assured certain obligations which are eye*4&t everlasting

which are never broken or abroggated in any way. That would be a vital, eettfa4

pait-ef- essential part of Christian teaching which everyone who accepts the scripture
think

should hold to and I $e4Je-ve- th all sound Christians do hold to ---New-yeu--hee--

/
Now , you have your Hebrew Bible open and I don't care if you have the King

James Version or not because I am going to read the you the King James Ve4s VerE ion

and I want you to follow it in the Hebrew, and I want you to indicate on the paper if

you think at any point it is not a literal translation or it is not justified. Just what

is your idea of the King James Version; 54:1. Is itcan absolutely literal verse, or

does it part from the original at certain points; if so, at what points, and does it

still give its meaning even though it departs. Now, I will read you them and you can

follow it in the Hebrew. "Sing, 0 barren, thou that didst not bear; break forth into

sM--- singing and cry aloud, thou that didst not travail with child. For more at are

the children of the desolate than the children of the a married we wife. S ith the Lord.

Now, please write on your paper if the K.J. is absolutely literal, or if it is literal with

a few places where it is not literal but still gives the sense, or if you think it reads into I

it something that isn't in theHebrew. Take about one minute to write your opinion on

that. Below that on eti your paper please write RSV. Now, I want you to keep your

Hebrew Bible open before you and if you want to keep your K.). open too I have no objection.
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I am going to read you the verse in the RSV and I wt want you to note the same

thing. Does the RSV give a pretty literal translation. Is it in some ways not literal

but still represent the idea, or does it give something that has no warrant at all.

Let me read it to you. Sing 0 barren one that did not bear. Break forth into singing

and cry aloud , you who have not been in travail, for the children of the desolate

one will be more t than the children of her that 9C is married, says the Lord. The next ore

I want to read you zPut do-American Translation. This is a translation published

by the Chicago Press some years ago with different men translating different portions

of the Bible. The call it the American Translation. And on the whole it is rather

liberal in its approach . 4-sm- But in many places it is a very good translation. Now,

let me read you the same verse. -Kepp- Keep your Hebrew open if you want Ic keep the

King James too. See what you think of this translation. Is it a literal translation.

(
Does it depart from theliteral, is there something in tc it that is unwarranted.

Sing 0 barren one, you -hevwho have borne no children. Break into singing and cry

aloud , you *who have not travailed, for more are the children of hers that is

desolate than the children of her that is married, says the Lord. James Moffatt says

o barren soul who never bore, Sing songs. Break into songs, 0 childless one, for

when she is fcrlorn she has more sons than when she was desolate. The order is

quite changed around but that isn't the important thing. Smet4ie- Sometimes quite

a different word is used to express the same idea. I wouldn't worry too much when

that occurs, but is there any thing really quite i4.e-reM different from the King James

Version. First we look at the King James. Looking at the Hebrew, very literally the

Ring James is Sing (2 fs) e 0 barren one , which is femte feminine also, she has

not borne, and ic it is altogether proper to consider that that is a relative clause.

So to say that who has not borne or has not had children, we can't translate with
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exact literalness here. Thou that d-i e--4k3.& didst not bare. The only difference

there is that it is changed to the 2nd person. It very clearly refers to the woman

addressed. Whether it is second or third makes no difference in the meaning.

I think that in modem or present day language you would say, You who have not

--they make it second. The Hebrew is third but it really doesn't affect the meanirg.

Break forthk into singing and cry aloud. He has not travailed. There again 4e- it is

very literal. The King James says tr&1- travailed with child. Travailed with child

you might say is an addition. But we use the word travail ordinarily to mean 21 endure

the . The word in Heb. can mean write in agony, not eees- necessarily from

childbirth, but in the context it is very clear that it is speaking of childbirth. Travail

with child while it adds a little, in Hebrew thc doesn't change the thought at all. The

only difference is that it is 2nd person instead of third, ard it does affect the meaning

slightly, but when we read for --ft-&ffl many or more are -the sons of a desolate one

literally sons of a desolate one. The King James says more tc are the children of the

desolate one. It is sort of customary in English to throw in thes everywhere without

much meaning to it. It is a little more literal to use them here but I don't t1irkg think

there is any harm in putting them in. The two relative pronouns in English are both

in italics in the King James. It shows it is an interpretation as a relative clause and

I think it is a rather good idea.

ISAIAH * 70

No, they are both singular, and it clearly represents one woman, but the one worra n

may be a figure of speech for many . It is not many deselt desolate in the sense of

the 4e.eoIe- desolate onesr -t-h4s-oie xx it is the desolate one, but this one may

be a figure of speech for a whole nation. But as it is literally, it is one . Like

you would say, France is gathering her armies together into-- in order to fight against
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Germany. There you are using the her , perseinf personifying France. This is

personifying . WIn modem English when we use the desolate, we always use the

plural, but in the Old English the 4e-s4- old English the desolate is singular . The

desolate is singular. It is singular. The Kig King James is the Old English and it

is quite true that someone might misunderstand that. The children of the desolate

--the y might 4h4k think that they mean the children of all the desolate people

but it doesn't mean that. Thejwis singular, and the Old English can mean

the desolate ones, neither one. In modem English ±x it only ne ans the ce-s-lo&te

desolate ones. Verye few people realize that because we don't use it in the singular

in modern English. Almost every other language I know of can use it 4- in the singular

or plural. But then of course most other languages have a difference in the article

or a difference in the ending. Since Bg.- English doesn't we jit- just s-peea#1.4

specialize on the- having ix it m plural in modem English. That would be more literal

--there are more sons of a K desolate ox woman. More are sons of a desolate ee

woman. But it is one particular woman. But she is a woman;--Then than sons of

a woman, says the Lord. Now ha this has the one form vt and what

form is . Yes, t1 word has a feminitie ending on a participle. It is the qal

passive participle. The one who is or was or will be , and what is

--that is taken4fln- from the verb which means to master. The same word is

Baal, which is the term used master, so tc baal is the story of-&l4- Elijah and Elisha.

This is the passive, the woman who is literally 4- mastered, but in the contesct it is

quite clear that what it means is the-- occupying a relationship tweeida toward a husband

--the one who is married. The king James says the married .wife. Well, married

wife sc is the same as a married person, itis just a little longer way of saying the same

thing. The King James is really very literal. The only point where it supplies something
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( if
is when it says more are the children, and it puts the are in italics because there

is no time given. More c children than children, more this than that but it is ma' e

are or more will be. It doesn't say, but the one thing that is definite is that it is the

oe- one who a has not borne . It is the one who has not borne, the own who has

not travailed. That is ap- passive . That is not a present participle. Itis not a participle

which could be present or past, the one who is travailing. It is perfect in both cases.

The one who has not had children is what is says, Sing , thou k who has not had children,

who has not travailed. It is definitely past, but the last part . Sing 0 barren, thou

that didst not bear. Break forth into singing and cry aloud-th.atothou that didst not

travail with child. In modern English we don't usually put a subject at all with an

imperative. You bring forth into singing , you k cry aloud. It could be two different

persons, it could be one, but whether you would express the you wouldn't make x any

difference. There is the possibility that he k is speaking to two different people. But

I don't think there is anything in the context to suggest, xx You say , Thou hast done

this --thou hast done that, it is clearly the sane thou, but if I say, Go, e- get my

noteboodck and shut the winth© , I can address two different people just by looking

at differerd directions, I wouldn't have to put in a you. You get my teoodnotebook

and you shut the windwo. If I say Please get my notebook and please shut the ic window.

You could still have the idea of two or one in the imperative, it would depend on the

contesct, I don't think tc you have to put the you in. But let.- go now to the RSV. The

RSV says Sing 0 barren one that didst not bear, The KJ says 0 Barren, thou that dLdst

not bear, who did not bear. It's exactly the same except 4's- it is third person.-e4-e-

instead of secxnnd. It is slightly more literal. Break forth into singing and cry aloud.

You that have not been in travail. Thou that th- didst'not tavi1- travail with child.

It's identical. ldx I would find no difference thus far in the RS, then the children ci the
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desolate one w41 will be more than her that is married, says the Lord. The childre

of thd- the desolate one thati the children of the wife. Theonly difference is that the

RSV makes 1' it will be and of course if it is are , he is picturing a situation, and

if it is will be . and there is no e- verb in the Hebrew. You can not tell which i

it is but in the RSV it says Sing, 0 barren ones, that d4s- didst not bear . Break

forth and sing aloud, you who have not travailed. The introduction of the word one

wbuld suggest that it is singular. In fact who did ntt bear is nearer the Hebrew than

Thou who didst not bear , because didst not is 2nd person and did not is 3rd person.

It is identical.. Then the e next part where the children of the desolate will be more

--yes, that is identical again. Than the children of her that is married. Yes, t1 KJ

has ". it is-ieee6saF& unnecessary repetition. The Hebrew says the married

woman, in the KJ it is quite arid-time unnecessry . The RSV doesn't do that , it just

/ says her that is married. So k on this verse it is a very good rendring. Now, we

look at the American translation and in that verse version, we found but not quite as

good English, For more are the children of the desolate than the children of c her

than the children of 1k her lx that is married, says the Lord. It peak4o-91e- sticks

to the are ]bc like the RSV; otherwise it is 4e identical. But when you get

Moffatts you get a sharp difference. You find that Moffatt says , 0 barren soul that

never bore , sing songs. Well, that is no change. It changes the order, but of

course --but if you say the poor soul, dx he has a ba.s- bad cold today. Th.- That is

sort of an idioixmatic statement --a colloquial expression. Maybe that is what

he means I don't know. But aside from that, it is perfectly literal. Just the same as

the others but just a different order. 0 break into song, 0 childless one. You who

have not travailed. It is not so literal but it has the same meaning. But then it says
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For when she is forlorn she has more sons than-we when she was wed. And this

introduction of the word when issomething k that has no warrant in the Hebrew,

and is not found in any of the other translations. So i it is ±x interesting to

notice 1x hcw the American translation and the RSV follow the Hebrew here and

don't introduc1 the idea that this is the same person. It sounds in the KJ and the

RSV and in the Am. Translation as if this is-tew- two differenot women, but most

of the present day commentaries will say that ic is comparing Jerusalem in exile

with Jerusalem 4i'4he- before . They say that and Moffatt says that thing which
she

they say it means and he puts it in the text. And he says -ee- For when,4ye is

forlorn she has wmee- more sons than when e she was wed. It puts the idea

in there that they thinis what it means. They don't translate it that way. I'm

glad to see that -this-- the RSV has not in this cs-s--e.s case as it has in others thrown

away the Hebrew, putting in what they think it ought to mean. k The Hebrew says

it sounds like a comparison of two different women. Not a treatment of one woman at

two different times, yet most of the recent cimcommentaries th take it that way,

and I feel that it is utterly unwarranted to take it as one person at two pei4¬i periods

in her life. More are the children of the desolate one than the children of the w married

won n. That is a pretty poor sort of comparison to -maek- make. It is the comparison

of one woman at different periods in her life. In this wonderful, b she has more children

now4hta that she c+ew& doesn't have a husband than when she had a husband. It 4owr-'.t

doesn't make much sense in that way, and furthermore, when you look back in Isaiah you

find in Isaiah 50 he is answering the claims of the Israelites, it says God has forsaken

us, there is nothing to it. Isa. 50:1 says W1e re is the bill of your mother's -d4wwv

divorcement that I put away, and to whom of your creditor's have I sold you, for your
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iniquities have you sold yourselves. In other words, He is still true to Israel

even though Israel has sinned. That is the whole thought of the previous chapter. 1

The Lord has followed Israel with k His love and mercy and He is going to bring

her back. Toeae compare Israel before as a married wife and now to say that

she isn't
)she

is going to have more children than she had before when we- she

was well. That is the interpretation tta t all the recent commentaries give. It doesn't

make much sense. Of course the reason for that is that we must translate it in a way

that it will b make sense in the time that it was wrillen , but if you do ix that I donT

see how you will get much sense at all . e 4e We have to recognize that er-e- there

is a n element of revelation, aid that even thought the scripture is given in a situation

and deals withthe situation,. there are elements in it that the person at the time couldn't

possibly knoN that God has put in there to reved c His truth to prepare the way for future

revelation at a later Me- time. And here you have a comparison and c it is difficult to

kv- know whet to do with it, but the whole chapter 53 is difficult

ISAIAH % 71

I don't think Moffatt's translation is tlee- here ecep--aeeep&t- acceptable -eee7.e.e

1e-- because he makes the two be one woman. More are the children when she is desolate

than wFe n she was married. The first verse x I think is x acceptable in all of them.

That is entirely aee acceptable . . . it is past, it is the barren-one woman who has

not had children in the past. SHe is to rejoiceand sing because she will have children.

Undoubtedly the relative is clause is omitted here, that is to say, there is no relative

c1ausene has the right to try to interpret it in another way, but I don't know of any

other way that would make sense. And since we have many cases in the He- ifebrew

Bible where there is a relative clause without the relative pronoun being expressed.

I thinktc that is a better way to express it than that is omitted. All are present irK
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I would say that ic it is omitted. But when you have many cases where the relative

pronoun is not used, I thingk you are justified in saying that the relative pronoun

is simply not expressed. It is relative clause without giving a relative pronoun.

It is like when we say , That's the man that I saw yesterday. That is t just intelligible

in English as if I said, That is the man whom I saw yesterday. It is not necessary

in English to use the ea relative pronoun if it would represent the accusative, but in

Hebrew you can omit it under other conditions as well. Yes, it is also the perfect.

So that here we have the 111--all these translations except M offatt trai slating it in

a way that is two women. And then when you look at the-t4m interpretation that the

Apostle Paul gave of it, youwill find that he took it as e- two women. Paul in Galations

4 quotes this a nd hew quotes a number of O.T. passages . He states, starting wi h

verse 22, For itis written that Abraham, hadtwo sons, the one by a bondmaid, the other

by a free woman. But he who was of the bondwoman was born after the flesth. but he

of the free woman was by promise. He doesn't say that he had a son by her when whe

was a bondwoman another one when w1e- she was a free woman. He is talking about

two different women. And whe4- which things are an allegory, two covenants one

from Mt. Sinai, which ac is under bondage, which is k Hagar, this is Mt. Sinai in

Arabi, and answers to Jerusalem, which Ecx now is and is in bondage to her children

but Jerusalem which is above is free which is the mote- mother of us all, for it is

written, Rejoice, thou barren , that barest not, break forth and cry ye that travailest

not, i for the desolate has many more children than she w1e- which has a husband.

He makes a comparison of two women. Of course one is like the Jerusalem which now

is ra and the other is the heavenly ac Jerusalem and N one is like Hagar and one is like

Sat ah. One here is the desolate and one is he which has a husband. So he eoma-p

compares the two and while he does not specifically speak of the calling of the Gentiles
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in this passage, he does put a etee stress on a- eipaie-i1 comparison on those

who are receiving the message through faith and those receiving it through the 40&i

forms a¬1- and eeFe-MoI ceremonies of the old law. And so Paul m&&*- makes this

compaiG.son here and when we have it ime immediately folloi ng Isa. 53 and 53 is

the picture of the Atonement of Christ, and then we have 55 with the gospel-- call

of salvation, it seems to me that if we take it literally as it stands it mae-ks-pe*'

makes perfect sense to say that he is here saying that those we-- who have never

borne , thereis going to come a great spiritual Iet&te heritage, he doesn't ---A say

that tiew thosewho did previously are not going to have any. He says more are the

children cf the desolate than the children of the married wife. In other, strange

as it may seem, Israel which is God's people , is going to have a spiritual pfej.ecI

progeny . there were many who came into the knowledge of the Lord from Israel, yet

more even will be those who come from that which is considered desolate , and outside

the pale, knowing k nothing about God, never having had any spiritual progeny. It

makes perfect sense , taking the words as they stand, oming right after Isa. 53, and

fitting ini.hwith what the New Testament shows us actually happen. So if we take

the passage as it stands, we have a prediction of the calling of the Gentiles. And
now

if we try to make this be jeu Jerusalem that is i4t desolate, andjerusalem was the

married wife, certainly while Jerusalem is desolate Ic she is not going to have any more

children. She wnt have children until she becomes the married wife, and to say that

the Jerusalem, tIa t didst not bear . -there¬ They are in exile etnow, they certainly

had beei4R-&d-le-l3e- God's peoç before in a very real sense.
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you have to twist the verse all around to get that idea out of it, but if you are going

to make it a description of Israel coming back-km- from el- exile, that's about the

only way to-meek make ± sense out of it is to do what these present day commentaries

do, but if you take the verse in the context and take it literally as it stands it

seems to be comparing two women, and then when you take the N.T. and find the

fulfilimert of this verse and the gospel call of 55 you have k exactly that, the

turning to the Gentiles. And so, it seems to me that William Carey was not simijy

grabing a verse out of the scripture at randoun and saying that this is a verse in

which we will take the words out of context, like the man I heard , wonderful

It 1)
preacher, preached in -P-Ma Philadelphia, Thou shalt say unto her, No, the power

of saying no,-e a wonderful sermon but the tee text was a wicked heathen oppressor

of Israel telling a heathen woman to tell a lie. He used that for a text to preach a

sermon. He did N more harm, misinterpreting scripture than he did by the wei'deu-l

wonderful moral lesson. But in this case we are taking it as it stands, and we find

here that it is a prediction of the e&-M- calling of the Gentiles. And so William Carey

when he preached his tr-e- great missionary message which began the great modern

missionary movement preaced on Isa. 54:2-g& Enlarge the place of thy tent and

let them-&+e- stretch forth the curtains of thy habitation. This is not saying, When

the Jews come back from exile, they are going to have a bigger city than they ever

had before. It is not saying anything of the kind. It is saying that the Word of

God as presented in Isa. 53 and 55 is going to go forth, is going to reah out to all

the world and it is right that the missionary wcrk hei*d4 should carry that message

and extend the place of thy habitation, extend thy cords, and strengthen thy staves.

But the question is , I s the vth ole chapter speaking to the church, or is part of the

chapter speaking to Israel. What is the meaning of the rest of the chapter. Most of
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the e- commentaries say this has got to be Israel coming back from exile. I don't

think we can interpret hs-4 wee-the-way7 53 this way, tc I don't think we can

interpret 55 that way. You can't k interpret this verse that way unless you twist it

to get that meaning. But the calling of the Gentiles is very natural and the way that

the Apostle Paul mi meant is quoted in Galations. Is all the-tea- rest of the chapter

speaking about the church being predominalatly Gentiles or is the rest of the chapter

speaking about Israel and what is our k attitude toward the rest of the chapter.

Now that we have had this time getting into it, some further study will enable you to

tell me which verses are about Israel, which are about the Gentiles.

As you look at 53, 54, 55 I hMg- think there is no question that the three of them

belong together, as you look at i-2-te 52:12 to 53:12 which forms a

definite unit. This is -pet- prediction of what God is going to do through the Servant

of the Lord. As you look at chapter 55 it is an offer. 53 is definite prediction of specific

events that is going to happen. 55 a marvelous offer made on the basis of what

55 says--53 says it is going to be done. And then the last part of the chapter declares

that oc the offer is not going to be given in vain, but there will be those h o will

be recepients and to whom God will give tremendous blessing. Now, --pfethete¬I

we have pretion in 53 and offer in 55 , what is 54. Well, 54 is surely promise.I
r1t4 l(

You might say prediction, promise, and proffer. They are profere' something in k55.

Something is predicted in 53 and 54 is prophecy and so the thing that immediately

enters is to whom are these promises given and that is k what I we-+- want you to

write down. The first question is , In which verses in chapter 4 54 is it specifically

stated that the pgjpise contained in that verse is being given to the natio4's) of Israel

In which verse is that specifically stated. That's question one. When yoi are looking

for your answers to question one, you can also be looking for the answers to the otler
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two or three questions, so you might as well get all the questions at once. This

2)
sc is question two, In which verses of chapter 54 is q.xx it specifically stated that

3
the promise given in that verse is given to the Gentiles. Question In which

verses of 54 is somec other specific statement made, as to wh- those we who are

the recepients of the promise therein contained, and what is the statement male.

If you find something that is not 100% specific, you say 80% specific, all right, but

if it is a vague classification, preserve it for further discussion.

ISAIAH # 72

That in my opinion is very important . In any exegesis -t4t- we get what is specifically

stated before we deal with any conjecture, interpretation, or guesses , no matter how

valid they may be. We first get what is specifically stated, and that is all I am interested

in right now. Perhaps I should before asking you to write this , Ask this question

Is it Isaiah 's custom to let us know who he is talking to or does he just leave us

to infer. Well, look at chapter 40, which is t±ithe beginning of the Book of Comfort,

and notice 40:27, Why sayest thou, 0 Jacob, and speakest, 0 Israel, my way is he

hidden from the Lord. There He is speaking to Israel. Chapter 41:1, -Yepp Keep silence

before me, 0 Islands, He is speaking to the distant G-e1'tie Gentiles, but in verse

8 he- He says, But thou, Israel, art my servant, Jacob whom I have chosen, that's

chapter 41, and in chapter 42 I am just picking at random now. I don't notice in 42 but

certainly in 43, But now,-say- saith the Lord who created thee 0 Jacob, and He that

fee formed thee, 0 Israel, That is very definitely definitely speaking to Israel and

in verse 22 of chapter 43, But thou hast not called upon the-e- me 0 Jacob, Thou ha St

been weary of me , 0 Israel. Chapter 44 , Yet now hear 0 Jacob , My servant ,

se-- Israel whom I have chosen. Chapter 45 , Thus saith the Lord to His anointed
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--He is speaking to Cyrus there and chapter &-4- 46 :3Hea-k Hearken to me, 0 house

of Jacob, and all the remnant of the house of Israel. 47--come sit in the dust, 0 virgin

daughter of -B.a4ye Babylon, si-- sit on the grai nd. Verse 5 sit silent in the darkness

O daughter of the Chaldaens . Chapter 48:3cl Hear hoc ye this 0 house of Jacob. verse

12, Hearken to me fc 0 tee- Jacob and Israel. Chapter 49:14 But ZM Zion said, ,tk The

Lord ha st fes.&k-e1ef1 forsaken me. My Lord has forgotten me. In chapter 50, I don't

happen to notice a s4-me- similar thing k but in chapter 51:2 Look unto Abraham your

Father and unto Sarah that bare you, for the Lord shall comfort Zion. Chapter 52:l

Awake, Awake, Put on thy strength 0 Zion. Put on thy beautifulc garments, 0 Jerusalem.

seek- Shake thyself from the dust, Arise, Sit ofw down. Loose thyself from the bands

of thy neck, 0 captive 4auth daughter of Zion. Verse nine. Break forth into joy. I

have just picked at random as I have gone through. How specific, how definite, how

clear. Now, in chapter 54 how many verses did it specifically R designate the nation

of Israel as the one addressed. Mr. Curry how many did x you notice. Verse three

says, Thy seed shall inherit the Gentiles, so it would take the Gentiles as meaning

the non-1s'ra-le Israel nations. Then the only ii ones who inherit the Gentiles would

be the non-Gentiles or I.rel. However, the Hebrew word which is often translated

Gentiles is also often translated nation, and therefore it could be used of any Gentile

nation that would inherit other Gentile nations. And so I think that Miss Chung has a very

good point that this is one verse to4wee investigate to see whetecher this is an assurance

that4e He is speaking to Israel but I don't think we could say at first sight that He

is speaking to Israel. Verses Thy maker is thy husband, the Lord of Hosts is His

name. My redeemer , the Holy One of Israel . Well , it does mention Israel. Could

not hoc He say to the people cf Greece , Your redeemer is the Holy One of Israel.
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he nation of Israel is spoken of as a woman. The nation of Babylon is spoken

of as a woman. The nation of Egypt e is spoken of as a woman. It is quite commnn

to address any c nation as a woman. 't is a figure of speech rather than- common.

(Q) I'm asking whether itis specific. Now, Mr. Kim suggests that the statement

Thy maker is thy husband suggests that it is talking in the feminine geer- gender

of some nation, and this maw- must be a nation then of which the-&et4ptte-we somewhere

in the scripture find the teaching that that nation has God for a husband, and so

this gives a good clue to investigate. It's very important, but it is not a specific

designation of Israel. I do pot think in this chapter that we hpv any c-;4 qt-- x re

it specifically says that He is talkirg to Israel. And we have that in so many chapters,

so we are not asking for something Kunusual. It is rather interesting a-the- that

there should be no 4e&-.- designation in chapter 53 . There is none in chapter 54.

In ehe-ptd- chapter 55 there is rot- none. You cannot earlier in the Book of Comfort

(from chapter 11 40 on) find any case of three chapters in he which there is not

some verse which specifically says he is talking to Israel. We have it a at least

every other chapter, probably more than that. Butthese three chapters don't , and

this whole chapter of promise has no such specific statement. That doesn't prove

it isn't. But it is interesting that it does not have a specific mention of Israel. What

about Gentile nations. X Does it anywhere e- say it is talking specifically to

Gentfbs. There is no specific statement either, so it does not take much writing to

indicate all the verses specifically a-e- addressed to I.&e Israel or to Gentiles. N0w,

my third question. Is there any verse then, which is specifically addressed to some

designathd group which declares that the promise is contained is-ed intended for

some designated group. Is there any such verse. Yes, verse 17. This is the heritage

of the servants of the Lord. Is that not a rather definite deg designation. The servants
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of the Lord. Well, if he-sr says this is the heritage of the servants of the Lord.

Would that not include all. If He were to say, This is the heritage of the Israelite

servants of the Lord or this is the heritage of the Gentile servants of the Lord or this

is the heritage of the red-lw4e haired servants of the Lord or this is the heritage of

the n-kemale servants of the Lord. But when He says The servants of the Lord, it

would seem to me to m- mean all, and what , if youwant a further clue as to what

servants xIx are indicated. You can k ontinue. This is the heritage of the servants

of the Lord and-thertheir righteousness is of me saith the Lcrd. Does that not

mean that those servants of the Lord of whom He is speaking are servart s who secured

their righteousness from God. Is that not jt&t justification by faith. Their righteousness

is of me, saith the Lord. We are told what God is going to do through His s-era servants

in chapter 40- 52:13 to 53:12 how He is going to atcne for the sins of all the people

whom He will seize away from Satan, those whose sorrows He -s41- will bear, those

whose pain He will take upon Himself. Then we read This is the heritage of the Lord

and their righteousness is of me. It seems to me that you can say that verse 17 se

specifically declares that all of those who have the be.ssig blessing of chapter 53

can say that no weapon formed against them will prosper and every tongue that shall

rise against thee thou shalt condemn. They are given freedom from condemnation.

They are released from the condemnation that they would deserve for their sins, because

of what God did for them in chapter 52. and this is the hezi.tgof the servants of the

Lord. (Q) From chapter 41 to 53 we have the words Servants of the Lord used about 20

times. Never again in the book of Isaiah is the word servant used at all after chailer

S. But about 6 times in the rest of the book we have the word Servants cf the Lord,

or My servant, the word of the serva-i t is finished in chapter 53. The heritage of the

servants of the Lord is described in the è rest of the book of comfort and is alluded
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to at various chapters in the rest of the Bookof Isaiah. So that we have a pei

specific statement in verse 17 that verse 17 refers to those whose righteousness comes

from the Lord. Now, of course the RSV , my guess is, that it says eet- o victory or

vindication but the Hebrew word is righteous, ha having righteousness leads to thee

vindication but it is an incorrect translation, I have no hesitancy in saying. (Q)

Their e-r4e- righteousness is of me. I am not sure that the RSV translates

it victory but they do in other places, so my c guess is that they do here. (Q) I wol

would say that verse 17 is very definitely dealing with all those who are the followers

of the Lord 4esop- described in 53, that all of those who are His followers are referred

to as the servants of theLord, and those whose righteousness is of me, saith the Lord.

Because He bore their sin on the cross and gave for them His life, so that would

include all k who are saved through Him. I would say that that would definitely

apply to all who- of verse 17,-but- As to how far back it goes, tiat is a question to

investigate, but I would say definitely that verse 17 is the only verse in the chapter

which could-fit- specifically declares who is included in those whom the promise of

t-he- this verse is given. I would say without question.

ISAIAH 73

Now, we see that at the end of the -ep chapter then. At the end of the chapter

He is talking about all of theee- th e who are saved through the Servant of the

Lord described in 53, all who were the followers of the Lord, all of them receive

the blessing of verse 17, and chapter 55 is eertan ea certainly addressed to all of

them. Because chapter 55 is everyone who thirsteth, itis not js t the Israelites

who thirst, it is not just Gentiles who thirst. It is everyone who thirsts, chapter

55 never says that it 4s an in any way -mit is limited to Israel or that in any way

Israel is excluded. It is addressed to Individuals, all individuals who come to the
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Servant of the Lord through Jesus Christ, and therefore 55 is the offer given to

all regardless of nations h o will accept the servant of the Lord d-hei-r--s4ns

as their sin bearer and Saviour. 54 ends with the blessing given to them. Now,

at the beginning of 54, 1 the first verse of 54, we have two people mentioned. And

the present day commentaries, practically all of them, try to make it out that #J you

have one person addressed &i-- but that makes no sense whatever, and in addition

to that Paul says in Galations 4:17. He quotes verse one and He-- he says Weare

the children of promise, and 54 4s- describes tewtwo of Whom one is designated by

Paul as the children of promise. -The- Now, in verse one there are two individuals

referred but the one of them who is addressed is the one who has never borne. The

one who has never been the instrument of God's spiritual èlee-is- blessing to the

world, and so to say, Sing 0 barren, for more are the children of the desolate thati

the children of the married wife means you are fortunate Trot- now that you are barren

and ceseItae7 desolate, you have more children than you had when you were a married

wife. That is utterly absurd because they can't have children unless they again become

a married wife and so it is ridiculous to say more are the children of the deeoltat

desolate than the children of the married wife, if Israel is thought of as divorced, no

longer being the wife of the Lord in exile. You can't say -ereee- Israel in that condition

produces more spiritual fruit tin n when & she was a married wife. The only way that

she could do it would be to ag. n become the wife of the Lord. And so you would have

to say, Sin g 0 barren you who have not recently borne, beci se you have-te- are going

to be taken back and again to bear more than you did in the former days, but to say

more are the children of the desolate than the children of the married wife and have

the desolate be the same one as the one spoken of as the married wife doesn't make

x any sense at all, but practically all the present day commentaries try to do this with

the verse, try to make it Israel at different times of its existence. And it doesn't make
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sense. And in additim to that , in earlier chapters, between 49-5lthe prophet is

comforting Israel. And they are saying We are cast off, God is not interested in

us any more, and -they- the way the prophet gives the answer, Where is the bill of

your mother's divorcement, to whom-e- have I sold her. I haven't sold her. She

sold herself. You sold yourself for your sins. In other wcrds, you are not in this

situation because God has cast you off. You are still in a relationship to God. He

is your God, just as much as He ever was, ad the fact that you are not± f suffering

is the result of your own sin, it is not oc because God has cast you off. After 1e-

ha- having repeatedly insisted that Israel which had been in a position which could

be called the bride or the wife of Jehovah, is still in that position. He is still following

with His mercy, He is still going to bless her. And then to turn around and s-ea

speak of her now as the desolate has more children than the married wife, just d-ees

doesn't make sense. It is , I think very clear, thit there are twodtfferent H individuals

referred to in verse one, and of those two indivicuals one has been the great instrument

of God's blessing. He uses a figure of pea- speech. More are her children. He is

using it of the spiritual blessing wh4h- which she has brought into the wcrld. There

is one of these which has been a great instrument of spiritual blessing in the past.

There is another one which can be spoken of as barren and as having never borne.

As being desolate, as being the one who has been outside the pale , outside the

area of God's blessing. And then He says This one, which was outside the area of

God's blessing is going to be wonderfully blessed that c it will produce more blessing

than will be produced by the one that is the married wife. And so itis surely a prediction

--not in such clear language as the people inlsaiah's time could fully unslerstand, but

such -- that when the events come to pass that the Gentiles receive the work of the
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Servant of the Lord in greater proportion than the Jews. You can say this was

Kpredicted by Isaiah. He looked forward to it and he saw it. Paul specifically

said, in Romans 10, that in Isa. 55 it predicts the calling of the Gentiles. He quotes

from a verse showing God's blessing to the Gentiles, and then he quotes the next

verse as showing God's rebuke cf Israel, so Paul -ef4nt definitely says Isaiah predicts

this and it seems to me that this verse predicts it as clearly as anything anywhere in

the Bible. So I believe that we can dogmatically say that in 54 we have two women

referee4- referred to, each of them is a figure . One is a figure for the efrte Gentiles,

the other is a figure for the nation of Israel. And ix he is addressing the Gentile believers

in 54:1 and calling upon them to sing and rejoice because God is going to make them

a .i--tfd- tremendous instrument for His blessing to the world. And then in verse two

addressing still the one that tk He addressed inverse one, Enlarge the place of thy tent.

Let them stretch forth the curtains of thy habitation, for thou shalt break forthk on thy

right hand and on thy left and thy seed shall inherit the nations, and make the desolate

p 1'
cities to be inhabited. Now, thephrase make the desolate cities to be inhabited reminds

me very mu.l+ much of promises to Israel of return to exile earlier, where there are found

desolate cities which have been destroyed , but I don't think the similarity of phrase

equ4etc requires that this verse be the same thing as that. I think that He is speaking

here of-t-h- those that have never known the Lord , those that have been sot- outside

the-p1a- pale of His blessing, because the whole wh world shut God out of their eeHsee

conscience and tried to forget His existence, and then God in His grace choose Abraham

as the instrument through which He would keep alive the knowledge of the true God

and prepare the way for the coming of His son into the world, but then when His son

comes and the marvelous predictions of chapter 53 are fulfilled, then He will ac let

this mee- message go out through all the world and all the desolate cities where God

was o- not known shall be inhabited by those who krrew, know Him. I think thy x seed
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are those who are the continuing generations of believers. I would say that

verse one is very specifically addressed to Gentile believers and verse two would

logically carry that on and verse three also. I would say that verses one to three

are very definitely addressed to t1 Gentile believers. And then you-se- start verse

four Fear not, what reason do you have to make a change. There is nothing in th

verse to show to whom it is addressed. Fear notT4-A-. . why should it not be the

same ones addressed in the44p first three verses. ..neither be thou confounded but

for tou shalt not be put to -s-hap -s-i& shame , for thou shalt forget the shame cf thy

youth. What 4 is the shame d thy youth. Does it mean that we look back. I look

back, wild fighters on the hills of Scotland, worshipping the Gaelic gods or 915

my ancestors on my mother's side, worshippirg the X Teutonic gods, living in heathen

darkness. Surely that is te- the shame of our youth, our heathen-be-ek background

that we all have. Who are x we to look for any blessing from the Lord eeiig coming

from an ancestor that has worshipped heathen gods in s-- this way. Thou shalt forget

the shame of thy youth. Why, because of-th--- what God has done described h-h-

- in 52:13 to 53:12 as the result of that our sins are taken away, we need not

bees--xput to shame. We war- wont be ashamed. We can forget the shame of out youth.

The shame of our ancestors that e- knew not God , put God out of their mind and worshippe

wood and stone. But then when you look on to verse five, the question may be raised

about verse five, For thy maker is thy l&ta- husband. We are often eI- told earlier

that God has a relationship tc of a husband to Israel. Is verse five speaking to Israel

now. The Lord of Hosts is His name, -the thy redeemer is the Holy one of Israel, the

God of the whole earth shall He be called. I am not sure that we can prove that verse

5 sc is speaking to Israel rather than to the Gentiles believers, for surely one- once

they have believed in Christ, their Lord is in a very true sense their husband but yet
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it sounds as if it may be Israel He is speaking to in c verse five. Look at verse
grieved in spirit

6c. The Lord has called thee as a woman forsaken and/a wife of youth when thou

wast refused, fc For a small moment have I forsaken thee, but whe- with great mercies

w&I, will I gather tee- thee. That sounds like Israel. It doesn't specifically say Israel

but it surely sounds like Israel. There is nothing in verses one , two , or three,

-hat-exceptthat little bit , there is iet-i nothing in-ve verses cn e or two that -stg- suggest

that he is speaking to Israel. It would suggest the contrary, because He is speaking

to the one to whom He compares with Israel. But here is With a small moment have

I forsaken thee, but with great mercies w4t will I gathier thee. This could be that He

k forsook us for a small moment, but yet we- when you think of the many, n fly eke

centuries that have past the small moe-M- moment -s-ne-H sounds more 4.I-like the Jews

in exile than-when of -thing -thinking of all the eiie- centuries since our ancestors

--o probably soon after Noah's time refused to follow Him until there was h.a¬I- hardly

any true faith left , and He called Abraham a-he--a as an-4&t*i-instrument to keep

alive the knowledge of God, so it unds much more (verses 7,8) as if He is speaking

to Israel, aid if He is now speaking to 4el- Israel, just where is the tti's-titransition.

I feel that we can say positively that verse one is speaking to h- the Gentile believers,

I think we can say peei jx positively that versel7 is speaking to all believers, and I

think that we can feel quite strongly that verse 6-8 is speaking to Israel. Where then

are the transitions.

7K
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There is a very interesting phrase a t the end of verse four. Te "Thou shalt

fer4- forget the shame of thy youth and shalt not remember the reproach of thy

widowhood. It surely is... it's hard to think of the two together. They sound

so different. How can they be synonyms. I would be inclined to think that the

shame of thy youth is speaking to Gentiles who, all through their history have

forgotten God and turned away from Him, while Israel , who has been specifically

called and followed with His blessings and called back to Him every time He

apostacized for many centuries, but the-re-per-e-t reproach of thy widowhoa1

sounds as if Israel seemingly cast off , Israel turning away from God, I&r-ea1

sa-1-- eiel4eea- Israel cast into exile, as if that might be Israel, so I would

be inclined to suggest without at the moment any dogmatism , suggest that

the part speaking to the Gentile believer -the would end with the-Øa

phrase , the shame of thy youth. Fear not, thou shalt not be ashamed, neither

be thou confounded , for thou shalt not be put to shame, for thou shalt forget the'

shame of thy -am youth, as if -the there he ended the passage-c1- specifically

for the Gentile believers, and looking forward to the t-ftd distant future

of course and not really fully understood until the time came when Paul c pointed

out that these things had come to pass exactly as predicted, but then we- when

he turns his attention, and it wouldn't be, and shalt not remember but thc turns

his attention and thou shalt not remember the epera reproach -oe- k of thy widowhood

anymore , for thy maker is thy-F&3e- husband, the Lord of Hosts is His name.

You will not feel deserted of or abandoned . You ete- have no longer one who

cares for you. You will cease to feel that way because a.dc after all, your husband

is your maker, the creator of the universe, the Lord of Hosts. He has not cast
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you off. You will no longer remember the reproaches that you felt. So I wuld

be inclined to think that right at that -p9i- point is where the transition takes

place. Now, I would not be dogmatic if that were the place, but I would feel

quite positive that verses one to three are to the Gentiles, and I would be

inclined to think that the phrase , the m- shame of thy youth fits that better

than to say it looks back to some episode in an earlier .. And I would-i44

incline very definitely toward feeling that verses 6, 7, 8 mid sound like Israel,

and then when you come to verse 9 it seems to me to sound like Israel again,

Fee- For this is as the waters of Noah unto me, for as I have warned that as

the waters of Noah shall no more go over the earth, so k have I sworn that I

would not be wroth with you." Surely, that is speaking of Israel, for Israel

has been a people and Israel has 4e14owe4 fallen into sin, and God is going

to bring them-b&k.e back, but God is not turning His mercies away from them,

even te- though they sin again, yet His mercies remains with them. The mountains

shall depart, but my kindness shall not depart, neither k shall the covenant

of my people. There are those who say God used Israel as the means to

bring Christ into the world and when Christ came into the world , Israel had

fulfilled its function, Israel is not-now cast off and forgotten. I do not think

ye-e you can interpret the Bible . I think the Lord very spee-f4&-epe specifically

says , His promise is h to Israel, and in blessing I will e- bless Him and in

eui-*- cursing I will curse and one- it is just as valid today as ever. I would say

that verse one to three are clearly the Gentile belivers and that verses-S--O--5--9-

S-& seem to me to be Israel, so I would incline to think that the-twe--- three fourths

g with 1k what precedes and the last 3/4s is the transition. That would be
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my ili incliniation. (Q) Yes, the statement, "thou shalt not remember the

reproach of thy widowhood any more,," and there the Authorized version has obscured

the sense by not putting the pronoun, thou. The translation of the word thou

when you look at the Hebrew, thee-s1eik1-be you see that it can, .. . just

as well as you use the word thou there . ... certainly there has been a different

direction., these transitions occurs in the Prophets, and some-times rather

sharply and sometimes rather shapr1y- sharply. Yes? (Q) Yes, I would be inclined

to think that the verse 9 concern the Israel, because it would seem to me to be that

verse 9 is h- a description of to the exile. The eeip- exile is comapred

with the flood. I do not think that he is here specifically pseaking of the

flood as such. "... this is as the waters of Noah unto me ... . He is referring

back. He says,'Pfor as I have sworn that the waters of Noah should no more

go over the earth; so have I sworn that I would not be wroth with thee, nor rebuke
a

thee." I am inclined to thinr/k that that is the-promise to the Israel that rae.i- there

is to be no more permanent turning aside from the abandonment of Israel .... Yes?

(Q) What is that? I would not say that it is imposMble in verse nine. Very true.

I think that verse 17 is referring to all believers. And whether verse 9 or verse

17, ///... I would not be wroth with thee, nor rebuke thee" come to my people

whether it goes with verse 17 or it goes with five or seven, is a matter of
ly a

consideration. This is a definite/matter of consideration. Verse 10 is the
continuing

promise of God's ge*tue-k4ngem blessing. That certainly applies to all

b e1ivers. That does not mean that it is necessary-her.e ily here referring to

all believers. It could be speaking to Israel. But it could not be referring to

Israel alone. B Ut when you can verse ll,"O thou afflicted, tossed with tempest, and not

comforted, behold, I will lay thy stones with fair colours, .. ." I am inclined to
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think that verse 11 is addressed to Israel. I am inclined to think that the whole

'4
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book is mainly intended to comfort the suffering Israel. up to chapter 40. , to

comfort Israel suffering in exile. I am e inclined to think that when he says that

"thou afflicted, tossed with tan pest, and not comforted.. well, here he is giving

a general principle that can be applied to any people of any time. That his specific

reference is Israel. Then I would be incined to think that the promise that I wetk4.- will

make thy windows of agates, and thy gates of carbuncles, and all thy borders of

pleasant stones.," you cannot tell whether that is the Israel or that is the servant

7of the Lord. "And all thy children shall be taught of the Lord; -Get-aftly

That certainly is the promise given specifically to Israel in Jeremiah and in other

places. But it is also given to all of the believers of all times. So that, whether

the verse goes to Israel or -et to all believers, it is hard to say. It is specifically
that there are going to be eil- true chur h:

not Gentiles. And in/ verse 15, we are I ve-crca-te-the-emith

-oweth hee-i-e x&t-I9r4eth 4eFth &-xaa-& i±meit 4eF-hs

",
they shall surely

- but these are brought about not by the Lord
gather together, ,ut not by me: whoeoever shall gather together against thee shall

fall for-t -ake-on account of thee." Does that refer to Israel or to ?

(5.50) 4- It certainly is not just the Gentiles. "Behold, I h ye created the

smith that bloweth the coals in the fire, and t1 t bringeth 4erh- forth an instrument

for his work; and I have created the waster to destroy." Here God is declarin

that He controls all things. I think that this is a general statement of the sovereignty

of God. Well, yes ? (AQQ) All right. No, we cannot take it in every situation,
has

èeeause-t4e-i-eet-a4itW- Certainly the servant of the Lord/suffered terribly--e

çtecution. And Israel has suffered a terrible persecution. And the Gentiles

think they have suffered a terrible persecution. So, that, it must be with
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in
that they.-sh-fl!. permanently... Shall/the end be crushed? It must mean that.

Otherwise, it would be untrue. I think that that is what it is saying. It is saying

in the end be the Gentiles. Those vho do not belong to the Lord will

in the end perish. I think that is what it says. That they will not be _*4.00)
to the Israel or to the

put to an end, 4er theyre believers . It is what it says. He is going to completely
of the Jews

destroy them. He dealt with six millions , but today, we have the nail on of Israel.

We have the Jews in many parts of the world. Certainly the nation has not deceased.

(Q) I am not sure, I-a whether it is referring
specifically

to ... I would be inclined to think that it is meant/of all believers, but that t-
i-Israel cannot be destroyed.

it oughtte- to Y refer to Israel.. /but I guess our time is up. Look this over for
5

tomorrow .... (3 .25and see if you have further question/on it, and if you have

further time we like to look further the matter to cover .... (Q) I am not dogmatic

on that, no. I say verse. 17, is all believers, and verses 6 and 7 are specifically

Israel, and I say verses l' and two are specifically the Gentiles believers, but

just where this transition comes in I am not in a position to be dogmatic about
to speak dogmatically on that at all.

at all. For I am not prepared w-ha4-... I am not sure if there is a sharp

transition or not. 4-pIaee7 There may be a gradual one. In the first

place, please, yes, please do not forget to turn in the papers.

475 We were looking last clay'- time at these chapters which have been
noticed

the subject this semester for IsaiahØ 52 to 55. And we 44 that chapter 152

is dealing with return from exile. And that is the subject up until verse 12.
But in the course of this, the is touched upon, that

The teturn from exile. t- 4het-the subject of sin , that- 4he-sbe-et-ef--

Goye from them thence, touch no unclean thing." It is rather quietly touched
has been being

upon, but it is definitely there and it -h- being brought through the previous
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chapters of this book of comfort that important as it is that he is going to deliver

them from exile, deliverance from exile will never solve their problems unless
was

this matter of sin is dealt with. It e- sin that sent them into exile, and it
other exiles, which are to

if sin is not dealt with the-, there will be eele-- So, s-beL-t-he---
through

that this -which has been touched uporVin thhee- these chapters
the theme of

they were brought to the front in verse 11. And in verse 13, he takes up/the servant

of the Lordthe-t- that he has dealtW with so much in these prevous chapters, and when

the two together shows how the work of the servant of the Lord which is usually
one of

presented as/delivering his people from exile, being light to the Gentiles, helping

those that are indifficulties, that it-4e- tua-11y-ee-t-o-ake-- He

is actually going to be able to solve the sin question. "So shall he sprinkle many

U There are sins. He was

wounded for our transgressions. He will justify many for he will bear their iniquity.

So we have in chapter 50 this great prediction of how God is going to solve the great

problem, the exile problem, the problem of sin. And in chapter 54, we have the
There is asking

promise made. There is no offer in 54./ No he- body ha -a-aked anything so that

they can say, yes or no to. They are told tha-t of the wonderful blessings that

God is going to give them, tiJnless the book is just a lot of misceblaneous sections

all thrown t4ogether...into something, why, there must be a problem in this

ch of 54 " And I believe that we are thoroughly justified 1/ in saying that

54 is based upon 53, and all the more so, for the 53 tells us what the Eervant

of the Lord does, and the 54 -&a-ys-thit ti -t-s- ends with a staternt that it-i-s

this is the heritage of the servatn of the Lord. The followers of the servant of the

Lord are given great promises contained in chapter 54. And then there are specifically

designated that'their righteousness is of me. " So, we do not have other evidences

in Ithe chapter. This last chapter would
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lead us to think that the whole chapter was discussing the followers of the Servant
of the Lord.




The servants of the Lord here w in 54 are the subject of the entire

chapter. And then of course, chapter 55 is the great offer , the individual offer
se

whereby one can enter into this covenant relation and become one of the/servants

of the Lord with the assurance that at the end of the chapter that it is going to be
unto Him

fulfilled that God is- 's word / will not returrv% void. In this course, we have

not looked at the chapter 56 at all, but I think (11.25 we should mention

that the first eight verses of chapter 56 continue to be the part of the Book of Comfort.

And with verse 9 of chapter 56 an entirely new section of Isaiah begins, and so these

vi'- first eight verses of chapter 56 are the declaration that God is going to extend
the

the evdeee-s-- ofr'believes in God that he is going to bring in many
strongly

who/seem to be outside the r-ae1 - . That is the theme of chapter 56:1-8.

It is taught very clearly in the last verse. "The Lord God which gathereth the

-I




outcasts of Israel saith, Yet will I gather otFe rs to him, beside those that are
Two verses before:

gathered unto him." "Verse 6/"... Also the sons of the stranger, that join themselves

to the Lord, to serve him .. . ." Verse 7, "Even them will I bring to my holy mountain

and make them joyful in my house of prayer ... ." So, in the beginning of 56, which
so

is the end of the Book of Comfort, we have this note touched upon which is/stressed
as

in chapter 54. After the completion of the Servant's work/described in chapter 53,

the extension of the area of the servant3 of the Lord to include many of the Gentiles/

as well as many of the Jews. It is not easy in the Bible to distinguish between
places where is addressed, and where

those wtIsrae1s as a nation, And Israel as Go godly men. That is to say,

God deals with Israel as a nation, as a national group, but he also deals with those

of Israel who feollow him, and who believe on him. And of course, we know that

those of Israel who rejected him, th rejected the new covenant, we know that they are

cast out, but we know that God's promise was given to Israel as a nation... and Israel
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will continue as a nation, the nation will continue as a nation,.,// will continue to

receive His blessings to the very end of time. And so in chapter 54 then we know

that all of the servant/of the Lord were gathered together ... in one statement in

verse 17, but in verse one we have two different individuals mentioned., two different

personifications. "Sing, Oh, barren, thou didt not bear, thet-- break forth into

singing, and cry aloud that- thou that didst not travail with child." -wed--fto Now to

say that that is Israel which formerly was the subject of His iaee- grace and
and

blessing/now in exile is not , certainly the 10th verse is entirely different. It wtH-

- would see-m sing, Oh barren, thou didst not bear.., break forth into singing,

and cry aloud tha- thou that doest not bear... Now more shall$ be the children

that you will have in future when God will brft bring you back to your ownle- land/

than the chiØ'ldren you had previously when you were in the land. It does not say
hast not born

that at all. He says, thou that haset-1ee did not bear, thou that des-iot-eei.

As you notice, it is in the past tense. And then he compares the two, why are they

to rejoice? Because more are the 1/ children of the deolsate than the children of

the married wife. To call Israel, of course, is desolate is- is quite false to the whole

teaching of the Book. Israel is the married wife of Jehovah. The figure can be used just as
much when is
/4MI*VXsrael4n exile as-mueh-a-s. He says, he is not ii-ex4Le-- )/ii

He sys- says that they are in that condition on account of their sin, but they are
and the blessing is with them, and

still here eeeie-be g&--.. they cannot be described compared with another
the

one of . If they are noVmarried wife, they cannot be called so as one

that bears not a child. This could, have been a mystery to one in the time of Isaiah,

though as they study this book, they surely will see that there are many statements

which go beyond this Israel going out to other nations. And I would think that a careful
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study of 53, 54, 56, which surely catuh on ... this shows that His mercy is to

be extended to another group, even beyond what it had been extended to Israel in

the past. So, certainly verse 2 is speaking to the one that is spoken to in verse 1.

This is the Gentile group which comes to be the servants of God, which has not beefr-
e k has

borrVspiritual fruit in the past, which 'eemsdo be outside Israel, but now is in God's
as described

standing as a result of what Christ did/in chapter 53. They are told in verse 2,

"... stretch forth the curtains of thine habitations: spare not, lengthen thy cords,

and strengthen thy stakes: for thou shalt break forth on the right hand and on the left;

and thy seed shall inherit th Gentiles, and make the desolate cities to be inhabited."

A- It is a prediction that after the work G-h- of Christ 4a was done as described in

ch. 53, then the blessings derived from this $' will spread out to nations all over the

world, that is, the prophecy that went or and it is still going on. It is something

that God commands to be done, and then in ch. 55 he shows the offer which is

involved, and ten in verse 4, "Fear not; for thou shatl.-It not be ashamed:"ne4ther-e-theu

- we have no reason to say that this

is addressed to anyone else than to the one who is addressed in verse 1. "... neither

be thou confounded; .. . ." It would be impossible for him to stop speaking in verse

3 and then turn to Israel. It would be impossible, as far as the first two phrases

are concerned... "Fear not; for thou shalt not be ashand: neither be thou

confounded; for thou shalt not be put to shame: for thou shalt forget the shame of thy

youth." And to tell the Israel in exile, "thou shalt forget the shame of thy

th- youth" would not have much point to it. ReØ'peatedly in this book of Comfort,
ing

Israel has been comforted by remembering their youth, remembeVho w God brought
remembering

them( out from Egypt, /11/%iow he opened up the Red Sea/1(,d to bring them

through, and how He blessed them, and how He brought them into the promised land.
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This would fit much better with the barren, the one who had bot been the medium of

God's blessing ii- to the world. This one is to forget the shame of her youth, because

she entered itLto the full blessings of God. But then, the last part of it, "...

for thou shalt forget the shame of thy youth, and shalt not remember the reproach of thy

widowhood any more." They surely are two different things. the shame of thy

youth, and the reproach of thy widowhood. I do not know anywhere the reproach of
new

thy widowhood would refer to the 4i'tie-believers, the one that was formerly barren,

the new people from distant areas who come into the km wiedge of the Lord that
are--afterthe comma there

described in verse 1. So, I am g( coming more and more to feel that/the shame of
mentioned

thy youth, that he turns to the other one of the two who are de-s.er4e in verse 1.

The children of the deolsate than the children -h of the married wife. He is speaking

of the one that was formerly desolate, and then -- He has to give her the blessings,

then he turns to the married wife, and says,'%nd thou shalt not remember the reproach of
hosts

thy widowhood any more. For thy Maker is thine husband; the Lord of hs.t.s is his name ..."
over

The married wife is to be Ahadowed ji for a time by the___________ - that i- will come

toV the Lord -w}-eei- through the one that was formerly outside the
does not mean

That -me&ne- the married wife cannot come. Not at all. But "thy maker is thy husband;

the Lord of hosts is his name."... The God of the former-&-T&- whole earth is going

to the great blessing to Israel, and through Israel to the nations of the world. see1

fi.e--- He is going to bless the earth through the Israel/ in future. So, he turns

to Israel, and he assures Israel that he will be brought back from Israel. He says,

The God of the whole earth "shaI.l-he--le--eIe4r is going to continue to work out

the ee34gs- great blessings promised in chapter 54 to Israel. So, he says, 1For the

Lord hath called thee as a woman forsaken and grieved in spirit, and a wife of youth,

when thou wast refused, saith the Lord thy Redeemer." The barren one would I
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mofe_rpd.or -pfede e-th he-eh-i.1ei-e-t-he- bear c1 more childra-t than the wife

of youth, -than- She is the one who was in her youth outside the family of God, because

all the nations cast God out of their minds, and of course, God has called-l-eae- called
alive

Akaham in order that he eo- should do his sense of duty to keep/the memory of

the true God, preparing the way of the coming of the Saviour of the worl". to deal with

the probem of sin. But this one whom He has called, he has refused fro for a time,

on account of her sin, verse 7:For a small moment have I forsaken thee; but with

great mercies will I gather thee. In a little wrath I hid my face from thee for a moement . ..."

That is not true of the great Gentile world. For they put God out of their heart, wheh

and which for thousands of years had no knowledge of God. This is Israel which sirWned

against God, and God sent them into exile. "In a little wrath I hid my face from thee

for a moment; but with everlasting kindness will I have mercy on thee, saith the Lord thy

Redeemer." So, verses 5 through 8, I would think that they are definitely speaking

of Israel, and my guess is that the last phrase refers to the
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Is your question r' that if that refers to Israel? No (A) Yes, yes,

it is a very good question. This is a very excellent question. The reproach of

these are figurof speech. But that does not mean that that can mean anything at all.

They have to fit. So, let us see how they fit. This is a very excellent suggestion

to check it. If he says in verse 5, "Thy maker is thy husband; the Lord of hosts is

his name," H can he then refer to her widowhood? To have a widowhood, the

husband should be dead? If he is dead, he cannot be the Lord of hosts. So that,

the figure does not quite.., no figure fits exactly, but there is a point there where

a figure has lack of literal entiity. A fiire must &eail-y-have a real application.

If you say, Well, I am going to use figure of speech now, just anything to represent

anything... that is not ... there must be some similarity to that. He is fighting like

a lion. It is perfectly obvious t--- what you mean. He was a lion in the

Eeu-fflea!-Oht You do not mean that he went out and chewed enemies with his teeth/

or he ed with his finger nail. You mean that he fought f vehemently,

courageously .... It is similar to our general idea of a lion. If you would say,

He was a in fight, you would have no idea as to what he is talking

about. The figute would not convey an exact idea. Now when he says/the reproach

of thy widowhood, isgeste-t-h&t- the suggestion ( certainly is that this has

had a husband, and now is in a situation having previously had a husband, in a situation of
not

now/having yone. Well, how could that fit in7 with Israel? Here it is sp]4-oken of
then

God as in the relationship of God... God is not dead, then-how could Israel be

a widow? Israel is considered .... that way, is thought of that way, because V %
mercy

She, having formerly been the recipient of God's besg-, has been sent into exile,

Fhas been, has seemed to have,' no God NAth-Ier-- any more that existed in the

temple that was destroyed, no visible sign of God's existence. It seems like one who
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had formerly thought she had God - care for her, see ¬-,4ke-o-ha¬1-.fer-me-r4y now

does not have. He says, "You will remember this reproach of i,-- your widowhood

that was yours. Your maker is your husband . .. ." He- You $ You now sufØ'fer the

reproach of widowhood, but wonderful-Fe-pr-o.- actually it was

a false reproach, and now you are in such a condition that you do not have to even

remember that bad situation which you went through, because you realize who He is,

and what He is going to do. 71n his wrath, in a little wrath He hid his face from

you for a moment; but
'
He is going to give you everlasting kindness... He is going to

give you an everlasting covenant.., even though you thought that you had forsaken Him

This fits with Israel perfectly, but I do not think see how this is going to fit with

the Gentiles. Of course, it does not fit exactly literally, but I think that it fits in with

Israel closely enough ... you can see a real development. (Q) (A) No, I would say

that the one that is called widow in verse 4, she is not calØ'led a widow. Inverse 5,

she is eal-1.ed- told that her maker is her husband; the Lord of hosts is his name; and

He told her that she should forget the reproach of her widowhood. N-t-ha4-

Now that she was in the condition where she seems to be a widow, but she tells her

that she was not really a widow. She was not really a j widow. She thought wa- she

was a widow. More than other people thought she was a widow. They thought w' she had
been
w.as-a widow, she thought she had bee1-a-wi'dew7- had a great God, but now she

none, no protector
does not have/1$1'at all. She was in exile to Babylon ... but actually, God says,

still
I an/interested in yoqi1, -ws4mp1y-i-ei&s-t-e--yoii- I sent you there, because

of your sin, but with the intention of bt5- bringing you back (9.55)

You seem to be a widow, but you are not. I am not being dogmatic on this, but am

simply saying .hat that hoe= w it looks to me, and I am appreciative or-- tremendously

of whatever suggestion you % raise, because I am anEious to work on ... Yes?
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How can he tell her to forget the reproach of her widowhood?', -&he when she has never

been a widow at all? He goes right on, "... for thou shalt forget the shame of thy

youth, and shalt not remember the reproach of thy widowhood any more. For thy M ker

is thine husband; the Lord of hosts is his name . .. ." If the Lord of hosts is her

husband, how could she be a widow? Either there is a break between the two verses,

in verse five it is talking about some one different than in verse 4 which is not

impossible at all.., for there are sudden changes in the prophets, that is not impossible,
but
4t is either that or else, - be is saying that you have some terrible reproach

of widowhood, that is, being deserted by the one whom you consider to be your

husband, but it was a falsehood, because she has not been a real yy




for her Maker

is )p her husband, and his name is the Lord of hosts . ... Then... don't hesitate

to raise some questions. If there is any better suggestions I will be
'
very grateful.

Then he speaks to the-4srael definitely, I would say in verses 6 through 8 without question.

I think surely in also verse five, and when-1 am inclined to believe in the last phrase
definitely believers

of verse four, but verses 1 to 3, I think, are/the Gentile'. And I am inclieined to think

that 4 also is up to the words.., the King James Version.. ut translated it...

but it is just impossible to read thou shaLt not remf ember the reproach of thy widow/hood,

as suggested, shalt not, but it is just impossible to read, thou shalt not remember the

reproach the- of thy widowhood, and suggest that we read, thou shalt not

In English you see, when you put the word, thou," once you say the verb you say in
verb

the same But in Hebrew, the w-¬w4 is not expressed, but they are both
/

in the imperfect, and conequently they mean, s the same one or different one...
a

anã so it is entirely possible to look into another direction. There are/number of

cases like that in the Prophets. I believe that it is quite definite that you have to
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or else it does not make sense. And so, we have the first part, I believe

the Gentile believers... this part is addressed to the nation of Israel/ with emphasis

e of course on the individuals of Israel . ... He is saying that he is going to get

blessing from Israel as a nation, not as individuals as believers... Israel as a nation.

And verse " 9, he says, "For this is as the waters of Noah unto me: for as I have

sworn that the waters d Noah should no more go over the earth .... " What is the

connection with the watrs nf Nnah. Well, the waters of Noah signifies the judgment

which God gave. 7-t-he-wtes- And God swore that"the waters of Noah should no mo

go over the earth; so have I sworn that I would not be wroth with thee, nor rebuke thee."

Well, this verse makes certain difficulties, because we have been told that we have

had much aboutyl/ the people that have been . Now, we-e-seyi*ig-- He

is saying, I a*n-e*rtg-to send them into exile, and now I am going to bring them back

and never leave them again'y(Ø/ , and never again send them into exile. That is

just the history of Israel, because they have gone into exile,,, into far greater

exile, into farther exile... And so, you cannot regard verse 9 as feferring very

&ep- specifically to God's immediate promise as to what is going to happen

when they come back from exile. It must look further into the future, but
no

of course, there is ,4reat problem in thinking that does not look into distance
into the
ht-her future... but-e--eiw-s.e-, when you consider the chapter 53 is looking

up to the atonement... chatper 53. . . If chapter 53 is future, them- some of them

here, while verse 9 may be ... not so much, -n*eh there is not ±n- going

to be another exile... there is not going to be an end in God's relationship with Israel.

They will climb up the mountain When there will never again be another exile. It is

a rather difficult passage, and I know of no other way of interpreting this ....

There is a wonderful blessing from God. There is a verse of rebuke. God is against

all sins. TheFe-- This is a general, sweeping way of ... there may be times of
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when we can do any betterth- than that, but I think that -t- in most cases,

we can get &oe-t-h4- more specific means out of interpretation.

Some years ago,

then somebody else said, and then he has got evdidence to show at--a- this, and

the-he-hae- then somebody else said, *(2 .75)

Then he ended up by saying that all these conØ'trdict each other, aid it does not

make any sense what the meaning is. Well, the meaning is that does not

represent' the countries at all. V/ All that it Ø shows is that the church is going
to
ge have a great emphasis. There is going to be much opposition to the church, but

even #e have to worry
we do not know because our God is a mighty protector. Well, I do

When
not think that it is proper to just ?general terms like that. Fer, the

Lord speaks about God, when he uses such a specific language, we may not know

exactly what it means, and we ma not knew- have the means to know it, but

it means something defnite. And when the time comes, it will be clear/. wht it means.
ch. 53

If we cannot find.., it is just like saying... is this talking aah about Isaiah?
is he talking about

Oy'Jeremiah? Is he talking about the nation of Israel? Is he talking about the

salvation of Israel? Well, it is showing that God's salvation is to the world.

I do not think so at all... I think that it is specifically talking about +Ite-glrory

about the activity of ea.&- Christ, ... Peter says that it is definitely referring
hard to see what .

to the glory of God... Is it the time of Isaiah? It might 1 be. ./ Let us see

what it is .... Maybe things in the prophets may not be clear, and will not become

clear, until the time comes,. surely we can understand much more

And when the time came, we see that Christ fulfilled every bit of what is

cont4aeained ... I do not feel that we should

the original Aramaic of the New Testament.., exactly thought of
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And Lan'd's translation. He has got the whole Bible commentaries, and first he got
fig-t- first

out the New Testament commentaries. Hmade the transla tion of both Old

and New Testament from the original, the Gospel from the original Aramaic, and there

was not any original Aramaic, ... but they had written an article thirty years ago

some of which ... deals with the interpretation b the Scriptures. There are not

many people who have but there are many people who have _

About five or six years ago transh tion of the whole Bible. There--

But the worst part of the translation was his spiritualization, e. g., when it says

that Jesus walked on the water, he says that the Aramaic word, "Ael" upon can

men-alsomean ?y'.' So, what he tries - to intend to mean here is that Jesus walked
then he sysjesus

beside the water, not upon the waters. And/when,4e said that Jonah was in the

ee belly of a whale three days and nights, he says that the word bellØ'y in the

Old Aramaic word, meaning .. . that he waifficulty. So, he did not go inIto

Nineveh, and so he was in diffu,A-iculty, it was a problem, it was a tough situation,

and they expressed it in such a way as in the belly of a whale. Well, I asked him,

I wrote a review of it on at that time, and was hardly out et-t-h&t ... was

not even distributed/ before aisdalale's r14ion-... looking fcr me fr' about it.

I guess the - press must have got the copy of the new -immediately,

and Immediately got $ in touch with him, and he immediately came to me, and

he saidi could not prove anything wrong in his Bible, and he is paying away

the outline. Of course, I knew that you could i'o not -pef prove anything
insisting on that

to his tatisfaction, so there is no use of assessing that, but he said that Jonah

gives the impression of being in difficulty, and that it does not mean that he actually

fell in Jonah's belly. Well, I said, let us lookgat the book of Johah, and see

ew-tell&,-
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how it tells, and see how they threw him out from the ship into the water. Then

a whale swallowed him, and then the whale threw him out.., while he was praying

he spewed him up .... Oh, he said, oh, well, that is just an allegorizing on the

phrase.., that he was in difficulty, as if in the belly of a whale .... Well, it is
matter
a itnI-of interpretation, / ' OAnything can mean anything when you use

that method. I am willing to say that there are many things in the Bible that I don't

understand, but I think that we cai insist -the that there is a definite meaning in

everything i in the Bible . The more that we c learn to understand the more we

can be a blessing to others. (Q) Of course it is utter nonsense but most people

have not even 'hoa4.--haf heard... and they believe anything that anybody says,

and it is very sad. When his whole Bible came out (Lamsa1s?) I looked up a

number of passages and checked the mss. He had not newmss of any kind, just

a late Syriac translationx. And one clear proof that it was a late clear Syriac

was the use of the word C- taken right from the Greek. He says the Greek

is a translation of the Aramaic, then why does the Are-me- Aramaic use that word

in Greek. I just thought of that as a good I taat4f1- illustration of this matter

that when he says this is as the mwaters of Noah, for as I have sworn the waters

of Noah shall go no -mee--meve- ma e over the earth, so have I sworn that I would

not be wroth nor rebuke thee. Now, after Isaiah's time we find the prophets wroth

with Israel and rebuking them severely. We find God e4ig rebuking them in the

strongest language. After that time, we find Jesus Christ rebuking them in the

strongest language. But k le re is this phrase. And how are we going to interpret

7
this. Surely the - meaning of it is looking forward, meaning that there is a continuity

--they never will be destroyed. There is a continuance for IsraeL. They will never

be permanenthly alienated from them. For the mountains shall depart and the hills

be remoid. People talk about the eternal hills, so it makes a good illustration.
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The mountains and the hills will be removed , but my kindness will not depart

from thee. Things that ek- look so stable will disappear but God's loving kindness

will CD ntinue. Neither will the covenant of my peace be removed saith the Lord

that hath mercy on thee. Surely He is here speaking to Israel. Now the only
alternative

" of speaking to Israel would be that verse 17 where it speaks of tI servants

of the Lord, that that-g-taftea transition might be made ni somewhere back here.

I feel that verse 17 that this is the-ler4t&e heritage of the servants of the Lord

is surely speaking of the whole life of the believer, it is speaking of the

spiritual Israel, which includes both Jews and Gentiles. It is the whole body

of true believers. And when he is speaking of national Israel back here, and the

Gentile believers in the first part, there must be a transition between each section

to the next. I feel that the first t 4atkw- transition is towBrd the end of verse

four. I am not ready to be dogmatic on that, but I am inclined more and moe--mere

that way. Where is the transition between the second and the third. On that we

have to study the passage and see what it is like. (Q) I don't think that there is

any question that the covenant of David is in chapter 55: , I will make an ever

lasting covenant with you , even the sure mercies d David. That is the offer that

is given and all those who accept that offer become part of this , the servants

of the Lord. And if verse 17, if the transition-s- has come back as far back as

verse 10, t1n that is probably what it means. But if the transition is later than

that I am not sure. I am inclined to think that it means something different. That

it would rather mean. . .1 am not ready to give a definite answer. The reason why

I am inclined to question it is because verse 11 seems to n , unless he is ek-looking

on to the group cf the servants of theLord and the misery that they are to pass through

before the Lord comes back in verse 11. Maybe that is a reference to God's tki.tme

people as they go through -mi-sefy- miseries in this world. I will lay thy stones with
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fair coloursk,-w-make-t-hy-ate&-of- and will lay thy foundations with sapphires,

make thy windows of agates and -tythy gates of carbuncles. Maybe this is looking

to the New Jerusalem , described in the end of Jerusalem. And &1 all of thy children

shall be taught of the Lord and great shall the- be the of thy children. Maybe
that
G-od-is speaking of they whole group, in which case the transition would be sore where

earlier. In righteousness shalt t1y- thou be established. Thou shalt be far from

oppression, for tit' thou shalt not fear , and from terror, for it shall not come near

thee. This is surely looking a long distance in the future. Certai nly Israel has

been subject to frightful terror through the last many centuries. Through the Middle

Ages the persecution that Israel went through was frightening many times. And a

even as recent as Hitler, and this could not certainly be said oth Yes, it has

come to pass. Neither can it be said that it has come to pass as far as the true

believers were eofd- concerned. Think of the way the Chinese oo communists

are murdering Christians. Think ct the persecution that Christians have gone through
ns

in Russia. The Russi/talk a great deal about the Great ptist lx Church of half a

million people in Russia which they sent carefully picked emissaries over to this

country. But it is my impression that when tie Bolsheviks took over they had about
1/2

4/million. I don't know how many were liquidated , or sent to Siberia, and killed

t hem off. Certainly they were not far from terror. Some people call the idea that

the church is to be raptured before the ti-tribulation rocking chari Christianity,

which is a ridiculous idea, because the e- only questionable difference between

pre-tribulation ±ic and post-tr4ut1M± tribulation rapture is , Will the Church go

through the great tribulation. It doean't say the Church will not go-ho- theug
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the- through many tribulations. It has gone through many tribulations, and mit

may go though more. But there is one great one, after- according to the scripture

I believe, after the trjtion. The term ee*t*ft- certainly does not x fit. It is

ridiculous. The question is not what would we like to have k but what does the

Bible say. I think that the Bible very clea4crly says that t1 re is to be an outpouring

of God's-wi-t- wrath, after the Church has been raptured. But before the that the

church may go through many tribulations. During the Middle Ages, we don't know

what may be ahead. So this verse 14 eererk certainly has not been fulfilled, either

of Israel or of the body of believers. In righteousness shalt thou be established,

thou shalt be far from oppression. Thou shalt not fear and from terror, for it

shall not come near thee. That certainlydoes ncb describe somebody suffering under

the tortues of the Inquisition. It does nc fit that , but it is a wonderful fc peace

that God gives His own. Those that are born E again. He lives in their hearts

and gives them wonderful peace. But it is not the teaching of this particular verse.

This verse is talking ebo+it of the time, not when one has freedom from fear but one

in which there is nothing around to meet the fear. Behold they shall surely gather

together. This is saying tha+hereis going to be adversaries but not by me. Whoever

shall gather together against thee shall fall -ft for thy sake. That of course can

be true even of tody. It is true of God's true ee- believers and it is true of

Israel. There are those who persecute the godly. VErse 16, Behold , I Have created

the smith that blows the fire and brings forth an instrument for his work and I have

created the waster to destroy. That can go with 15. It can show that regarcKless of

the consequences, God's 4 .¬1.icihand±nis in it andGod protects His own. Nocwx

weapon that is formed ag- against thee k shall prosper . That doesn't say that it

will not be victory of the forces , but that there will not be permanent success and
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everyone that shall rise against thee in judgment thou shalt condemn. This is

the heritage of the Servants of the Lord rt and what an interesting phrase that

is, and their righteousness is of me.

Isa

Now, I brought along the Revised Standard Version and Moffatts, thinkirg it might

be he1pul-to- interesting to see how they render certain phrases . I wonder what

they do with this one, Their righteousness is of me. Here is the RSV. Yes, the

RSV says This is the heritage of the Servants of theLord, and their vindication

is from me, says the Lord. Now, the we*k word does not mean vendication. The

word means righteousness, but of course, when you say your righteousness shall

be established , that may mean that it will be shown that you are righteousness,

so it can mean vendication, but ±kc that is not going k back and saying you have

the right to translate the word , and especially in a context like this. Their vandication

is from me, says the Lord. And what does Moffatt say about it. He e.y& says such
(

is the lot of the eternal servants, thus the eternal promises do I maintain thereby.

Their righteousness is of me. Do I maintain thereby. That's really getting away from

the original , but the Hebrew is Their rgheQ nJ of me, and it seems to me

that in the light of this . . .that it is surely it is .... rather than a promise of...

and they are es towboj God's Meue rigleous sj ... Of course , tha Vs

a great problem with translation, if you don't believe the N . T. doctrine, you nay

the N.T. writers showing vhat fol- foolishness they believed, but if you don't believe

then you c certainly don't believe the Old Testament writers had any idea of the

subject. And , therefore, these unbelieving translators have to twist to get what they

do, and that's why I say you can't call the RSV a Holy Bible. When in the N. T. they

have quotations which say, These things came to pass, as ± it was spoken by the
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the G.ld- prophets and you have a verse which ex exactly fits what happened,

and you have a footnote there telling you where it is in the Old Testament, and

then you look it up in the Old Testament and you find it translated entirely

different, not fitting at all. I talked to a group of Princeton students, ad we

had 200-300 out , and I sai-s- said some of the people may have intentially trying

to destroy and* others may have been led of Satan. And a man came up afterward

and told me that he was sure these men were demonically-is-pn- inspired because

he had studied under them at Yale Divinity School and he knew they were not. So

I had tftho¬M first hand evidence on that, but I still think that k they either were

intentially twisting or they were misled by Satan. I dont see how you see anything

else, and the New English Bible, they have very carefully diverted our attack against

the RSV to such an extint that they slipped in the N English BkJ.e and a lot

of people are taking it. When the New Testament of the New English Bible yott

the literary style is way ahead of most recent translations , but it thffeFes- differ

from the original in point after point, and if theyare as free as that with the New

Testament, think what will happen to the Old Testament. Well, what others proesm

problems are in these chapters do you think we should take up in the three minutes

that we have. I havet not by any means solved all the problesuns with 54 but we

, if we had a few more hours to discuss . . Yes, verse 15, it says , Whosoever shall

gather together against me shall fall for thy sake. In the first part it says, Behold,

they shall surely together. Behold, they shall surely gather together , but not by me.

In other words, they are going through tribulation. They are going to go through

persecution, but it will 1e Satan ia- rather than God. God says He sent His people

into exile for their sins. He xk says they shall gather together ag Inst me but not

by ec me. When you fin d a group o f Christians who says that the jews- Jewish
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International Bankers finance communism. They had better watch cat, i because

the Jews are still God's people and they are in unbelief and there are wicked people

among them as there are among Christians, and there may be individuals who...

but to gather agains the people as a group ... is gathering together against the nation

o f Israel in& a way that God says is punishable. I -he.d- heard yesterday of a woman

who is very convinced of anti-semitism, very convinced that communism has all been

financed by the Jews , but she says don't say anything at- about it. She says we

all know nc it is true, but she says the minute you raise any discussion , they will

clamp right ckxx down on you and will destroy you. Even if you know it is trie.

It is too bad that there are people ±-whe4i-&tu- distributing these ideas around but

I say let the Christians beware of getting themselves mixed up.

r
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ISAIM 54

339 Machen on the millennium
Stonehouse0 Isa.54:14 KJV not literal
Problem of making trnslatioñ

340 The original may have more possibilities than the translation.
Illustration given is good.
The one who had shame in her youth and had reproach in her widow
hoed may or may not be the same person. feb. "permits either.
KJV makes it the same person.

343 Is.544-5
Ps. 19:4 poor punctuation

344 I. 54:4 has two possibilities
345 KJV adds to the thought of original

Isa. 29:1-5 The 'moreover' on KJV makes no sense.
Isaiah's prediction in advance of Sennacherib's attack en Jeruvalem
Verse 5 should be trans. (but) rather than (moreover)

346 LIFE magazine(June 3, 1964) on Laconia

343 Isa 55 The Gospel call
349 The covenant relationship and covenant theology
350 13a.54:1 cf. RSV

351-2 3rd person vs 2nd person, 'Sons of a desolate one'

352 Are sing. and represent one woman but this one may be a fig,
of speech for a whole nation

353 'The desolate' is plu. in mod. Eng. but sing. in old Eng. and
so is the 1eb. sing.

353a Could be speaking of two diff. people, or could be one..
Context must decide.

353b Is. 54:1 and Noffatt's translation. RSV keeps Help. meaning here.

354 Not one person at two diff, times in her life. now could
she have more children now that she has no husband than before
when she had a husband?

355 God is still true to Israel even though Israel has sinned.
Noffatt's trans. unacceptable--it mikes the two to be one woman

356 Paul took it to be two worne.n in Ga. 4:22 Cne i like flagar, the other
like Sarah.

357 A prediction of the calling of theGentile.s

35a Isa. 54:2, Jm Carrey': missionary text. I. the whcèe chapter
-bout--the ehurch, a', s -part. -spek about<Irael?
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358a Chs. 53,54.55 belong together. Ch. 55 is an offer based on a specific
event described in ch. 53.Ch. 53 --prediction

Ch. 54 -- promise
Ch. 55 -- proffer

Three questions to anser in ch. 54

359 sa4ah generally lets us know to whom he is speaking

360 Isa.54:3 we can't be sure he is speakingto Israel
514:5 'thy maker is thy husband'

361 AAM does not think in this ch. we have any case where it specifically
says he is talking to Israel, Same true of chs. 55 and 53
Neither any vs. to indicate it is addFessed ti Gentiles. But 514:17
indicates aproiise for designat&d groups.

362 54:17 The heritage of the servants of the Lord
'servant of the Lord' used c. 20 t. in cbs. 41-53, after that in
pLu. -- or 'my servant.'

363 54:17 the only v. in the oh. that tells specifically to whom the promise
is given.
Ch. 55 net limited to Israel. Addressed to everyone

364 54:1-2 two individuals are addressed
365 Two diff. individuals are addressed

366 Isa. 54:1-2 Gentiles
514.2 'make the debolate cities to be inhabited'

367 54:1-3 addressed to Gentile believers
54:5 Israel?

368 5'4:6 Isr1

369 54:4 'shame of thy youth' -- Gentiles

370 54:1-3 to Gentiles
54:4-9 to Israel

371. 54:9 promise of no permanent abandonment of Israel
54:10 7rornise of God's continued blessing for all believers

54:11
372 54:13-16
375 Servant of the Lc rd 56:9 begins new section

56:1-8 God will bring in many who are outside Israel
376 54:17
37 54:2-4
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379 54:7
380 54:4-5 Reproach of yr widowhood. Your maker is yourhusband

381 54:5 You seem to be a widow but you are not.

382 Now be a widow of the Lord if Me is her husband?

382a 54:9 'te waters of Noah' i.e. judgment

384 Lawsa's Aramaic translation. Does away with God's miracles
Says Jonah in belly of great fish means he was 'in difficulty'

386 54:10
54:17 servants of the Lord. A transition here

387 pre--and post--tribulation rapture

388 54:16

389 54:17 'their vindication is from me' so RSV? NIV. Better
'their righteousness is from me' (KJV-)

390 New English Bible
Those going through the tribulation

391 antisemitics
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